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Modernising Traditional Musical Culture:
A Case Study of Contemporary Piphat Ensembles in Phayao Province,
Northern Thailand

Tat Amaro
Abstract
In the North of Thailand, known as Lanna, dynamic musical change is an
inevitable corollary of people’s needs to adapt to new social and musical preferences. In
Phayao Province, where this research is focused, contemporary piphat ensembles have
long been developing, particularly through the uptake of Western musical instruments
and tuning system, applying electronic equipment and computer karaoke, and
transforming Lanna repertory. This thesis explores how the refashioning of traditional
music has become the very foundation of creativity in live performance. Nowadays,
Phayao’s piphat musicians all direct their artistry towards the provision of modern massmedia influenced entertainment, even as they sustain their traditional roles of performing
at funerals, fon phi spirit dance ceremonies and temple festivals. In these contexts, their
music helps give form to the attendee’s experiences, sometimes promoting solemnity and,
at other times, stimulating revelry.
In this thesis, based on empirical data acquired using personal engagement,
participant observation, interviews, and filming, I chart the successes and hardships that the
Phayao province piphat ensembles have experienced in the face of changing social, economic
and aesthetic contexts, and argue that adaptability has been the musicians’ key to continued
relevance. This adaptability relates not only to the music-making itself but also to the social
networks that support it. In Phayao, the piphat musicians are ceaselessly re-negotiating
complex patterns of alliance and rivalry, seeking to make their interactions and business
dealings run smoothly. While collaboration has ensured the survival of piphat, competition
has sometimes ignited fierce conflict, and this study also shines light on these dynamics.
Furthermore, undertaking a detailed analysis of original transcriptions, this thesis
explains how the piphat musicians balance tradition and innovation in their artistry, reinterpreting older repertory from Central Thailand and Lanna by adding tertian harmonies
and new instrument-specific roles, and playing favourites from the lukthung pop repertory
– taking piphat far beyond its original musical and social limitations.
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Glossary of Thai Terms
Chwae

A pair of large cymbals that are brought together to create
sound.

Dontri Thai Udomsueksa

Annual university gathering for traditional performance
hosted by pre-designated university venues to recognise
Thai traditional music and cultural life.

Fon phi

Spirit dance possession ceremony whereby a host and
spirit mediums perform numerous activities to appease
deceased ancestors, including dance offerings.

Haehaeng

Musical events relying on pre-recorded CDs being played
through loudspeakers.

Haesot

‘Fresh performance’; live performances in which
musicians make no use of pre-recorded CDs.

Khlong teng thing

Large double-headed drum resembling its Central-Thai
counterpart the Taphon.

Khlong that

Pair of large barrel-shaped drums raised on a crossshaped stand.

Khong wong

A metallophone, comprising numerous knobbed gongs
laid out on a circular frame. It is crucial in providing the
skeletal melody in the piphat ensemble.

Kra thin

Buddhist’s merit-making ceremony in which people visit
temples and make merit by presenting robes to monks.

Lanna region

The North of Thailand, formerly annexed to Burma
before it embraced Siam’s protection in the late
eighteenth century.

Lukthung

Thai country music that emerged in the early 20th century
immediately after World War II, a confluence of Thai and
Western musical elements.

Monthon

System of administrative subdivisions at the beginning of
the 20th century in which power to rule over local
communities was held by provincial governments.

Mophi

Spirit doctor who uses occult or witchcraft to dispel
malice caused by the supernatural.

Nae

Lanna traditional shawm with a small flare at the end,
equivalent to counterparts in Central Thailand and the
north of China.
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Namkhaminsompoi

Consecrated water used to give blessings.

Patt

Northern word for xylophone.

Patt gong

Northern word for khong wong.

Phleng Thai saakon

Genre of Thai music blending Thai popular musical forms
with various Western styles, becoming popular in Thai
society.

Piphat

Traditional ensemble composed of percussion and wind
instruments used in religious ceremonies, dance dramas,
and puppet theater.

Poi luang

One kind of temple festival in the Lanna region, carried
out to celebrate the construction of a religious building
being completed.

Ranad-ek

High-pitched Thai xylophone consisting of 21 wooden
bars suspended by cords over a boat-shaped trough
resonator. A leading instrument in the piphat ensemble.

Ranad-thum

Low-pitched Thai xylophone with 18 laced wooden keys,
which are hung over a four-legged resonator: another
instrument employed in the piphat ensemble.

Sangkhiit prayuk

Early genre of applied Thai music in the 1950s
juxtaposing Thai and Western musical instruments and
characteristics.

Slaw saw seung

Lanna traditional ensemble comsisting of Thai end-blown
flute, and Northern plucked and fiddle instruments.

Thao or pleang thao

Three successive metrical levels, devised in the mid-18th
century.

Tueng nong

Lanna ensemble composed of nae (Lanna shawm), a
series of klawng aew (waist-drums), and small percussion
items such as chwae and hanging gongs, accompanying
the Fingernail dance.

Loi krathong

Thai Festival in which decorated baskets or krathong are
floated on rivers to thank the Goddess of Water.

Thet

The delivery of a Buddhist sermon.
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Orthography
To allow non-native speakers of Thai to read this study, the Thai letters have been
transliterated into English, using a system that tries to accurately convey how the words
in Thai are actually pronounced. This transliteration is based on the romanised system of
the Royal Institute, which is one of the most well-known ways of transliterating Thai
letters into English letters. In Thai, there are 44 consonants, but only 21 consonant sounds
that are significantly different. This means many letters have similar sounds, such as ค
and ข , which are pronounced as /kh/ according to the IPA symbol, and which are
represented with ‘kh’ in the transliteration of this study. All 21 consonant sounds in Thai
can occur in the initial position of the syllable. As the transliteration in this study is based
on the Royal Institute, the consonant sounds at the beginning of the syllable are based on
the criteria in Table 1.
Table 1: Initial consonant sounds and their representation
Thai letters

Romanised

Examples of Thai words

symbol

Examples of Romanised
words

ก

k

กาบ

Kap

ขฃคฅฆ

kh

ขัน

Khan

ง

ng

งาน

Ngan

จ

ch

จึง

Chueng

ฉชฌ

ch

ชวน

Chuan

ซสศษ

s

สู ้

Su

ญย

y

ย่า

Ya

ฎด

d

ดาบ

Dap

ฏต

t

ตี

Ti

ฐฑฒถทธ

th

ธูป

Thup

นณ

n

เณร

Nen

บ

b

บ ้าน

Ban

ป

p

ปี

Pi

ผพภ

ph

ผ่อง

Phong

ฝฟ

f

ฝี

Fi

ม

m

มุก

Muk

ร

r

ระวัง

Rawang

ลฬ

l

หลีก

Lik

xix

ว

w

วูว่ าม

Wuwam

หฮ

h

หา

Ha

อ

o

อ ้อม

Om

Regarding the final consonant sounds in Thai, there are eight final sounds that can
occur in the final position of the syllable. Each of them is transliterated based on the
system presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Final consonant sounds and their representation
Thai letters

Romanised

Examples of Thai words

symbol

Examples of Romanised
words

กค ฆ

k

ลัก

Lak

ชดสศตฏฎทฒธ

t

ชิด

Chit

บพภป

p

กับ

Kap

ง

ng

งง

Ngong

ม

m

ธรรม

Tham

นณญรล

n

บ ้าน

Ban

ย

i

กระเทย

Krathoei

ว

o

มันแกว

Mankaeo

For the vowels in Thai, there are 32 vowel sounds separated into three types:
monopthongs, dipthongs, and extra vowels. Monopthongs are vowel sounds that are
composed of only one vowel sound, such as the vowels in ‘me’ and ‘put’. In Thai, there
are 28 monopthongs: อะ, อา, อิ, อี, อึ, อื, อุ, อู, เอะ, เอ, แอะ, แอ, โอะ, โอ, เอาะ, ออ, เออะ and
เ อ อ . Dipthongs are vowel sounds that are composed of two vowel sounds, such as the

vowels in ‘coin’ and ‘side’. There are 6 dipthongs in Thai: เอีย ะ , เอีย , อัว ะ , อัว , เอือ ะ and
เ อื อ . The extra vowels are the Thai vowels that are no longer counted as vowels as they

contain an initial consonant (ฤ , ฤ ๅ , ฦ , ฦ ๅ ) and final consonant (อํ า , ไ อ , ใ อ , เ อ า ). The
transliteration of these 32 vowel sounds is in Table 3.
Table 3: Vowel sounds and their representation
Thai letters

Romanised

Examples of Thai words

symbol

Examples of
Romanised words

อะ, อา

a

ปะ, ปา

pa, pa

อํา

am

รํา

ram

xx

อิ, อี

i

มิ, มีด

mi, mit

อึ, อื

ue

นึก, หรือ

nuek, rue

อุ, อู

u

ลุ, หรู

lu, ru

เอะ, เอ

e

เละ, เลน

le, len

แอะ, แอ

ae

และ, แสง

lae, saeng

โอะ, โอ, เอาะ, ออ

o

โละ, โล ้, เลาะ, ลอม

lo, lo, lo, lom

เออะ, เออ

oe

เลอะ, เหลิง

loe, loeng

เอียะ, เอีย

ia

เผียะ, เลียน

phia, lian

เอือะ, เอือ

uea

-1, เลือก

lueak

อัวะ, อัว

ua

ผัวะ, มัว

phua, mua

ใอ, ไอ, อัย, ไอย, อาย

ai

ใย, ไล่, วัย, ไทย, สาย

yai, lai, wai, thai, sai

เอา, อาว

ao

เมา, น ้าว

mao, nao

อุย

ui

ลุย

lui

โอย, ออย

oi

โรย, ลอย

roi, loi

เอย

oei

เลย

loei

เอือย

ueai

เลือ
b ย

lueai

อวย

uai

มวย

muai

อิว

io

ลิวc

lio

เอ็ว, เอว

eo

เร็ว, เลว

reo, leo

แอ็ว, แอว

aeo

แผล็ว, แมว

phlaeo, maeo

เอียว

iao

เลีย
b ว

liao

ฤ (เสียง รึ), ฤๅ

rue

ฤษี , ฤๅษี

ruesi

ฤ (เสียง ริ)

ri

ฤทธิg

rit

ฤ (เสียง เรอ)

roe

ฤกษ์

roek

ฦ, ฦๅ

lue

2
- , ฦๅสาย

luesai

Although the romanisation of the Royal Institute is popular for the Thai-toEnglish transliteration, there are some limitations that should be noted. First, this
romanisation system might not be able to distinguish some Thai consonant sounds. For
example, the sound /tɕʰ/ and /tɕ/ which are represented by ช and จ respectively. These
two sounds are represented as ‘ch’ despite being differently articulated. Second, although
the length of the vowels differentiates meanings in Thai, this length quality might not be
shown in this romanisation system’s transliteration. For example, the words /kaː/ ‘craw’

1
2

No Thai word contains the “เอือ” vowel.
No Thai word contains the “ฦ” vowel.
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and /kà/ ‘estimate’ are both represented by ‘ka’ even though they have different
meanings. Third, the tones that are an essential characteristic of Thai pronunciation and
which are used to distinguish meaning are not represented at all in this romanisation
system. Some words, such as /kʰɔ̌ː/ ‘to ask’ and /kʰɔ̂ː/ ‘item’ are similar in both consonant
and vowel sounds. The tone is the only thing that differentiates these two words from one
another. However, to solve these limitations, the Thai words are shown together with the
transliteration on their first appearance in the text, such as ‘Nongiang’ (ห น อ ง เ อีb ย ง ) and
Wat Phrachao Tonluang (วัดพระเจ ้าตนหลวง).
Regarding the transliteration, there is difference between the transliteration of the
common noun and proper noun. The main difference concerns the use of capital letters.
The transliteration of common nouns uses lower-case letters, such as ‘fon phi’ (ฟ้ อ น ผี )
and ‘haehaeng’ (แ ห่ แ ห ้ ง ) . That of proper nouns uses upper-case letters, such as
‘Chuanchom’ (ชวนชม) and ‘Yinglanla’ (หญิงหลัน
c ล ้า).
When proper nouns are composed of many words, they are transliterated into
romanised words with spaces. For example, ‘วัด พระเจ ้าตนหลวง ’ is transliterated as ‘Wat
Phrachao Tonluang’ and ‘ป่ า ล า น คํ า ’ is transliterated as ‘Pa Lankham’. The word ‘Wat’
means ‘temple and ‘Pa’ means ‘forest’; hence these two words could be transliterated as
‘Phrachao Tonluang Temple’ and ‘Lankham Forest’, respectively. Nevertheless, the
transliteration follows the conventions of the Royal Institute’s romanisation system,
which states that the transliteration of proper names should accurately represented what
is actually pronounced in Thai without translating the words – and I follow that
convention in this thesis.
In addition, to aid legibility, when one syllable ends with a vowel sound and the
following syllable starts with another vowel sound, a hyphen ‘-’ is used to separate the
two syllables, as in the case of ‘Khuea-in’ (เครืออินทร์). In the same way,

when

one

syllable ends with a consonant sound and the following syllable starts with another
consonant sound, a hyphen is also used, as in the case of ‘Khong-plom’ (ของปลอม).
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Introduction

1.1 Framing the scope of my research
The topics of musical hybridism and the modernising of traditional musical cultures have
long been central objects of interest, and they have produced lengthy discussions and
extensive studies from numerous renowned ethnomusicologists. Scholars such as Stokes
(2004: 48) and Raval (2009: 66-68) could be classed as conservative-minded insofar as
they have characterised the fusing of traditional and Westernised forms as exploitation
that is motivated by certain socio-political imperatives. They view the integration of
Western music as a symptom (and accelerator) of Western cultural hegemony. However,
it might also be argued that musical hybridisation is beneficial in many ways; rather than
contributing to the loss of traditional musical practices, these processes can play a leading
role in ensuring their survival, as they emerge as “a by-product of postcolonial search for
identity” (Kroier, 2012: 146).
Whereas, until the late nineteenth century, Thailand often drew extensive musical
influence from its powerful neighbours, most obviously India and China, subsequently,
it has looked more towards the West in its quest for the modernisation of its musical
culture (Kunstadter, 1967: 5-6; Hutterer, 2008: 23). As Gray notes, “[t]raditional doesn’t
mean old-fashioned…We take old traditions and reconstruct them to be used in the
present time and in the future” (2010: 158), and this chimes with Mole’s observations
about “the Thai capacity to learn by experience while using the aid of foreigners without
allowing them to dominate the cultural fabric” (1973: 104). However, it is undeniable
that increased cultural assimilation is accompanied by a sense of trepidation among more
conservative factions and rural people across the Kingdom of Thailand. In the north of
the country, people have not only confronted an increased exposure to Western culture
but also battled against the influence of Central Thai hegemony. This has led to attempts to
accentuate a distinctive regional identity, markedly differentiated from Central Thai
characteristics but still subsumed within a broader sense of national identity; newlyinvented traditions and ceremonies have been established and are still held annually up
to the present day (Shahriari, 2001: 249).
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Figure 1.1 Phayao Province located in the northern region of the Kingdom of Thailand

Interested in the influences of Western ideology and Central Thai culture on
contemporary northern Thailand, I travelled to the northernmost point of the country in
search of local traditions in which these influences are manifest. I ended up in Phayao,
said to be one of the most poverty-stricken provinces in the North; it is surrounded by
mountain ranges and sandwiched by two more financially powerful giants, Chiang Rai
and Lampang. Asking the Phayao locals about their everyday encounters with musicmaking, I discovered that it was the contemporary piphat ensemble that they were most
familiar with. This kind of ensemble is commonplace at spirit dance ceremonies, funerals
and temple festivals, and it combines traditional Thai musical instruments with Western
ones, plus advanced technological equipment and computer karaoke. The groups mainly
play popular songs from the lukthung pop genre. This musical phenomenon undoubtedly
reflects Manuel’s statement that
For the city dwellers of the developing world, neither traditional ‘folk’ forms
nor imported western styles may fully express social identity. Rather, new
musics are generated which syncretize and reinterpret old and new elements in
a distinctive metaphorical expression. (Manuel, 1988: 17)
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Historically subsumed within the Lanna region, or the region of ‘a million rice
fields’ (see details in section 1.4.3), Phayao encompasses over 6,000 square kilometres
and is one of several provinces that share a border with the Lao People’s Democratic
Republic (Gooden, 1999: 21). With neither railway nor airport, direct access comes solely
in the form of paved roads; one running directly from Bangkok is 735 kilometres long
(Sudhitham, 1998: 38-39). However, it is documented that in the 1880s, there was a
scheme to build a trans-Southeast Asia railway that would have connected Burma and
Northern Thailand to China. It was planned to start at Moulmein, Burma, entering
Thailand via Tak Province and running through Uttaradit, Lampang, Phayao, Chiang Rai
and Chiang San before terminating at Chiang Rung, and Sumao, Chinese border.
However, the scheme was abandoned (Gooden, 1999: 163). Instead, in 1920, a national
railway running from Bangkok to Lampang (Phayao’s neighbour to the South) was built
(Moerman, 1964: 24). The result was that Phayao remained inaccessible by rail. Moerman
and Miller recall gradual improvements to the road system between 1959 and 1979 that
followed in the latter part of the twentieth century:
It was the rainy season. The paved road ended at Phayao, but a pebbled path
went as far as Dok Kham Tai. From there it took our ponies two and a half days
to traverse the 62 kilometers to Chiang Kham. Peasants carting rice needed
three days or four. When I returned in 1979, the drive from Phayao took 90
minutes. Villagers can do their business in Phayao, now the provincial capital,
and return the same day. The natural world I had once experienced as steep
hills, welcoming forests, and grasping mud now rolls by as mere scenery.
(Moerman and Miller, 1989: 306)

This description shows that even in the late twentieth century, Phayao had a typical rural
atmosphere which went hand-in-hand with economic disadvantage. The situation has
remained, and now Phayao is still considered an underdeveloped province.
Christian Gooden gives a richly evocative account of socio-cultural life in the
Lanna region in his book Around Lan-na: A guide to Thailand’s Northern border region,
from Chiang Mai to Nan (1999), although he only includes very brief coverage of Phayao
Province. His appreciation of Chiang Rai and Nan Provinces (the most northerly
provinces, neighbours to Phayao) is evident, contrasting with his disappointment in
Phayao: “[t]his is a pity, as it is one of our least favourite towns [Chiang Kham District]
– on a par with pet hates such as Payao” (Gooden, 1999: 209). Presumably, being situated
next to Chiang Rai and Nan Provinces has led Phayao to be less observed by Western
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scholars: they are drawn to look at the extreme periphery at the border areas where they
find rich diversities.

To Chiang Rai

To Nan

Phayao City
centre

To Chiang Mai

20

To Lampang

0

20

40

60

80 Kilometres

Figure 1.2 A map of Phayao Province showing Phayao City and indicating its more economically
successful neighbours: Chaing Mai, Lampang, Chiang Rai, and a similarly impoverished
neighbour, Nan.

Although showing strong socio-cultural associations with Lampang Province
(Gooden, 1999: 161, 250), in the contemporary era, Phayao has forged quite distinctive
cultural values. One of the best examples of this is the piphat ensemble, a group of
idiophones with musical traits derived from Burma and Central Thailand but now also
drawing strong influences from Western music. It is a kind of ensemble that continues to
serve a living society in the midst of its harsh economic situations and financial struggles.
As Herndon indicates, the ensemble setup can appear in a variety of contexts
(1981: 29). There are two types of piphat music in the Lanna region: traditional piphat
and contemporary piphat – the former preserving musical attributes of earlier times and
the latter responding directly to changes in modern society (Akins, 2012: 69; Masiri,
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2009: 49-50). There are several pitched-instruments in both kinds of ensemble. First, a
reed aerophone called the nae acts as lead instrument, setting a standard pitch for the rest
of the group, commencing performances and leading transitions. Second, a gong circle
known as the khong wong or patt gong plays the main melody. Next, two Thai xylophones
or patt, one high-pitched (the ranad ek) and the other low-pitched (the ranad thum), also
play a central role in the ensemble, providing elaboration on the main melody. In addition,
there is a double-headed drum called the khlong teng thing and small percussion
instruments—ching (pair of the small conjoined cymbals), chap (pair of medium-sized
cymbals) and krab (pair of hardwood sticks)—that mark out principal beats in the metric
structure (Shahriari, 2001; Phakdee, 2007; Masiri, 2009). Contemporary piphat
ensembles supplement these traditional instruments with the Western drum-kit, electric
bass and guitar, saxophone and keyboard, as well as with sophisticated sound systems
involving amplifiers and mixing desks. The contemporary styles that result reflect
modernity and the influx of foreign values in many performance contexts.
This music shares many traits with the shawm bands of Shanxi Province in
northwestern China:
At present, brass bands play not only for weddings but also for funerals, and
some bands even add drum-kit, electric keyboards and electric guitar and bass
with mikes and speakers, singing pop songs, dancing modern dances, and
playing popular tunes from all over the world. (Jones, 1995: 60)

In an interview with Stevenson in 1999, Princess Sirindhorn, the crown princess of the
Kingdom of Thailand asserted that “[s]ocial progress could be made by taking the best
from Siam’s past 3 and adapting western technology to local conditions” (Stevenson,
1999: 176). This is the spirit in which I recognise the contribution of new technology to
piphat over the last three decades. Indeed, piphat is far from the only musical context in
Thailand showing these developments.
Thailand, with the North being no exception, has been exposed to an influx of
burgeoning music technology. Gooden, during an expedition around the northern border
of Thailand in 1997, reported finding karaoke bars in shopping malls and at tourist
attractions in Mae Sai District, Chiang Rai Province (1999: 146). During another journey
3

The former name of Thailand.
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in 1999, this time to Hin Taek Village, he found that a newly-opened karaoke shop in the
market place (ibid.: 126) was meeting the demands of a large number of singing
enthusiasts. As Zhou and Tarocco explain, in contemporary Thailand, karaoke is now
fully a part of people’s recreational lives (2007: 65). It is not surprising, then, that Phayao
musicians have introduced karaoke machines – and later computer karaoke systems – in
piphat. The technology has become an important feature of the contemporary ensemble,
providing impressive musical backing, especially when live musicians are short in
number (see Zhou and Tarocco, 2007: 170).
The help of Western musical instruments and technological equipment enables
piphat musicians to make music that is quite different from the conventional styles of, for
example, northern Thai repertory. They also play music from lukthung pop, a genre
conveying stories of peasant lifestyles through up-to-date and accessible lyrics. Lukthung
is considered a modernised version of local folk music, and its Western musical flavours
have played an important part in new styles becoming more accepted by middle class
Thai citizens (Mitchell, 2009: 297; Siriyuvasak, 1990: 71; Eamsa-ard, 2006: 8). It is often
debated whether or not the perceived cultural integration associated with modernisation
actually causes a decline of local values and the partial rejection of localised cultural
attributes (for example, Stokes, 2004: 62; Steingress, 2003: 316). However, social
behaviour in response to modernisation and a new openness to musical hybridity have
certainly resulted in wide-reaching changes in piphat music-making and in its
significance in society.
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(Media Example 1.1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4DRxNeA3Vzg)

Figure 1.3 Above: The Wat Phrachao Tonluang piphat ensemble in Phayao with advanced
technological equipment; below: the Lanthong ensemble using computer karaoke

This study focuses on the contemporary piphat ensembles in Phayao City; no
ensembles remain anywhere else in the province beyond its capital. This absence can be
attributed to the period of economic slump from 1997 (Gooden, 1999: 16; Steedly, 1999:
432-433) that led to ensembles such as Mangkang in Pong District and Roongthip in Chun
District disbanding.4 Thus, I am left to study bands in Phayao City that have survived

4

Kamon Samueachuea, interview, 15 February 2016 and Uthen Phromsen, interview, 25 March
2016.
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these economic challenges, along with ensembles that have formed since; their names are
Nongiang, Phetphumin, Sichumsin, Daoprakaisin, Phetdonchai, Rai Oysin, Lanthong,
Pinthong, Wat Phrachao Tonluang, Sitthiphongsin and So Chiangthongsin.

Rai Oysin
Phayao municipality

Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Lanthong
Pinthong

So Chiangthongsin
Nong Mai

Phetphumin Phetdonchai

Sitthiphongsin

Sichumsin

Figure 1.4https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@19.252989,99.8232797,11.63z
A map showing where the piphat ensembles are based in Phayao City

From the outset of my studies into piphat music-making in Phayao City, I have
been interested in the socio-cultural roles the ensembles play in the communities of
Phayao. Anucha Chungmit, the band owner of one of the groups, Phetdonchai, indicated
to me a basic rule for understanding their place in social life: “[i]f you can hear a
contemporary piphat ensemble playing, it means that there is a funeral going on
somewhere in the immediate vicinity”.5 Kamon Samueachuea, who owns Phetphumin,
another one of the bands, added that “[c]ontemporary piphat ensembles have become
especially important nowadays. Music-making has always been crucial in funerals and is
deeply rooted in our community but it seems that the contemporary piphat ensemble is
somehow even more essential”. 6 These statements stress how closely allied the
contemporary piphat ensemble has become with the funeral context – and, at the same
5
6

Interview, 19 March 2013.
Interview, 20 March 2013.
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time, suggest a largely favourable response towards the modernised format, with piphat
musicians having served as civil servants while earning some respect from society. Pranee
Thongtam, a funeral host, told me that “[m]usicians are treated equally to other visitors
because they come to play music for the dead, and music-making is crucial for funerals”.7
In addition, people at fon phi (spirit dance) ceremonies spoke to me about the piphat
ensembles playing an essential role in supplementing ritual processes, and in stimulating
social engagement.
I am unaware of any previous ethnomusicological studies written in English
focusing on Phayao Province. Phayao City is neither thriving nor is it on a border with a
neighbouring country, and academics in various fields seem to have been more interested
in the cultural centres of Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai. For example, BinsonSumrongthong, a senior Thai ethnomusicologist, hints at this phenomenon in a historical
note about northern Thai provinces:
The modern cities of Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai define its center, and the old
kingdom of Lanna extended out from them to encompass eight of Thailand’s
current provinces: Phrae, Lumpoon, Chiangmai, Chiangrai, Lumpang, Mae
Hongson, Nan, Phrae [sic] and Phayao. (Sumrongthong, 2009: 302)

The names of northern provinces presented in the quotation do not follow a geographical
order, neither from the east to the west nor vice versa. That she chooses to mention
Phayao last perhaps implies its inferiority in the eyes of ethnomusicologists – further
encouraging me to delve into and highlight the Phayao musicians’ overlooked musical
accomplishments.
Largely due to competition from wealthier neighbours and its inaccessibility,
very few manifestations of Phayao culture at all have been documented, and this includes
piphat music. Therefore, a rigorous analysis of how the cultural integrations resulting
from modernity are manifest through music-making in this particular region is long
overdue. My study aims to address this gap – with piphat as the primary focus. Thus, my
main purposes are to shed light on Phayao piphat’s musical traits through detailed
analysis of fieldnotes, interviews, video-recorded and transcribed performance practices,

7

Informal conversation, 10 December 2012.
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and to investigate the way in which the arrival of modernity and technology have
impacted on the role and function of these ensembles.

1.2 Research aims
My central research questions are:
1. What are the specific characteristics of the piphat ensemble in terms of the appearance
and repertory of piphat as played in Phayao Province?
2. What socio-cultural roles do piphat ensembles play in the communities of Phayao
Province?
3. What particular notions relating to ‘modernity’ and what specific technological
advances have impacted upon piphat music-making in the region, and how have these
factors been translated into musical structures and experience?

1.3 Literature review
My literature review begins with defining key terms pertaining to the issue of
modernising musical culture. Then, I turn to discussing trends in the modernisation of
musical cultures more globally, before delving into the specific sequence of modernising
transformations that have happened during Thailand’s musical history. Finally, the
manifestations of piphat music in contemporary Lanna culture will be addressed.
1.3.1 Defining key terms
There are many ways of understanding the term ‘globalisation’. As Featherstone puts it,
“the term globalization is preferable to internationalization (literally interaction-state
exchanges) as it draws attention to the form within which the world becomes ‘united’”
(1990: 6). However, as Robertson points out, the process of becoming united is seen as
being associated with the emergence of a ‘Third culture’, which can be beneficial or
threatening to modern society worldwide (1992: 61). The first phase of globalisation can
be periodised as lasting from the early 1500s to 1850, when the Catholic Church and
religious practices from European countries were widely spread around the globe, taking
various other facets of European culture with them. Later, the early phase of international
relations in 1850s to 1870s was another impetus, followed by the establishment of a
European community and international organisation by the mid-1960s (ibid.: 58). Clearly,
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not until people, organisations, and nations were perceived to become increasingly well
connected, did the term globalisation come to light. Chanthanom puts forwards the term
logapiwatana that denotes the process of something “spread[ing] throughout the world”
(1998: 85). She also stresses that this Thai word is broadly-speaking synonymous with
so-called globalisation; however, she adds that many commentators fail to recognise that
the process is partly characterised by people desiring “to follow the world”.
When it comes to pinpointing globalisation’s defining components, it is Arjun
Appadurai (1990: 297; 1996: 33) who clearly shows that ethnoscapes, technoscapes,
financescapes, mediascapes, and ideoscapes are key. The first dimension called
‘ethnoscapes’ pertains to the flow of global citizens following the process of migrating
either through coercion or through more deliberate dispersal. Both cases are later linked
to global interconnection. Secondly, ‘technoscapes’ indicates advanced technologies that
are used to connect industries and international corporations (Appadurai,1990: 298; 1996:
34). Next, ‘financescapes’ denotes the dimension in which international monetary,
marketing, currency exchange, and global stock markets are based (Appadurai,1990;
1996: 35). Another dimension is ‘mediascapes’. This depicts the process of globalisation
in terms of the global flow of digital information either paper-based or electronic-based
(Appadurai, 1990: 298; 1996: 35). The final ‘scapes’ identified by Appadurai are
ideoscapes, referring to the global flow of mindsets, ideas, and worldviews. This
dimension is particularly influential in that it refers to the transformation of perspectives
towards western orientation (Appadurai, 1990: 298; 1996: 36). It seems that globalisation
emerges from a combined effect of these five dimensions.
Despite the existence of these five different areas in which globalisation takes
place, it is obvious that local cultures remain discrete, maintaining their own distinct
traditional elements. In spite of globalisation, diversity remains (Lizardo, 2006: 25;
Delanty and Mahony, 2002: 3). As Featherstone puts it: “the varieties of response to the
globalization process clearly suggest that there is little prospect of unified global culture,
rather there are global cultures in the plural” (1990: 10). Therefore, it can be said that
globalisation is not necessarily a process to create similarities but to manipulate
harmonious differences (Arnason, 1990: 224).
However, unchecked rampant globalisation is sometimes considered a matter of
serious concern. Fearing global domination over local cultures, the loss of local
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distinctiveness and increased culture dependence, many communities and academics
view globalisation as a potential problem that, in certain circumstances, requires tackling
(Longhurst, 2007: 24-25; Delanty, 1999: 49; Robertson, 1992: 52).
Globalisation, to some extent, can be a corollary of so-called ‘Westernisation’ that
is “[t]he importation of customs and institutions characteristic, or thought to be
characteristic, of the West” (Palgrave Macmillan Dictionary of Political Thought, 2007).
Westernisation clearly connotes western influence permeating the cultures of other
regions around the world (Bloomsbury Guide to Human Thought, 1993). To illustrate,
Latouche states “the Westernization of the world would have been alluding to the
extension of white imperium over all the emergent territories” (1996: 5). It does seem
that the term ‘Westernisation’ can have negative connotations for some global citizens.
Although attempts to resist Westernisation are sometimes evident, the global
community still acknowledges that the West’s hegemonic and market powers have a
broad and influential reach, sometimes engendering reliance. For example, emerging
giant countries in Asia such as China and India have tried to be autonomous and compete
with the West in science and technology. They believe that to follow the West does not
necessarily mean to ensure national well-being (Cambridge Dictionary of Sociology,
2006). However, the initial introduction of ideas and technologies through Westernisation
was perhaps a necessary first step (Latouche, 1996: 49; Bergesen, 1990: 79).
Some commentators, for example Wallerstein, conclude that the ‘simplest
solution’ is “to argue that western culture is in fact universal culture” (1990: 45). After
de-colonialism, most nations have become involved in multi-national corporations
(Lipsitz, 1994: 28). The West finally acts as a role model for other regions to adopt,
although the ways in which different countries appropriate cultural traits from the West
differ broadly in degree and kind (Bloomsbury Guide to Human Thought, 1993).
Modernisation is the next key term to be taken into account. Wallerstein (1990:
45) argues that modernisation and Westernisation can be mutually associated: “to
modernize was to westernize” (Cambridge Dictionary of Sociology, 2006). Therefore,
the term ‘modernisation’ can be defined as the imitation of hegemonic nations in relation
to mass-media consumption, education, industrial work experience, and the adoption of
urban culture (Singh, 1981: 42-43; Gordon, 1989: 176). Delanty proposes that after
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modernisaton, its by-product called “[m]odernity, then, above all, refers to the encounter
between the cultural model of society – the way in which society reflects and cognitively
interprets itself – and the institutional order of social, economic and political structures”
(1999: 11).
While modernisation and modernity might initially seem to be innocuous, they
may pose problems to local communities. Rhum claims that the success of a community
is occasionally measured by outsiders through reference to the extent to which it has
modernised (1996: 328). Modernisation yields affluence and global acceptance.
Nevertheless, Robertson contends that first of all, countries must undergo a difficult
process of relinquishing traditional ways of life in order to conform to developed nations
(1992: 63). Secondly, modernity creates the possibility of moving towards sameness;
therefore, it blinds true social nature (Delanty, 1999: 23).
Discussion now turns to focus on the term ‘hybridisation’ and musical hybrids.
Hybridisation –“must be seen as a transitional process which deconstructs existing
homogenous styles in order to generate new homogeneous style” (Steingress, 2003: 311,
317). First coined in the realm of biology, hybridisation has been widely adopted within
the social sciences, cultural theory, linguistics and musicology (ibid.: 310), along with a
variety of associated derivative terms such as ‘hybridity’ and ‘hybridism’. As Lipsitz and
others point out, people who adopt a pro-hybridism approach in their artistic expression
seek to assert their individual identity while also reflecting global dynamics and aesthetic
trends (Lipsitz, 1994: 30-31; Steingress, 2003: 317). Appadurai argues that a virtue of socalled hybridity or cultural mix is that it comes along with compromise and social
acceptance to avoid culture shock (1996: 42-43).
In many cases, broader processes of cultural hybridisation are also reflected in
musical practice giving rise to hybrid music. Globalisation began in the European
countries long before the advent of any notions of a ‘global village’. However,
globalisation has accelerated and proliferated such that a startling array of musical hybrid
forms are evidenced across the globe, including in North America, Latin America, and
West Africa (Lee, 1998: 49; Taylor, 1997: 197). For example, Manuel refers to how in
Africa “[a]s elsewhere in the continent, urbanization, availability of western instruments,
and the growth of a pan-ethnic social identity has contributed to the rise of new hybrid
musics” (1988: 101).
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The emergence of hybrid music is always interpreted negatively by certain parties
– being aligned with material processes of impurification, contamination and suchlike,
and being regarded as indicative of broader socio-cultural trends that are similarly
perceived as broadly unbeneficial. Stokes (2004: 61-62) and Mitchell (1996: 8) claim that
such hybridity essentially diminishes the diversity and conspicuousness of local musical
aspects and opens the way to domination and exploitation by music industry. However,
Lipsitz contends: “[s]ophisticated fusions of seemingly incompatible cultures in music
[make]…sense to artists and audiences in part because these fusions reflect… their lived
experiences in an inter-cultural society” (1994: 119). This means musical hybridity, in
fact, elevates local cultures to a highly recognisable form: a form that can be practised
elsewhere and which is suited to the globalising world.
1.3.2 Traditional music in the globalising world
In response to broader trends of globalisation and Westernisation, many traditional
musics have adopted characteristics associated with so-called ‘world music’, most
obviously evidencing multi-cultural hybridism and the adoption of Western mainstream
popular music characteristics. It has been accepted that recently, traditional musics are
seemingly transformed into a new genre called world music or global music. It might be
the case that Westernisation and globalisation are the primary causes of this new category
emergence. Bruno Nettl believes that, although Western music was first introduced to
Third World countries long ago, Christian missionary activities accelerated its acceptance
by local communities and its permeation into local musics – while, in other contexts, there
have been various other socio-cultural vehicles that have similarly carried foreign musical
elements into the hearts of communities (Nettl, 1985). Nettl argues that the degree to
which traditional musics ‘survive’ without their defining characteristics being obscured
through cross-cultural hybridism varies quite dramatically from case to case. For
example, Indian traditional music is arguably the least-changed, while various forms of
traditional music in the Middle East, China and Hong Kong have been more obviously
influenced by imported Western styles, and a large body of Taiwan’s traditional music
has been even more heavily impacted by Western styles and ideals (ibid). The following
paragraphs provide a brief survey of influential academic studies, assessing
globalisation’s impact upon traditional musics, and considering how and why foreign
musical elements have been adopted by diverse communities around the globe.
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Certain traditional musics (and the musical instruments that produce them) have
become widely known beyond their homelands. Stokes (2004) and Turino (2003) allude
to musical forms from Africa, Latin America (especially, dance forms), the Middle East,
the Caribbean, Australia (specifically, aboriginal music), and South-East Asia (gamelan)
as being particularly widely known around the world. This is possibly because social
media, Internet, and travel support local and regional music exploration (Taylor, 2001;
Kroier, 2012). Being in favour of non-western music and ‘interlocal communities of
interest’ (Malm, 2001: 94), world music enthusiasts search for musical differences and
further discoveries (Taylor, 1997: 20; Breidenbach and Zukrigl, 2001: 116).
Manuel states that traditional music in the globalising world has changed
dramatically in accordance with social-economic transformation (1988: 16). Apart from
changes in cultural context, observable changes are the adoption of electric and electronic
musical instruments, western tuning and performance practices, for example (Baumann,
2000: 133). Western harmony and compound time signatures are also utilised (Manuel,
1988: 20; Turino, 2003: 72). Referring to tuning systems and musical scales, Nettl (1985:
46; 1978: 167) and Langlois (1996: 266) indicate how local music, which used to employ
quarter tones and microtones in traditional tunings, has been adjusted to suit western
harmony. It seems that most non-western musicians have to alter traditional practices in
deference to western style. Nevertheless, the use of western musical features varies,
depending on how closely affiliations are with the West (Nettl, 2005: 58).
Nettl reports that traditional music, when it has been sufficiently merged with a
western style, can often be subsumed into the category of ‘popular music’, thereby
reaching new audiences (1985: 14-15). This observation appears to validate Lipsitz
(1994) and Slobin (1993)’s proposition that popular music does indeed tend to involve
the fusion of different musical traditions. Of course, popular music’s tendencies towards
hybridism are especially pronounced in forms designated as ‘ethnopop or worldbeat or
world music’ (Slobin, 1993: 63). Many would agree with Baumann (2000: 127) and
Stokes (2004: 52) that popular music is a powerful tool; by hybridising their localised
traditional forms with globalised popular music idioms, musicians can ensure that their
music has a greater chance of survival, becoming more accessible to contemporary
listeners beyond their own immediate social circles. Driven by globalisation, this form of
hybridised traditional/popular music becomes marketable within the music business,
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promoting substantial supply and demand (Peterson, 2001: 128). As Stokes (2004: 53)
and Baumann (2000: 124) state, ever-more sophisticated media technology exerts a
strong influence over the ways in which such musics are recorded, presented, promoted,
disseminated and experienced. Burnett (1996: 12) and Gebesmair (2003: 6) take the line
that it is not only advanced recording but also world broadcasting that spurs music
business and makes popular music accessible to global listeners. To shed light on how
musicians and producers respond to the converging forces of Westernisation,
modernisation, globalisation, hybridisation and popularisation to transform their
traditional musics into more contemporary forms, the following sections will survey
pertinent influential studies examining musics from Africa, the Middle East, India,
Indonesia, and China.
Modernity and musical adaptation have been explored within many
ethnomusicological case studies. Regarding African music, Nettl (1985), Manuel (1988),
Lipsitz (1994) and Adedeji (2010) all point out that the proliferation of hybrid
African/Western forms was facilitated by compatibility; there were easily perceived
points of commonality linking traditional African forms with European folk and popular
forms. The use of western harmony, and musical instruments does not affect the musical
traditions (Langlois, 1996: 260). However, it can perhaps affect social setting. Lipsitz
reports that the emerging musical hybrid Rai is judged negatively by certain factions
(particularly in the Algerian communities) as being too Western, too modern and overly
sexualised in content and representation (1994: 124). In contrast, some French consider
Rai to be too foreign, primitive, exotic, and strange. Others, of course, feel that the form
melds effectively with their own expressive needs, desires and identities. Clearly, this
particular hybrid is evaluated markedly differently by differing social groups across
diverse territories.
Further interesting examples of musical change can be found in the Middle East.
Nettl (1985) and Manuel (1988) point out that, while some musicians attempt to preserve
older more ‘authentic’ forms, since 1920s, other musicians have experimented with
hybridisation to produce alternative musical sounds. Taking Persian classical music as an
example, Nettl explains how musicians have drawn from Western musical forms to
produce first ‘light classical music’ and then popular music, while drawing very little
influence at all from other local forms (such as folk musical forms) (1978: 170). As far
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as the adoption of formerly foreign musical techniques is concerned, as an example, most
musicians who play both instruments now prefer violin techniques, believing traditional
bow techniques to be obsolete (ibid.: 166).
Shawan examines how musicians in Egypt have responded to globalisation, in
particular highlighting a period of profound musical dilemma in the mid-twentieth
century (1984). Inspired by western orchestration, a new type of ensemble called Arab
Music Ensemble FMA came into being, exploiting an enlarged ensemble of four-part
chorus, traditional instruments, ten violins, two cellos, and a double bass. This ensemble
enthralled audiences in many circles, gaining popularity over Traditional Arab Music
(TAM), featuring more prominently in media broadcasting, and being increasingly used
in soundtracks. In essence, the dilemma involved a very conspicuous conflict between
traditionalist sentiments (wishing to stress and preserve markers of distinctive regional
identity in the face of encroaching globalisation) and innovative internationalist
sentiments (wishing to promote foreign elements as fresh and modern) (ibid).
In addition to Shawan’s study, Signell (1976), Davis (1997) and Nettl (1978)
conclude that government intervention seems to have played a major role in modernising
traditional music in the Middle East. That the various governments permitted western
musical forms and techniques to be extensively addressed within music education can be
considered a major cause of change (Signell, 1976: 81). The establishment of western
symphony ensembles such as ‘The Cairo Symphony’, mentioned by Davis, has resulted
in highly conspicuous large-scale ways of performing new forms of hybrid music, and
later popular music (1997: 78).
More recently, the modernised versions of the music of the Middle East have been
investigated by Al-Taee (2002), and Karahasanoğlu and Skoog (2009). Al-Taee (2002)
states that in Israeli modern society, the amalgam of folk tradition and Arab popular music
is a major mechanism that has emboldened them to amplify their ‘voices of peace’. In
particular, the useful function of the piano with a western harmonic attribute efficiently
draws participation in a large number of audiences. Moreover, Karahasanoğlu and
Skoog have affirmed that imbuing contemporary Turkish folk music with popular style
is a by-product of musical modification; it is not merely a case of old and new elements
being simply fused together (2009).
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Furthermore, musical hybrids in India are highly conspicuous. Nettl (1985: 157)
and Reck (1996: 296) maintain that Western instruments such as the violin, harmonium,
clarinet, mandolin, guitar, saxophone, synthesizer and banjo can be found in Indian
Classical performance. It is now even the case that certain instruments, such as the violin
and harmonium, have become so comprehensively adopted over the longer-term that they
are commonly recognised as indigenous Indian musical instruments. At the same time,
although they have become increasingly neglected by Western-oriented Indian musicians,
certain Indian musical instruments have become increasingly conspicuous in world music
hybrids. Reck (1996) and Lee (1998) cite George Harrison’s early influence, beginning
in the mid-1960s; Harrison learnt the sitar from Ravi Shankar and introduced the
instrument’s ‘exotic’ buzzing sonorities into a number of Beatles songs.
Raval provides a case study of musical modernity in Indian Classical music,
focusing on the use of clarinet in Hindustani music (2009). He points out that the clarinet
nowadays almost completely supplants the shehnai (traditional shawm). In the midnineteenth century, when the clarinet was first introduced in association with the arrival
of military bands, two types were employed – Eb and Bb clarinet. However, having been
adopted to play Indian music, the Bb clarinet later came to dominate simply because its
range and sonority more closely resembled those of the shenai. Although the instrument
has long been conspicuous in wind ensembles composed of two shehnai, two clarinets
and a drum, some consider the instrument to be an iconic representation of colonialism
and therefore no longer fitting in contemporary India (ibid).
There are several modernised ensembles in Indonesia; for example, jaipongan,
kroncong and dangdut. Manuel indicates that jaipongan, previously called ketuk tilu, is a
hybrid ensemble of Sunda (West Java) that is widely played in secular social functions
(while less-hybridised Sundanese forms like degung remain closely associated with
ceremonial events) (1988). Another hybridised form of ensemble music is kroncong,
which came into being following the introduction of music and social developments from
Portugal in the sixteenth century. Since the 1970s, it has gained popularity, coming to
play a crucial role in many political and social settings (Lockard, 1996; Heins, 1975;
Becker, 1975; Nettl, 1985). Finally, the most recent Indonesian/Western musical hybrid
is dangdut (Manuel, 1988: 210). Frederick believes that it was first developed in 1972 or
1973, combining singing, dance and accompaniment (1982).
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Of the three hybridised ensembles, it seems that kroncong has played a
particularly prolonged, conspicuous and influential role in Indonesian cultural life.
Frederick (1982) and Becker (1975) maintain that it was due to the revolutionary onset
of a new socio-political climate following colonialism that appreciation of kroncong
developed. Proletariat and middle-class citizens developed a strengthened sense of
national unity and collectivity in opposition with the ruling classes (Lockard, 1996: 159;
Manuel, 1988: 208). Thus, as Nettl (1985: 91) and Lockard (1996: 160) put it, in the
1940s kroncong was adopted as an instrument of social affiliation, representing the fight
against colonial rule.
Trying to modernise traditional culture in response to global and political
dymamics, musicians have created hybrid musics, combining their traditional
instrumentation with Western instruments (and sometimes using the latter to emulate the
former), while selectively introducing Western musical patterns and structures alongside
the more traditional elements. Kartomi has exemplified the former case, discussing how
contemporary gamelan ensembles sometimes combine both Indonesian and Western
instruments (1995: 385). Heins (1975) and Manuel (1988: 209) mention that kroncong,
too, is itself an instrumental mixture of ukulele-like instruments, two traditional kroncong
instruments, a traditional flute (suling), a guitar, violins, and sometimes cello and soft
percussion. Heins and Manuel give examples of Western musical instruments being used
to emulate gamelan instruments, pointing out that the hybridism and instrumental
interchangeability are facilitated by timbral similarities.
David Harnish documents another example of hybrid music in Indonesia, showing
how the Balinese jazz guitarist Wayan Balawan has gained immense popularity in the
island through fusing instruments, idioms and compositional approaches from gamelan,
Western popular forms and jazz (2013). He either uses the traditional slendro or pelog
tuning systems, or employs equal temperament gamelan (ibid).
There are many studies of modernised traditional music in China. Studies of the
contemporary socio-political setting in modern China and musicians’ responsive
adaptations suggest many points of equivalency with the northern Thai case on which my
study is focused. This literature review focuses on two scholars: Peter Manuel and
Stephen Jones. While Manuel gives a cultural account and general ideas about music in
China (1988), Stephen Jones has presented a series of highly focused studies, scrutinising
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musical practices in Shanxi, north China, (1995, 1997 and 2007). Jones discusses how
the ‘wind-and-percussion’ ensembles that are prevalent across the region, and which are
traditionally based upon shawms, have evolved in accordance with cultural change and
modernity (2007).
As Manuel points out, during the Chinese Cultural Revolution between 1966 and
1976, both traditional Chinese music and imported music were deemed incompatible with
revolutionary ideals by the regime, and hence permission had to be sought prior to
performance (1988). This regulation made it difficult for traditional performance to
survive – and, thereafter also, right up to the current day, “[t]raditional culture [has]…
often [been]… seen as an obstacle to modernization” (Jones, 1995: 58). Accordingly,
musicians such as those of the shawm bands have often responded by introducing
Western musical instruments, Western sonorities and Western scales into their bands –
as a way of visibly and audibly demonstrating contemporary relevance (Jones, 1997).
Jones points out that electronic keyboard, saxophone, and drum-kit are commonly
found in Chinese shawm bands nowadays (2007). Three particular scales dominate: E, F,
and G, used both for playing traditional repertory and popular songs. While E and F are
preferred for traditional songs, F is favoured for use alongside Western instruments, again
due to compatibility issues (ibid.). The shawm band’s functions and roles in society have
changed in line with the modernisation of its music. Clearly, changes in musical
instrumentation have occurred in conjunction with changes in musical role, performance
context and repertory. Since 1980, with the Chinese government’s reluctance to
financially support the types of cultural event (in which) that shawm bands have
traditionally performed in, the shawm band musicians have responded by focusing their
services less on temple festivals and more on lucrative weddings and funerals, playing
less of the traditional repertory and a greater abundance of popular songs (ibid).
1.3.3 Thai Socio-political modern history
There is a growing body of studies that explores how social and political factors impacted
upon traditional culture in Thailand at the inception of modernisation in the midnineteenth century. For instance, Moore (1974) and Terwiel (1983) explain how King
Mongkut (1851-1868) circumvented the wake of colonialism that was lurking in
Southeast Asia. At the same time, he contributed to the foundation of modern Thai
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society. In addition to the early age of its modernisation, Stengs states that King
Chulalongkorn (1868-1910) followed the King Mongkul’s attempt to promote a socioeconomic development (2009). King Chulalongkorn could not only successfully settle
two colonial threats: British and French, by conceding Thailand as a baffle state, but also
open Thailand to the realm of modernity. Baker and Phongpaichit (2009) and Wyatt
(1975) also maintain that the king hastily made educational reforms, believing that this
was key to the promotion of modernity. Besides, Neher (1974), Stengs (2009), Terwiel
(1983), Baker and Phongpaichit (2009) mention how King Chulalongkorn’s
administration hired the assistance of foreign advisers to promote modernity, which had
the unprecedented effect on forming foreign relations. However, Winichakul argues that
the development of business-oriented relations with foreign powers directly led to a
number of conflicts, including for example a territorial dispute in the north of the kingdom
(1994).
Thailand had enjoyed its independence while at the same time taking advantage
of new foreign relations before facing unwelcome socio-cultural change. Stengs (2009)
and Vella (1978) give detailed information about the influx of technology, new
innovations and western ideology that had a direct influence on Thai citizens. Other
academics, including Terwiel (1983) and Vella (1978), emphasise the well-educated
class’s adoption of the western notion of democracy as being a turning point in the Thai
socio-political movement. Elliott (1978) and Baker and Phongpaichit (2009) conclude
that it was this new-found faith in democracy that resulted in the 1932 military coup, with
the absolute monarchy now being viewed as unconstitutional.
What happened in Thai society after 1932 was traumatic to many. Baker and
Phongpaichit detail the imposition of national mandates by the military dictatorship that
sought to control people’s thoughts and behaviours (2009). It was believed that the
mandates – largely derived from western practices – could both modernise Thai society
and promote nationalism. However, some academics, including Rhum, have questioned
the wisdom of this policy, doubting the compatibility of outward-focused modernity and
inward-focused traditional Thai-ness (1996). Another major socio-cultural upheaval was
the arrival of Americanisation in 1950s, coinciding with the breakout of the Vietnam War.
Vallibhotama (1989) and Yuthawong (1989) speculated that the unstoppable importation
of American culture might breed social problems in the future. Other scholars,
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Phongpaichit (2005) and Sarntisart (2005), point out that Thai society after 1976 went on
to experience a financial crisis. They also state that the Thai people had to proceed with
careful steps to avoid economic debacles. Relating to this, Webster argues that social
mobilisation is contingent upon industrial development, migration and urbanisation
(2005). However, Pressman questions the extent to which the Thai people would have
been able to mobilise society to protect tradition against developments (1993).
1.3.4 Traditional music in Thailand and its contemporary adaptation
There are numerous scholarly works that address Thai traditional music. It is clear that
scrutinising traditional music from different angles widens the researcher’s perspectives
in dealing with the connections between the music of Central Thailand and that of the
North. To begin with, one important study by Miller and Chonpairot provides a detailed
step-by-step account of the development of Thai musical history through the ages, from
the early seventeenth century onwards (1994). The study not only looks at how early
traditional music played an intimate role in court rituals. It also helpfully parallels musical
developments with the significant historical landmarks up to the early twentieth century.
In contrast with Miller and Chonpairot’s study, Morton’s The traditional music of
Thailand (1976) focuses more on the musical characteristics of the piphat ensemble and
provides detailed explanations about the various musical instruments involved. He
applies western forms of analysis to Thai music and his approaches have formed a
foundation for subsequent studies.
There is also a body of literature that explores Thai music from an
ethnomusicological standpoint, considering the relationship between music and other
facets of Thai culture. There are several ethnomusicologists who have published in-depth
studies of music-making in Thailand. Wong’s study Sounding the center: history and
aesthetics in Thai Buddhist performance (2001) explains the complex significance of
traditional music, especially the piphat ensemble, within the context of Thai rituals.
Piphat music’s enduring links to deeply-held religious beliefs ensure that it will not easily
fall into disuse.
Studies of Thai traditional music and culture owe much to the assiduous efforts
of Myers-Moro (1988, 1991, 2004). Like Wong, she proposes that Thai traditional music
has long been inextricably linked to rituals and entertaining events in courts. Myers-
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Moro’s studies later point out the financial-crisis outbreak in 1930s afflicted musicians
and the music tradition. This reading of Thai musical history is commonly adhered to by
other academics also, such as Vella (1978) who similarly identifies a sharp decline
following the golden period of King Vajiravudh’s reign (1910-1925).
Turning now to consider Thai-language books that include extensive focus on
traditional music, the two-volume collection known as Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha
Ratchakan (Musical Chronicles of the Five Reigns) (2007) chronologically documents
various significant musical events and key changes in circumstance and policy,
addressing the period between 1868 and 2006. The two books in the collection can be
said to offer the most comprehensive account of Thai musical history, detailing the
following areas: biographies of great musicians; musical and social events that effected
the survival of Thai traditional music; the establishment of western music in Thai society;
the earlier stage of Western and Thai musical integration; the rise of recording and music
business in Thailand; and, finally, key musicians who influenced musical trans-culture
between Bangkok and the North. The final section about trans-cultural migration is
especially pertinent to my research.
Amongst the small body of ethnomusicological studies examining Thai-Western
musical hybridism, numerous scholarly works are particularly pertinent to this study.
Myers-Moro (1988, 1991, 2004) details how and why traditional piphat instruments came
to be played together with brass bands during the reign of King Chulalongkorn in 1900s.
The Thai ethnomusicologist Jittapim Yamprai (2011), although her study particularly
deals with the development of Western music in Thailand and the way in which Western
musical culture supersedes traditional music, provides evidence of Thai-Western musical
hybrids. In this matter, she asserts that, in 1880, the importation of Western musical
instruments led to the juxtaposition of piphat instruments and Western instruments, with
many eager to experiment with the resulting new sounds.
The book New music in the orient : essays on composition in Asia since World
War II (1991) explores a variety of more recent musical hybridism, including examples
that bring together Western and Thai musical idioms, approaches and instrumentation.
Specifically, one chapter in the book includes two interviews that convincingly reveal the
enduring importance of Thai traditional music in modern times. One interview deals with
the late Boonyong Getekong – a xylophone performer whose attitudes had been founded
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by collaboration with foreign musicians. The other interview is with Dnu Huntrakul, who
is the foremost proponent of innovative Thai-Western musical hybridism in Thailand
today. Myers-Moro also draws attention to the way in which traditional Thai musical
forms and instruments have been hybridised in innovative ways, placing particular focus
on Bruce Gaston – an American-born musician who has lived in Thailand for almost a
quarter of a century, undertaking diverse avant-garde musical projects that enrage some
conservatives while at the same time opening up new possibilities for others (1988).
1.3.5 Lukthung music in Thailand
Traditional music in Thailand has been transformed since the arrival of influences from
Western musical culture, and new popular music genres have gradually emerged. The
most important of these for the piphat ensemble is lukthung. Although the amount of
work on lukthung in the contemporary piphat ensemble is very limited (Shahriari, 2001;
Phakdee, 2007; Masiri, 2009), numerous useful insights can be drawn from more general
studies of lukthung, away from the piphat context.
Several of these studies look particularly at adoptions from Western musical
culture as being key influences on Thai popular music. Siriyuvasak (1990, 1991),
Yamprai (2011), and Eamsa-ard (2006) treat the development of popular music as a
corollary of modernisation. They also note that lukthung is one of several genres of
popular music that forked from traditional music and adopted certain roles in Thai society,
such as the telling of the stories of peasants’ lives, and the reflecting of ongoing social
problems. Other publications deal with lukthung and the development of mass media.
Siriyuvasak (1989, 1990), Rhum (1996) Eamsa-ard (2006), and Yuthawong (1989)
describe the early stages of lukthung’s history, including the explosion of radio
broadcasting in the 1970s. They believe that the subsequent increase in popularity of
lukthung between the 1970s and the 1980s hinged largely on powerful mass media. Part
of the government of the time’s public relations policy was to make radio transmission
accessible to the whole population, and this project resulted in transistor radios becoming
affordable for most Thai citizens (Neher, 1974).
Manuel (1988), Eamsa-ard (2006), Lockard (1996), Jirattikorn (2006), and
Siriyuvasak (1991) elucidate the ways in which lukthung has successfully integrated
Western styles into folk tunes. They also show how the lyrics of lukthung have become
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iconic representations of peasants’ lives. Mitchell’s work is particularly notable for
promoting a comprehensive understanding of how lukthung has become popular in Thai
society (2009), with his latest book, entitled Luk thung: the culture and politics of
Thailand’s most popular music (2015), acknowledging aspects including history, its
modern use in enabling social mobilisation, and a brief discussion on formal structure and
chord progressions.
To examine how Phayao’s piphat musicians use Western tuning and
contemporary Lanna repertory to inspire modernised forms, developing new piphat
practices from older forms of music-making, initially, I draw on literature from Taylor
(1989) and Baines (1992) that discusses concepts of acoustics in music, with particular
reference to the physical construction of musical instruments. Meffen (1982), Dowling
(1982), Schneider (2001; 2006), Sethares (2004) and Gamer and Nilson (2010) focus their
work on the tuning of musical instruments, and on the scales of non-Western musical
culutures. Williamson (2000) gives an extensive account of the tuning and the modes of
the Burmese harp, while Jones (1994) does similar for Chinese music.
In the Thai context, Morton (1976), Swangviboonpong (2003) and Roongruang
(1999) all write about the system of seven-tone equal divisions of the octave that has been
utilised across the Kingdom of Thailand, stressing that it remains the norm across the
whole country. However, understandings of this pillar of traditional music have recently
been challenged by Garzoli (2015), whose article ‘The Myth of Equidistance in Thai
Tuning’ seems to have galvanised living Thai scholars into retesting these theories (see
section 3.2.1).
Musical transcription and analysis constitutes a major component in my research
and, accordingly, I have consulted a substantial body of analysis-focused research. While
Shelemay (1990) sums up common understandings of the value of fieldwork-derived
musical transcription, Cook (1994), Dowling (1991), Sutton and Vetter (2006), Cooper
(1981) and Rahn (1983) all propose different analytical approaches, from which I have
drawn. Likewise, Covach (1999) Moore (2003), and Stokes (2003) have made concerted
efforts in the analysis of popular music, this laying foundations for integrating popular
music studies within those orientated towards ethnomusicology.
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1.3.6 Lanna culture
To establish sufficient background to conduct a convincing study of contemporary piphat
ensemble in Phayao Province, it is necessary to outline the history and culture of northern
Thailand, otherwise known as ‘Lanna’. The early history of the region is discussed in a
pioneering study by Carl Bock (1884). His book, Temples and elephants : the narrative
of a journey of exploration through upper Siam and Lao gives detailed information about
Lanna’s people, culture, and beliefs, and puts forth a wealth of his own interpretations
about what he witnessed. Another person who made his expedition to the north in the
early twentieth century is Reginald Le May (1999). His book An Asian arcady : the land
and peoples of northern Siam includes the establishment of the Lanna kingdom,
interminable wars, and the kingdom’s resurrection. Apart from history, he wrote about
his real-time experiences as he journeyed across the Lanna region. Le May lavishly
describes every town he visited. His starting point was Chiang Mai (the capital city of
Lanna). Then, he travelled to Lampang, Nan, Chiang Rai, and Phayao before returning to
Chiang Mai. Phayao, in particular, is where he gives some details about people, myths
and culture.
Lanna had been independent until an assimilation programme took place in the
mid-twentieth century in an attempt to modernise the region. A number of studies have
mentioned how the Central Thai government took charge of Lanna politically and
culturally. Morris (2000), Wijeyewardene (1986), Van Roy (1971), and Ramsay (1976)
maintain that the assimilation programme, although having celebrated its success in
gaining a short-term obedience of Lanna people, led to a serious repercussion when a
rebellion broke out in July 1902. Besides, a period of assimilation affected foreign
policies, administration and cultural change. Central Thai governments seemingly tried
to compromise. Nevertheless, according to Davis, assimilatory attempts continued
because of the affinity in terms of rituals and beliefs of Lanna to Laos and Vietnam
(1984). Gamache proposes that there are similarities culturally between Lanna and other
neighbouring regions but that there are, at the same time, distinctive traits that have
facilitated the development of a distinctive Lanna identity (2010).
It seems to me that the studies of Lanna culture in English most commonly focus
on the area of animistic practices and beliefs. Rosalind C. Morris’s book (2000) In the
place of origins : modernity and its mediums in northern Thailand informs readers about
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many topics: Lanna history; the cult of foreign culture and the northerners’ way of life
since the arrival of missionaries; Lanna and Central Thai relations; and, most importantly,
the fon phi (spirit dance) ceremony. She meticulously explains the fon phi ceremony in
every respect. The music of the piphat ensemble, which is an integral part of the
ceremony, also features in the discussion. Crises of the Modern in Northern Thailand:
Ritual, Tradition, and the New Value of Pastness, a 2002 chapter also written by Morris,
was apparently built upon her previous study because it raises much the same key points.
However, she adds more detailed investigation into how modernisation and Central Thai
intervention into Lanna’s affairs has affected animist tradition (Morris, 2002).
1.3.7 Traditional music in Lanna culture and piphat music
There are relatively few studies about traditional piphat music in Lanna culture. These
mainly look at string ensembles and vocal music, with notable research in this area
conducted by Andrew McGraw (2007). His article ‘The Pia’s Subtle Sustain:
Contemporary Ethnic Identity and the Revitalization of the Lanna “Heart Harp”’ is
largely based on examining the musical characteristics of the pia one-stringed plucked
instrument, and how Lanna people use it as an icon to represent their identity. Apart from
focusing on that particular instrument, McGraw mentions briefly how piphat music
flourished in Princess Dararatsmi’s palace in the early twentieth century, proposing that
this constitutes clear evidence of Central Thai culture influencing Lanna musical culture.
Akins and Binson wrote an article about Lanna culture entitled ‘Transmission of
traditional Lanna music in Chiang Mai: Continuity and change in a contemporary urban
environment’ (2011). The article focuses on the importance of Lanna music being
available to children in their leisure time, and how modern technology can help to
perpetuate local music practices. In the following year, Akins released a book called
Passing it on: Traditional Lanna Music in the Modern-day City of Chiang Mai, that was
assuredly built upon his previous study, facilitating the reader’s comprehension of Lanna
musical culture, especially in Chiang Mai – the capital city of the North. The book focuses
on how Lanna traditional knowledge and culture has been transmitted with the help of
educators in formal and non-formal education. It also highlights different contributing
factors, including technological ones, that play a central role in music learning.
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Le May provides useful information about piphat music in Lanna in the early
twentieth century (1999). He gives detailed attention to the attributes of the musical
instruments in the region, and he points out roles and functions of traditional piphat music
in Lanna at the time. Similar themes emerge in the book Musical Journeys in Northern
Thailand by Gerald P. Dyck (2009). He describes eloquently a journey to Chiang Mai
and Chiang Rai, 8 in which he participated in countless cultural events. The book
illustrates the interconnections between the traditional piphat ensemble and cultural
settings such as funerals and the fon phi ceremony.
Of the three works about Lanna piphat that are most closely related to my
research, one is by an American scholar and the others are by Thai researchers. The
understanding of Lanna music owes much to the former, Andrew Christopher Shahriari,
who brought together substantial amounts of data in his PhD thesis ‘Lanna music and
dance: Image and identity in northern Thailand’ in 2001 and later in his book Khon
Muang Music and Dance Traditions of North Thailand in 2006. A palpable contribution
of these works is his account of Lanna culture, revolves around the ‘Khantoke dinner’
(Traditional Lanna dining banquet) that subsumes traditional music and dance to promote
tourism. He writes, at some points, about the relationship between the piphat ensemble
in Lanna and that of Central Thailand, giving a general idea concerning roles and
functions of piphat music in Lanna culture. His study is well researched and provides
global knowledge about Lanna musical culture. It focuses less, however, on analysis of
musical sound.
There are a number of other studies of the Lanna piphat ensemble and its role in
society, and many of these particularly focus on Chiang Mai province (Shahriari, 2001;
McGraw, 2007: 133; Phakdee, 2007; Masiri, 2009). Unlike Shahriari’s study, which
concerns the dontri phuen muang, or contemporary piphat ensemble (Shahriari, 2001),
Phakdee (2007) and Masiri (2009) have focused more on the traditional piphat ensemble
in Lanna. They wrote the article ‘Thieng Teng: the principal ensemble in the fon phi
ceremony, Chiang Mai province’, and the Masters dissertation ‘Patt Gong: Pi Phat Lanna
in Present Context of The Chiang Mai Society’, respectively. In these studies, the
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The two northernmost provinces of Thailand.
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researchers have explored diachronically the transformation of the contemporary piphat
ensemble, particularly focusing on Chiang Mai Province.
Although there have been numerous studies demonstrating how modernisation
and technology have been major catalysts for cultural and musical change, there is limited
research addressing the issue in Thailand, particularly with reference to northern
Thailand. Although a small number of studies9 have explored the fundamental impacts of
modernisation on piphat ensembles and society in Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai, Lampang and
Lamphun Provinces, there have been few (if any) attempts to address current piphat
music-making in Phayao Province. Thus, it is necessary to provide a rigorous analysis of
how the cultural integration resulting from modernity is manifest and shaped through
music-making in this particular region with piphat as the primary focus.
Thus, the dual purposes of this study are to shed light on Phayao piphat’s musical
traits through detailed analysis of video recordings and musical transcriptions obtained
from live performances, and to investigate the way in which the arrival of modernism and
technological advances have impacted upon piphat music-making in the region, and how
these factors have been translated into musical structures and experiences.

1.4 Essential background to the Lanna region
This section begins by examining the history of Westernisation in the realm of Thai
traditional music-making, focusing initially on Central Thailand. The discussion then
turns to provide an outline of Lanna history and the region’s relationship with Central
Thailand, before giving a broader picture of the region’s culture. Finally, I hone in on the
focal region of my study: Phayao Province – exploring its history and current cultural
life.
1.4.1 Thai traditional music and hybridity
In order to understand the musical hybridity of contemporary Thailand, it is essential to
look back through history and chart the emergence and spread of Western ideology and
its associated musics and to examine the subsequent dichotomy between traditionalist
Thai values and practice and a more pro-hybridity approach. The advent of
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See Shahriari (2001, 2006), Phakdee (2007), Dyck (2009), and Masiri (2009).
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Westernisation in Siam, which occurred, as it so often does, in conjunction with
modernisation, can be dated back to the mid-nineteenth century and the reign of King
Mongkut (Rama IV) (1851-1868), whose Western-oriented thoughts mainly focused on
modernising Siam out of a perceived backwardness (Winichakul, 1994: 40; Stengs, 2009:
8). Ostensibly, his establishing contact with the West was meant to lessen the colonial
threat that had been lurking and weakening mainland Southeast Asia, by placing Siam
under British protection as a compromise to avoid becoming a full colony of Western
nations (Stengs, 2009: 8; Piker, 1975: 301). King Mongkut also conceded to ratify the
Bowing treaty in April 1856, which was intended to regulate trade and establish
diplomatic collaboration (Moore, 1974: 498; Terwiel, 1983: 175). However, the influx of
foreign trade, immigrants and infrastructure to Siam proved unstoppable, leading to a
profound import-export imbalance, exacerbated by heavy taxation, which benefitted the
British and other countries more than Siam (Jacobs, 1924/1971: 119; Neher, 1974: 312;
Piker, 1975: 302). Later, during the following reign of King Chulalongkorn (Rama V),
which lasted from 1868 to 1910, the ‘Chakkri Reformation’ took place (1872 to 1892)
(Elliott, 1978: 75), and this affected every aspect of Siamese governance and life.
Initially, the King was keen to recruit foreign advocates to introduce modern technologies
and modern systems, but these foreign experts were gradually discharged when he felt
that the Thai authorities had sufficiently learnt from their expertise (Terwiel, 1983: 264;
Moore, 1974: 57). The King’s large fortunes were ear-marked for schooling members of
the extended royal family abroad in Europe, particularly in England. In this way, they
were able to take over the roles formerly held by Western advisers and to ensure that the
power and direction of sustainable development was held entirely in the hands of the
Siamese elite (Stengs, 2009: 70; Elliott, 1978: 76; Wyatt, 1975: 125).
Colonised neither by the British nor the French, it is possible to argue that it was
largely on account of the ruling class’s adaptive capacity that “a new political culture
based on rules of Thai ‘identity’” came into being, although inevitably this engendered a
slight loss of “traditional value systems” (Kamler, 2010: 99). In this context of rapid
transformation, the retention of musical tradition would surely have provided an
important stabilising role in people’s lives. Amongst the several types of musical
ensemble sustained in court, piphat is the oldest and most esteemed (Miller and
Chonpairot, 1994: 87), and it would therefore have provided this stabilising role
particularly effectively. At the same time, piphat preserves ancient cultural history within
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its make-up – history long preceding the recent interactions with the West and Western
culture – comprising mainly idiophone instruments that are shared with neighbouring
countries, such as the xylophone called ranad, which seems to derive from Burmese
models (Miller and Chonpairot, 1994: 48). As Lu points out, many of the nuances in
piphat music and associated theatre recall the cultural diffusion that took place around
the two wars between Thailand and Burma (Lu, 2009: 257).
Since the reign of King Mongkut, court music was no longer the sole property of
the palace but had been actively promoted in more public spheres in the hope that its
popularity could promote awareness of and pride concerning Siam’s traditional heritage,
amongst both commoners and tourists (Myers-Moro, 1991: 402). Because of the
polygamous lifestyles of King Mongkut and King Chulalongkorn, traditional music
thrived during the subsequent reign of King Vajiravudh (Rama VI) (1910-1925), with
there being a great many royal offspring living in many extended palaces and actively
patronising the traditional arts, including music (Wong, 2001: 306). King Vajiravudh
himself reinvigorated Siamese drama, music and dance (Vella, 1978: 235), for example
by having a theatre built in Saranrom palace, in which a myriad of theatrical productions
took place (Moore, 1974: 231-232; Vella, 1978: 4). Besides, immediately after ascending
the throne, he opened a special Department of Entertainment (Mahorasop) and School of
Performing Arts in 1912, which remains the central arts institution today (Vella, 1978:
235; Wong, 2001: 171; Myers-Moro, 1991: 332; Yamprai, 2011: 54). Therefore,
innumerable professional musicians came to Bangkok in search of betterment, to be
enlisted and given honorific names, titles and welfare as government officials on a scale
that had never before been bestowed (Vella, 1978: 235; Myers-Moro, 1991: 12, 27, 332;
Wong, 2001: 171). However, the rapid growth of funding in this matter later led to
criticism and serious financial repercussions (Myers-Moro, 1991: 332).
After the death of King Vajiravudh and the transition to the reign of King
Prajadhipok (Rama VII) (1925-1935), world economic crisis put a stop to extravagant
spending on government events (Vella, 1978: 259). This led to the shutdown of the
Department of Royal Entertainment, and caused the dismissal of numerous musicians
(Yamprai, 2011: 63; Moore, 1974: 23; Thailand in brief, 2001: 47; Wong, 2001: 204).
King Prajadhipok, for fear of the damage that this would inflict upon traditional culture,
continued patronising the Royal piphat ensemble on the condition that musicians
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accepted a greatly reduced wage, and that they would now be relocated to work in nonmusical departments and only summoned to play when need arose (Chotmaihaet Dontri
Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 375-376).
Following the imprudence of perilous overinvestment in infrastructure, new
government services (Elliott, 1978: 72; Vella, 1978: 252) and a trying period of tackling
global economic depression in 1930 (Vella, 1978: 168), King Prajadhipok designed a
budget cut to forestall a bleaker recession and a new plan to revitalise economic strength
(Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 112; Elliott, 1978: 78), but neither of these measures
were effective; this provided an excuse for a coup d’état called ‘Khana Rat’, spearheaded
by Field Marshal Plaek Phibun Songkhram, which took control on 24 June 1932 (Moore,
1974: 59; Thailand in brief, 2001: 65). Moore persuasively argues that immersion in
Western ideology and Western contact effectively reoriented people away from the
system of absolute monarchy – although many in modern Thailand would dispute this
idea (1974: 59). Soon after, royal patronage came to an end because most of the extended
royal family fled the country (Myers-Moro, 1988: 404). Palaces were abandoned and no
more music was heard in them (Wong, 2001: 175; Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan,
2007: 437).
Not long after the military coup, the new government introduced extensive new
legislation with the intention of developing the country through political action (Touraine,
1992: 142-143). Phibun initiated a programme of cultivating ‘national culture’ or
‘cultural mandates’ (ratthaniyom), whereby historical fiction, plays, novels, songs and
etiquette were required to express and promote pride in being ‘Thai’, regardless of race
and provenance (Winichakul, 1994: 165; Smith, 1990: 172; Morris, 2002: 84; Kamler,
2010: 109). With the goal of achieving tight national unity, the so-called cultural
mandates took away its citizens’ rights under the pretext of national security (Morris,
2002: 83; Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 126)
It can be said that traditional culture often comes under threat as an inevitable
corollary of cultural revolution (Jones, 1995: 23; Phoasavadi, 2005: 43). In this case, the
termination of royal patronage simultaneously stimulated a demise in the support for
traditional Thai music and a new dawn for Western music and Western-music derived
musical creativity (Myers-Moro, 1988: 404). It is unclear whether the cultural agenda
brought forward by the dictatorship was an attempt to develop Thailand out of
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backwardness or whether it was because the three pillars that uphold traditional Thai
culture, namely the house, temple and palace, were so inextricably linked to monarchical
power that they needed subverting (Myers-Moro, 1988: 414; Wong, 2001: 162;
Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 437). The decline of traditional drama
coincided with the promotion of contemporary Western style music, which was deemed
more entertaining and also politically advantageous (Moore, 1974: 232; Moro, 2004: 203;
Morton, 1976: 16; Myers-Moro, 1991: 272). However, in the mid-1930s, once the
country’s economic situation had been restabilised, patronage of Thai arts resumed and a
number of former Palace musicians were re-employed by the government. In this way,
music professions forked into two parts – the newly revived Department of Royal piphat
and klon, and the Department of the Royal Orchestra; both were under the governance of
the new Fine Arts Department (Krom Silapakon) (Myers-Moro, 1991: 341; Wong, 2001:
176: 204; Roongruang, 1999: 150). Apart from their reliance on government support, the
traditional musicians established genial fellowship with the private sectors, many gaining
part-time employment such as teaching in schools or universities, and playing music in
restaurants or hotels (Myers-Moro, 1991: 214; Moore, 1974: 231; Wong, 2001: 128).
In 1944, Marshal Phibun was forced out of leadership and the new Prime Minister
rescinded all coercive mandates. Lower-income musicians were amongst the many who
benefitted from this change of governance, stimulating a new dawn for Thai traditional
music (Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 529). The government and private
sectors made a concerted effort to ensure that traditional music remained valued.
Acclaimed musicians under the Fine Art Department popularised Thai classical music to
middle-class people using radio and TV (Wong, 2001: 181; Moore, 1974: 234). Private
companies such as Singha Beer and Bangkok Bank also played an important role in
keeping Thai music intact, for example, by running traditional music training
programmes for their employees and by setting up and patronising the Arts Centre in
Bangkok (Soon Sangkhitsin) (Myers-Moro, 1991: 419).
William Stevenson, a royal acquaintance of King Bhumibol Adulyadej (Rama IX)
(1927-2016), stated that “[a] country losing touch with its legends is like an old man
losing his glasses, a distressing sight, at once vulnerable, unsure and easily disoriented”
(1999: 230) – and, although the absolute power of the monarchy had been absolved, the
responsibility for sustaining the arts still remained, in part, in the monarchy’s hands
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(Wong, 2001: 205). This is why, more recently, key royal figures like Princess
Sirindhorn, the second daughter of King Bhumibol Adulyadej, have continued to promote
the arts. Since the 1990s, Princess Sirindhorn has been providing funding for Thai
musicians to study for postgraduate degrees in England, supporting recording and
transcription as a means of musical preservation, and backing an annual university
gathering for traditional performance called Dontri Thai Udomsueksa to keep Thai
musicians’ spirits up (Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 57-58; Myers-Moro,
1991: 240).
However, as Rhum states, “[u]nlike ‘tradition’, ‘modernity’ is an external
criterion of validation. Success at modernization carries with it the rewards of wealth and
international admiration” (1996: 328). Accordingly, to achieve admiration from the
Western observers in the Palace, the Thai traditional musicians were ultimately obliged
to respond to the changing world by allowing a degree of musical hybridisation to take
place, while trying to retain key defining characteristics. Regarding Siamese court music,
this process of self-Westernisation began in the 1850s (Kartomi, 1995: 374; Moro, 2004:
200). According to the account of a renowned musician named Tramote, in the reign of
King Mongkut, there was an ensemble that mixed Thai and Western musical instruments
in order to appease the increased number of westerners residing in the Royal Palace
(Moro, 2004: 374; Yamprai, 2011: 44). Two leading figures in this hybridisation were
Princess Dararatsmi and Princess Rambai Barni Svastivatana. The former, a concubine
of King Chulalongkorn, instigated an experiment introducing piano and violin into the
traditional string ensemble (Khueangsai Phasom Piano) (Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha
Ratchakan, 2007: 7-8; Yamprai, 2011: 48). This experiment proved a success and later,
in 1888, the ensemble was expanded to perform at the Royal Birthday Anniversary of
King Chulalongkorn, now with an extra violinist and Western-style chorus (Chotmaihaet
Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 80-81). Finally, Princess Rambai Barni Svastivatana, the
wife and Queen Consort of King Prajadhipok, successfully contrived a public concert
combining Thai piphat ensemble with Western orchestra – crucially, with the piphat
ensemble positioned at the fore. This combined ensemble has been sustained ever since
that first performance, initially supported by the Public Relations Department from 1954
(Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 181).
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In addition to the Royal Palace, in the 1960s, the government and private sectors
also supported the production of hybrid music, regarding the adaptation of traditional
culture as beneficial for the promotion of a more open society, whilst still retaining
essential roots in history – an approach that has been identified by Nettl as commonplace
around the world (Nettl, 2005: 51). The government took on the responsibility of ensuring
that Thai traditional music was transcribed in Western notation. Prince Damrong
Rajanubhab, in particular, was self-trained as a musician and was fully aware that most
traditional Siamese musical knowledge and repertory were passed on by oral tradition.
He realised that to prevent further loss of ancient repertory, a large-scale transcription
project was essential (Myers-Moro, 1991: 263-264; Zarina, 1967: 42). In 1930, he
appointed Pra Chen Duriyang in charge of the collection and transcription of more than
four hundred songs including the Tham Kwan suite (Soul-calling suite) and Hom Rong
Yen (Evening overture). Consummate traditional musicians were summoned to sing and
play instruments while appointed officials notated (Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan,
2007: 423; Myers-Moro, 1991: 265). Thereafter, developing the initiatives previously
applied to military bands and governmental affairs, contemporary hybrid music was
further promoted in the private sector (Myers-Moro, 1991: 264). For example, the Soem
Mit Banleng traditional string ensemble came together with the pianist Pha Sucharida and
became highly successful following their initial performance in the mid-1920s
(Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 121, 145). Likewise, the governmental sector
showed unwavering enthusiasms to further such musical activities. On 13 January 1963,
the Fine Arts Department organised a public concert featuring the combination of Thai
string ensemble, organ and violin, playing Thai traditional songs (Chotmaihaet Dontri
Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 634).
The modernisation of traditional music led to the establishment of a new genre
called sangkhiit prayuk or ‘applied Thai music’, in the 1950s. It was the Department of
Public Relations that initiated the development of this genre, wherein Western musical
instruments were utilised to play Thai melodies, manipulating them to conform to
Western harmony, rhythm, and tuning (Myers-Moro, 1988: 347). This initiative also
necessitated making substantial changes to singing style. For example, because the
newly-adopted faster tempi were incompatible with the traditional melismatic singing
style, in 1930, a song writer and troupe owner named Phranbun developed a new style of
singing called nuea rong tem or ‘completely worded’ (Ryker, 1991: 131), in which the
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individual notes within melismatic passages were filled with syllables (Mitchell, 2015:
10; Eamsa-ard, 2006: 82). Later, this way of constructing vocal lines was continued in
the phleng Thai saakon popular music genre, which emerged in 1931 (Moro, 2004: 205)
and, later still, in lukthung, which arose in 1950s (Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan,
2007: 161). There are numerous examples of sangkhiit prayuk works dating from the
1930s to the present day, just one being the contemporary drama or lakhon ruam samai,
composed in 1963, which employs a piphat ensemble to play traditional songs using
ballroom rhythms in faster tempi (ibid.: 640).
Lipsitz (1994: 4) and Nettl (1985: 15) believe the popular songs that abound in
the contemporary world first emerge as property of particular regions before they are
disseminated worldwide. This is consistent with Appadurai’s suggestion that the popular
music adopted in Asian countries originated in America (1996: 29). Thai popular music
especially is considered distinctively Westernised in style compared to that of, for
instance, Vietnam and Burma (Manuel, 1988: 204). Since the 1940s, however, it has also
been notable for incorporating traditional folk elements, especially in the genre lukthung,
which belongs to an umbrella category called phleng Thai sakon pop (Nettl, 1985: 85;
Lockard, 1996: 171; Mitchell, 2015: 55). Coined in 1964, the term lukthung is directly
translated into English by Mitchell as ‘children of the field’ (2009: 297-299), although
elsewhere it is simply called ‘Thai country music’ (Jirattikorn: 2006: 24).
Like the campus songs – popular songs of Taiwan dating from the period between
1970s and the mid-1980s (see Hsin, 2012: 241), lukthung songs present interpretations of
everyday lived-in experience that are pertinent to the lives and predicaments of the
underprivileged (Siriyuvasak, 1990: 63; Mitchell, 2015: 37). Lukthung’s straightforward
lyrics, which rarely present complex ideas and emotions in ambiguous ways, are
employed to connect directly with listeners and their concerns, frequently conveying
humour, lust, nostalgia and sarcasm (Siriyuvasak, 1990: 63-64; Jirattikorn, 2006: 29).
Also, the songs regularly address trepidations about economic hardship, political
injustice, and social iniquity (Manuel, 1988: 16; Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 163;
Lockard, 1996: 171-172), with a large body of songs dealing with the lives of Thai
workers in the diaspora, whose factory work shifts estrange them from their children
(Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 163; Eamsa-ard, 2006: 115-116) (see appendix I).
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Like the campus songs that were popular in Taiwan (Hsin, 2012: 266), lukthung
predominantly express the sentiments of the general populace with rural backgrounds. In
the 1960s and 70s, lukthung therefore managed to connect with a huge audience spanning
different classes, taking a huge market share (Manuel, 1988: 204; Jirattikorn, 2006: 40;
Mitchell, 2015: 32). 1968 was an extraordinarily significant year, since it was then that
TV Channel Four, Chongsi Bangkhunphom, started broadcasting Thai-produced
Western-associated music, phleng Thai sakon, via radio and TV, including genres such
as lukthung (Mitchell, 2015: 26-27). The broadcasting reach was nationwide, so even in
Lumpang Province, northern Thailand (Neher, 1974: 335), it was possible for northern
folks to be entertained with contemporary song hits on their compact and mobile
transistor radios (Potter, 1976: 30; Neher, 1974: 344; Siriyuvasak, 1990: 64).
Lukthung is usually considered a confluence of two geographically disparate
cultures, purposely manipulating selected musical idioms from both to coexist in a
harmonious way (Mitchell, 2015: 45). For example, while an accordion is often heard in
the song’s introduction (ibid.: 57), Thai xylophone, gong circle, flute and fiddle are
common ingredients within the song’s subsequent instrumental texture (Mitchell, 2009:
297-298; Mitchell, 2015: 48; Eamsa-ard, 2006: 128). While the rhythmic components
tend to be more obviously Western-derived, the melodies tend to be derived more from
Thai folk musical heritage (Siriyuvasak, 1990: 63-64; Mitchell, 2009: 297; Lockard,
1996: 171). However, moderating the extent of the Western and Thai influences within
each song is evidently a challenging balancing act and Eamsa-ard (2006: 8) and
Siriyuvasak (1990: 71; 1991: 306) are amongst those that express concern; specifically,
they suggest that overemphasising Western musical characteristics like rock ‘n’ roll and
disco beats submerges and devalues traditional Thai cultural heritage – essentially,
reflecting the assertion of Western hegemonic dominance over Thai cultural expression.
1.4.2 Lanna: historical background
The Lanna region is situated in the North of Thailand and comprises an area of
approximately 70,000 square miles, enclosed on the East by the Mekong River and on
the West by the Salween River. Flowing through it, the Ping, Wang, Yom and Nan rivers
head southwards through the region and down towards the large central plain situated in
Central Thailand. These rivers have carved out fertile valleys and mountain ranges in
Lanna, with much of the area being ideally suited for farming (see Johnson, 2014: 33;
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Moore, 1974: 24; Thailand in brief, 2001: 11). Indeed, the name ‘Lanna’ refers to the
long-term prevalence of rice paddies in the area, meaning ‘a million rice fields’ (Gooden,
1999: 21). With Central Thailand situated immediately to the South, Lanna also shares
borders with neighbouring Burma, South China and Laos. In former times, in the early
1900s, it was divided into two distinct areas (monthon), Phayap comprising the three
provinces of Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai and Mae Hong Son, and Maharat comprising
Lampang, Phre, and Nan. There are some discrepancies regarding the historical situating
of Lamphun Province within this two-monthon schema; for example, Le May included
this province within Phayap while Penth has said it belonged within Maharat (Le May,
1999: 85; Penth, 2004: 141). However, since 1930s, this conception has been abandoned
and the Lanna region is now understood as a collection of all of these provinces (Penth,
2004: 141; Ongsakul, 1986/2011: 29).
While an independent Kingdom known as Hariphunchai was once situated in the
area and this kingdom’s history can be traced back as far as 660 AD (Le May, 1999: 9),
the foundation of Lanna is invariably dated to the thirteenth century. Having ascended to
the throne of the Chiang San Kingdom in 1262, King Meng Rai went on to invade and
subdue Hariphunchai in 1274, later declaring the city of Chiang Mai to be the official
capital of the now-united kingdom area known as Lannathai, in 1296 (Le May, 1999: 12;
Davis, 1984: 29; Penth, 2004: 10, 39; Vaddhanaphuti, 1984: 101-103; Gamache, 2010:
59). As Penth (2004: 44), Gooden (1999: 23), and Jumsai (1988: 151) discuss, King Meng
Rai established close alliances with the neighbouring kings Ramkhamhaeng of Sukhothai
and Ngam Muang of Phayao, and one could suppose that this enabled him to concentrate
on consolidating the areas within the Lanna region without facing external opposition. In
fact, as Johnson explains, from 1296, the new Lanna Kingdom was able to flourish
relatively peaceably alongside the neighbouring Sukhothai Kingdom of Central Siam
(Johnson, 2014: 34). However, Chiang Mai was not unsusceptible to invasions from
neighbouring Burma, and successive attacks (1510s-1770s) took heavy tolls on the city.
The decline of the Lanna Kingdom accelerated from around 1517 when the royals began
massively overspending on new walls and lavish temples, stimulating fierce internal
conflicts within the royal family and ruling elites, peaking in 1526 (Penth, 2004: 126; Le
May, 1999: 27). The disagreements escalated to civil war in 1548 and Burma took
advantage of the region’s subsequent weakness by successfully invading in 1558, led by
King Bayinnaung (Lertrit, 2000: 143; Le May, 1999: 18, 213; Van Roy, 1971: 29). For
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200 years afterwards, Lanna was ruled by Burmese kings, existing as a minor territory
(along with Lan Sang and Malay), with the Southeast Asian mainland being dominated
by the two major kingdoms of Siam and Burma (Winichakul, 1994: 81; Johnson, 2014:
34).
In 1775, after 200 years of subordination to Burmese power, Prince Kawila of
Chiang Mai implored King Taksin of Siam for help to free Lanna from Burmese
oppression (Le May, 1999: 30-31; Penth, 2004: 132; Morris, 2000: 55; Johnson, 2014:
35). After 1800, with many of Lanna’s communities having been much depleted by
warfare, people from the Shan states located in Southeast Burma began to flock to the
region to replenish Lanna’s population (Morris, 2000: 57; Johnson, 2014: 35; Penth,
2004: 134). However, it was not until 1892 that Lanna was officially acknowledged to
have been fully annexed to Siam (Conway, 2014: 16; Le May, 1999: 17; Potter, 1976:
17), with Chiang Mai still being regarded as the region’s most important city (Penth,
2004: 133; Morris, 2000: 56). Despite annexation, Lanna was granted a degree of
autonomy, and the various conditions of the unification were not even written down in
official signed agreements (Penth, 2004: 132; Vaddhanaphuti, 1984: 103-104). To retain
partnership, however, the Lanna ruler was obliged to pay tribute to Bangkok every three
years (Penth, 2004: 134-135; Le May, 1999: 36).
The many years of fierce territorial fighting that had taken place between Siam
and the French in the mid-nineteenth century were a significant initial motivation for
Siam to secure Lanna’s annexation (Moore, 1974: 58). In 1893, King Chulalongkorn
sought Britain’s assistance to settle the territorial disagreements but this only led to a
political impasse (Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 58). Four years later, with Lanna’s
subsumption into Siam territory now formally recognised in an official map, many of the
problems were addressed: Siam now served as a more effective unified buffer state,
marking a clear geographical point of severance between the French and British colonial
powers’ presence in the broader Indo-China region (Terwiel, 1983: 260-262; Winichakul,
1994: 128; Elliott, 1978: 75). The national boundaries were now also more concretely
delineated by geographical features, Siam (with Lanna) being separated from Burma by
a demarcation of sheer mountain ranges (Gamache, 2010: 70; Le May, 1999: 128).
Siam’s desire to take more direct control over the teak trade was another major
motivation for its annexation of Lanna. With the northern area being particularly rich in
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teak forests, various different parties had been seeking to take advantage of these precious
resources (Le May, 1999: 58; Winichakul, 1994: 68: 72; Vaddhanaphuti, 1984: 104;
Ongsakul, 1986/2011: 388). Lanna elites such as the local princes known as chao sought
to develop great wealth through trading teak with the British colonial authorities in
neighbouring Burma, reaping the benefits afforded by bypassing the central Bangkok
government and interacting directly with the Western logging companies (Penth, 2004:
136; Ramsay, 1976: 21-22; Winichakul, 1994: 68). Siam, meanwhile, was also wellaware of the teak forest’s importance as an economic resource. Indeed, writing in 1885,
Le May asserted that “one is inclined in Bangkok to associate the north of Siam with
forests of teak, and teak alone” (1999: 76). Accordingly, conflict inevitably arose between
the authorities based in Lanna and Siam (Vaddhanaphuti, 1984: 105). Two trade treaties
– the first and second Treaties of Chiang Mai – were formulated and signed by Siam and
the British in 1873 and 1883, seeking to regulate forestry activities and the teak trade (see
Penth, 2004: 136; Le May, 1999: 55-56; Ramsay, 1976: 23-24; Ongsakul, 1996: 19-21).
However, of course, Lanna’s ambiguous status meant that the region’s nobility remained
liable to seek ways to circumvent Siamese involvement. The annexation was intended to
curb this problem and, in a bid to further monitor Lanna trade practices, King
Chulalongkorn subsequently sent Royal Commissioners (khaa luang), who also took
control over all local administration, including tax collection (Le May, 1999: 128; Penth,
2004: 139; Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 54; Morris, 2000: 176; Ramsay, 1976: 23, 2728; Ongsakul, 1996: 17; Bock, 1884: 134).
In 1892, King Chulalongkorn reorganised the whole country into Muang
subdistricts (Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 54; Lertrit, 2000: 144; Penth, 2004: 140).
The exercise was aimed at centralising authority in the hands of the Bangkok government
while minimising local bureaucratic influence (Stengs, 2009: 11). Governors from
Bangkok were appointed to take charge of each subdistrict, with feudal lords reduced to
little more than titular significance (Terwiel, 1983: 230; Moore, 1974: 57; Ramsay, 1976:
30; Ongsakul, 1996: 36)
The Lanna nobility’s indignance at their loss of power combined with broader
civilian discontent, for example concerning Siam’s levying of harsh taxation and its
scanty issuance of residence permits and passports to the Shan immigrant population from
the Southeast of Burma (Ramsay, 1979: 29), eventually ignited the so-called ‘Shan
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rebellions’ of Chiang Mai in 1899 and Phrae in 1902 (Morris, 2000: 176; Baker and
Phongpaichit, 2009: 54-56; Johnson, 2014: 37; Van Roy, 1971: 30; Ongsakul, 1996: 33;
Penth, 2004: 141-142; Ramsay, 1979: 291; Winichakul, 1994: 148; Wijeyewardene,
1986: 89). Following the murder of prominent local leaders and Siam officials (Terwiel,
1983: 272; Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 58), troops were sent from Siam to retake
control (Le May, 1999: 251; Conway, 2014: 18). After the uprising had been suppressed,
although the Lanna population was partly placated through reductions in taxation and the
establishment of a more regulated system of tax collection (Ramsay, 1979: 290;
Ongsakul, 1996: 35), the central Siamese government took active measures to strengthen
its political and economic hold over the region (Ramsay, 1979: 290; Ongsakul, 1996: 3334).
It has been said this “modern mechanism of centralization” was responsible for
the birth of modern Lanna (Winichakul, 1994: 102; see also Ongsakul, 1986/2011: 386).
Centralisation, however, was not fully brought into effect until well into the twentieth
century, and the main reason was the underdevelopment of the transport infrastructure
(Ramsay, 1976: 21). By 1887, transporting goods from Singapore to Bangkok took four
days. For the leg from Bangkok to Chiang Mai, however, the journey would last between
three and six weeks and the costs were correspondingly high (Le May, 1999: 65; Morris,
2000: 59). These transport limitations left King Chulalongkorn with no choice but to
concede the rule of Lanna to “the Lord of Chiangmai” (Elliott, 1978: 61). Although by
1913, the first railway line between Bangkok and Den Chai had been built10, diplomats
and traders wishing to travel to the northernmost point of Siam still faced an eleven-day
trek for the stretch to Chiang Mai (Bock, 1884: 138; Le May, 1999: 65; Terwiel, 1983:
299; Penth, 2004: 142). However, when the train line between Bangkok and Chiang Mai
was completed in 1922 (Penth, 2004: 142; Potter, 1976: 17), trade between Lanna and
other parts of Siam quickly began to replace that between Lanna and Burma (Le May,
1999: 101). The imposition of centralisation during these years can perhaps be interpreted
as a kind of ‘colonialism’ within a nation state (Morris, 2000: 5; Winichakul, 1994: 103):
the central government was finally able to use economic means to reshape northern

10

A district of Phrae Province.
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identity. The region’s previous orientations to Lao and the Shan state of Burma started to
shift towards affiliation to Bangkok (Van Roy, 1971: 25; Moore, 1974: 4).
From 1872 to 1892, during the Chakkri Reformation (Elliott, 1978: 75), Lanna
was thoroughly overhauled through the political will of the central government. Four
decades later, by 1933, regional administration was no longer presided over by chao
mueang (local lords); they had been replaced by pu warajakarn changwad (literally the
“man in charge of the province for the King”), who acted as provincial governor (Elliott,
1978: 77; Penth, 2004: 141; Davis, 1984: 33; Johnson, 2014: 38). This did not necessarily
mean, however, that the central government’s intervention in local affairs intensified.
Local leaders, officials, teachers and village heads were allowed scope to self-govern and
solve problems at a local level (Moore, 1974: 117-118; Neher, 1974: 283, 347; Ongsakul,
1996: 71).
Education was also a powerful tool in the programme to assimilate the northern
regions into the nation. From 1910, various educational institutions were set up across the
kingdom, with most of the administration and instruction carried out by those trained in
Bangkok (Wyatt, 1975: 144). To cultivate a sense of shared Thai-ness (Ongsakul, 1996:
67), it became compulsory in October 1921 for the written form of the dialect spoken in
Central Thailand to be taught in schools (Johnson, 2014: 38; Le May, 1999: 89). As
Delanty and Mahony points out, this brought Thailand into line with the experience
elsewhere in the world: “[m]any countries have a national language that is …only one of
many possible markers of national identity” (2002: 19). Later, subjects such as history
were introduced into schools, with the aims of instilling common knowledge in the young
generations, developing their sense of patriotism, promoting national culture, and
eliminating cultural differences (Morris, 2000: 326; Delanty, 1999: 29; Kamler, 2010:
109). Similarly, around 1913, literature concerning acts of heroism by Thai kings,
historical fiction, a national anthem, and numerous patriotic songs all started to emerge,
and began to orient people’s mindsets in the direction of national unity (Moore, 1974:
263-264; Winichakul, 1994: 156; Morris, 2002: 84; Ongsakul, 1996: 81-82). The
establishment of Chiang Mai University in the 1960s, and the arrival of students and
teachers from Bangkok, signalled the start of the Lanna region’s closest integration into
the nation since the assimilation programme was instigated (Potter, 1976: 18; Wong,
2001: 163; Delanty and Mahony, 2002: 17).
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The marriage between King Chulalongkorn and Princess Dararatsmi of Chiang
Mai boosted the loyalty commanded by Siam’s monarchy in Lanna, and undoubtedly
contributed to the success of the region’s socio-cultural assimilation (Morris, 2000: 135136; Vaddhanaphuti, 1984: 109). Princess Dararatsmi, a daughter of Prince
Inthawichayanon of Chiang Mai, despite having lived in Chiang Mai since she was born
in 1873, had enjoyed the way of life of Central Siam to fulfil her father’s will, and, as a
consequence to the preparation, she was granted the title of King Consort in 1909
(Shahriari, 2006: 5; Penth, 2004: 141; Michubot, 2011: 6-7). Resettling in Suan Farung
Kungsai Palace in Bangkok, Princess Dararatsmi acted as a living ambassador of Lanna
heritage. She possessed a real talent in Thai singing, dancing and in playing instruments,
and established a traditional string ensemble in the palace that nurtured a “Lanna-Siamese
cultural model”, establishing a model for combining Lanna and Siamese cultural elements
(Shahriari, 2006: 5-6; Michubot, 2011: 119). In addition, she encouraged other princesses
from Chiang Mai to take the opportunity to learn Thai singing and Central Thai musical
instruments in Bangkok, and this marked the beginning of traditional music’s flourishing
in Lanna (Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 8-9, 260, 276). After living in
Bangkok for six years, the princess returned to Chiang Mai in 1915, bringing with her to
the court a piphat ensemble and dancers such as the Aksonthap and the Sunthonwathin
families (Shahriari, 2006: 5-6; McGraw, 2007: 126; Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan,
2007: 8; Kanthiwong, 2009: 3). Slobin (1993: 30-31) argues that those who wield power
tend to pursue national concerns and dominate at the expense of local ‘micromusics’. In
contrast, Shahriari paints a picture of a new Lanna-Thai cultural hybridity emerging from
the flexibility of accepting Central Thai performing arts, including piphat music (2006:
6).
Although Lanna people have, to some extent, been reconciled to accepting central
hegemonic power, this is far from implying total submission, and they have historically
striven to assert Lanna cultural identity in a number of ways. As various
ethnomusicologists have pointed out, it is often the case that a musical culture imposed
upon a region’s people by a hegemonically powerful external force fails to take root on
account of not matching with existing cultural practices (Stokes, 2004: 61; Turino; 2008
p. 105; Seeger, 1994 p. 282). The Lanna region, however, despite being colonised by
Burma and annexed to Siam, arguably retains a distinctive culture; that is, it has been
fully integrated culturally neither within Burma nor Siam. The soul of the northern region
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(Wijeyewardene, 1986: 90; Shahriari, 2001: 51; Gamache, 2010: 63), established in the
ancient Mon Hariphuchai Empire, lives on today (Davis, 1984: 29). In 1996, the capital
city of the region, Chiang Mai, celebrated the 700th anniversary of its foundation
(Shiranan, 1989: 379). This celebration of local history is perhaps part of a “revival of
‘Chiang Mai customs’ [that] can be seen as containing an element of resistance to Central
Thai cultural hegemony” (Rhum, 1996: 338) (see details in section 1.4.3). There are some
suggestions that the history of Central Thai performing arts being comprehensively
adopted in the region has led to cultural assimilation. Wong (2001: 254) and Akins (2012:
19) highlight, for instance, the initiation of taught courses in court music in Chiang Mai
through the establishment of regional cultural centres such as the Chiang Mai College of
Dramatic Arts (Withayalai Natasin Chiang Mai). Nevertheless, a convincing counter
argument offered by Webster shows that this institution, in fact, provides ideal
opportunity for both national and regional cultures to flourish (2005: 286). Rhum adds to
the strength of this argument, indicating that all nations incorporate a degree of cultural
diversity, even if multiplicity is diminished to some degree in the creation of a sense of
nationalism (1996: 333). In the case of contemporary Thailand, cultural distinctiveness is
certainly one of the key factors attracting overseas tourists to the country, and it is also
appreciated by the Thai people themselves. Perhaps it can be concluded that a careful
balance between shared culture and regional distinctiveness is optimal (Rhum, 1996: 333;
Morris 2000: 229).
1.4.3 Cultural overview
Three aspects of Lanna culture are particularly salient here: people, language, and belief.
A population that declined sharply as a result of incessant wars in Lanna during the mideighteenth century was replenished by ethnic migrants from South China, Lao and
Vietnam (Le May, 1999: 86; Van Roy, 1971: 23; Vaddhanaphuti, 1984: 101-102). A
contemporary account from Le May describes the region’s people as looking somewhat
like the Chinese and also thinner and more good looking than the Siamese (Le May, 1999:
47). Lanna people call themselves ‘Khon Mueang’ (native people) as opposed to ‘Khon
Thai’ (Central Thai people) (Potter, 1976: 31; Dyck, 2009: 116; Davis, 1984: 23;
Shahriari, 2006: 5). Khon Muang have ‘Kam Mueang’ (Kam means ‘word’) as their
spoken language. It shares some similarities with that of Central Siam but is
distinguishable in vocabulary, tonal patterns and consonant and vowel sounds (Le May,
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1999: 17; Moore, 1974: 90). While Davis claims that the region’s spoken language is
markedly different from that of Central Thailand to the extent of it being a different
language altogether, analogous to Spanish and Portuguese (1984: 26), others consider the
northern language to be more properly categorised as a dialect (Le May, 1999: 17; Moore,
1974: 90). Lanna written language owes its provenance to ancient Mon script, but it has
not been used since 1850 and is now barely known to Lanna people, except in academia
(Le May, 1999: 90; Penth, 2004: 59).

Figure 1.5 Examples of ancient Lanna scripts: on the left is a poem written in Lanna script in the
left and right columns and translated into the Central Thai language in the central columns; on the
right are illustations of how pictures are adapted to become Lanna letters (with Central Thai
translations below)

In Lanna Buddhism, the animism-derived components are slightly more
pronounced than in Central Thailand (Johnson, 2014: 50; Van Roy, 1971: 24; Penth,
2004: 78), attributable to the region’s resistance to the influences of Hinduism and
Brahmanism, which have been more readily drawn from in the South (Penth, 2004: 69).
Many rituals are derived from the hybridisation of Buddhist and animist beliefs (Moore,
1974: 13); for example, there is an account of the ancient King of Lamphun between 1010
and 1020 asking animistic powers and spirits to grant victory over his enemy (Penth,
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2004: 17). As in Central Thailand, Lanna people also believe in ancestral spirits or phi
poo ya and attribute to them the ability to punish their offspring or give rewards,
depending on whether or not the spirits are appeased by regular ritual offerings of food
(Le May, 1999: 103; Vaddhanaphuti, 1984: 451; Johnson, 2014: 2).
Generally speaking, Lanna music is considered a salient aspect of Lanna cultural
heritage. Salaw saw seung is a characteristic Lanna ensemble. It consists of salaw (twostringed bowed fiddle), seung (fretted plucked lute with two pairs of strings) and pi joom
(bamboo transverse flute) (Dyck, 2009: 100; Le May, 1999: 114; Shahriari, 2006: 28-30)
and plays specific tunes; for example, sao mai at silk dances (Shahriari, 2001: 275;
Shahriari, 2006: 14). However, not until Princess Dararatsmi’s arrival was salaw saw
seung found playing together with Central Thai percussion items (Kanthiwong, 2009: 7;
Shahriari, 2006: 40). A second distinctive type of Lanna performance is klawng
sabadchai or Victory Drum Dance, which consists of a huge barrel drum and gong, and
a pair of disc-shaped cymbals called chwae (Shahriari, 2006: 15: 62). The drum is
shouldered by two carriers, while a drummer beats it with a stick in both hands, often also
using parts of his body such as head, elbow, or knee (Shahriari, 2006: 15; Dyck, 2009:
61). A third regional speciality is the Sword Dance or fawn dab, which has ‘Tai Yai’
ethnic origins and uses klawng buja – a collection of four drums, one large and three
smaller – several gongs and chwae to accompany the dancing (Dyck, 2009: 60; Shahriari,
2006: 13: 49-50). The dance depicts the performance of martial arts and is meant to
disperse malicious spirits or enemies (Shahriari, 2006: 13).
A fourth type of ensemble intimately associated with the Lanna region is the Silk
Dance or fawn sao mai, which depicts the silk-reeling process in a feminine manner,
differing markedly from the more stereotypically masculine martial-arts related older
version (Shahriari, 2006: 14). In addition, the Fingernail Dance or fawn leb, accompanied
by tueng nong ensemble comprising a series of klawng aew (waist-drums), chwae, nae
and hanging gongs (Shahriari, 2006: 58; Le May, 1999: 116), is an ancient dance from
the thirteenth to sixteenth centuries (Shahriari, 2006: 11). Now, Fingernail Dances
pervade poi luang (temple festivals) in which onlookers find dancers dress up in
traditional costume and with their fingers decorated with long artificial nails (Shahriari,
2006: 13). The fawn leb style in Chiang Mai contrasts starkly with Indian-Khmer
influenced dancing in the Siamese court (Moore, 1974: 232). Finally, there is the man
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mui chiang ta dance, which although of Burmese origin, is now seen in a refined version
that mixes in Thai-style dance movements, and is accompanied by either salaw saw seung
or a traditional piphat ensemble (Shahriari, 2006: 16). All of these forms are mainly
performed at temple festivals and in tourist displays, forums geared towards celebrating
local shared identity.
The traditional ensemble called piphat is used in a kind of prelude to announce
the beginning of Buddhist ceremonies. The ensemble’s distinctive sound is called
‘prakhom’ (literally, making sound with percussion), and it alerts those living in
immediate proximity to the commencement of a ceremonial occasion (Wong, 2001: 115116; Le May, 1999: 107; Dyck, 2009: 42). Miller and Chonpairot assert that a Thai
xylophone called ranad, one of the ensemble’s musical instruments, is most likely to
derive from Burma (1994: 48). No evidence found in piphat history, however, is
conclusive on this matter – although, according to Lu, intermittent wars between Siam
and Burma from sixteenth to eighteenth century caused cultural exchange, manifesting in
theatrical plays and music of Siam in Burmese territory in which Siamese captives were
detained (2009: 257). In addition, xylophone culture abounds in Southeast Asian
countries such as Burma, Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia (Miller and Williams, 2008: 30).
Shahriari also argues that pitched percussion instruments in Lanna originate either from
Burma or Central Thailand, and that xylophones and gong circles especially are most
likely to be Central Thai instruments, with the exception of the chwae (Shahriari, 2006:
38-40). Shahriari’s proposition bears the implication of its adoption, together with nae
(Lanna shawm), from Chinese’s shawm band (see also Jones, 1995; 2007). The shawm
was found in the Mohammedan Empire in the Middle East as far back as 800AD, before
coming to China and taking on the name suerna (or suona or sona) (Taylor, 1989: 51).
When it subsequently spread to northern Thailand, it was known by the name nae.
Throughout this history, the instrument was remarked upon for a strident tone that made
it suited to use in military bands, and then later for taking part in outdoor public
ceremonies (Johnston, 1989: 228). McGraw suggests that the main reason of the supposed
movement of piphat instruments to the north was simply that Thailand has long been a
strongly centralised nation, with culture constantly diffusing out from Bangkok to the
distant provinces (2007: 127).
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The instruments of the piphat ensemble typically encountered in Lanna today are
similar to those encountered in Central Thai piphat. The ensemble can involve either one
or two nae shawms of different sizes, performing melodic lines that are full of
ornamentation and pitch bending (Shahriari, 2006: 22). The higher-pitched shawm, nae
noi (small shawm), has a lowest pitch of sol and the lower-pitched shawm, nae luang
(large shawm), is tuned a fifth lower (ibid.: 24). Circular racks of kettle-shaped gongs
(Myers-Moro, 1989: 191) called khong wong and two xylophones called ranad (ranad ek
being high-pitched and ranad thum being low-pithed) are also used (Dyck, 2009: 43; Le
May, 1999: 115-116; Shahriari, 2006: 60). In addition to the pitched instruments, large
cymbals called chwae and ‘two-faced barrel drums’ called khlong teng thing are included
in piphat performance (Dyck, 2009: 43; Shahriari, 2006: 54). However, as this thesis will
go on to explore in great detail, in Lanna today, one sometimes also encounters hybrid
ensembles combining the traditional Thai instruments with modern electrified
instruments originally developed in the West – most commonly omitting the original Thai
drums and introducing drum-kit, electric guitar, bass, saxophone and keyboard (Shahriari,
2006: 60). Amplified with microphones and loud speakers, the new piphat ensemble is
fully equipped to play songs from pop genres (ibid.: 61). In fact, in this thesis’s focal
geographical region of Phayao, it is now the case that one only ever encounters this type
of hybrid piphat ensemble, which Shahriari describes as dontri phuen muang (local
music) – a term which unfortunately does not indicate the key defining features of
electrification, modernity and hybridity.
The piphat ensemble usually serves to enliven social intercourse in temple
festivals, spirit dance ceremonies, and funerals. Music in temple festivals is pervasive in
Buddhist regions, not only in Thailand but also elsewhere, including in southern parts of
India (ĹArmand, 1978: 124). In the north of Thailand, “the Lan Na Twelve Month
Traditions” similar to “the Royal Rite of the Twelve Months” occurs every year, and its
schedule highlights ceremonial activities held year-round, particularly during the
Buddhist lent season (Thailand into the 80’s, 1979: 64; see also Davis, 1984: 182; Morris,
2002: 68; Jumsai, 1988: 30). A temple acts as the communal centre in which a wide
variety of activities are held, not only religious ones, but also different kinds of
entertainment and food selling (see also in section 2.1.1). A typical regular activity might
be a temple announcer with a microphone presiding over a fundraising table to encourage
local people to offer donations (Davis, 1984: 37; Dyck, 2009: 175). Music and temple
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festivals are inseparable and existing literature contains various descriptions of the
music’s role. Dyck, for instance, offers a detailed account of repartee singing on stage at
a temple festival (2009: 181), while Ryker’s interview with national artist Naowarat
Pongbaiboon includes reminiscences involving crowds hastily gathering to take in
lukthung music at a busy temple festival (1991: 137).
There are many kinds of temple featival in the Lanna region. Firstly, poi luang is
a festival held in temples with the aim of raising money for public projects (Potter, 1976:
36; Payomyong, 1994/2005: 347). The festive occasion is usually enlivened by tueng
nong and piphat ensembles (Shahriari, 2006: 69; Payomyong, 1994/2005, 348), and these
perform alongside various other forms of entertainment. One description, for example,
highlights “a group of local girls performing a slow-stepped classical dance called the
faun lep” and remarks upon “[t]he rhythmic motion of their limbs and the graceful arching
of their fingers” (Davis, 1984: 201) (see details in section 2.4.1). Next, Inthakin festival
is geared towards paying homage to the city pillar – a gigantic column erected to
symbolise strength and prosperity – in which city’s guardian spirits reside (Shahriari,
2006: 68). It is not unusual to see a combination of religious practices, such as shrine
celebration, and other activities, including finger nail dances, games, and vendors trading
(Dyck, 2009: 181; Shahriari, 2006: 69). Finally, kin salaak (literally ‘label-eating’ or
offering labelled baskets) is a raffle-like form of distributing donations (Davis, 1984: 190191). People offer donations to monks by labelling donated products, such as toiletries or
agricultural goods, with a number before the monks pick a number at random and receive
the corresponding item (Davis, 1984: 191-194). Beforehand, believers are blessed and
pass thanksgiving to deceased relatives (Davis, 1984: 192).
Spirit dance ceremonies, or fon phi, are spirit-oriented rituals carried out to
worship ancestral spirits and fend off demons and nomadic ones (Payomyong,
1994/2005: 115). The ritual is always accompanied by music such as that from a piphat
ensemble in the belief, as Blacking puts it, that music can generate a connection to
ancestral spirits without the need for words (1995: 178). There are two categories of
spirits in Lanna: phi mod and phi meng (phi means ghost). While the term phi mod
indicates clan or ancestral spirits (Davis, 1984: 58; Wijeyewardene, 1986: 167), phi meng
refers to ‘legendary figures’ or god spirits (Wijeyewardene, 1986: 145: 167). Phi mod or
ancestral spirits usually follow a line of matrilineal succession, reflecting the Lanna social
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norm in which it is the groom welcomed to the family of the bride after marriage (rather
than the other way around) (Kamjan, 2008: 114). This practice causes female mediums
to disproportionately outnumber male mediums (Wijeyewardene, 1986: 144; Morris,
2000: 111). Furthermore, the majority of mediums being women is also due to women
being thought of as more yielding to being possessed than men (Shahriari, 2006: 71).
However, the number of male mediums in spirit possession dances has been gradually
increasing over the last few decades, and many of them are transvestites or bisexual
(Wijeyewardene, 1986: 158) (see also section 2.4.2). This situation is unlike that in
Bangkok, where most if not all spirit mediums are men, reflecting the high social status
enjoyed by mediums in this part of the country (Wong, 2001: 233; Kamjan, 2008: 117).
When summoned to assume divine embodiment, northern Thai mediums are
dressed in colourful Lana attire (Rhum, 1994: 45; Morris, 2002: 76; Shahriari, 2001: 233).
Their task is to perform “ancestor worship honoring the mostly benevolent ancestor
spirits, phī pū yā” (Penth, 2004: 38). To secure from the spirits good fortune and to be
blessed with their powers to dispel danger rather than bring harm, a family offers food to
their ancestors, placing it either on tables or on the ground (Davis, 1984: 48; Esterik,
1996: 95). Then, possessed mediums start to dance in graceful movements along with the
piphat ensemble as Morris, depicts “[a] musical ensemble, an electronic gamelan, was
seated next to the tarpaulin-space in which tributary dances (fòn phi) would be
performed” (2002: 76).
The piphat ensemble and funerals are inextricably linked, as Akins and Binson
describe: “[a] major outlet for traditional Lanna music – through live music or recordings
– is funerals and other ritual-related performances” (2011: 8). Although the fundamental
purpose of the ensemble’s presence at a funeral is to be the representation of grief (Wong,
1998: 104), the occasions often become more orientated towards entertainment,
especially since the adoption of contemporary style of music and dance (Wong, 1998:
104) (see further in section 2.4.3 and 4.1.3). A piphat ensemble is usually employed on
the day of cremation to fulfil a role in the religious ceremony (Shahriari, 2001: 238).
Buddhist beliefs and Central Thai influences mean that, unlike in Lanna customs of earlier
eras, a deceased body is cremated rather than buried (Wong, 1998: 102; Penth, 2004: 57;
Payomyong, 1994/2005: 427). The cremation occasion involves a music-led funeral
procession, with the piphat ensemble following a coffin-carrying wagon from the funeral
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venue to the crematorium. This is usually one or two kilometres away from where people
live, so that the community is kept apart from unpleasant odours and the influence of the
devil (Dyck, 2009: 38; Payomyong, 1994/2005: 426-427) (see details in section 2.4.3).
1.4.4 Phayao Province: its history and contemporary life
In the mid-thirteenth century, Lanna was represented as a patchwork of three empires:
Hariphunchai, Chiang San and Phayao (Le May, 1999: 11). It is documented that as a
Lawa state formerly known as ‘Ngoen Yang’, Phayao was founded in 1090-1150, by
Khun Chom Dhamma who carried the blood of the Puchao Lao Chok lineage from Mount
Doi Tung (Penth, 2004: 34-35; Wongthes, 1995: 17; Gooden, 1999: 157). In addition to
those who first established Phayao, the thriving of the Phayao empire was partly the
responsibility of ‘the hero-king of Yonok’, Khun Chuang (Wongthes, 1995: 19; Ngoentra
Lanna, 1997: 9; Gooden, 1999: 158). However, it was the beginning of the reign of Phya
Ngam Muang in 1288 that marked the start of clear-cut documentation in Phayao history
(Le May, 1999: 15: 233; Wongthes, 1995: 36). Phya Ngam Muang protected Phayao from
ruin by tightening friendship with King Mengrai before he deployed his troops to attack
Phayao (Davis, 1984: 29; Sudhitham, 1998: 19). Therefore, “[w]ith the exception of
Phayao all of Northern Thailand was for a brief period consolidated under the authority
of Mengrai” (Davis, 1984: 29). However, after the death of Mengrai, Phayao was
subsumed within Lanna in 1338, followed by an influx of Yuan migration from the South
of China (Penth, 2004: 50; Le May, 1999: 15). Despite this influx, however, the areas of
Lanna in which people of Yuan origin became a major part of the population did not
include Phayao, (nor Nan and Phra) (Penth, 2004: 45). Instead, it seems from accounts
such as Le May’s that the people of Phayao are mostly Lao – indigenous northerners (Le
May, 1999: 234).
A century later, Phayao reached its zenith during the era of Prince Yuthisathian.
He became governor of Phayao around 1452 under at the order the Prince of Chiang Mai
(Penth, 2004: 87-88; Wongthes, 1995: 45). However, the glory of Phayao’s renaissance
came to an end in 1558 when Burmese cavalry descended upon the land, destroying
everything in its path (Wongthes, 1995: 49-50).
The second Burmese invasion in the eighteenth century left Phayao dilapidated
for almost 50 years (Gooden, 1999: 184). Citizens evacuated to Lampang Province and
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only returned in 1840, after which there was a revival period that saw them living in
harmony with Lampang emigrants and newcomers from Shan state (Le May, 1999: 233235; Penth, 2004: 134; Aeusrivongse, n.d.: 645). Phayao was rebuilt between 1839 and
1840 under the guidance of a governor named Mahawong (Le May, 1999: 232;
Wongthes, 1995: 53; Waliphodom, 1995: 132). Phayao’s status was downgraded to that
of a district under Lampang in 1843, before a reorganisation brought it under the control
of Chiang Rai Province in 1915 (Le May, 1999: 36; Wongthes, 1995: 54;
Phrathapvisudhi-sopol, 1995: 460). On 28 August 1977, Phayao disengaged from Chiang
Rai and has been an independent province ever since (Wongthes, 1995: 54;
Phrathapvisudhivaetee, 1995: 428).
Phayao Province is situated in the Ing basin, connected to Chiang Rai in the sorth
and Lampang in the south. In the northeast of Phayao, a border is also shared with the
Lao Republic (Wongthes, 1995: 27-28; Sudhitham, 1998: 37-38). Geographically
surrounded by mountain ranges, Phayao has a number of rivers flowing southwards
(Wongthes, 1995: 9; Ngoentra Lanna, 1997: 9; Ongsakul, 1986/2011: 63), of which the
largest is the Ing. This river flows from Phan District to the heart of Phayao City before
meandering northeast to a Mekhong tributary in Chiang Kong District (Wongthes, 1995:
11). The Ing river flows through a historic site called Wieng Lo moat (ibid.: 12). The word
Wieng in the north indicates a sacred site of several temples inside a wall moat built to
protect the city during wartime. One such site exists in Phayao City at Wat Phra That
Chom Thong (Vallibhotama, 1989: 36; Le May, 1999: 237). In addition, Wieng also has
many features of a city centre, being a hub of economic, social and cultural activity
(Wongthes, 1995: 27). In Wieng, there can also be found ancient artefacts of unknown
date, such as a temple, pottery bowls, silver swords, and silk panung clothes (Le May,
1999: 237). Phayao City is a combination of a number of Wieng at the distance about a
half an hour walk (ibid.: 232).
The name of the province ‘Phayao’ has a couple of explanations. One interprets
Phayao as a short form of the word phugamyao or phuyao (phu means mountain and yao
means long). Therefore, the name Phuyao could refer to a mountain with a community
built nearby (Wongthes, 1995: 36; Sudhitham, 1998: 24; Ongsakul, 1986/2011: 66).
Alternatively, Le May explains each syllable of the name Phayao as follows: pha or phra
refers to Lord Buddha, and yao derives from an old-fashioned word nyiao, meaning
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angry. Together, the meaning of the name in this explanation is ‘the Buddha’s anger’
(1999: 234). The myth associated with this name involves the Lord Buddha making a
religious journey to Panyao (now Phayao) and being unable to quench his thirst with
fresh water from a river due to being deliberately obstructed by a naga (a large serpentine
creature) wishing to show its power (Le May, 1999: 233). Buddha cast a spell on the
creature, transforming it into the range of mountain between 4,000 and 5,000 feet high,
and thus safeguarding the city to the west (ibid.: 234). This story, although not consistent
with the core teachings of Buddhism, appears to be the subject of an image of the Buddha
at Si Khom Kham temple, called Phrachao Tonluang (Le May, 1999: 234).
Si Khom Kham temple is, in fact, the site in Phayao Province most visited by
tourists, and Phrachao Tonluang is the largest image of the Buddha in the Lanna region
(Penth, 2004: 105; Le May, 1999: 236; Waliphodom, 1995: 400). Phrachao Tonluang
was built between 1491 and 1524 (Wongthes, 1995: 50; Waliphodom, 1995: 389;
Sudhitham, 1998: 33-34), sculpted, according to the myth, so a faithful elderly couple
could fulfil the promise that they had made to a magic serpent of building an enormous
Buddha image (Waliphodom, 1995: 402). It acts as a representative of Phayao City and
is religiously valued by pilgrims equally highly as the Emerald Buddha in Bangkok
(Penth, 2004: 106). In 1526, Phrachao Tonluang was restored by Phra Muang Kaeo, a
king of Chiang Mai (Sudhitham, 1998: 34), and in the nineteenth century, a main hall was
added to prevent the image from being damaged again (Le May, 1999: 238; Waliphodom,
1995: 389). In contemporary Thailand, Si Khom Kham temple is a pilgrimage destination
that welcomes hundreds of thousands of visitors yearly, and it is customary for visitors to
inspect the grand Buddha image and to make a wish (Le May, 1999: 233).
Another icon of Phayao City, Lake Kwan Phayao, lies in the middle of the
downtown area, with a territory of approximately 5,070 acres (Aeusrivongse, n.d.: 618).
Although it is accepted to be the third largest lake in Thailand (ibid.: 601), it is difficult
to make a precise measurement because the lake’s size slightly changes year by year. The
water level in the lake is dependent on precipitation and waters flowing in from the Ing
river (ibid.: 598). In 2016, the water level dropped rapidly as a result of an unprecedented
drought,11 despite Le May’s estimation that the lake of Kwan Phayao was unlikely to be
11

From observation during fieldwork.
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arid or infertile (1999: 234). On the east and west sides of the lake Kwan Phayao were
once found historical communities that were homes for Phayao citizens. In 1941,
however, the local government decided to build a dam to block the Ing River and this
contributes to the current size of the lake. It is known today as a source of life central to
local agriculture and fishing (Sudhitham, 1998: 28; Aeusrivongse, n.d.: 599). At the heart
of the city near the bank of the lake Kwan Phayao, there is a park that serves as one of
the city’s main leisure sites (Sudhitham, 1998: 30).
Phayao Province is geographically surrounded by mountain ranges and
sandwiched by the two giants provinces: Chiang Rai and Lampang. Although outstanding
in its agricultural potential (Dyck, 2009: 10; Sudhitham, 1998: 49), its geographiocal
circumstances have contributed to uncompetitive industrial and tourism growth
(Ongsakul, 1986/2011: 622-624). In Chiang Rai Province in August 1960, to which
Phayao was attached, the lifestyle in traditional pre-electrified Lanna villages would be
unimaginable; Dyck describes travelling along a muddy track to reach a village of about
40 houses made of bamboo and with thatched roofs (2009: 10). Development since the
1960s has been steady, but there have also been profound upheavals resulting from the
general boom in Americanisation in Southeast Asia, and from the financial crisis that
followed the Thai currency slump in the late 1990s (Steedly, 1999: 432-433).
Efforts to mitigate these challenging circumstances have been hindered by
demographic factors. Most of Phayao’s peasants are involved in fishing and growing
crops such as rice and corn, but they are incapable of trading processed agricultural
products (Ongsakul, 1986/2011: 625; Sudhitham, 1998: 40; Le May, 1999: 48). As it is
still reliant on primary agricultural practices, Phayao’s GDP is three times lower than
Kamphaeng Phet’s, where most agricultural products are processed. Phayao Province,
along with Mae Hong Son, Phrae and Nan, is classified as an underdeveloped province
due to its stagnant economic situation and low financial viability (Ongsakul, 1986/2011:
622). Moore (1974: 521) and Gordon (2010: 177) explain that a province’s economic
activity, and hence the size of its tax income, is directly implicated in how far its social
institutions can develop. Currently, changes to the lifestyles of Phayao’s residents are
constrained by the province’s underdeveloped economic condition.
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1.5 Methodology
This section outlines my research methods with regards to fieldwork in Phayao Province
and to the writing of the results.
In the field, I acquired a large amount of primary qualitative data, using in-depth
interviews, participant observation, and audio-visual recording. I carefully selected a
number of key informants for interview, including adept musicians, band owners,
government officials, event hosts, funeral and spirit dance hosts, and audience members.
When referring to musicians by a single name (for reasons of concision), I consistently
present the given name rather than the family name; for example, for Nikhom Khanthakit
I use ‘Nikhom’ rather than ‘Khanthakit’. All of the musicians and band owners I
interviewed are listed in Appendix II. I prepared for open-ended questions for them
relating to personal information, background experience, social attitudes, and so forth.
This led to examinations of musicians’ personal backgrounds, their initial training, their
concerns about the future of piphat, domestic issues, economic circumstances, their
opinions about the integration of computer karaoke or haeheang (pre-recorded material)
into the music, and their attitudes towards social and musical change in the community.
One incident during the course of my preliminary research, in 2012, was
particularly instructive to me about the nature of my task. One band owner I wished to
interview declined my request, and I found out that this was a result of a previous bad
experience with a researcher whom he had considered exploitative. Another group had
warned me of the resentment that this individual held for researchers, but I believed that
he might yield to my persistence. In the end, I was proved right, but only after his wife
persuaded him to extinguish his animosity. I have learnt that to cultivate trust requires
civilised attributes, honesty, and, more importantly, patience.
In 2015, I re-visited Phayao with full confidence that I had overcome these
teething problems and would be able to collect exhautive data. At the time, as a
newcomer, I was unaware of the area being recently fraught with competition, and that a
new conflict was emerging between groups that would deepen existing rivalries. From
the outset, I was considered an ally to the one group with which I first made contact (not
the group mentioned above). They were evidently keen that I restricted my coverage of
the region’s piphat to themselves and their own allies, without discovering or reporting
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on the advanced skills of one particular rival. Indeed, by unwittingly entering an alliance
with one group, I myself became a rival of the other. As a result, my extensive efforts to
involve the other group in my research achieved only evasive responses. Fortunately, in
March 2016, I managed to reconcile with the band owner of the second group and was
allowed to observe and interview its members. This reconcilation meant an immense
amount of missing information was revealed to me; the jigsaw was complete. I would
admit that these unexpected challenges brought me a new appreciation for the realities of
conducting research: “[l]ife is unpredictable and research is not any different” (O’Leary,
2004: 118).
Ethnomusicological research can only be achieved by a researcher becoming part
of the community and fully experiencing the cultural phenomena in question. Thus, my
participant-observation involved making close relationships, becoming part of the local
community in every aspect, but at the same time trying not to fall into prejudice or
partiality. Wong’s observations about her experiences in the field resonate perfectly with
my own: “[a]s a musician, I spent a lot of time learning this music and talking to other
musicians about it....to delve deeper into this body of music, which in turn led me to
consider broader patterns of sound and the sacred in Thailand” (2001: 103). I was allowed
to take part in piphat performances and various related activities and events. One of these
was the Phayao barge procession 12 , and another was a session to tune a traditional
xylophone, which I had access to courtesy of Nikhom Khanthakit, the bandleader of Wat
Phrachao Tonluang.
Other observation, in less participatory forms, involved fieldnote-taking,
photography and audio-visual recording. These methods were the starting point for my
investigations of musical phemomena that would eventually lead to analysis of thorough
transcriptions. The recording equiment I brought to Phayao consisted of two camcoders:
a JVC (model GZ-GX1), and a Canon (Legria HF G25), together with an external
microphone, and a Zoom sound recorder. Polunin asserts that it is advisable to have more
than one camera taking shots simultaneously, for this can minimise the potential risk of
losing subtle information (1970: 10). Filming and audio-recording gradually became
12

This takes place annually as part of merit-making at the Si Khom Kham temple. In a grand
prossession of boats, the musicians are gathered in a long-tailed vessel and accompany dancers
who are on a larger one.
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unobtrusive as the musicians acclimatised to my presence, and they acknowleged me as
an honourary member of

their ensembles. This meant that I was able to obtain

representative data, with the people involved behaving naturally and without unusual
restraint (see Asch, 2003: 343). Indeed, using two camcorders meant that I could access
the best camera positions and shooting angles, with both close-ups capturing detailed
behaviour, gestures and facial expressions, and wide-range shots capturing
communication between musicians and other kinds of social interaction. All relevant
videos pertaining to the study are now available on YouTube (with the consent of those
recorded, see List of Media Examples).
To make the data manageable and to be able to use it in a systematic fashion, I
coded the qualitative data contained within all paper documents, interview transcripts,
and fieldnotes into themes. Working with these themes, I then analysed the videos,
extracting pertinent excerpts and grouping them into the corresponding themes, according
to whether they seemed to support or challenge what was said in interviews (see for
example section 4.1).
According to the standard theoretical framework of visual anthropology, a
researcher’s thorough knowledge of their own filming apparatus and its limitations is
crucial (Polunin, 1970: 5). According to Lomax (2003: 3l7) and Asch (2003: 338), it may
be advisable to focus on a particular action or event because a camera has a limit to
breadth, being able to capture solely one focus at a particular object. Since I found that
Thai traditional instruments were not prominent in the texture of my recordings and that
they could not easily be transcribed solely by ear, it was essential for the accuracy of my
transcriptions to capture musicians’ gestures and, particularly in the case of the pitched
percussion instruments, to be able to see which keys they struck. Accordingly, I enlisted
the help of David Samueachuea, the keyboard player and therefore musical leader of
Phetphumin, asking him to play the lukthung piece, Krapao Somphong twice during a
performance, but not in immediate succession. This was so that I could move the
camcorders into different perspectives for the second playing, and therefore shoot footage
of the musical instruments that were not covered the first time. In other words, for the
first playing of the piece, I placed the Canon camcorder in front of the ranad ek and the
trumpet, and the JVC camcorder in front of the khong wong. Then for the second time, I
moved the former to shooting the ranad thum, drum-kit, saxophone and keyboard, and
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the latter to capturing the electric guitar and bass. Later, I used the second performance
as the basis for my overall written representation of this piece, since it featured more
instruments. This meant, however, effectively pasting in the transcriptions of the ranad
ek, trumpet, and khong wong parts from the first recording. It must be noted that there are
nuanced differences between the two recordings, and this could potentially be
problematic when pairing the transcription of these instruments from the second
recording with some other instruments including the trumpet part which I transcribed
from the first (see section 3.4). I am certain that this scheme does not severely affect the
accuracy of the complete musical transcription for the trumpet. Furthermore, with the
sound of the ranad ek and the khong wong (the other two instruments whose parts are
substituted in from the first recording) being barely audible in the recordings and indeed
in the real listening experience, it seemed sufficient to aim to represent a typical
performance, rather than being overly concerned by losing any detail that may have been
present in the main (second) rendition.
Fadwa (2004: 139) and MacDougall (1978: 406) propose that a camera can act as
an instrument of further analysis, and besides capturing scenes of cultural relevance, I
made draft transcriptions from selected videos using a programme application called
‘Transcribe Version 8.70 for Mac OS-X’ before those musical transcriptions were
double-checked and revised where necessary. That is to say “[g]reat hope was (and often
still is) placed on automatic transcription devices which, it was thought, would perhaps
replace the subjective (and therefore fallible) ear of the aural transcriber” (Jairazbhoy
cited in Shelemay, 1990: 168). Transcribe was so helpful that it could reduce the
performance pace without pitch changes, so that every move of the musicians, every
detail of ornamentation, and the intricacies of fast-paced passages could be apprehended.
Putting this audio-visual data towards my theoretical understanding of this music,
I produced complete musical transcriptions to allow me to analyse in-depth a number of
contemporary Lanna pieces, including Khamen Pak Tho, Phleng Wai Khu Muai, Muai,
So Phama, Mon Chiang San, Mon Lampang and Prasat Wai, and one from the lukthung
pop genre called Krapao Somphong (see sections 3.3 and 3.4). Analysing these particular
pieces reveals striking musical features embedded in their formal structure, melody,
harmony, and instrument-specific roles, and yields interesting insights into how Lanna
musical characteristics have been disseminated and adapted over the course of time.
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1.6 Thesis structure
The chapters contained within this thesis and the questions raised therein are as follows:
Chapter 2 opens with a historical overview of the comtemporary piphat ensemble in
Phayao Province. This addresses the early stages of development, during which Western
musical instruments and music technology were introduced to feed contemporary tastes,
and a revival, in which old traditional forms were transformed into a new musical genre.
Next, I explain why the ensembles’ self-management and their socio-musical webs of
inter-group collaboration have been key to the survival of piphat. This is followed by an
extensive explanation of how the adoption of new technology – including advanced
musical equipment, computer karaoke, the Internet, and emerging recording technology
– has accelerated the dynamics of musical change. I demonstrate how piphat musicmaking serves the community in a wide variety of cultural contexts: spirit dances, temple
festivals and funerals. I discuss how, in these contexts, the adoption of modern practices
and technology functions as the very foundations for creativity.
Chapter 3 presents manifold analyses of current piphat repertory and the music’s tuning
system. The first part is based on quantitative analysis of the two repertories of music on
which contemporary piphat is based: Lanna music and lukthung pop. The section that
follows disscusses how the abolition of traditional tuning, coinciding with the adoption
of Western diatonic tunings, has brought a major change to contemporary piphat music.
In this chapter, I also explore how musicians balance traditional elements and newer
innovations within the piphat scene, through the analysis of musical structure, melody,
harmony, and instrument-specific roles. The interplay of tradition and innovation that is
revealed elevates the piphat ensemble far beyond its original musical and social
limitations.
Chapter 4 focuses mainly on piphat culture in Phayao province life. The first part is an
ethnography-based exploration of interpersonal relationships between piphat musicians
and their social milieu during piphat activities. Here, I seek to understand everyday
encounters and how musicians deal with unpredictable circumstances that occur during
their music-making. The section that comes next examines the wider lives of a series of
piphat musicians. It tells the stories of the life and work of the prominent figures in
Phayao piphat circles, those playing key roles in shaping the social worlds of the groups.
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This is followed by an account of the shortages of skilled musicians and how this has
been a chronic threat to the piphat business since its inception, despite regular initiatives
from local authorities. This section also evaluates the extent to which these authorities
can influence the future prospects of Phayao’s contemporary piphat, in the face of this
scarcity of musicians.
Chapter 5 summarises the main findings of the thesis. This is followed by a consideration
of wider questions that emerge from my findings, including ideas for how the continuity
of a Phayao piphat network and extra collaborations might contribute to the future
prospects of the genre. Finally, I make suggestions for further research dealing with the
contemporary piphat ensembles of other provinces, deeper history of Phayao’s piphat
community, and additional musical analysis of Phayao’s traditional piphat repertory.
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The contemporary piphat ensemble in Phayao
Province

This chapter will examine the salient aspects and contextual relevance of Phayao’s
contemporary piphat ensembles. The first part of the chapter will chart the recent history
of piphat in the region, showing how the community has both adapted to and fuelled
changing circumstances and modern tastes. The second part will then consider how the
band owners and their employees manage to support themselves, investigating the
formers’ shrewd employment strategies and wage allocation, and their methods for
retaining the members’ shared skill base within a coherent network of piphat musicians.
The third part will turn to discussing the use of nascent music technology in the
contemporary piphat ensembles, first showing how the adoption of new technology has
altered the ensembles’ appearance and the nature of their music-making and then
considering how electronic devices, including computer karaoke and pre-recorded
components, have impacted the ensembles’ employment. Lastly, the chapter will
conclude with a section about how the existing contemporary piphat ensembles in Phayao
Province commit their services to a wide variety of cultural contexts – specifically,
funerals, spirit dances, and temple festivals.

2.1 The development of traditional Lanna piphat ensembles in Phayao
Province
The aim of this part is to explore the historical relevance of piphat music in Phayao
Province, identifying periods of popularity and slump. Before proceeding, it is important
to discuss the cultural diffusion that characterised early-twentieth-century Thailand,
facilitating the advent of piphat in Phayao.
There are only the smallest traces of written documentation relating to piphat
music in Phayao Province, at any time in the genre’s history, including the present-day.
Generally speaking, it has been argued that, after the dissolution of absolute monarchy in
1932, musicians from Bangkok relocated to every corner of the Kingdom of Thailand:
some went back to their hometowns, or to other places of interest (Ryker, 1991: 135; see
also in section 1.4.1). For instance, it is documented that, after 1932, Chat
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Sunthornwathin, a talented piphat musician moved to Chiang Mai together with his
brother Cho Sunthornwathin to live with his sister, Chan who had moved to teach Thai
traditional music in Chiang Mai University. (Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007:
115). Another crucial piece of evidence regarding the introduction of piphat music in
Phayao Province concerns the resettlement of Chat13, another musician from Bangkok,
who moved to Lampang Province to live with one of his wives in 1943 (ibid.).
The relocation of these few musicians perhaps was not only to flee from military
control but also to find a better life in the country (Moro, 2004: 203), and Phayao Province
was likely to have been considered one of many preferable destinations. Although there
are no precise dates or even names of specific troupes, the view is supported by a chief
piphat musician of the present-day, Suriya Samueachuea – my sole source of information
about this particular period. In addition, Aeusrivongse confirms that a piphat ensemble
was used to accompany traditional northern-style dance during an event that took place
in Mae Tam, Muang Phayao District in 1949 (1995: 532). Thus, Aeusrivongse’s account
reinforces Suriya Samueachuea’s proposition that in the late 1940s a dance drama troupe
travelled from Bangkok to Phayao, having been invited by Luang Kamon Dilokloet, a
Phayao governor from 1938-1940.14 Presumably the group would have included
approximately seven to ten musicians – this being the standard required number to
produce piphat. Suriya claims that, at that time, some piphat musicians who had come
with the dance-drama troupe never wished to go back.
As Turino posits, it is standard behaviour for immigrants to adjust to their new
environments, adapting the usual practices of their home country to accommodate the
culture of the host country (2008: 118). One can assume that the newly arrived group of
musicians, who decided to settle in Phayao and start their own families, would have done
the same, becoming assimilated into the new culture and lifestyle. Later on, there were
other musicians from Central Thailand who came to settle in Phayao, not subsequent to
invitation but rather from their own initiative – for example, Piang and Leng. Suriya
Samueachuea gives an account of these two musicians:
Piang and Leng who were skilled players of r a nad e k (a Thai xylophone)
moved to Phayao and eventually raised families near where I used to live. I
13
14

His surname is unknown.
Interview, 8 April 2016.
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remember my father telling me that Leng and he often made music together at
their leisure. Sometimes, they played in funerals and on other occasions,
whenever they were hired.15

My one informant who has some recollection about this period asserted that there was no
piphat at all in that particular area of Phayao – Mae Tam subdistrict – before these
musicians arrived. However, there is some persuasive evidence to the contrary. It is wellrecorded that two piphat families, namely Sunthornwathin and Aksonthap, were brought
to reside in Chiang Mai between 1908 and 1914 under the discretion of princess
Dararasmi, a concubine of King Rama V (Kanthiwong, 2009: 3; Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha
Ratchakan, 2007: 115). Even before that, however, Reginald Le May travelled to the
north of Siam in the late nineteenth century and found that music was of a great interest
for the people there (1999: 114). His account specifically refers to the ‘ranat’, describing
it as an instrument made of 20 flat bars of bamboo hanging on a resonant box, played
together with shawm and gong circle (Le May, 1999: 115-116). This is a fairly precise
description of a scaled-down piphat ensemble. In addition, according to Penth, there are
records of piphat-like ensemble music in the northern region even further back in history;
in ‘Wat Phar Yün’, a painting of Lanna music-making dating from 1370 shows an
“orchestra and musical instruments”, incorporating “gongs, drums, trumpets,
xylophones” (2004: 72).
In addition, a monk named Phrakrupaladsuwadthanajariyakhun told me about an
ancient stone inscription, now located in Phayao museum, which was written about four
hundred years ago and refers to piphat music being promoted in the North long ago.
Specifically, the inscription states that a revered monk named Phramahasumna from
Sukhothai (a former kingdom of Thailand) was invited to reside in Phayao at the
invitation of a king of Chiang Mai and, at the welcoming ceremony, a traditional piphat
ensemble played to honour his arrival.16 It comes to the point where one must conclude
that there could have been piphat ensembles in the North, including Phayao, prior to the
arrival of Luang Kamon Dilokloet’s guests and, later, Piang and Leng.
Nevertheless, the arrival of the dance-drama troupe from Bangkok in the late
1930s was seemingly an impetus for the rise of traditional piphat music in Phayao. The
15
16

Interview, 8 April 2016.
Interview, 9 December 2015.
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standard skills to play piphat music were passed on from Bangkokians to Phayao
musicians. There are no indications that the Phayao musicians were lacking musicianship
beforehand. However, from Suriya’s point of view, they greatly benefitted from the
Bangkokians’ virtuosity and their new repertory. During my fieldwork in Phayao, I was
privileged to have personally seen the handwritten sheet music for ten compositions that
Piang and Leng brought with them – Central Thai repertory usually used during
propitious occasions such as house warming ceremonies. The manuscripts are notated
using the Thai notation system, generally referred to as number notation (Miller, 2008:
153). Roongruang adduces that Khun Jaroen-dontrikan, the inventor, perceived such
notation as multi-line tablature notation which multiple lines are used to represent the
number of strings (1999: 101).

Figure 2.1 A list of pieces for two-stringed fiddle (left) and the Thai notation for one of these pieces
(right), hand-written by Tuan Samueachuea, dating from the 1960s

Figure 2.2 The first two rows of Thai notation of the second song shown in Figure 2.1 (note that
what appears as two bars in Figure 2.1 is written as one bar of 2/4 here).
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Before piphat music was widely adopted in Lanna, most of the cultural
ceremonies in the region, such as fon phi or spirit dance ceremonies and funerals, were
accompanied by the Lanna traditional ensemble, salaw saw seung, consisting of pin pia
(monochord ancient Lanna lute), seung (four-stringed lute), klui (end-blown vertical
fipple flute) and saw (two-stringed vertical fiddle) (Le May, 1999: 116). Swat Chamrat,
the principal of Ban Mae Ing school, claims that there were no other means for providing
entertainment at these ceremonies until piphat took over – in the 1980s – and, later,
cassette tape and CD players were introduced to provide additional non-live music.17
Chamnong Khueakham and Nikhom Khanthakit, prominent piphat musicians in Phayao,
recall that, in the early 1980s, they spent time after school practising Lanna instruments
supported by elders in the community. Together with some other friends, they were able
to play salaw saw seung in funerals, especially during the evening before the cremation
day; they added that, on the cremation day itself, by that time, it had already become
obligatory for piphat to be played.18 Musicians who had formerly only played Lanna
traditional instruments were inspired to start playing piphat instruments in addition. This
enthusiasm for multi-instrumentalism occurred in conjunction with a trend towards
bilingualism, following the government’s assimilating scheme launched in the mid1930s, which implemented bi-dialectal education in school. Tellingly, the northerners
were far more focused on learning Central Thai language than the people of Thailand’s
other regions (Ongsakul, 1996: 74). Suriya also points out that at the beginning, Phayao
musicians mixed salaw saw seung and newly adopted piphat instruments together.19
However, in the later time, the separation of the two distinct ensembles were obvious. At
present, they play a different role in a social and cultural setting.20
2.1.1 Ensemble with temple patronage
Amongst the present-day piphat musicians in Phayao, shared knowledge traces the
beginning of piphat’s popularisation in the region to around the mid-twentieth century,
with many more details remaining concerning music-making from the 1960s onwards. In
the 1960s, traditional piphat ensembles existed in close partnership with temples, with
the two mutually benefitting from the relationship. Crucially, temples were focal points
17

Interview, 12 December 2015.
Interview, 19 April 2016; 10 February 2016.
19
Interview, 8 April 2016.
20
Suriya, interview, 8 April 2016.
18
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in community life, serving as forums for socio-political gatherings, relatively private
functions such as funerals, and much more; they provided authoritative presence (Potter,
1976: 37; Wyatt, 1975: 127; Wijeyewardene, 1986: 119). Accordingly, the piphat music
fostered within temples became strongly associated with fulfilling community needs and
providing positive education, as has been pointed out by Akins and Binson (2011: 7) and
Myers-Moro (1991: 376). Bot Chamrat, one of the band owners of Sichumsin, told me
that in Phayao, temples were the obvious venues to keep the piphat ensemble, not only
because piphat was similarly a community-bonding agent but also because the temple
committee could effectively supervise the ensemble’s activities. As Moore points out,
temple patronage often extended broadly to a wide range of administrative roles, with
monks and lay committee organising various temple festivals, ceremonies, and
counselling services (Moore, 1974: 122). Bot Chamrat and Soi Muangma, the band owner
of Sichumsin and Lanthong respectively, both recalled practising upon the temple’s
piphat instruments when they were novice monks, as a recreational activity.21 During the
day, although the temple was often busy with Buddhist worship and religious education,
they still found some time to play, thereby making their own contributions to the
community.
Founded to serve Si Khom Kham temple in the 1950s, Phat Phrachao Tonluang
was the first ever piphat ensemble in Phayao to exist under temple patronage. Since the
temple was and still is the most significant temple in Phayao, the ensemble earned a
concomitant reputation. In the early 1960s, under the supervision of Buntham
Khueakham, the ensemble changed its name to Nongiang, and it has maintained its
reputation subsequently. Another long-lived ensemble well-known to Phayao’s folk was
Phuminsin, later renamed as To Sahaisin. Unlike Nongiang, Phuminsin had been
established in the 1960s long before becoming affiliated to a temple. Three other
prominent piphat ensembles founded long ago in affiliation to temples were Sichumsin,
Pa Lankham, and Phalaenueng (The First Phalae), all founded in the 1970s. These
ensembles still kept their original names, even though they refer directly to villages or
temples to which they once belonged; while they later became independent of such
affiliations, their names symbolically preserved their histories.

21

Interview, 12 January 2016.
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Today, there is just one piphat ensemble which exists under temple patronage –
specifically So Chiangthong Nongmai (‘Nongmai’ meaning a new younger brother) or
So Chiangthongsin, under the patronage of the abbot of Chiangthong temple named
Phrakhuphaichitthammaphon. Although this temple had previously had its own
ensemble, set up in 1973, that particular ensemble had ceased operating in the mid-1990s.
The current ensemble was only very recently re-established in 2014 with the help of a
local representative, Thawisak Khamwongsa, and with the financial backing of a local
governmental organisation, which purchased and later donated modern musical
instruments and loudspeakers for temple usage.

Figure 2.3 A close-up of the side of a conga drum owned by So Chiangthong Nongmai. The labels
record the name of the ensemble (above) and the ensemble’s patron, Thawisak Khamwongsa, and
date (below)

The modern instruments and equipment are kept in one part of the abbot’s own
dwelling while the traditional musical instruments are stored in a separate house adjacent
to the dwelling. As is often the case, the traditional instruments were already the temple’s
property long before the donation of the modern equipment. In terms of employability
outside the temple, the current situation does not yield any prospects. The ensemble is
solely for temple affairs and for practice use by teenagers living in the immediate vicinity.
Only a few people know of its existence and are aware that it can be hired for private
functions. Nowadays, So Chiangthongsin does not have many employments regarding
piphat music, and reverted to Lanna traditional ensemble, slaw saw seung.
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It might well be that the era of traditional piphat ensembles with temple patronage
has come to an end since a mainstream of traditional piphat musicians severed their
engagement in the 1970s. In many cases, it is said to have been unresolved rifts between
ensemble musicians and temple committee members that led to the severing of piphattemple affiliations. Under temple patronage, piphat ensembles were obliged to obey rules
and regulations made by the committee, which in some cases were regarded as
disadvantageous and exploitative. In particular, musicians were generally not allowed to
manage their own affairs but rather had to abide by the instructions presented by the
temple committee. Another bitter argument concerned wages: musicians felt that they
earned a pittance incommensurate to their skills and to the efforts made for the temples.
Suthat Chaonan, a member of Phetphumin, recounts:
I used to play in the traditional piphat ensemble at San Wiang Mai temple. We
were paid no wages, actually. Every musician was meant to serve the temple
for free. After that, however, when the ensemble was neglected, one of the
senior band members wanted to set up his business outside the temple. I was
recruited to the newly-established piphat ensemble after its extrication. As far
as I know, he bought the new musical instruments using his own money and left
the old musical instruments in possession of the temple. What he did was simply
gather the musicians and take them away from the temple, including me and my
brother.

According to the current musicians’ understanding, the various temple ensembles decided
to relinquish their temple affiliations in rapid succession, rather than in a fragmentary
fashion one after another, since all the temple’s musicians shared common difficulties
and were in social contact with one another. After the musicians had extricated, for a short
time, the temples sought to bring in new musicians to play the instruments left behind.
However, the temple groups could not flourish again, simply because the new musicians
had evanescent enthusiasm, and a lack of musical skill and knowledge. They soon all
disappeared, leaving most of the traditional instruments abandoned. Still today, many
temples house old and decayed piphat instruments dating from that period.
It is crucial to point out, however, that the above-detailed account offers only the
perspective of today’s elderly musicians. Perhaps elderly monks would recount a rather
different story in which the musicians were barred from the temples when the committees
found them wanting in some ways. Further interviewing with elderly monks would be
required to construct a more comprehensive understanding of what precisely happened.
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2.1.2 Genesis of early privately-owned ensembles
The first privately-owned ensembles came into being when the temple piphat musicians
decided to leave the temple’s patronage and continue their activities independently.
Ensembles such as Nongiang, To Sahaisin, Phet Lanna (previously known as Pa
Lankham) and Phalaesong (The Second Phalae) claim to have adapted quite quickly,
becoming well known in villages and local communities for their services inside and
outside Phayao municipality. My informants – Chamnong Khueakham (of Nongiang) and
Suriya Samueachuea (of To Sahaisin)22 told me that their group was a very tight and
secure unit from the outset of its independence, even recalling that period as particularly
secure and stable. Chamnong Khueakham told me that in some respects this was owing
to the group’s strong leadership, which successfully kept the musicians under control,
ensuring that they did not play for any rival outfits.23
The 1980s was a period of heightened competitiveness, largely because the newly
independent groups could no longer rely on temple patronage to ensure work and
reputation. The piphat ensembles of Phayao had to identify and adapt to socio-cultural
preferences and be sensitive to rival bands’ activities. In some respects, the situation
appears to have paralleled that of shawm bands in North China in the 1980s, where scanty
subsidies from the government and from temples pushed the musicians towards
diversifying, encouraging them to play more popular forms of music and to hire out their
services to weddings and funerals (Jones, 2007: 3). Suphan Lanpo, a current piphat
musician who was in his 20s at that time, remembers that the piphat ensembles of
neighbouring Phrae Province had adopted Western musical instruments in advance of the
ensembles of Phayao Province, achieving highly positive local reception.24 Apparently,
the Phayao groups tried to emulate the former groups’ approach. Unfortunately, however,
in the early days, there was an extreme shortage of trumpeters and saxophonists so these
had to be omitted from the piphat ensembles. Suphan Lanpo and Chamnong Khueakham
concurred that the birth of the truly contemporary piphat ensemble in Phayao was
concomitant with the dissolution of a distinguished lukthung band named ‘Phet Phayao’
in the late 1970s.25
22

Phet Phayao – comprising drum-kit, electric guitar and bass,

Interview, 19 April 2016; 8 April 2016.
Interview, 19 April 2016.
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Interview, 15 February 2016.
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Interview, 15 February 2016; 19 April 2016.
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keyboard, congas, and Thai small percussion items – usually provided its services to
market goods such as the energy drink Krating Deang (which later became Red Bull).
The Phet Phayao band was often hired to perform either in the theatre or on Phayao’s
Television and Radio Broadcast.
When Phet Phayao was dissolved due to diminished employment opportunities,
the musicians scattered and were duly embraced by the more liberal piphat ensembles.
Chamnong Khueakham, a leading piphat musician in the area, remembers his brothers,
Somsit and Sin Khueakham, retuned to play music for his father in Nongiang after Phet
Phayao disappeared. Suriya Samueachuea told me that some of Phet Phayao musicians
came to To Sahaisin at the perfect time, when they were most needed to help modernise
the ensemble.26 Evidently, the piphat ensemble leaders were sufficiently worldly to
recognise that balancing tradition with modernity was a prerequisite for survival. The
subsequent inclusion of Western musical instruments and the broadening of repertory
evidently facilitated substantial revitalisation of piphat music-making in Phayao
Province.
The development of Nongiang – the first and foremost piphat ensemble in Phayao
–, through the inclusion of Western musical instruments in the late 1970s plays a seminal
part in Phayao contemporary piphat history. In the first stage, the group’s leader Buntham
Khueakham and his wife, Buaphat Khueakham, who provided financial support, founded
the ensemble together, immediately after he had decided to extricate the ensemble from
Si Khom Kham temple. They purchased pristine traditional musical instruments to play
either at funerals or cultural events and recruited additional musicians, boosting its
membership to around ten performers. In the late 1970s, the dissolution of the Phet
Phayao band coincided with the rise of Nongiang, with the latter going on to absorb some
of the musicians from the former. For example, Buntham’s own sons, Sin and Somsit,
had previously been in the Phet Phayao but now opted to work in their father’s band,
specialising in saxophone and trumpet respectively. Suriya Samueachuea asserts that the
early contemporary Nongiang ensemble was a merger of their existing traditional and
lukthung bands.

26

Interview, 8 April 2016.
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Figure 2.4 The early Nongiang contemporary piphat ensemble, in 1984 (photographed at the
ensemble’s headquarters)
(Source : Chamnong Khueakham)

Buntham’s son, Chamnong, told me that his father was at first reluctant to include
Western instruments saying it would be unfaithful to local tradition.27 As in other cultures,
circumstances and periods, it appears that a certain duration of reluctance has typically
preceded the musicians’ acceptance of change. For example, the twenty traditional Thai
instrumentalists who had been relocated to the newly-established Fine Arts Department
in Bangkok in 1912 and instructed to play Western instruments in the Western Royal
string ensemble took six months to accommodate, embracing the inevitable (Chotmaihaet
Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 280-281). Those musicians and Buntham alike,
nevertheless, at the beginning of the 1980s, he allowed his sons to modernise the
ensemble. Chamnong Khueakham recounts:
I dare say that we were pioneers. I didn’t mind having other ensembles follow
what we were doing as long as they respected us for who we were. The first
instrument we added to the ensemble was congas. And then the other groups
followed us, later employing drum-kit and keyboard in addition to congas. We
have those, too. However, when we added Western wind instruments on top of
the drum-kit and keyboard, I was so sorry for them, recognising that it would
probably take them a lot of time to catch up.28

27
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Chamnong Khueakham, interview, 19 April 2016.
Ibid.
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Chamnong took it for granted to say that Nongiang was pioneering this musical
construct due to the fact that practice of modernising traditional ensemble was pervasive.
For example, Ryker (1991: 130) elicited the interview of Boonyong Getekong, a
proponent of musical modernisation in Thailand. Boonyong Getekong explained that
“[b]ut few can deny that Thai ensemble has already been modified by electronics since
the end of the Second World War or even slightly before that”. In addition, Jones states
that in the mid-1990s, Shawn bands in Shanxi China drew Western instruments such as
saxophone, keyboard, and drum-kit, becoming able to play pop music (2007: 30). Thus,
the appraisal of Chamnong would perhaps be that his inclination of having Western
musical instruments in the traditional ensemble was derivative rather than self-initiated.
Nongiang’s adoption of Western instruments appears to have occurred in the
following sequence: congas to punctuate rhythm; electric keyboard to strengthen the
melody and provide Western harmonic underpinning; drum-kit to provide fuller popstyled rhythmic backing; trumpet and saxophone to play the song’s main melody; and
electric bass and electric guitar. All that remained of the original traditional piphat
ensemble were ranad ek, ranad thum, and khong wong. Writing at approximately the
same time as these various developments were taking place, Nettl (1985: 85) and
Baumann (2000: 136) remarked that increasingly commonplace for local ensembles to
combine traditional and Western instruments is viewed as a strategy for possible
eradication of barriers between the two distant cultures (see also Jones, 1995: 35) – and
indeed the same phenomenon has been documented elsewhere, for example in North
China in the mid-1990s, amongst shawm bands. In the latter case, the shawms, drum and
gongs have been supplemented with saxophone, keyboard, and drum-kit, while the
repertory has concomitantly expanded to include pop music (Jones, 2007: 30).
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Figure 2.5 The early Nongiang contemporary piphat ensemble, in 1984
(Source : Chamnong Khueakham)

In the late 1980s, the idea of separating Nongiang into two ensembles was put
forward because, in reality, it had more than a dozen musicians. Initially, Buntham
fervently objected to the idea but eventually yielded, recognising that the division of
forces would help reduce the frequent timetable clashes that the musicians faced. In other
words, it would be manageable whenever two different clients demanded services at the
same time. Accordingly, Nongiang was separated into two groups in the early 1990s, with
Buntham appointing his sons Somsit and Chamnong Khueakham in charge of the
contemporary piphat ensemble retaining the name ‘Nongiang’ while Sin Khueakham was
put in charge of the band called ‘Iangsong’ (the Second Iang), which specialised in
playing only popular music. Later in the mid-1990s, however, another popular band
called ‘Iangnueng (the First Iang)29 was founded as yet another offshoot from the original
Nongiang – the contemporary piphat ensemble. This happened perhaps because the
musicians were in search of a potential alternative employment and wanted to mitigate a
slump in piphat services (This is further discussed in section 2.1.3).

29

It may seem illogical that the Second Iang was created before the First Iang, but my informant
confirmed that this is the fact.
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It is crucial also to examine To Sahaisin’s development – the second biggest
piphat ensemble in Phayao history. To Sahaisin was named in 1982 by a business tycoon,
Prachuap Champathong, after he appointed the band to accompany a singing contest in
northern Thailand. Before that, To Sahaisin had been known as Phuminsin, and had been
established in the early 1960s, contemporary with Phet Phayao, specifically as a popular
music band, without any piphat instruments or repertory. It is to be acknowledged that
the establishment of To Sahaisin did not conform to the usual practice for piphat
ensembles to have been part of temple administration. To Sahaisin was founded by Tuan
Samueachuea, a descendant of Lampang’s family,30 who was later a beloved adopted son
of the first Phayao mayor. After having served the army, Tuan created a Lanna traditional
string ensemble, salaw saw seung, with extra Western string instruments such as organ
and violin as he himself was a trumpeter and very fond of music; the more liberal-minded
musicians were quicker to pursue hybridisation. He meant the ensemble to play at funerals
or any other occasions. In 1973, he wished to have a proper piphat ensemble so that he
added a gong circle, nae (Lanna shawm), and hand-made xylophones. There were almost
twenty instruments in total. Therefore, To Sahaisin was seen to be a pioneering ensemble
in the combination of Thai piphat and Western instruments.
To Sahaisin adopted a Western rhythm section and was later invited to be based
in a temple named ‘Phumin’ in the mid-1970s. These further modifications to the
ensemble were the introduction of electric bass, and then congas and drum-kit. At this
point, the traditional Lanna instruments and the organ, double bass and violin were
removed. Besides, Tuan had sons who were a skilled saxophonist and a trumpeter. At the
time, they were studying music in secondary school, and they borrowed the school’s
instruments to play in their father’s ensemble as an experiment to discover whether they
were compatible with traditional instruments. However, the temple affiliation was shortlived on account of disagreement with the temple committee.
A major unprecedented circumstance took place in 1988 when To Sahaisin was
requested to perform in Su-ngai Kolok District, Narathiwat Province.31 The journey was
a major challenge to their dedication and resourcefulness. Tuan divided the ensemble into
two separate parts – a traditional ensemble and a popular band. On the date in question,
30
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Nikhom Khanthakit, interview, 5 December 2015.
Narathiwas province in the South of Thailand next to Malaysia.
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the former ensemble played in a hotel lobby to accompany a Buddhist ceremony. The
latter ensemble performed on stage outside in a garden to entertain participants.
Various factors combined to put an end to To Sahaisin. The death of Tuan, the
founder, caused difficulties to successors, particularly since some of them were local
government officials who were reluctant to continue, primarily because they lacked the
personal time and motivation to do so. Additionally, a slump in employment opportunities
was a root cause behind some of the musicians resigning, expressing a wish to play in
other ensembles, including restaurant bands, instead. Nowadays, although To Sahaisin is
no longer in piphat service, it is still celebrated as having been an important and
influential pioneering force within the piphat scene.

Figure 2.6. A recently-made banner displaying the name of the celebrated pioneering ensemble
‘To Sahaisin’ and also imagining its ‘resurrection’ (written in red letters to the right) – perhaps
invoking the continuation of its spirit of creativity in current music-making. This banner is
displayed in the entrance to Suriya Sumerchea’s house, Suriya being a son of To Sahaisin’s
founder, Tuan.

The history of the contemporary piphat ensembles of Phayao would not be
complete if I did not mention the rise of Phetphumin. Phetphumin was established in 1978
by Kamon Samueachuea, who is a son of To Sahaisin’s founder, Tuan. Initially, Kamon
accepted the musical instruments provided to him and agreed to work under the patronage
of Phumin temple. He adopted the same ensemble name as his father’s group, Phuminsin,
reflecting that the temple’s music-making remained under the guidance of the
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Samueachuea family musicians. In 1983, Kamon extricated Phuminsin from the temple
without taking any of the instruments but taking all the musicians. After recruiting some
additional musicians, he renamed the newly-liberated ensemble ‘Phetphumin’, ‘phet’
meaning diamond and connoting the band’s hoped-for strength and endurance.
Kamon and his wife, Aruni, found themselves faced with the challenging task of
acquiring instruments and equipment for Phetphumin. Coincidentally, To Sahaisin was
about to abandon their instruments and, being closely affiliated as members of the same
Samueachuea family, Kamon and his wife were able to take the opportunity to collect
some of the discarded instruments – moving the instruments out of the recently-deceased
Tuan’s house, where they had been stored, and into their own house. However, they soon
came to believe that this was not auspicious. When the group’s employment prospects
subsequently failed to develop, the instruments were held responsible. According to
Aruni, the band members adhered to the commonly-held superstitious belief that guardian
spirits resided in the musical instruments; they thought that the spirits were remaining
loyal to their previous band, To Sahaisin, and were obstructing the new band’s fortunes.
Consequently, it was decided that the old instruments should be discarded by being taken
back to Tuan’s house and new ones should be acquired, which Kamon and his wife
accomplished through spending every baht they owned. Aruni Samueachuea told me:
When my husband and I kept the musical instruments of To Sahaisin in our
house, no good came of it. It seemed that we were plunged into troubles, so we
decided to take them back to my father in law’s house. After that, whenever our
new instruments were broken and we were in need of supplements, we would
still go and fetch the old ones but not without gently splashing consecrated water
(namkhaminsompoi) onto them as a first measure. And we made sure that those
instruments never again stayed overnight outside of my father in law’s house.32

32

Interview, 15 February 2016.
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Figure 2.7 The abandoned musical instruments of To Sahaisin, dumped in the corner of the late
owner’s house.

It was not until the mid-1980s that Phetphumin adopted Western musical
instruments and modern equipment considering them a necessity, simply to conform with
changing tastes and practices. The new instruments were acquired in the following order,
together with amplifiers when required: drum-kit, congas, trumpet, saxophone, electric
bass, keyboard, guitar, and finally electric congas (replacing the earlier acoustic ones).
The group subsequently acquired a mixer. Initially, a pickup truck was hired from one of
the band’s members to carry all the equipment but, in 1994, Aruni resolved that it was
finally time to invest in a six-wheel truck.
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(Media Example 2.1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xzOIjwluSQE)

Figure 2.8 Phetphumin in a fon phi ceremony

Phetphumin has survived change and uncertainty because of many factors. Firstly,
Phetphumin has managed to sustain tight solidarity amongst its musicians ever since its
establishment. The owner’s son and daughter have remained fully supportive: the
daughter gives financial support while the son, David, is a musician who is considered a
stout pillar of the ensemble. In addition, the owners have cultivated strong and diverse
connections with musicians beyond the immediate membership, so whenever musicians
have died or left, they have been able to secure suitable replacements, quickly and
effectively. Therefore, there have only been very few brief episodes when the Phetphumin
owners have struggled to meet their needs (see section 4.1.1). Secondly, Phetphumin has
adapted wisely to changing tastes and practices, not as pioneers but in a more measured
way. Having adopted the more advanced musical tools in 1984, it made no sense for
Phetphumin to focus only on funerals so, following the example of other groups such as
the influential Nongiang, they split into two groups. The musicians then went on to enjoy
being hired to play not only in house warming ceremonies and weddings but also at other
functions. Subsequently, the owners were again skilled at recognising changes in
patronage, reverting to a single-group format, and concentrating their specialism once
more on funerals, spirit dances and temple festivals.
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Alongside To Sahaisin, there are two other piphat ensembles which are often
mentioned as having once been influential in Phayao City but which went on to be
disbanded; both were contemporaries of Nongiang and were similarly pioneers in the
adoption of Western instruments. Pa Lankham was one of these ensembles. Based in Mae
Sai Subdistrict, it was founded by Taeng in the early 1970s. However, it ceased to exist
when Taeng died because he had no successors. Nevertheless, several years later, it was
revived by Taeng’s sister in law, being renamed as Phet Lanna. With its reputation of
being particularly skilled at playing traditional Lanna repertory, it attracted more
accomplished musicians from every corner of Phayao City. Later, Phet Lanna was passed
on to one of Taeng’s disciples named Tui and reverted to the original name, Pa Lankham.
After Tui’s wife sadly committed suicide, Tui decided to be ordained as a monk and gave
up the group.
The second disbanded contemporary of Nongiang was called Phalaesong (the
second Phalae). It was founded in the mid-1970s by a Lanna shawm player named
Somchat, existing as a privately-owned ensemble and going on to become one of the most
highly-reputed piphat ensembles in Phayao, even releasing some recordings in 2001.33
Like Phetphumin, Phalaesong was a fully-fledged contemporary piphat ensemble.
However, it was dissolved in 1995 following a string of unfortunate deaths – specifically,
of the band’s trumpeter, guitarist, bassist and, finally, Somchat himself, who died of
cancer. Nevertheless, following the demise of Phalaesong, the remaining musicians
continued playing together and adopted karaoke technology to compensate for their
departed colleagues, thereafter renaming themselves Daoprakaisin – a group that is still
prominent in the region today.
2.1.3 The slump and rebirth of piphat services between 1987 and 2001
The history of piphat music in Phayao Province is peppered with periods of jubilation,
frustration and disappointment.
The ensembles experienced a boost in their popularity in around the mid- to late1980s, following the decision in 1987 to allow singing and dancing to take place at
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Sharing the same name ‘Phalae’ but in no other ways related, there was once another group
operating in Phayao City under the name ‘Phalaenueng’. Phalaenueng was founded before
Phalaesong and, in contrast, operated exclusively under temple patronage.
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funerals – a decision that was jointly negotiated by the musicians themselves and the
funeral hosts. More conservative observers questioned how it came to be that singing was
introduced at the funerals when the practice was so clearly at odds with existing customs.
I have been told that the practice was brought from Lampang Province. Nikhom
Khanthakit, the bandleader of Wat Phrachao Tonluang, explains:
It never occurred to us – the members of Nongiang at that time –, that a funeral
could include singing. We had never done it. But then the Chedi Sound
ensemble came from Lampang to play piphat at a funeral of one of the respected
monks in Ban Kwan Village, Wang Thong municipality, and that showed us an
exceptional way of doing things. I was puzzled!! It turned out that after the
monks’ chanting, we saw a couple of singers show up while the traditional Thai
musical instruments were being packed up. The funeral goers gathered in front
of the ensemble feeling ambivalent: some looked uncomfortable while others
seemed cheerful. Chamnong Khueakham, one of the Nongiang band owners
and a friend of mine, said to me “How on earth could it be? What are we going
to do tomorrow [to accommodate this change]?” In the end, we agreed to hire
several singers. Otherwise, we would not have been able to grab the audience’s
attention [and remain in competition]. From then on, it became a new challenge
– to both sing and play instrumental music in funerals.34

Then, the idea became more accepted. Between 1987 and around 1996, almost every
funeral host in Phayao Province requested singers. David Samueachuea remembers when
his group first played together with singing:
The first time we played and sang at a funeral was at Don Ton temple in Chiang
Kham District. My father was not able to play the saxophone due to sudden
sickness, so he asked if he could take a rest. The answer was ‘yes’ but the host
then said, “What’s next? Can you sing?” I said, “Of course, people can sing but
maybe not in this situation”. And then the host replied, “But I’d like to ask if
you could please set aside your scruples and do it – both for me and for the
deceased because he liked popular bands and popular music so very much”.
There was nothing we could do but accept the proposition. We let the drummer
sing because we thought he could sing very well. Then, once they had decided
that singing in funerals was acceptable, people hired my ensemble to play much
more than it had previously been. 35

Between 1994 and 1997, numerous new contemporary piphat ensembles were formed to
coexist alongside the aforementioned existing ensembles (Nongiang, To Sahaisin,
Phetphumin, Pa Lankham). It is most likely that these various groups appeared in
response to a growth in employment opportunities. Groups would often travel from place
to place, making music for up to nine consecutive days without going home. Many current
34
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Interview, 12 December 2015.
Interview, 3 March 2016.
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musicians regard this period as constituting a kind of renaissance in the province’s
contemporary piphat music-making.
However, current musicians remember that a serious dilemma arose around 1996.
Kamon Samueachuea recalls that difficulties arose when the sung entertainment
component became overly emphasised:
Making music in funerals was apparently fine at the beginning. But then the
hosts started asking if we had extra microphones, trying to persuade us to let
them sing too, and saying that listening to the instrumental music was not as
good as having a singer. A host would say: “I’d hate to see the funeral engulfed
by infectious grief and I don’t want to see the funeral goers leave my house too
soon either. As far as I’m concerned, entertainment is the best way”. Of course,
we had to please them in order to survive. Soon, they became spoiled and started
asking for more: to have dancers. So, we brought singers and dancers with us,
and it was a win-win situation. 36

Nevertheless, not everyone coming to see the services was happy, especially the monks
and conservative-minded attendees. Praphan Moonkhao, one of the band owners of
Daoprakaisin, asserts:
I agreed with the monks when they put forward the idea that having singers and
dancers perform in funerals was disrespectful. To be honest with you, I had no
objection to having singers but, I don’t know, I usually associate dance with
sexual arousal. They would dress provocatively to entice the funeral goers to
part with money.37

Echoing Chen’s observation about stripper dances at temple festivals in contemporary
Taiwan, it appears that many perceived “a fine line between vulgarity and popularity”
(2011: 113).
In addition to the fact that the new practices countered older customs, what
particularly upset some of the funeral goers was the fact that people’s concentrations were
being drawn away from the Buddhist ceremonial content towards the experience of being
immersed in lukthung music. Suraphon Chumpari, a senior piphat musician, recalls how
the evening immediately preceding the cremation ceremony typically proceeded: first of
all, the traditional Thai instruments would play and then the monks would arrive and
conduct their chanting, while the traditional instruments were put away and the ensemble
was transformed into a lukthung band, awaiting the host’s instruction to release the
36
37

Interview, 15 February 2016.
Interview, 30 March 2016.
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glamorous singers and dancers.38 However, in many cases, the monks’ ceremonial acts
would be interrupted by sound checks and by nagging drunkards, wanting the monks to
stop chanting so they could enjoy the lukthung. In other cases, the monks would not be
invited to come and chant at all. Perceiving their loss of influence, noting a decline in the
attendees’ religiosity, and experiencing a marked reduction in their income, the monks
inevitably became unhappy and a state of discord arose between them, the musicians and
the Phayao folk. To end this discord and turn circumstances towards their favour, the
monks eventually made a proclamation. Specifically, as a monk named
Phrakrupaladsuwadthanajariyakhun explained, in around 1996, a decree was
publicised, stating:
Music-making either by the traditional or contemporary ensemble is tolerable
at a funeral, but singing and dancing in addition to that is unbearable and is now
barred from every funeral.39

Soon afterwards, the monks of Northern Thailand grouped together to submit a plea to
the Sangha Supreme Council of Thailand because the problem was evidently widespread
not only in Phayao Province but throughout the wider region. The organisation duly
obliged, officially stipulating that singing at funerals was strictly prohibited. If any
funeral organiser dared allow singing, monks had the right to decline their invitation.
The new regulation profoundly affected the Phayao Province ensembles’
employment and current musicians suggest that the number of ensembles in existence
diminished by about half soon afterwards, noting that the newer, less solidly-established
and less skilful groups were the quickest to disappear. The remaining half struggled with
low employment. David Samueachuea says:
I admit that we had to give up singers to comply with the rule. From then on,
any ensembles incapable of making solid music were forced to dissolve. I think
that a great many have gone. The ensembles really struggled.40

Subsequently, between 1996 and 2001, the remaining groups were further compromised
by the rising popularity of CD players and loudspeakers, which afforded hosts a much
cheaper option to hiring the ensembles’ services (see details in section 2.3.5). Funerals
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were no longer intimately associated in people’s minds with live music and it was during
this period that further bands became extinct, including To Sahaisin, Pa Lankham,
Phalaesong, Malai Thong, and Siang Sawan. Only relatively few ensembles were
sufficiently adaptable to withstand the modernising changes in custom and social attitude:
Nongiang, Phetphumin, Sichumsin, Daoprakaisin, Lanthong, and Pinthong.
Computer karaoke developed in the late 1990s (Gooden, 1999: 126, 146) out of
earlier karaoke technology, which, in turn, developed from pre-recorded cassette tape
accompaniments used to accompany singers in the late 1970s (Zhou and Tarocco, 2007:
165). In Phayao, computer karaoke became the latest modern musical tool used by
contemporary piphat ensembles in 2001. The pioneer who first adopted the machine into
piphat music-making was unquestionably Chamnong Khueakham of Nongiang. Despite
its local fame, Nongiang still had to adapt in according to social preferences. Chamnong
Khueakham vowed to keep his ensemble going; he explained to me that, at that difficult
time, “Nongiang had to survive, as long as I breathed air. I refused to let it fail”.41 He
supplanted the rhythm section – drum-kit, electric bass and guitar – with the computer
karaoke system. Suraphon Chumpari praises Chamnong Khueakham for laying the
foundation of the modern set-up, as follows:
Chamnong was unbelievably clever to make changes to Nongiang when he
knew the musicians were reluctant to stay. He shuffled whoever he had left and
then, at the start, adopted musical tools such as sequencers and a rhythm box,
in order to revive his ensemble. Later, he adopted computer karaoke into use.42

Daoprakaisin’s subsequent exploitation of computer karaoke was directly inspired by that
of Nongiang in the mid-2000s.43 It happened after two of the Daoprakaisin musicians
offered helping hands to Nongiang. Founded in 1990 as a continuation of Phalaesong,
Daoprakaisin depended on the use of computer karaoke right from its inception. Praphan
Moonkhao asserts: “We realised that we had to begin our new life with the aid of
technology rather than people”.44 The musicians conferred that the employment of
computer karaoke would be beneficial for them to play with ease and without too many
musicians involved, functioning as the central component of the ensemble, supplemented
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with electric keyboard and drum machine (see details in section 2.3.3). This predicament
is in line with Mitsui and Hosokawa’s observation that the profusion of computer karaoke
in everyday musical cultures tends to function, in part, as a means to relieve financial
constraints while, at the same time, addressing problems of there being limited skilled
musicians; in short, following the initial investment in the equipment, one can thereafter
save large quantities of money by employing a much smaller number of musicians (2001:
33).
Nevertheless, live performance remained a shared interest amongst piphat music
enthusiasts. In around 2006, a preference for simply using CD players at social
ceremonies such as funerals gradually passed, partly because the general economic
climate had improved, thereby enabling hosts to think once more about employing live
music-making, and partly because the hosts were fearful of the extinction of the region’s
piphat music – a sentiment that I repeatedly encountered during my fieldwork period.
This trend opened up a new era for the contemporary piphat ensembles, enabling live
ensembles such as Phetphumin and Sichumsin to stand on their feet, and even benefit
from the recent demises of the other ensembles, which were unable to endure the period
of slump.45
2.1.4 Newly created piphat ensembles since 2001
In 2007, a young, determined monk named Anucha Chungmit wished to set up a
traditional piphat ensemble for the benefit of Donchai temple and the people living in the
immediate vicinity. Another reason why he created Phetdonchai was because he himself
was very fond of music and wanted to conserve a traditional way of making music. He
bought pristine traditional musical instruments and allowed people to participate.
Practising or playing in the ensemble then turned to be a recreational activity for folks,
even novices or monks. At the initial stage, amateur musicians offered their free service
in funerals. However, later, Anucha started charging for the services. This opened up
Phetdonchai into the realm of piphat business in 2011.
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Suraphon Chumpari, Interview, 7 April 2016.
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Figure 2.9 Phetdonchai in around 2011.
(Source : Phetdonchai’s facebook page)

From a small group of traditional musicians with saxophone and keyboard,
Anucha was eager to enhance the ensemble. In 2011, he recruited skilled musicians as
well as buying Western instruments and a PA sound system, intending to keep up with
the mainstream. One challenge that posed a hindrance to the group’s progress was that
the amateur musicians who played in the ensemble were mostly teenagers who were
frequently absent to attend college. David Samueachuea, a prominent musician who is
associated with Phetphumin, considers Phetdonchai to have developed as a branch of his
own ensemble. He claims that most of Phetdonchai’s members were formerly members
of his group. Interestingly, he told me that he had given them a good deal of instruction
regarding performing the repertory, thereby creating a shared skill base between the two
ensembles.46 However, when I interviewed Anucha, he made no mention about David but
propounded that the key figure in training the new Phetdonchai ensemble was Wira
Khuea-in, without alluding to the fact that Wira had been one of those Phetphumin former
members. Not long after the enhancement of the group, Anucha left the monkhood in
order to devote his attentions to the piphat business. Today, Phetdonchai is believed to
be one of the most prominent contemporary piphat ensembles in Phayao, even though
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David Samueachuea, interview, 3 March 2016.
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Wira and several others have resigned and replaced by new members – resulting in an
almost entirely different line-up.47
Wat Phrachao Tonluang48 is another newly-created piphat ensemble in Phayao.
The story of the ensemble can be dated back to the late-1990s, when Mr. Thong, who had
been an ensemble-owner with his own assortment of traditional instruments, died. His
granddaughter then donated all the instruments to Si Khom Kham temple as an offering
for public usage. The ensemble was passed onto a Buddhist monk named
Phrakrusiworaphinit. Wanting the ensemble to be useful, he let the students who were
attending weekly Buddhist educational classes also learn and play piphat music.
However, when the classes ceased, so too did the piphat music-making. As a Buddhist
monk, Phrakrusiworaphinit resolved to use the instruments for social and spiritual good,
deciding to give them to Nikhom Khanthakit, who would then work to benefit the lives
of under-employed musicians and also the communities they would go on to serve. In this
way, Wat Phrachao Tonluang came into being. Nikhom included Western musical
instruments such as keyboard, saxophone, computer karaoke and PA systems. At present,
Wat Phrachao Tonluang is thriving and geared forwards to modernity.49 Although, from
the outset, the group was never under temple patronage, Nikhom still alludes to the initial
temple connections, which enhances the group’s image and, therefore, employability.
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Anucha Chungmit, interview, 27 February 2016.
Wat Phrachao Tonluang has no connection with Phat Phrachao Tonluang.
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Nikhom Khanthakit, interview, 10 February 2016.
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(Media Example 2.2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EEHsh0zKWNY)

Figure 2.10 Wat Phrachao Tonluang in a funeral

The latest newly-created piphat ensemble in Phayao is Sitthiphongsin. The
ensemble, formerly known as Wat Phrathat Chomkhai, was established in October 2015
following the initiative of a Buddhist monk, Sitthiphong Santichitto, who had been highly
impressed as a young man by the prowess of Nongiang and had long resolved to set up
his own ensemble. He invited locals who had expressed a desire to play to participate in
a learning group. However, this first group failed because the members were unwilling
or unable to commit in the longer term. Sitthiphong then called on the services of Nikhom,
who was already running Wat Phrachao Tonluang, to draw on his connections, assemble
a group of skilled musicians (some of whom were key figures in Wat Phrachao
Tonluang), and organise the employment.
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Figure 2.11 Sitthiphongsin

Nowadays, there are ten surviving contemporary piphat ensembles, namely:
Nongiang, Phetphumin, Sichumsin, Daoprakaisin, Phetdonchai, Rai Oysin, Lanthong,
Pinthong, Wat Phrachao Tonluang and Sitthiphongsin.
The material in this section is meant as a background musical history, significant
for contributing new details of the contemporary piphat ensembles in Phayao, their
achievements and their struggles to adapt and thrive in an impoverished region. It is also
presented to aid the understanding of how current musicians manage their internal affairs
to ensure survival.

2.2 Ensemble management and economics
Until around the 1960s, when piphat music-making was conducted under temple
patronage, people had performed with no expectation of being paid; they had cultivated
skills and performed for the community both out of a sense of civic duty and to accrue
blessings. However, following the ensembles’ departure from temple patronage in around
1970s, the subsequent professionalisation of piphat musicianship, and the spread of
capitalistic economics into all areas of life, the piphat business has become intensely
competitively commercialised. For event hosts and the musicians themselves, the
economic dimension is a constant preoccupation. This section shows how the ensembles
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manage their affairs and examines the economic strategies they implement to ensure
employment, pay musicians, and maintain a functioning musicians’ network.
2.2.1 Employment strategy
Keynes asserts that the modernisation of folk music, involving not just stylistic
transformations but also the adoption of mass media and contemporary marketing and
commercial strategies, helps to ensure long-term success (1990: 128). Thus, to maximise
employment opportunities, a band owner has to actively advertise the ensemble’s skills
to as wide an audience as possible. In most cases, potential clients are able to reach a band
owner simply by taking the phone number from a large vinyl banner hung behind the
performance stage or a smaller banner attached to the gong circle. Nongiang’s banner is
bigger than most but, like most of them, it involves a long rectangular vinyl display being
mounted in a metal rectangular frame and then placed in front of the ensemble; it
communicates the ensemble’s name and the personal address and phone number of
Chamnong Khueakham, the ensemble’s owner. Generally speaking, funeral goers who
are pleased with a particular ensemble usually make note of the name and the phone
number to call for their services or to relay to whoever needs them. The banner of
Daoprakaisin is atypical in being a scrolling LED board, the details of which are discussed
later in section 2.3.2.

Figure 2.12 The banner of Nongiang, displaying ‘Nongiang’ (in the left panel) and Chamnong’s
personal address and phone-number (in the right panel)
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Another way to advertise the piphat ensemble’s services is by distributing namecards. I have seen that many band owners have a box of name-cards in their possession,
and they liberally give them out to any prospective clients. Using YouTube is considered
another effective advertisement since a phone number, address and further contact
information can easily be attached to actual online video footage of the group performing,
specifically in order to attract greater audiences to becoming clients. This strategy is
employed by about half of the current ensembles (see section 2.3.4).
For funerals, which are the primary source of employment, ensembles rely in large
part upon prospective clients booking them solely based on their established reputation.
A band owner who is respected and well-known is more likely to win better employment.
From the very foundation of their groups, band owners have also always relied on
mediators such as pyre wagon-making companies or temporary tent rental companies to
provide advertisement. These companies obviously have extensive meetings with diverse
funeral clients and, whenever they first meet a client to arrange procedures, they ask
whether or not they would be tempted to have live performance in the funeral. Soi
Muangma confirms that this link is vitally important for his ensemble, Lanthong:
We earn some employment from a temporary tent rental company which
suggests to my clients that they employ us in their funerals.50

Moreover, the broader use of social networking in the present-day makes it easier for
clients to hear about bands’ activities without first having direct personal contact. David
Samueachuea points out:
Nowadays, it’s totally different from the past because clients know us via social
networking. They telephone us for Phetphumin’s services. Playing music in
funerals is just business. We seem to be total strangers to each other.51

Although funerals are a painful business to be addressed, still, the possibility of
employment regarding funerals is built upon the clients’ satisfaction with a particular
ensemble.
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Figure 2.13 Phetdonchai’s future bookings, written on a white-board in the ensemble owner’s office, indicating
date (on the left), month (to the right), and place and type of event (on the right).

Unlike funerals, fon phi ceremonies need more than acquaintance between a client
and an ensemble: they need alliance. Since the fon phi ceremony in a particular house
takes place on a year-to-year basis, it is likely that the two parties develop long-term
relationships and commitment, like an unofficial employment contract. Aruni
Samueachuea explained to me about the enduring relationship between her and her clients
concerning piphat services in fon phi ceremonies as follows:
Today, we offer our service in this fon phi ceremony in favour of friendship and
respect. The house owner and I have known each other for years. We played at
this house last year and the year before. I could say we are happy to come
whenever it needs be and without any conditions. As you can see, today the
weather is not welcoming. It’s raining and cold but we have spirit. We’ve come
as we promised. In a fon phi ceremony, the relationship between client and
piphat ensemble is more than employer and employee: we are allies.52
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Interview, 15 February 2016.
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Fon phi ceremonies involve nurturing an enduring bond between all participants,
not only including the piphat ensemble’s musicians and hosts but also the mediums and
the venue itself.
(Media Example 2.3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PIyZkj8c73E)

Figure 2.14 Renewing existing relationships between Phetphumin and fon phi participants: (left to
right) a medium, Aruni (the band owner), the main host who will also be a medium, and David
Samueachuea (lead musician).

2.2.2 Wage allocation
Buddhist ceremonies and the Buddhist rites cycle play a pivotal role in shaping people’s
life schedule and year-round activities, and Westernisation has not shifted the pattern
(Moore, 1974: 149). Thus, the majority of the contemporary piphat ensembles’ income
derives from funerals simply because funerals are spread throughout the year and fon phi
ceremonies and temple festivals are seasonal, taking place exclusively in the summer
time. In 2016, the average wage that a band owner could earn from a funeral ranged from
7,000 baht to 9,500 baht (≈£162 to £220), presumably higher than before because, as
Ogude has mentioned, musicians are paid more when they promote themselves as
specialist artists selling a musical product, rather than as service-providers (2012: 160).
The payment was made directly to the band owner at the end of the ceremony. For
funerals conducted within Phayao municipality – specifically in the central part (Muang
Phayao or in the immediate outskirts) – each ensemble had its own fixed rate, and the
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money was always distributed amongst the musicians in much the same proportions,
mainly based on each individual’s travel situation and provision of equipment. When
bands travelled further afield, they asked for more pay. The band owner of Phetphumin
told me that someone living in Lampang Province53 once watched a recording of their
performance on YouTube and decided to hire the ensemble; the owner requested and was
granted 15,000 baht (≈£347) – which is almost twice the usual fee.
Piphat ensembles that use computer karaoke and therefore involve fewer
musicians charged less – typically 7,000 baht. Unlike other contemporary piphat
ensembles with karaoke, Nongiang charged 7,500 baht because of its fame and
sophisticated equipment. Fully live piphat ensembles, involving a full rhythm section,
charged between 8,000 and 8,500 baht (≈£185 and £196) while Phetphumin, the largest
and most-hired ensemble in Phayao, charged 9,500 baht.
Apart from the agreed wage, it was customary for the employers and wealthy
attendees to give extra cash payments to the musicians as the event was proceeding. When
the band owner was paid the lump sum at the end of the ceremony, extra money was
usually added in those cases when the musicians had had to stay at the venue for longer
than expected. It sometimes happened that the cremation ceremony was prolonged with
additional elaboration when the deceased was an eminent person or a revered monk. I
saw a funeral host giving 1,000 baht (≈£23) extra to Phetdonchai at a crematorium. This
was taken as a sign of the host’s generosity as well as acknowledgement that the band
had had to stay at the venue for roughly an additional hour.
The exact allocation of payments to the musicians is a sensitive decision for band
owners: paying members too much would leave too little for themselves and paying too
little would lead to resentment or even protest. In 2016, the average payment for most
bands was 600 baht (≈£14) per person, equally distributed with no consideration of
seniority, skill level, or instrumental specialism; the key consideration was that all
musicians were obliged to commit their efforts for the same duration throughout the
performance. However, in cases where a member had travelled by their own vehicle, he
was paid extra towards fuel – 50 baht for motorcycle or 100 baht for car (≈£1 or £2).

53

Lampang province is a two-and-a-half-hour drive from Phayao in a southerly direction.
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Furthermore, special payments were granted to musicians who bring their own personal
tools, including instruments. Kamon Samueachuea told me:
Almost all the instruments present in front of you belong to Phetphumin except
for the guitar and the bank of effects pedals. Sumit54 brings those for the benefit
of the ensemble. Is it possible that I wouldn’t compensate him for bringing
those? Certainly not! We’ll give him 200 baht extra for those things.55

Another purpose for which the earned money must be properly allocated was to repair
tools and attain new musical instruments – either through purchase or construction.
Musical tools were not imperishable. Band owners had to retain some budget for this type
of future use.
When distributing the earnings, band owners always kept more than half of the
total for their own payment and future investments, in recognition of their crucial roles
as the groups’ managers and equipment-owners. A number of the band owners such as
those of Phetphumin, Nongiang, Phetdonchai and Lanthong, have invested in their own
vehicles to transport the musicians and equipment to the venue, whereas the other
ensembles still rely on hiring pickup trucks. For the latter, the owners were obliged to pay
between 500 and 800 baht (≈£12 and £19) from their personal share towards pickup truck
expenses, including the driver’s wage and petrol. Although owning a pickup truck was
intended to reduce payouts, vehicle maintenance is often highly costly. Daily
Samueachuea, the daughter of Phetphumin’s band owner, told me that she bought the
band’s six-wheel truck in 1994, assuming that the long-term investment would save the
costs of day-to-day hiring. However, she has long been burdened with high maintenance
costs.56 Anucha Chungmit, from Phetdonchai, secured a pickup truck from his uncle five
years ago, agreeing to pay off the cost in instalments by 2014, but he is struggling to do
so.57

54

Uthen Phromsen, a prominent guitarist in Phayao. Kamon called him by his former name.
Interview, 15 February 2016.
56
Interview, 1 March 2016.
57
Interview, 27 February 2016.
55
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Figure 2.15 The six-wheel truck of Phetphumin

Instead of owning its own pickup truck, the other option for a band owner was to
hire a pickup truck. Hiring a vehicle could mutually benefit both the band owner and
pickup truck driver. The driver is usually a member of an ensemble, a relative, or an
acquaintance. For example, Phon Muangma is a driver who has been driving the pickup
track for Pinthong for twenty years; he is a relative of the band owner, Lai Buntha, and,
accordingly, they have a close personal relationship and the owner can rely on a good
service and fair rates. Phon Muangma had his truck modified ostensibly for the purpose
of accommodating the instruments. However, the modification helps him in other ways
also: his main job is being a goods seller and he can easily transport extensive agricultural
goods on his truck.58 According to the situation, it might be better for many ensembles to
hire a pickup truck, if the price is reasonable. However, in the case of the larger
Phetphumin, to hire a six-wheel truck would be costly.

58

Informal conversation, 6 March 2016.
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During my data collection period between November 2015 and April 2016, I
noted that, in the case of certain groups, some of the money previously assigned for
musicians’ wages was redirected towards hiring a PA system and lighting devices. For
example, while Wat Phrachao Tonluang shared a PA sound system with Lanthong,
Sitthiphong Santichitto, the band owner of Sitthiphongsin, hired a PA sound system from
an organiser. However, since June 2016, no piphat ensembles have been bothered by PA
equipment: all of the contemporary piphat ensembles have their own. Likewise, the band
owners all agree that to possess a good quality lighting system is essential (see section
2.3.2). However, when extra illumination is requested, they are often obliged to hire extra
lighting to fulfil the hirer’s satisfaction.
Thankfully, I was granted permission to witness the process of wage allocation.
The Daoprakaisin band’s members openly allowed me to see the details, aiming to show
me that they were distributing wages systematically and fairly. The band’s owner,
Praphan Moonkhao, claimed that his group treated the musicians in a fairer manner than
the other groups.59 Specifically, he told me that no other band involved all the member
musicians sharing the ownership of all instruments and equipment: presumably, he
depicts the group in this way in order to strengthen a sense of unity and shared belonging.
However, in reality, Praphan owns half of the musical equipment and when it comes to
distributing the wages he takes the larger share.

59

Interview, 30 March 2016.
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Figure 2.16 Praphan Moonkhao (left) with his ledger while distributing wages, in a shared storage
space used to keep the band’s traditional instruments, owned by the family of Phayung Lekkla
(seated on far right, facing camera)

In the case of Phetphumin, although the band earns more than others (9,500 baht
instead of 8,000 or 8,500 baht), the band owner still distributes the standard 600-baht
wage (≈£14) to each musician, and this creates some covert resentment as the members
do not speak up to the owner about it. The band owner, Aruni Samueachuea, makes a
more substantial profit in this way although she contends that she faces much larger
monthly payments for a six-wheel truck and other sizeable maintenance costs that justify
her financial arrangements.60
Contrasting with wage allocation in Phayao’s piphat community, Dyck
discovered that amongst the piphat musicians of Chiang Rai Province in the 1970s,
payment was based largely on “seniority and intensity of playing” (2009: 164). Neither
of these criteria are applied in Phayao today, as the community invariably favours equal
payment as the usual method. Dyck explains that those whose instruments required only
one hand to play received a minimum wage while others whose instruments required both
hands received more. Those who played using both hands and also their mouths – in other
words, playing wind instruments – received the highest payment because they were the
60

Interview, 15 February 2016.
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busiest (ibid.: 164-165). Although he does not specify the names of instruments, I assume
that the one-hand instrument Dyck is referring to is probably the khlong that (a large
barrel shaped drum raised on a cross-shaped stand), which has never been included in
Phayao’s piphat ensembles. The only aforementioned instrument played with both hands
and mouth is nae (Lanna shawm), and the rest are played with both hands. Perhaps the
practice of equal payment in Phayao is partly responsible for the paucity of nae players,
since there is no economic incentive for people to learn.
2.2.3 The piphat musician’s network and management
As mentioned in section 2.1.3, the slump of employment in the late 1990s reduced the
number of piphat musicians in Phayao Province and shaped the piphat musicians’
network in a particular pattern – one in which allies and rivals are entangled. Nikhom
Khanthakit’s observation is widely recognised: “If you called all the piphat musicians
into one place and assigned them to the various existing ensembles, in half of the
ensembles there would be no musicians”.61 Similar to the circumstances in Bangkok,
most piphat musicians are self-employed and provide their services to multiple groups
with little sense of being committed to one group over and above the others; meanwhile,
they cultivate a wide-reaching musicians’ network, granting them access to diverse
employment opportunities in their social and cultural milieu (Wong, 1998: 110-111).
Thus, in Phayao Province, the band owners are obliged to allow the musicians to circulate
amongst the current ten contemporary piphat ensembles in the region.62

61
62

Interview, 5 December 2015.
Phrakrupaladsuwadthanajariyakhun, interview, 9 December 2016.
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Illustration 2-1 A diagrammatic representation of the musicians’ network in Phayao. At the time of my fieldwork, Nikhom K. was unusually powerful and involved
in many bands – hence, being highlighted in blue.

Nongiang

Phetphumin

Rai Oysin

Daoprakaisin

Sichumsin

Chamnong K.
Somsit K.
Uthai B. ****
Sap K.
Sayan K.
Piyanan B.
Aekphon N.
Pui W.

Kamon S.
Sitthiphon S.
Sirimongkhon S.
Kasem C.
Suthat C.
Sirat K.
Duang C.
David S.

Lai T.
Srawut T.
Cheun T.
Chamreon T.
Bunyai T.
Tanakhon T.
Binson P.

Praphan M.
Phayung L.
Saokaeo W.
Sawat T.
Rat T.
Suthat M.
Sin L.****
Thanom P. ****
Lo C.
Suraphon C. **

Bot C.
Thongsit P.
Somphet P.
Yothin C.
Suwit P.
Wasan N.
Pi P.
Suwat P. *,***
Uthen P.*

Wat Phrachao
Tonluang

Nikhom K.**
Thongdi P.
Sommi P.
Bunying I.
Rot M.
Kritsadaphong T.

Phetdonchai
Anucha C.
Suphan S.
Charoon B. *
Narong Y. *
Wiraphong C. ***
Sarunyu B. **, ***
Waravut C.
Sangwan K.
Uan N.
Chamrat H.

Run by Nikhom
Owned by Phrakhu
Siworaphinit
(A Buddhist monk)

Lanthong
Soi M.
Suwat M. ****
Prasong W.
Yot C.
Inchan W.

Sitthiphongsin
dependent on the
availability of musicians
Run by Nikhom K.
Owned by Sitthiphong S.
(A Buddhist monk)

Pinthong
Lai B.
Suwat B. ****
Suphan L.
Somphong C.
Sombun M.
Chaloemphan B.
Phon M.

The first member in each list is a band leader/owner
* A pop band member
** An oboe/saxophone musician
*** Also a member of a Lampang province piphat
ensemble
**** A musician who plays small percussion and/or
controls computer karaoke
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The musicians specialising in Thai traditional instruments are evidently more
grounded in particular ensembles than those playing Western instruments. This is the case
for Nongiang, Phetphumin, Sichumsin, Daoprakaisin, and Phetdonchai. Each ensemble
secures them with decent employment. Not only are these musicians an essential part of
the set-up – representing traditional roots and continuity – but they are also restricted
regarding the work they can undertake; unlike their colleagues who play Western
instruments, they cannot play in bars, restaurants, pop bands, or other musical events.
When musicians have to be absent because of other personal engagement, illness or
urgent business, they are not subject to any reprimand and replacements are easily found
from the wider network. In these particular cases, a band owner customarily pays the
substitute member a little more than usual amount – typically 700 baht instead of 600.
This agreement slightly diminishes the net income and so is seen as undesirable by band
owners.
Rai Oysin has become rather isolated from the rest of the piphat community, being
employed less frequently and sharing its members less widely amongst the other groups.
I encountered them playing at just one funeral. In part, their marginalisation is because of
the group’s relative lack of expertise in the area of lukthung, with the members being far
more accomplished at playing the traditional Thai instruments and most importantly not
having expanded their skills into playing Western instruments. Another reason is that the
Mae Jai District, where the band is based, is a 15-minute drive from central Phayao, while
the other groups are situated right in the heart of the client territory (see map below).
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Rai Oysin
Phayao municipality

Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Lanthong
Pinthong

So Chiangthongsin
Nong Mai

Phetphumin Phetdonchai

Sitthiphongsin

Sichumsin

Figure 2.17https://www.google.co.uk/maps/@19.252989,99.8232797,11.63z
A map showing where the piphat ensembles are based in Phayao City

Although, as mentioned earlier, a large number of Thai traditional musicians are
loyal to a single ensemble, some belong to two or even three different ensembles,
specifically amongst Lanthong, Pinthong, Wat Phrachao Tonluang and Sitthiphongsin.
Because the exchange of musicians is mutual, in this case, they waive the otherwise
commonplace convention of giving extra money to outsiders; but this does not discourage
the musicians to move freely between groups. Lanthong, Pinthong and Wat Phrachao
Tonluang are often considered close allies: they lend and borrow musicians as usual
practice. For example, the band owner of Lanthong, Soi Muangma, is often invited to join
Wat Phrachao Tonluang together with his band members. Nikhom Khanthakit, likewise,
often plays for both Lanthong and Pinthong. It can be inferred that the three ensembles
not only share their members but also skills, repertory, and customs. Finally,
Sitthiphongsin, the most recently created contemporary piphat ensemble, has no
exclusive control of any of its musicians, rather relying on borrowing musicians from
other ensembles such as Phetdonchai, Lanthong and Wat Phrachao Tonluang; when these
other ensembles are in employment, Sitthiphongsin temporarily ceases to exist, and the
band owner, Sitthiphong Santichitto, keeps the instruments at-the-ready in storage.
Of all Thai traditional musicians, the shawm players are considered the most
crucial. While there are twelve shawm players in Phayao, only four of them can also play
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the saxophone, which makes their expertise highly valued and much in demand –
especially because it is also essential to have a saxophone player within the band.
Accordingly, Nikhom Khanthakit, Suraphon Chumpari and Sarunyu Boripat circulate
widely and are key figures in the piphat network as shawm and saxophone players; as
mentioned later, Kamon Samueachuea is exceptional in being restricted to a single
ensemble. However, it is important to recognise that the remaining eight shawm players
are also able to play other Thai traditional instruments; multi-instrumental versatility can
be regarded as almost universal amongst Phayao’s piphat musicians (see details in section
4.2.4).

•

Sarunyu Boripat
Kamon Samueachuea

in Lampang Province

Contemporary piphat ensemble

Wat Phrachao Tonluang

Sitthiphongsin

Pinthong

Lanthong

Rai Oysin

Phetdonchai

Daoprakaisin

•
• • • • • •
• •
•
•
•
•

Nikhom Kantakit
Suraphon Chumpari

Sichumsin

Ensembles

Phetphumin

Wind musicians /

Nongiang

Table 2-1 Multi-instrumentalist saxophone and shawm players serving in piphat ensembles

•

•

Therefore, for any band to accept employment, it is first necessary to confirm that
one of the four key individuals in Table 2-1 is available at that particular time. The band
owner of Nongiang, Chamnong Khueakham, acknowledges that he often has to decline
employment opportunities because his shawm/saxophone player is otherwise engaged
with another ensemble.63

63

Interview, 8 April 2016.
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Among the four shawm/saxophone musicians, Kamon Samueachuea is reportedly
unable to circulate due to a number of reasons. Firstly, he is the leader of Phetphumin,
which is the most frequently hired ensemble in Phayao, leaving little time for him to offer
services to other ensembles. Secondly, he is now in his 60s. Although, ten years ago, he
used to help Phetdonchai and Sichumsin, five years ago his daughter, Daily
Samueachuea, became concerned about his well-being and forbade him to make another
journey. She explained to me:
I really didn’t want my father to sacrifice too much. He certainly enjoyed
playing instruments for other ensembles that were in desperate need of help. I
admired him for his altruism. But I could not see the point of being altruistic
when we had our ensemble to run. More importantly, he was getting old. I tried
to moderate his music-making and convince him that what I did was for the
best.64

Of course, it is also in Phetphumin’s best interests to keep his skills within the group.
At present, Phetphumin, Sichumsin and Phetdonchai are among those ensembles
that are still able to provide a full rhythm section, while the other ensembles substitute
the sounds of computer karaoke and keyboard. Nikhom Khanthakit states that to procure
Western instrumentalists is a challenge due to the shortage of musicians.65 To acquire a
drummer, guitarist or bassist is complicated by the fact that these specialists also operate
outside of the piphat network, in other types of ensemble. Uthen Phromsen, a professional
guitarist, told me:
Although I am frequently playing with Sichumsin, that does not mean I cannot
work for others. I’m not monopolised for the ensemble nor do I usually expose
myself as a yes man for others. I am a freelance musician. Whoever needs me
to work with them has to believe in the phrase “first-come, first-served”.66

The distribution of drummers, guitarists and bassists is indicated in Table 2-2:

64

Interview, 1 March 2016.
Interview, 10 February 2016.
66
Interview, 25 March 2016.
65
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Table 2-2 The circulation of drummers, guitarists and bassists in Phayao’s piphat ensembles

Uthen Phromsen
Charoon Bunpan

•

Bassists

•
•

Yothin Chaiwong
Wasan Nanthakum

Sitthiphon Sisiatkha

Popular bands

•

•

•

•
•

•

Sirimongkhon Silopa

Narong Yami

•

•
•

•

Suwit Phaithun
Suphan Saisom

•

Guitarists

Somsi Khota

Phetdonchai

Instruments

Sichumsin

Musicians

Phetphumin

The piphat ensembles

Drummers

•

•
•
•

For most groups, it is evidently not compulsory to include a trumpeter in the lineup. This, however, is not the case with Phetphumin and Nongiang who include a
trumpeter in all performances. Phetphumin is a large ensemble that warrants a permanent
trumpeter and Nongiang’s band owner is a trumpeter. Sichumsin and Pinthong both
employ the same trumpeter. However, when timetables clash, either of the ensembles
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easily yields to the omission of a trumpeter. Meanwhile, Daoprakaisin67, Phetdonchai,
Rai Oysin and Lanthong never employ one.

Rot Mahayot

Wat Phrachao Tonluang

Sitthiphongsin

Pinthong

•
•

•

•

Suriya Samueachuea
Kasem Chumpa

Lanthong

Rai Oysin

Phetdonchai

Daoprakaisin

•

Suphan Lanpo
Somsit Khueakham

Sichumsin

Phetphumin

Trumpeters / Ensembles

Nongiang

Table 2-3 Trumpeters serving piphat ensembles

•
•

In addition to the inter-group circulation, role change among piphat musicians
within the ensemble is of crucial importance, suggesting their musical versatility and
shrewd management. Retrospectively, David Samueachuea remembers piphat-making in
his childhood, recalling that when the ensemble first started playing lukthung, it was the
traditional percussionists, who embodied bi-musical skills (see details in section 4.2.4)
and expanded their skills to encompass Western instruments.68
Phetphumin is a significantly bigger group than the others and the members can
easily switch positions during performance. David, Uthen, Sirimongkhon and Sitthiphon
are the key musicians in the rhythm section. When the ensemble switches to playing
lukthung, they relinquish Thai traditional instruments for Western ones (Table 2-4). In
case any of these musicians are unavailable, Suthat is able to replace David on keyboard

67

A trumpeter was once invited to play at a Daoprakaisin performance but he had to decline the
opportunity owing to tuning incompatibility (Discussed later, in section 3.2.2).
68
Interview, 3 March 2016.
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(see also in section 4.2.4), while Somsi and Sarun can take over on electric guitar and
drum-kit, respectively. Unfortunately, the saxophonist and the trumpeter are
irreplaceable.
Table 2-4 The multi-instrumental specialisms of Phetphumin’s members.

•

•
•

Sirimongkhon
Silopa

•

•
•

Kasem Chumpa

Drum-kit

•

David Samueachuea

Sitthiphon Sisiatkha

Electric bass

Electric guitar

Trumpet

Saxophone

Keyboard

•

•

Kamon
Samueachuea

•
•

•
•

Sarun Samueachuea

•

•

Duang Chaonan

•
•

Somsi Khota
Suthat Chaonan

Electric congas

•

Uthen Phromsen

Sirat Khamphao

Western instruments
Chap percussion

Chwae percussion

Teng Thing Drum

Nae (Lanna shawm)

Ranad Thum

Ranad Ek

Musician’s names

Khong Wong

Traditional instruments

•

•
•

Sichumsin is another group that features a full rhythm section. The guitarist Uthen
Phromsen shares his expertise between Sichumsin and Phetphumin, with the latter
ensemble employing Somsi instead if Uthen is otherwise engaged. Although Nikhom is
not a core member of Sichumsin, he is often welcomed as he can play both nae and
saxophone which the ensemble’s nae player named Pi is unable to do. Supan usually
presides over the teng thing drum before switching to trumpet. Suwat, Suwit and either
Yothin or Wasan take charge of the rhythm section, while Thongsit and Somphet are
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unable to play Western instruments (Table 2-5). Bot Chamrat is obliged to switch from
ranad ek to keyboard when Suwat is unavailable.
Table 2-5 The multi-instrumental specialisms of Sichumsin’s members.

Wasan Nanthakhum

Drum-kit

Electric bass

Electric guitar

Trumpet

Saxophone

Keyboard

Congas

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

Suwit Phaithun

Suphan Lanpo

•

•

Yothin Chaiwong

Pi Phomlok

Chap percussion

•

Thongsit Phromthet

Nikhom Khanthakit

•
•

•

Uthen Phromsen

Somphet Panya

Western instruments

•

Suwat Phaithun
Bot Chamrat

Chwae percussion

Teng Thing Drum

Nae (Lanna shawm)

Ranad Thum

Ranad Ek

Musician’s names

Khong Wong

Traditional instruments

•

•
•

•
•

•

•
•

The final ensemble to have a rhythm section is Phetdonchai, which benefits from
the exclusive employment of its guitarist, bassist, keyboard player and drummer. Their
versatility and constant presence means that the ensemble’s other four musicians,
Anucha, Warawut, Uan, and Chamrat seldom need to switch from playing Thai traditional
instruments. Sarunyu is held in especially high regard, being able to switch from nae to
saxophone when needed (Table 2-6). However, as a college student, his frequent absence
often prompts Anucha Chungmit, the band owner, to enlist the help of Nikhom
Khanthakit.
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Table 2-6 The multi-instrumental specialisms of Phetdonchai’s members.

Drum-kit

Electric bass

Electric guitar

Saxophone

Keyboard

•

Charoon Bunpan

•

•

Suphan Saisom

•

•

Narong Yami

•

•
•

Sangwan Khammi

•

•

Uan Neuksom

•

Chamrat Hansuk

•

Sarunyu Boripat
Wiraphong Chaiwong

Congas

•

Anucha Chungmit

Warawut Chungmit

Western instruments
Chap percussion

Chwae percussion

Teng Thing drum

Nae (Lanna shawm)

Ranad Thum

Ranad Ek

Musician’s names

Khong Wong

Traditional instruments

•

•
•

The use of computer karaoke to supplant the rhythm section reduces the band
owners’ worries concerning employment and wage allocation. In the case of Nongiang,
Chamnong, after playing a traditional instrument, simply moves to play keyboard and
operate the computer karaoke alongside. Somsit retires from playing traditional
percussion to trumpet. Aekphon switches from ranad ek to saxophone while Suraphon
switches from nae to play saxophone as well (Table 2-7).
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Table 2-7 The multi-instrumental specialisms of Nongiang’s members.

Trumpet

Saxophone

Keyboard

Karaoke Jockey

Congas

Chap percussion

•

•

Sap Khueakham

•

Pui Wongwanreuan

•

Sayan Khaisuwan

•

•
•

Uthai Bangkhai

Suraphon Chumpari

• •
•

Somsit Khueakham

Aekphon Ngamkhan

Western instruments

•

Chamnong Khueakham

Piyanan Buanak

Chwae percussion

Teng Thing drum

Nae (Lanna shawm)

Ranad Thum

Khong Wong

Traditional instruments

Ranad Ek

Musician’s names

•
•

•
•

Among Wat Phrachao Tonluang, Lanthong, and Pinthong, a larger number of
musicians are shared. The inter-group network blurs the boundaries between the
ensembles to which they belong. In other words, it is perceived that either they are the
properties of all or none. Having the rhythm section already embedded in computer
karaoke, the band owner chooses to adopt trumpet and saxophone mainly to add colour,
although Lanthong chooses not to add a trumpeter (Table 2-8).
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Table 2-8 The multi-instrumental specialisms of Wat Phrachao Tonluang, Lanthong, and
Pinthong’s members.

Soi Muangma

Trumpet

Keyboard

Karaoke Jockey

Congas

Chap percussion

Saxophone

•

•

Phon Mani

•

Yot Chaidi

•
•

Suphan Lanpo

•

•
•

•
•

Sombun Ma-u-ten
Somphong Champakhuea

•

•

•

•

•
•

Sommi Phetra
Thongdi Panlaoya
Bunying Intha

•

Prasong Wongduang

•

Suwat Buntha

Suwat Muangma

•

•
•

Kritsadaphong Tonsi

Suraphon Chumpari

Chwae percussion

•
•

Lai Buntha

Inchan Waphet

Western instruments

•

Nikhom Khanthakit

Chaloemphan Buntha

Teng Thing drum

Nae (Lanna shawm)

Ranad Thum

Khong Wong

Traditional instruments

Ranad Ek

Musician’s names

•

•
•

•
•

•
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Daoprakaisin does not incorporate saxophone or trumpet because its use of an
unusual tuning system – not used by any other groups in Phayao (see details in section
3.2.2) – makes it practically very difficult. When the ensemble switches to playing
lukthung, it is only two of the groups’ members who swap instruments – Praphan
Moonkhao and the drummer Rat Thiamkaeo. Daoprakaisin is the least fluid in its
members’ circulation between instruments.
Table 2-9 The multi-instrumental specialisms of Daoprakaisin’s members.

Keyboard

•
•

Sin Lekkla

•

Sawat Thiamkaeo

•

Rat Thiamkaeo

•

•
•

Lo Chaiyasom

•

Thanom Prachumthong

Suraphon Chumpari

Karaoke Jockey

• •

Phayung Lekkla

Suthat Mieng-hom

Congas

•

Praphan Moonkhao

Saokaeo Wongpanya

Western
instruments
Chap percussion

Chwae percussion

Teng Thing drum

Nae (Lanna shawm)

Ranad Thum

Khong Wong

Traditional instruments

Ranad Ek

Musician’s names

•
•

This section deals with ensemble management and economics, and helps to
explain different factors in musicians’ business achievements. It is important to note, in
particular, the steps taken to avoid the unsuitable positioning or circulating of particular
musicians, which would put piphat employment at risk.
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2.3 The contemporary piphat ensembles and music technology
This section will dwell on technology-based piphat music-making. It begins with the
depiction of piphat appearance in relation to how musical instruments and technological
equipment are positioned. What follows in this section is a discussion concerning how
musicians use electronic devices and the computer karaoke to complement their
instrumental playing to reduce the need for extra musicians while still maintaining, if not,
further enhancing their musical appeal. Next, I will explore the extent to which Internet
technology successfully facilitates the dissemination of Phayao piphat services to bring
new, enthusiastic clients and to actively promote online socialising between Phayao’s
piphat groups. Finally, how the increased social favour of CD player and loudspeaker
into cultural events has impacted upon piphat will be investigated.
2.3.1 The contemporary piphat ensemble’s constitution and stage setup
A combination of traditional and Western musical instruments plus technological tools
ensures that the contemporary piphat ensemble is well adapted to the modern world and
contemporary expectations. The observations of Jones about practices in China hold
equally true to the Thai context:
Musically, traditional genres had been changing long before the twentieth
century….Folk musicians made substantial modifications in the
instrumentation…(Jones, 1995: 35)

Writing in respect to performance practice in north Thailand in the early twenty-first
century, Hirai noted that “[t]he stage [regarding the piphat ensemble] was equipped with
stand microphones, two huge speakers, and musical instruments” (2002: 188). Today, in
Phayao, although the specifics of the ensemble’s set-up vary depending on physical space
and purposes, in a nutshell, they are schematically arranged on a stage according to
relatively newly established tradition, musical role, symbolic importance, status and the
instrumental section affiliation (for example, ensuring that wind instruments are all
positioned next to one another). There are some particularly common standardised
arrangements that can be divided into three main categories. The first category
complements the karaoke machine, which specifically provides rhythms, bass line, and
chordal harmonic accompaniment. The second category uses solely a keyboard, always
providing preset rhythmic accompaniment, harmony and melody. The third and final
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category is piphat with live rhythm section including keyboard, drum-kit, electric guitar
and bass.
Every piphat ensemble places the traditional instruments at the forefront: highpitched xylophone (ranad ek), gong circle (khong wong), and low-pitched xylophone
(ranad thum). All of the ensembles stress the positioning of these three instruments at the
front because it clearly symbolically marks the continuity of tradition. Kamon
Samueachuea maintains:
It is not a good idea to get rid of the traditional instruments. How could we?
The three instruments have a crucial role in maintaining the value of the piphat
ensembles, making them special and different from popular bands.69

The contemporary piphat ensembles with the use of computer karaoke and keyboard can
be further divided into two groups: those with PC karaoke and those with laptop karaoke.
The first group applies to Lanthong, Pinthong and Wat Phrachao Tonluang, and the latter
is exploited by Nongiang and Daoprakaisin.
(Media Example 2.4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BG9rlLYNwCY)

Figure 2.18 Lanthong using a karaoke programme on a PC

69

Interview, 15 February 2016.
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(Media Example 2.5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4f5T-G83bXk)

Figure 2.19 Daoprakaisin using a karaoke programme on a laptop

The three Thai traditional instruments are placed at the front while a trumpet and
an alto saxophone are placed in the middle. A pair of congas stands on the right-hand side
behind the ensemble, opposite each other. A microphone is put in front of each acoustic
instrument to capture the sound. A mixer and a rack case are placed behind the ensemble
opposite the congas. The ensemble places a PC monitor in front of the gong circle in order
that the musicians can follow the song’s pace. A keyboard player sits in the middle behind
the gong player (Fig. 2.20). Sometimes, there are two different people who play keyboard
and operate the karaoke machine. In other cases, the keyboard player does both. In
Lanthong, Soi Muangma plays keyboard and gets his son, Suwat Muangma, to
manipulate the machine. A trumpeter and a saxophonist are often called for service but
are not essential.
Unlike the three ensembles just mentioned, Nongiang and Daoprakaisin share the
idea of using a laptop computer to render a rhythm section as well as the ensemble setting.
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Figure 2.20 A diagrammatic representation of Nongiang piphat setup, using
computer karaoke as a centrepiece

With the traditional instruments as always positioned at the front, they locate the
keyboard, laptop karaoke, percussion and PA equipment at the back. In this case, the
keyboard and laptop karaoke are controlled by one musician. Despite shared ideas of the
instrumentation, to some extent, Nongiang and Daoprakaisin are different. Firstly,
Nongiang has bongos on top of the congas. Secondly, while Daoprakaisin puts the lowpitched xylophone (ranad thum) on the right, which, as Shahriari points out, is the
standard layout (Shahriari, 2006: 60), Nongiang switches the xylophone positions, putting
the low-pitched xylophone on the left. The leader of Nongiang, Chamnong, explained
that he was simply following the layout customs used by his father, although it is apparent
from other sources that this type of layout was formerly occasionally used; for example,
I found a 1972 film of a Central Thai piphat ensemble in the UCLA archive showing the
high-pitched xylophone (ranad ek) on the right and the low-pitched xylophone (ranad
thum) on the left. Nongiang must have inherited this set-up, despite it differing from
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today’s usual practice (see the video).70 Another difference is that Nongiang places a
trumpet player and an alto saxophonist on the left-hand side. Daoprakaisin has neither.71
Daoprakaisin, although it emulates Nongiang in many ways, is relatively conservative in
maintaining a traditional shawm (nae) throughout the performance, even during lukthung
repertory. Furthermore, while Daoprakaisin has microphones placed in front of the
traditional musical instruments, Nongiang only places microphones in front of the
Western instruments (Fig. 2.21). Clearly, Nongiang prefers the traditional instruments to
play more of a symbolic role while making less conspicuous contributions to the actual
musical texture; although he is keen to present Nongiang as a piphat ensemble,
Chamnong is keen to promote a more modern sound. As Nettl points out, “when some
of… [the musicians’] energy is channelled to a new musical system, less is available for
the old one” (1985: 20).
There are four contemporary piphat ensembles that use keyboard as the
centrepiece: Sitthiphongsin, Rai Oysin, Wat Phrachao Tonluang and Phetphumin.
However, Phetphumin constitutes a rather special case, being remarkably versatile; it is
able to provide a full-ensemble performance or a reduced-ensemble performance in which
the keyboard replaces the entire rhythm section (Fig. 2.21).

70

https://archive.org/embed/calauem_201405_I-E_clip_Music_of_Thailand
A trumpeter was invited to play in the Daoprakaisin but he was reluctant due to the
incompatibility of the tuning. (Discussed later in Section 3.2.2).
71
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Figure 2.21 A diagrammatic representation of piphat setup using keyboard as a centrepiece

These ensembles employ a similar setup to that of Lanthong and Pinthong. As
always, the three traditional instruments are fixed at the front and a keyboard is in the
middle behind the ensemble. Saxophone and trumpet are in the middle. Congas are put
to the other side of the ensemble while the PA equipment stays in the same position.
Rather than rely on computer karaoke, Sitthiphongsin, Rai Oysin and Phetphumin do not
employ computer karaoke at all: they have full trust in their keyboard player to provide
sufficient accompaniment. In Wat Phrachao Tonluang, when the band has finished
playing traditional repertory and has moved on to lukthung repertory, Nikhom Khanthakit
usually employs computer karaoke to provide a rhythm section, but he sometimes adds a
keyboard part over the top. If, however, Suwat Phaithun the skilled keyboard player from
Sichumsin is available, Nikhom directs Suwat to play keyboard instead, allowing Nikhom
to concentrate on playing the saxophone.72 Nikhom Khanthakit asserts: “Why would I

72

Interview, 12 December 2015.
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want to have computer karaoke when I have a real talent on which I can rely?” 73 It can
be inferred that, from his perspective, relying on the karaoke machine is less musically
desirable, therefore, it is not ideal.
As was mentioned earlier, there are only three contemporary piphat ensembles in
Phayao that always feature a full rhythm section: Phetphumin, Sichumsin, and
Phetdonchai. The sounds emitting from these ensembles are sometimes perceived to be
more authentic because there is no computer karaoke or synthesizer within the texture.
All the ingredients in the music are provided by live human musicians (Fig. 2.22).
Rack equipment case
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Keyboard

Trumpet

Alto
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High-pitched
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Mixer
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= Amplifiers
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XXX
Figure 2.22 A diagrammatic representation of piphat setup with a full rhythm section
73

Ibid.
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Practically, the three traditional instruments are situated in front of the ensemble.
A trumpeter and a saxophonist sit behind the gong circle: one on the left and the other on
the right, allowing them to be seen and to avoid obstacles. The groups either use electric
congas or acoustic congas with microphone. While Phetphumin employs electric congas,
Sichumsin and Phetdonchai employ acoustic congas with microphone. Usually, the
keyboard is placed on the left-hand side behind the trumpet. The electric guitar and bass
are at the other end adjacent to a mixer and a rack equipment case. Six microphones are
placed in front of the musicians whose sounds are tethered to the mixer. Furthermore, a
drummer has drum triggers (called D4) mounted on each drum (Fig. 2.22). Therefore, to
support a large number of musical instruments, an eight-track mixer or more, together
with the powerful PA sound equipment is necessary in this situation (see also in section
2.3.2).
Looking at the ensemble from the audience’s perspective, all musical instruments
and pieces of equipment are commonly raised by steel handmade stands or wooden cases
placed on the ground. However, on rare occasions a stage may be provided; during my
fieldwork, I only encountered this situation once, when a wooden stage was provided for
Nongiang at a funeral in Chiang Kong District, Chiang Rai Province. This setup was
presumably instigated to mitigate the problem of having a rough, dusty and uneven
ground level. At the same time, this setup imbued the ensemble with a more professional
aura and the performance environment with a more concert-like ambience.
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Figure 2.23 The performance environment with a more concert-like ambience by Nongiang at a
funeral in Chiang Kong District, Chiang Rai province

In particular, the setup established differentiated layers amongst the musicians
and the equipment: the three traditional musicians, trumpeter and saxophonist sat on
chairs at the lowest level; behind them, the guitarist, bass player and conga player stood
at a slightly higher level; and behind them, the keyboard player and karaoke jockey sat
on a high swivel chair with his keyboard raised at the highest level. These positions not
only allowed the musicians to play with ease and put forward a professional-seeming
impression, but also helped them communicate information about the musicians’ various
musical roles and levels of superiority – with the traditional musicians at the bottom and
the keyboard player at the top (see also in section 4.2.3). As has been detailed earlier (in
section 2.2.2), the keyboard player is typically the band owner, is paid the most, provides
the most essential musical material both harmonically and rhythmically, and, of course,
is the master of particularly sophisticated and expensive equipment.
2.3.2. Electronic devices
Somsit Khueakham, one of the band owners of Nongiang, told me that, in the early 1990s,
it was difficult to employ electronic devices effectively; of course, the sound systems
used for piphat were not as sophisticated as in the present-day. However, the twenty-first
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century has brought profound developments in electronic musical equipment. Chamnong
Khueakham, a technocratic piphat musician, made the following shrewd remark:
The music-making of the future is contingent upon technology-based approaches.
Musicians have to be cautious about the influx of modern technologies and make
smooth transitions in accordance with modern social and cultural expectations.
However, in effect, by embracing the new dawn of advanced electronic
equipment, the musicians can finally overcome numerous musical limitations.74

Aware of the inevitable, musicians have adopted a number of new electronic devices in
their contemporary piphat ensembles. At the same time, this has engendered
technological competitiveness in which the different groups copy one another and try to
outcompete. Emulating and competing has led to shared ideas about technological
utilisation while resulting in predictable commonalities. For example, the adoption of a
drum sound module has been enormously beneficial. Praphan Moonkhao pointed out the
benefits to me: “We need the sound module to adjust the sound quality; otherwise, the
overall sound production of the drum-kit is just too plain”.75

Figure 2.24 The drum module of Phetdonchai

The use of PA sound equipment is crucially important because the venue is
usually large and busy. The set of PA equipment includes microphone, mixer, amplifier,
equalizer, crossover, and loudspeakers. Firstly, microphones are placed in front of the
acoustic instruments (the traditional musical instruments, trumpet, saxophone and

74
75

Interview, 19 April 2016.
Interview, 30 March 2016.
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congas) at a proper angle and suitable distance. The musician usually uses a stand to
stabilise each microphone. However, for the traditional xylophone players, if their stand
is broken they might place the microphone inside the instrument’s sound box. Next, the
mixer and equalizers are used to combine the captured sounds, where they can undergo
initial adjustment. Mixers typically range from eight to sixteen channels. Needless to say,
piphat ensembles that employ a full rhythm section, namely Phetphumin, Phetdonchai,
and Sichumsin, exploit their mixer to the highest potential.

Figure 2.25 The 16-channel mixer of Phetphumin

While most of the PA equipment must be bought, in most cases, the musicians
themselves created the loudspeakers. Groups such as Nongiang, Phetphumin and
Daoprakaisin assembled cabinets and fixed speakers inside by themselves.
Manufacturing expertise is evidently preserved by such ensembles, which started working
with electrical equipment long ago. For example, Chamnong Khueakham, the band owner
of Nongiang, explained that most of the loudspeakers in his group were made by him.76
Unlike the old ensembles, the more newly-created ensembles prefer to purchase readymade speakers. Such high quality electronic equipment is considerably cheaper
nowadays.

76

Interview, 19 April 2016.
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Another essential set of electronic devices that are integral to piphat performance
is lighting equipment. Lighting is simply essential for the contemporary ensembles to
function because at night they provide not just decoration but also much-needed
illumination suited to highlighting the musicians’ appearances. Eight out of ten piphat
ensembles use a set of disco lights in their performance, which ranges from being minimal
to extremely lavish. A set of disco lighting typically comprises a rotating multi-colour
disco ball, LED stage light, LED decorative light and coloured fluorescent tubes. Each
piphat ensemble owns a different set of lighting depending upon their taste and earnings.
Most of the ensembles place an LED stage light either in front or behind, to shed light on
their banner. Apart from the light, Phetphumin also places a rotating multi coloured disco
ball on the ground to provide extra illumination on their banner. Nongiang, Phetdonchai,
and Daoprakaisin fix several LED decorative lights among various instruments to
illuminate the musicians and their immediate surroundings.

Figure 2.26 The lighting decoration of Daoprakaisin

It is interesting that Sichumsin – one of the largest and most successful
contemporary piphat ensembles – possesses none of the aforementioned lighting. When
the electricity supplying the basic lighting supplied by the host at a funeral on 23 February
2016 unexpectedly shut down, the ensemble was cast into total darkness. The ensemble
resolutely carried on playing – with only scanty moonlight remaining – for about 30
minutes until the lighting was restored.
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Meanwhile, Daoprakaisin has devised an unusually fancy banner comprising a
rectangular wooden frame and a digital scrolling LED board embedded inside (Fig. 2.28).
It is usually hung in the centre behind the ensemble. The banner is evidently multipurposed, providing not only decoration but also advertising. It spells out the name of the
ensemble in Thai, the address, the telephone number, the name of the ensemble in
English, and a phrase of gratitude (Fig. 2.29 and Media Example 2.6). Although Winter
and Keegan-Phipps have argued that by using more sophisticated music technology, one
artist can transcend the others (2013: 47), in this case, some piphat musicians from other
groups treat the Daoprakaisin banner with derision, saying that they associate such
banners with pubs, cafés and comedy entertainment establishments.77
(Media Example 2.6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EOGtBpqYYkk)

Figure 2.27 The digital scrolling LED board of Daoprakaisin

Lastly, as discussed by many academics including Longhurst (2007: 56),
nowadays, music recordings are effortlessly obtainable and reproducible via mobile
phone, narrowing the gap between music producers and consumers. During piphat musicmaking also, the musicians commonly employ their mobile phones, particularly during
fon phi ceremonies, when the music should continue unbroken so that the spirit mediums’
trance-dancing remains uninterrupted. The musicians occasionally plug in their phones
to supply music from iTunes while they take their much-needed breaks.

77

Anonymous.
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(Media Example 2.7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wJ2Jz3XvOsI)

Figure 2.28 A Phetphumin member playing music from his iPhone during a musicians’ break in
a fon phi ceremony.

In his brief description of a contemporary piphat performance that she witnessed
at a fon phi ceremony in the North of Thailand, Morris describes the group as ‘electronic
gamelan’ (2002: 76). Although this is clearly a partly inaccurate label, it nevertheless
effectively captures how closely allied technological equipment and traditional
instrumental music-making have become.
2.3.3 The utilisation of computer karaoke in the contemporary piphat performances
The word ‘karaoke’ is a combination between ‘kara’ or empty and ‘oke’, which stands
for orchestra. Unfortunately, this compound word, literally meaning ‘empty-orchestra’
does not accurately indicate one of the music’s defining characteristics – namely that the
recording is actually without the vocal part; as Zhou and Tarocco puts it, “the orchestra
on the recording is void of vocals” (2007: 19; see also Mitsui and Hosokawa, 2001: 40).
As Zhou and Tarocco explains, karaoke was first invented in Japan in 1975, becoming
fairly widespread in that country by 1978 (2007: 19), replacing the jukebox as the
favoured form of backing for amateur singing (Mitsui and Hosokawa 2001: 34).
However, since the 2000s, or even beforehand in some regions, karaoke popularity has
been widely spread beyond Japan and not widely regarded as belonging first and foremost
to that culture (see Zhou and Tarocco, 2007: 164 for more details). Although the
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revelation of the fully-equipped audio-visual karaoke machine in the mid-1980s had
attracted millions of users (Mitsui and Hosokawa, 2001: 33, 41-42), perhaps an even more
significant development was the creation of software for ordinary PC computers in 1999,
which opened up karaoke music-making to an unprecedented number of enthusiasts
(Zhou and Tarocco, 2007: 170). Computer karaoke was adopted by Phayao’s piphat circle
in 2001, not long after the advent of the karaoke machine in the region in 1997 (see
Gooden, 1999: 146). The availability of this technology occurred at about the same time
as the region was experiencing a serious decline in the number of musicians, and
particularly musicians able to play Western instruments. Some regard the adoption of the
computer karaoke as having been partly responsible for exacerbating this decline (for
example, Uthen Phromsen), while others consider it to have been a helpful strategy for
dealing with a decline that was, in fact, prompted more by other factors (for example,
Chamnong Khueakham); the latter group obviously regard the technology’s impact more
positively, seeing it as a practical solution for accommodating to the changing world.
Whatever the case, it is a fact that half of the larger contemporary piphat ensembles
diminished their ensemble membership, agreeing to use computer karaoke instead,
specifically Nongiang, Daoprakaisin, Pinthong and Lanthong. As Ogude (2012: 154-155)
maintains, writing in reference to the Invention of Traditional Music in Contemporary
Kenya, the modernisation of the other musical instruments in the ensemble – and the
keyboard, in particular – has also been advantageous, enabling the group to still create a
powerful sound even with slightly reduced numbers.
The initial adoption of computer karaoke in contemporary piphat practice owes a
great debt to Chamnong Khueakham who is believed to have played a vital role in
introducing the machine to Phayao’s piphat community. He was not only a pioneer who
laid the foundation for contemporary approaches to piphat music-making but is also
commonly regarded as the saviour of several other ensembles such as Daoprakaisin and
Lanthong. He explained to me that, in 2001, his pioneering adoption of the computer
karaoke machine had not only been prompted by the aforementioned evident decline in
musicianship in the region but also by a rapid rise in the popularity of using CD players
to replace live performance (see details in section 2.3.5). He further explained that the
advent of the new approach to piphat music-making in Phayao could be traced back to a
specific moment of discovery. Specifically, in 1999, he was once hired to play pop music
for the Mayor of Phayao. Playing together with Nikhom Khanthakit on saxophone,
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Chamnong used a Yamaha PSR1700: a stand-alone keyboard with MIDI78 interface able
to produce the sound of a whole rhythm section, reducing the number of musicians
required and, at the same time, ensuring a clean, professional sound (see also Ogude,
2012: 154-155 regarding the impact of modern keyboard). Chamnong recalls that the
performance in 1999 was a phenomenal success, enthralling listeners for the entire
evening. Jubilant with his discoveries about the versatility of the keyboard, he urged his
father to revive the ailing Nongiang. He successfully persuaded his father to throw away
the band’s existing keyboard, with its built-in floppy disk drive, and buy a new keyboard
with synthesizer and sequencer.79
Mills and Park account that in 2007, on the Island of Ulleungdo, South Korea, the
introduction of computer karaoke into public usage provided immeasurable success for
individuals’ music-making, allowing reliable accompaniment, transposition, tempo
change, and playback to be manageable (2013: 171). Like South Korea, Zhou and
Tarocco (2007: 26-28) points out that social gatherings such as family reunions or
informal parties usually involve singing and “(k)araoke is now…an integral part of
everyday life for people in Thailand” (ibid.: 65); throughout much of Thailand, people
are keen to possess and use the most technologically sophisticated karaoke-related
equipment, much of it coming from Japan (ibid.: 62). The computer karaoke in Phayao
likewise was commonly associated with the home entertainment machine long before
Chamnong realised its alternative use. Chamnong recalls:
I already knew that computer karaoke could be used for home entertainment, but
I had been totally ignorant regarding how it could be used in piphat music. I had
been using a Roland SD35, Roland mc-50 MK II and Kawai keyboard to replace
the rhythm section. But now I use computer karaoke. Isn’t it amazing that one
computer can do anything? It’s very easily manipulated.80

78

MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface) was devised in 1983 for establishing
connectivity between a computer and a musical instrument, working as a kind of computer
language to transform the ordinary PC and facilitate ‘computer-based musical instruments.’
79
See, for example, Davies (2002: 44) for more details about the development of synthesizer
technology. Computer karaoke has evidently drawn from the technology and concepts of the
keyboard sequencer and synthesizer.
80
Interview, 19 April 2016.
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(Media Example 2.8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KQlhQuyRBO8)

Figure 2.29 Chamnong Khueakham, the band leader of Nongiang

Chamnong, as a pioneer in the use of computer karaoke in Phayao’s piphat scene,
was obliged to develop many skills relating to the machine. He told me that he believed
in self-reliance.81 For example, acquiring new lukthung repertory – available in Central
Thailand but not yet in the North – was a must. Rather than wait for other people to
provide MIDI files, which might occur after a song’s rising popularity had passed, he
used a keyboard to record his own karaoke tracks, also including samples of Western
percussion instruments to imitate the sounds of Thai traditional percussion and fabricate
the Thai-ness of lukthung music and make his music more authentic-seeming to his
audience. Most significantly, he employed samples of an open and closed triangle to
imitate the ching. Crucially, he also secured additional sounds from diskettes to develop
a strong library of sonorities and form a distinctive sound quality for his band. Efforts to
integrate Western and Thai sonorities evidently have quite a long history in Thailand, as
the following comments from 1979 suggest:
Besides this resurgence of popular attention to traditional music, other trends are
underway. A number of young composers are exploring the possibility of
synthesizing Western and Thai musical methods, a potentially fertile source of
new musical expression. (Ratthamontrī, 1979: 245)

81

Interview, 8 April 2016.
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Chamnong claims that, compared to the 2000s when the samples of Thai karaoke
songs were not so readily downloadable, it is now much easier to share MIDI musical
information. He claims that the computer karaoke is easy to use: musicians can mute or
play each track without having to use another music programme application to support
the rendition.82 As Yuthawong asserts, people tend to regard the adoption of new
technology as being a necessary adaptation to meet the most recent trends of
contemporary living (1989: 331); accordingly, it was perhaps inevitable that Chamnong’s
musical preoccupations would have shifted from using sequencers to computer karaoke.
However, Duang Chaonan and Sitthiphon Sisiatkha, who are both members of
Phetphumin – a band that that does not use computer karaoke – criticise the use of
computer karaoke in piphat music-making, considering it to be a form of musical
deception. They denounce electronically-generated sounds as being ‘unnatural’.83 Even
Suraphon Chumpari, a senior piphat musician within Chamnong’s own band, Nongiang,
while recognising that the use of computer karaoke might threaten piphat musicians’
employment, admitted a preference for live-produced sounds:
I do not wish to argue with whoever perceives computer karaoke in
contemporary piphat ensembles as a musical breakthrough. However, if I could
choose, I would prefer human music-making.84

Nevertheless, other musicians who are in favour of computer karaoke, such as Praphan
Moonkhao, recognise that the machine has the added benefit of being more reliable when
sufficiently-skilled human musicians are scarce.85 The technology is (mainly) reliable in
being able to produce the right sounds at the right time without the need for specialist
skills and preparation.
Soi Muangma, the owner of Lanthong, expresses nostalgia over his band’s past
glories. Lanthong was once a piphat ensemble with a full rhythm section. However, it
lost a string of musicians – a drummer, a keyboard player, a guitarist – to other bands.
Attempts to adopt replacement musicians from other ensemble proved less than ideal,
primarily owing to the frequent timetable clashes that ensued. Accordingly, Soi Muangma
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Interview, 8 April 2016.
Interview, 29 March 2016; 17 April 2016.
84
Interview, 7 April 2016.
85
Interview, 30 March 2016.
83
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resorted to adopting computer karaoke. Sitthiphon Sisiatkha, a freelance musician who
used to play with Lanthong, recalls:
I understood why Pho Soi86 employed a karaoke machine to supplant the rhythm
section. I feel sorry to say that it was probably because of me. One day at a
funeral, a performance was about to begin and there was no drum-kit setup on
a stage due to my being late. Pho Soi was not as furious as he might have been.
Rather, he considered this to be the last straw. He immediately went home and
came with his computer karaoke freshly-installed by Chamnong not long after
his being a visiting musician of Nongiang. He knew what to do for the best and
that was the new beginning.87
(Media Example 2.9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mR19kVvaZeM)

Figure 2.30 The use of computer karaoke in Lanthong

In the contemporary piphat context, the computer karaoke plays a central role in
generating a rhythm section as backing for Thai traditional instruments, the saxophone,
and the trumpet to play the melody. This exploits the ‘(v)oiceless-function’ that is the key
feature of karaoke in its original context (Mitsui and Hosokawa, 2001: 35). It appears that
many musicians have now become thoroughly used to this type of human-machine
interaction, perhaps reflecting Mills and Park’s observations regarding equivalent
practices in South Korea:
This particular relationship between machine and man is by now deeply
entrenched and it is experienced routinely by the performers as a source of
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‘Pho’ literally means father.
Interview, 17 April 2016.
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personal security and, more importantly, as a winning formula. (Mills and Park,
2013: 175)

Moreover, proponents such as Suphan Lanpo remark that the integration of computer
karaoke is a timesaver, since the musicians do not have to devote as much time to practice
and rehearsal:
I’m a freelance musician and have played trumpet for many ensembles for ten
years. Some use a computer karaoke but some don’t. It’s hard to say but I am
more inclined to play in the ensembles that make use of computer karaoke than
those that don’t. It is because the background music lowers my anxiety to a
minimum. I can play with ease as though I am singing and leave the rest of the
music-making in the hands of the music technology. In short, playing in large
ensembles causes frustrations and also ties me down with long tedious
rehearsals.88

In a performance, one of the piphat musicians, usually a keyboard player, is responsible
for the computer karaoke machine; he is the karaoke jockey who controls the karaoke
software on a laptop as the performance progresses. He launches the Microsoft Windows
operating system89 either on a laptop or a PC, and then the karaoke software application.
Zhou and Tarocco explains that the availability of software programmes released since
the mid-2000s has turned the “home computer into a quasi-karaoke machine” (2007:
170). Here in Phayao, this set-up is taken out of the home and into the professional
performance context.
Online music accessibility has reduced, if not made it obsolete, the use of the CD
karaoke machine (ibid.: 62). Nowadays, karaoke jockeys are able to install a programme
application or download a myriad number of recent lukthung songs from the internet
(ibid.: 170). Within the karaoke window, the preset playlist is presented, as shown in Fig
2-33 below.

88
89

Interview, 15 February 2016.
As far as I know, they never use the Macintosh.
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(Media Example 2.10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5nmgR3pjhPM)

Figure 2.31 A Pinthong member launching a preset playlist

Chamnong said to me that using computer karaoke in piphat performance is very
much more convenient than using keyboard synthesizer, which he has now entirely
abandoned. The karaoke jockey can simply click a key to transpose, click to begin and
let the instrumentalists fill in the melody.90 Once certain that everything is ready, the
karaoke jockey prompts the musicians and he then clicks to play the first song. Usually,
musicians – with the exception of the keyboard player – do not have to play the
introduction or the solo part in the middle of a song because those parts are perfectly
covered by the karaoke machine.
In the contemporary piphat ensemble, unlike for vocal music, the song’s vocal
line, together with its lyrics, has to be replaced by a purely musical rendition: a process
of making the song instrumental. The karaoke jockey mutes the vocal part and the melody
instrumentalists, playing Thai musical instruments, saxophone, and sometimes trumpet
act as surrogate singers. It is argued by the musicians themselves that the sound produced
by the computer karaoke is pleasing enough for listeners. When I was doing fieldwork, I
found that my way of experiencing the music was to sing along with the original lyrics in
my head. Even though the song line had been replaced with instruments, the perception
of the melody stimulated an associative response, automatically summoning up
recollections of the original lyrics. Writing as far back as 1956, Nettl was well aware of

90

Interview, 19 April 2016.
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how widely prevalent it is for melody instruments to exploit their inherent capabilities of
imitating the human voice; vocal artistry and instrumental artistry share a kind of
interchangeable code (1956: 9-10). More recently, Jones remarks about the Chinese
shawm’s much exploited sonic proximity to the human voice (2007: 113) – an instrument
that is directly equivalent in sound and role to the Thai nae.
A karaoke jockey often multitasks. Chamnong Khueakham (of Nongiang),
Phaphan Moonkhao (of Daoprakaisin), and Nikhom Khanthakit (of Wat Phrachao
Tonluang) are expected to play the keyboard as well as manipulating the computer
karaoke system. However, Suwat Buntha of Lanthong focuses more on the karaoke
machine. Meanwhile, Suwat Muangma of Pinthong shares his attention between
computer karaoke and chwae (a pair of disc-shaped cymbals). Nikhom Khanthakit told
me that making occasional switches between musical instruments is not such a
complication.91 He is quite familiar with multitasking. Often, he hangs a saxophone
around his neck, plays keyboard, and operates a computer karaoke.

91

Interview, 12 December 2015.
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Function screen, showing basic
song information

Code

: 60720

Tempo

Song no./Bar no.

70

56 : 1

Song name : Wansutthai
Artist

: Suchat Thianthong

Tempo

: 70

Key

: Cm (-2)

Beat count

Music ……………
Daeng Oei Tho Oei Nongdaeng Khong Phi

Lyrics
Figure 2.32 An example of a computer screen operating a karaoke application, showing photograph
(above) and translated representation (below)
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Most of the time, karaoke jockeys deal with a computer screen: selecting songs
from a playlist and adjusting key signature and tempo to suit the ensemble’s needs. A
computer screen displays basic information with a box in the right-hand corner displaying
tempo, song number, bar, and beat count. For example, in the screen shot shown in Figure
2.32, the song is number fifty-six in the playlist and the playback is currently on the third
beat of the first bar. Lyrics are shown at the bottom of the computer screen. The function
screen includes song code, song name, artist, tempo, and key signature. Manipulating the
karaoke backing to match the tuning and preferred keys of the piphat melodic instruments
is a major concern. On the karaoke jockey’s computer screen is displayed information
about keys and transposition – ‘Cm and (-2)’ in Figure 2.34, for example, indicating that
the music has been taken down two semitones from its original key of Dm, enabling the
piphat instruments to play along.

Figure 2.33 Suwat Buntha of Lanthong’s notebook, listing the ensemble’s preferred songs and
providing details about the transpositions required for each. After each song name, two figures
indicate respectively the key change (in semitones) and the tempo change (in beats per minute).

The use of computer karaoke cannot be understood in isolation from that of the
piphat setup and electronic divices as they are perfectly complementary in piphat setting.
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2.3.4 Nascent Internet technology
In this section, I will explore how Internet technology has contributed to musicians’
personal gain, enabling them to amass musical knowledge and new experiences. Then, I
will turn to demonstrating the various uses of Internet technology within music-making
in the Phayao piphat community.
As Lysloff noted, even back in 2003, the Internet has become the locus of a vast
array of activities, with contributors and users being able to temporarily transcend their
actual locality in order to access the realm for information and entertainment (2003: 23).
As a global platform, the rise of Internet technology has played a supportive role in the
contemporary piphat development in many ways. The most obvious advantage is that the
Internet affords boundless online information, democratising access to knowledge and, at
the same time, fuelling cultural distribution – processes that have, in turn, been facilitated
by advances in recording technology and file formats (Peterson, 2001: 125; Enders, 2002:
228). Many young piphat musicians have been relying heavily on the Internet to assist
their musical knowledge acquisition. For example, Suwat Phaithun, having already
followed his father in learning traditional Thai instruments in the contemporary piphat
ensemble setting, decided to extend his skills into playing keyboard; to assist his learning,
he extensively viewed YouTube videos, particularly those posted by other piphat
ensembles from other provinces. As Burgess discusses, YouTube is used very widely
around the world, facilitating video-centred communities and commonly working in
conjunction with other Internet-based networking applications such as blogs and forums
(Burgess et al., 2009: 2, 38, 73); as will be discussed below, this also applies to the piphat
community in Phayao Province.
The young saxophonist, Sarunyu Boripat, is another musician who has drawn
extensively from YouTube videos. I was told that he had even developed musical styles
associated with Lampang Province because he had spent so much time studying YouTube
videos of musicians from that province. As far back as 1976, Morton accused media
technology of distracting the young generation away from traditional style towards the
Western style (1976: 17) and, more recently, Binson-Sumrongthong has expressed
concern that modern methods are devaluing the essence of transferred musical wisdom,
which depend upon close personal contact (2009: 312). Nevertheless, Akins counter
argues that transformations in methods of knowledge acquisition have been inevitable,
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owing largely to changes in how communication now takes place in the present-day
(2012: 3). This would be the case for Suwat and Sarunyu: the confluence of their
background knowledge gained orally from interactions with fellow musicians in the
immediate vicinity and adopted knowledge gained from further afield through the Internet
is somehow facilitating subtle transformations in the piphat music-making of Phayao
society.
While highlighting the benefits provided by YouTube’s ‘participation culture’,
Burgess recognises that the platform is flooded with up-to-date high-quality videos
showing diverse content, so postings can quickly become outmoded and insignificant to
the larger potential audience (Burgess et al., 2009: 10). In short, the posted videos tend to
have ephemeral appeal (ibid.: 5, 23). There are four contemporary piphat ensembles in
Phayao Province whose videos have been disseminated online since 2001: Phetphumin,
Nongiang, Daoprakaisin, and Sichumsin. It is partly true, as Burgess discussed, that the
videos’ appeal seems unlikely to transcend the local level, especially because they are so
intimately associated with local traditions and lack the more polished production finish
that typifies many other postings (ibid.: 6, 55).
In the late 1980s, filmmakers hired by hosts to produce event footage began to see
the shooting of contemporary piphat performances as potentially lucrative. They
benefitted from video samples disseminating widely, and thereby encouraging an increase
in orders. This clearly helps answer the question of whether or not the Internet and media
technology accelerates the decline of piphat employment opportunities (see details in
section 2.3.5). Regarding the recording technology’s impact upon music dissemination,
Myers-Moro presents the pros and cons, pointing out that music recordings help protect
against cultural loss but, at the same time, can perhaps present alternatives to live
performance (1991: 235). To address this argument, David Samueachuea maintains:
I don’t think piphat music-making in Phayao is being threatened by the wide
spread of social media such as YouTube. Nor am I afraid of losing importance as
a piphat musician. What I see, instead, is that such nascent Internet technology
has boosted reputations, and has acquainted distant communities with the
contemporary piphat music of Phayao, especially Phetphumin to which I belong.
[There is] so much satisfaction to be had, I would say.92

92

Interview, 3 March 2016.
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In David Samueachuea’s perspective then, Internet presence enhances
employment opportunities and is a supporter rather than a threat.
While YouTube targets a wider audience, the SMS network called ‘Facebook’
presents the groups’ activities within a more personal and confined space (Burgess et al.,
2009: 58). Nikhom Khanthakit who has identified himself as a Facebook fan admits:
Social media such as Facebook has become part of my life. I cannot imagine
living the next day without it, I would admit. I can make new acquaintances,
text to arrange things with my colleagues, keep myself informed of what is
happening or even discuss businesses regarding piphat music. I remember one
day browsing on Facebook, being able to learn first-hand about the making and
tuning of xylophone bars. Luckily, my friend posted the process and I found it.
In short, social media for me is positively useful. It has also broadened my
horizon.93

One of the usual functions of Facebook is the ‘groups’. Many piphat musicians have
created groups or Facebook pages as a means of communication and boosting
recognition. In June 2014, Phetdonchai launched a Facebook group. The purpose of the
online community is to relay information and important messages, to discuss and settle
arguments, and sometimes to share photos of past events with lightly joking remarks. The
page administrator shares the times and places of upcoming performances while other
members actively involved in Facebook tend to receive instant messages. Some casual
discussions or Q&A are raised. The Facebook group of Phetdonchai piphat is typical in
presenting numerous photos of them during performance periods.

93

Interview, 10 February 2016.
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Figure 2.34 A screenshot showing the private group page for Phetdonchai on Facebook
[accessed on 28 March 2017]

Daoprakaisin, led by Praphan Moonkhao, created a Facebook page only relatively
recently, in 2016. The ensemble has been recognised by a number of people in Muang
Phayao municipality for a decade but the group members thought that establishing a page
would help boost public recognition and attract more prospective clients, informing
people about their previous performances and demonstrating their musical talents.
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Figure 2.35 A screenshot of the Facebook public page for Daoprakaisin, prominently displaying the
group’s phone number and location [accessed on 28 March 2017]

In addition to YouTube, nowadays, young piphat musicians are enthusiastic about
a new Facebook function called ‘live videos’, which enables users to broadcast real time
activities on their Facebook page. When Facebook visitors activate the live video
function, they can watch the musicians perform live using mobile phone or other
electronic devices. Aekphon Ngamkhan, a young piphat musician, often live streams his
performances with Nongiang, continuing a trend recognised as far back as 1979, when it
was remarked that “[y]ounger urbanities are quick to respond to imported technology”
(Ratthamontrī, 1979: 231). The live video function can also be found on the Facebook
page of Suwat Paiboon (of Sichumsin) and Sitthiphon Sisiatkha (of Phetphumin). Not
surprisingly, it tends to be the younger musicians who are best connected to modern
technologies and therefore act as the voice of the group in online contexts. The broadcasts
not only reveal individuals’ playing but also show collective performance, with the image
frame encompassing the entire group’s performance set-up. This online culture could
possibly constitute the primary agent for instilling a sense of community.
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Figure 2.36 Aekphon Ngamkhan, a member of Nongiang, initiating live video on Facebook
[accessed on 28 March 2017]

2.3.5 The relationship between live performance and haehaeng
According to Dyck, the word hae means “to celebrate in sound” and haeng means “not
being genuine or real” (2009: 176). To my knowledge, a direct translation of ‘haehaeng’
into English is ‘dry performance’ denoting the use of recording materials or electronically
produced sound in festivities.
Prathueang Wongchai was inadvertently responsible for starting the practice of
haehaeng. He is a local Phayao person who has long been a prominent figure in piphat
music documentation and dissemination via his established profession as a film maker.
His life work has spurred a burgeoning movement of audio-visual production and an
increase in the popularity of consuming privately-produced recorded materials. After his
return from Bangkok to Phayao in the mid-1980s, Prathueang began his career as a
freelance photographer in wedding ceremonies before moving into slightly different
forms of production, setting up his own audio-visual production company in the early
1990s. Drawing upon his experience and exploiting his relatively advanced equipment,
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he launched ‘P.T. Records’ alongside his son, this being a larger scale but local film
company mainly dedicated to recording chanting ceremonies, Lanna repartee singing and
funerals. His company’s versatility reflects upon Peterson’s claim that intermediate or
small companies are inclined to promote a wide variety of local musical genres to win
customers’ approval (2001: 126).

Figure 2.37 Prathueang Wongchai at his work place

Some fortuitous meetings with piphat ensembles led Prathueang Wongchai to
branch out his enterprise. Scaling down his film-making, he reoriented his focus towards
piphat music-making which is variously considered as either a corruptor or saviour of the
contemporary piphat culture. His gradually developing friendships with musicians gave
him new opportunities to make footage, and he also seized the opportunity to record entire
sessions from the groups’ mixers. In this way, he collected recordings of Phetphumin,
Nongiang, Daoprakaisin, Sichumsin and other ensembles beyond Phayao Province. Once
he had revealed to the musicians the fact that there was a near-absence of audio-visual
production relating to their particular type of music-making, they were keen to explore
full production. He came to the conclusion that recording live performances might prove
profitable, agreeing to Burnett’s proposition that popular music genre is fundamental to
cultural products and a thriving music industry (1996: 6).
From then on, Prathueang, the founder of P.T. Records, has been profiting from
the audio-visual production of piphat music while claiming that his work promotes the
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art form. To address the accusation of having taken advantage, he told me that mutual
agreements had been made between his company and the piphat ensembles. He gave them
two options. Firstly, they could hire him at full rate to film their performance and then
they would be the sole owner of the products. The other option was that the ensemble
paid him only 1,000 baht (≈£23), in which case the company and the ensemble would be
joint owners of the product but he would keep any profit from sales. However, he
explained to me:
In that case, I had to be selective. I was a chooser. I only wanted to film skilled
piphat ensembles, you see? It would be futile doing business with undeserving
ones. I might incur debt if not many DVDs were purchased.94

One ensemble that Prathueang found to be deserving of his trust was Phetphumin. The
partnership successfully resulted in substantial DVD sales from which Prathueang kept
the revenue. Prathueang claims that Phetphumin not only benefitted from the DVD sales
but was also able to boost its reputation by his posting examples on YouTube.
Prathueang’s claim is perhaps agreeing to Winter and Keegan-Phipps’s proposition that
the selling of musical products is largely based upon good marketing, especially that of
acclaimed companies (2013: 34).

Figure 2.38 a DVDs collection of Lanna musical performances

94

Interview, 29 March 2016.
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Although Prathueang prides himself on having done good things to aid piphat’s
prosperity, some piphat musicians counter argue that the benefits have been somewhat
unbalanced – aiding Prathueang’s own business far more than the ensembles’. For
example, David Samueachuea thinks it was a mistake that his parents agreed to let
Prathueang make footage of Phetphumin’s performance. For a decade, P.T. Records has
been selling five of Phetphumin DVDs.

Figure 2.39 P.T. Records’s opening a booth at a temple festival
(Source : P.T. Records’s facebook page)

However, David Samueachuea concedes that P.T. Records has, in doing so,
played a significant part in enhancing and preserving Phetphumin’s legacy.95 In a similar
fashion, Wong points out that Pham Duy, a Vietnamese American composer living in
California, exploited his MIDI keyboards and other music equipment to compose music
and distribute to retail shops for sell (2003: 132). As a fearless pioneer, unlike others
before him that deserved to be labelled technophobes, his songs from the CDs were most
listened to across the immediate communities where he lived, with him becoming a key
representative of cultural reproduction (ibid.: 142-143).
As Motte-Haber states: “[t]he traditional conditions of music production and
reception are no longer valid. Everything electronically stored can be installed
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Interview, 3 March 2016.
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everywhere” (2002: 204). This evidently applies also to piphat: the proliferation of piphat
performance footage via the activities of P.T. Records enabled the inception of the socalled haehaeng.
Haehaeng emerged in around the 1990s, whereby a CD player and loudspeakers
are loaded onto a pickup truck and taken to the venue to supplant live performance (haesot
or fresh performance). Often, the CDs they play are those most recorded by P.T. Records
of Phetphumin, Nongiang and several piphat ensembles outside Phayao. Suwit Phaithun,
a musician within Sichumsin who used to be a pickup truck owner, admits that his
haehaeng business relied on copyright or fake CDs from various piphat ensembles.

Figure 2.40 a copyright CD used in haehaeng

The use of pre-recorded materials has suffused Phayao community events,
generally being viewed as an agreeable alternative. The predicament was similar to that
of Shanxi Chana in 1980s. Live performance faced disuse because the growing number
of available cassettes and computer karaoke (Jones, 2007: 57). In funeral processions,
massive loudspeakers can be loaded onto a pickup truck and driven along as an alternative
to the mobile piphat performers. Sombun Chaisen, a pickup truck’s owner, Nonthaya
Phoung-ngam, a government official, and Suwit Phaithun, a piphat musician who used to
own the pickup truck, claim that using the CD player and loudspeakers is significantly
cheaper than hiring a piphat ensemble – hiring expense being a major concern for many
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patrons in the region’s currently poor economic climate. With a band, one must obviously
pay all the members.96 Nonthaya explained to me as follows:
Phayao folks would neither care nor know the difference if a host used the
alternative. For them, hearing the sound of piphat music amplified in funerals
is enough. It is a fairly reliable way to keep the tradition going.97

Most haehaeng teams operate under the subsidy of a member of the provincial council,
who provides the service as a form of social welfare. For example, 69-year-old Sombun
Chaisen, a prominent figure who makes a living through haehaeng, works under the
command of his master. 98 There are four local areas where Sombun works: Sawang
Arom, Donsrichum, Dok Khamtai, and Bun Koet subdistricts.
(Media Example 2.11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YCWd5Ebr7JY)

Figure 2.41 Sombun Chaisen with his massive loudspeaker-loaded pickup truck

It is well-known that haehaeng is advantageous for every party, the members of
the provincial council, pickup truck’s owners and villagers. 99 Similar to Sombun,
Sitthiphon Sisiatkha, who has been making a living on haehaeng as well as piphat music
96

Interview, 17 March 2016; 2 February 2016; 8 March 2016.
Interview, 28 February 2016.
98
It is better to withhold the name of Sombun’s master. The exposure might discomfit Sombun
into disemployment.
99
Prathueang Wongchai, interview, 29 March 2016.
97
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since the early 2000s, also awaits instructions from his master to provide services in
another allocated area. He told me that when a villager dies, the village headman will call
his master asking for a free service. He then receives his wage from the master and travels
out with his truck and the equipment.100 The piphat musicians, Suraphon Chumpari and
David Samueachuea, told me that the provision of this social service actually constitutes
an under-handed form of canvassing for the next local election. 101 It is telling that
Sombun complimented his master to me as follows:
It’s a miracle that his generosity reaches every village he wishes to help. That
might be the reason why he has been able to hold his tenure for ten years.102

In the eyes of many piphat musicians, the flourishing haehaeng business deserves
condemnation, since it has, of course, been adversely affecting the group’s employment
and the live music culture more generally. The loudspeaker-loaded pickup truck tempts
potential clients with a huge cost margin. While live performance starts from 7,000 baht
(≈£162), hae heang costs around 1,000 baht (≈£23) per job. Otherwise, often, because of
the aforementioned generosity of a member of the provincial council, the service is free
for submissive villagers. According to Suraphon Chumpari, haehaeng wreaked havoc on
the piphat musicians’ lives between 1996 and 2006,103 and Suwat Phaithun and Nonthaya
Phoung-ngam concur that nowadays piphat live performance loses around half of its
market share to haehaeng. 104 Chamnong Khueakham pointed out that many piphat
ensembles are struggling under these circumstances and might eventually be defeated if
the situation lingers.105
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Interview, 17 April 2016.
Interview, 7 April 2016; 3 March 2016.
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Interview, 17 March 2016.
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Interview, 7 April 2016.
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Interview, 8 March 2016; 28 February 2016.
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Interview, 19 April 2016.
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Figure 2.42 The electronic equipment for haehaeng (inside pickup cabin)

Siriyuvasak states that, in the 1980s, low-income people tended to gain access to
lukthung music through radio broadcasting, rather than through purchased cassettes, since
they had to rely on more inexpensive sources of entertainment commensurate to their
earning (1989: 187). Similarly today, funeral hosts are inclined to prefer haehaeng and
some musicians are willing to accept that the use of CD player and loudspeakers
constitutes a valuable alternative in certain cultural contexts: it is a choice rather than a
substitute. Suwit Phaithun, a piphat musician who dabbled in haehaeng business for half
a decade, explains:
Twenty years ago, I mistakenly allowed CD player and loudspeakers to be
loaded on my pickup truck to make haehaeng, competing with live
performance. It was like amputating my own legs! The ensemble I worked for
faced an unprecedented lack of employability thereafter. Nowadays, however,
there is no concern. It is a matter of choice. Phayao folks have their own volition
either to hire live performance or to endure music from a CD player. I suppose
it depends on their social status and financial means. I strongly believe that
piphat ensembles will never be unwanted.106

Sitthiphon Sisiatkha agrees with Suwit that the decision whether or not to hire a piphat
ensemble hinges on the availability of funds – typically provided by the deceased’s life
insurance company and the village collective fund. Unlike the mid-1990s, when
haehaeng overshadowed live performance, at present, the two forms of musical provision
106

Interview, 8 March 2016.
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coexists and are seen to serve the community in markedly contrasting ways.107 Praphan
Moonkhao asserts:
Despite using the computer karaoke, we provide live performance to clients. At
least, we have signature. Then, it is our job as to how to steal market share from
haehaeng. We have to change clients’ attitude from seeing hiring a piphat
ensemble money wasting to reconsidering our service cost effective.108

Having become rare between 1996 and 2006, the tradition of employing live piphat
performers has subsequently been revived, once again becoming an integral part of
funeral culture for a great many Phayao folks.109 However, sustenance of the tradition
will continue to rely on patronage of traditionalist piphat enthusiasts. According to Suwit
Phaithun, the villages of Ban Mae Sai and Ban Mae Na Ruea provide good examples of
this resurgence of live piphat culture. The villagers are always keen to hire a piphat
ensemble to conserve funerary tradition, despite their relative poverty.110
In this section, I have argued that the social and economic changes within
Thailand, and the development of advanced sound systems, recording technology and
interpersonal relations have framed musical modernisation. It is clear that specific
technological advances have impacted upon piphat music-making in the region, and these
factors have been translated into new musical structures and experiences.

2.4 Contemporary piphat ensembles, cultural ceremonies and their
reproduction
Blacking asserts that music performance can rarely be considered a single discrete object
but is more often perceived as a cultural jigsaw, being subsumed within social events and
ceremonies of various kinds (1995: 227). This is true in the case of piphat culture in
Phayao, where performance takes part within the context of cultural activities such as
temple festivals, spirit dance ceremonies and funerals. It is within these contexts that its
cultural values are realised, in the service of living society.
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Interview, 17 April 2016.
Interview, 30 March 2016.
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Sitthiphon Sisiatkha, interview, 17 April 2016.
110
Suwit Phaithun Interview, 8 March 2016.
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2.4.1 Temple festivals
Various public ceremonies are held based on agricultural patterns (Turner, 1992: 26) and
poi luang is a particularly vibrant temple festival that often instigates in the summer time
when farmers are less busy. In particular, poi luang takes place when a newly built vihan
(prayer hall) is inaugurated or an existing temple property is renovated (see Shahriari
2006: 70; Payomyong 1994/2005: 347). Representatives of invited communities from
near and far flock to the temple to express their recognition. Within the temple precincts,
a variety of activities take place, such as selling food and beverages as well as entertaining
activities (games and music). The atmosphere is enlivened by music-making in either
traditional or contemporary styles, with piphat music often being prominent (Shahriari,
2006: 70; Dyck, 2009: 175). The poi luang ceremony lasts for several days, during which
participants are not only able to pray and make donations, but are also given the
opportunity to reunite with relatives and make new acquaintances. This social interaction,
especially amongst younger participants, often inclines to flirting, dating and eventual
marriage (Darlington, 2002: 128; Baker and Phongpaichit, 2009: 211).
Shahriari (2006: 69) and Payomyong (1994/2005: 348) maintain that poi luang is
full of elements that enhance social cohesion across the broader region, with traditional
dance and musical ensembles playing key roles. The ceremony begins in the morning
with a long procession of groups, provided by each of the surrounding region’s
communities. Each group consists of kra thin fundraisers, elaborately dressed dancers
wearing long extensions on their fingernails, and an accompanying tueng nong ensemble,
composed of nae (Lanna shawm), drums and small percussion items (Shahriari, 2006:
70). poi luang is one of piphat’s major employments. A single piphat ensemble is hired
to play music together with accompanying traditional dance between each of the new
arriving groups (see Shahriari 2001: 275).
At San Pa Muang temple’s poi luang event, which I observed on 9 January 2016,
a piphat ensemble entertained audiences from around 8am. Facing the vihan hall, the
piphat’s traditional setup was located by the entrance of the temple into which the long
procession of kra thin groups from the outside graciously glided. The ensemble began by
playing traditional repertory but, after the visiting groups had all arrived, switched to
playing lukthung music, adding some Western musical instruments. After a lunch break,
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the musicians carried on playing melodious lukthung repertory until about 5pm, when the
whole event ended.
(Media Example 2.12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bB7yG8HbYFQ)

Figure 2.43 The fundraising kra thin procession in poi luang

Another type of temple festival is poettaphrachao (the Eye-Opening ceremony)
which, despite having a celebratory purpose, is not considered a form of poi luang but
rather an independent category of event. Specifically, poettaphrachao takes place to
inaugurate a presiding Buddha image and, accordingly, the visitors are more religiously
involved. Housed in the temple’s vihan hall, the faces of the presiding Buddha images
are covered by white cloth. After all-night ritual activities, at dawn, the eyes of the
Buddha images are unveiled.

Figure 2.44 Buddha images covered by white cloth waiting to be unveiled
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At Phra That Pho-ngam temple on the evening of 12 March 2016, Phetdonchai
encamped adjacent to the vihan hall at 6pm. Simultaneous to the piphat setup, a money
offering ceremony was conducted, in which people encircled a small group of banana tree
trunks, attaching money to them with skewers, and single-mindedly listening to the
monks’ chants. This meritorious act marked the beginning of poettaphrachao.

Figure 2.45 A social gathering at a merit-making venue

At sunset, the event transformed into a festival where villagers flocked to make
prayers to the presiding Buddha images and await the ceremony. Over the course of the
night, a succession of consecration rituals was conducted inside the vihan hall, alternating
with Phetdonchai providing brief musical interludes outside. In keeping with the
solemnity of the central rituals, the ensemble entirely avoided the worldlier lukthung
repertory. As the ceremony is nocturnal, the musicians had to endure intermittent sleep,
while always ensuring that they were fully awake and ready for the next round.111

111

Charoon Bunpan, informal conversation, 12 March 2016.
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(Media Example 2.13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1stoPLPvGZk)

Figure 2.46 Phetdonchai in poettaphrachao (the Eye-Opening ceremony)

If poettaphrachao is a particularly sacred occasion, another temple festival called
haephatyot, is marked by much more levity. This event is to celebrate the promotion of
temple’s monks. In recognition of their achievements, each monk receives a talipot fan,
a certificate of honour, and increased authority within the community. A similar event is
referred to by Dyck, although that particular event specifically addresses a single
transition from novicehood to monkhood (Dyck, 2009: 108).
In January 2016, Phrakhu Sunthon Rattanasathit, the current abbot of San Pa Thon
temple was promoted to a higher rank. His promotion was one of many promotions
celebrated in a morning event held in the region’s central temple Si Khom Kham, where
the honoured monks were each given, as is customary, a talipot fan and a certificate of
honour. That same morning before lunch time, a procession then headed to San Pa Thon
temple to conduct a second celebratory event for the abbot. As with several other temples
that were involved in the Si Khom Kham promotion event, San Pa Thon was able to hire
a piphat ensemble to accompany the procession – in particular, Phetphumin. As the
procession started to glide, Phetphumin played Lanna traditional music alternately with
lukthung while bystanders were watching and listening. Then, as the various different
processional groups, each with their own piphat ensemble, split off and diverged towards
their destinations, Phetphumin switched to playing exclusively lukthung. Their playing
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captured the attention of curious villagers who they passed on the way to San Pa Thon
temple.
(Media Example 2.14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cmWms78oUmw)

Figure 2.47 Phetphumin performing to celebrate the monk’s promotion

On the second day, Phetphumin was based directly beside the temple’s vihan hall,
positioned on the veranda. At 9am, revered monks from across Phayao Province gathered
in the hall to congratulate the abbot. At 11am, after a prayer ceremony was completed,
Phetphumin filled the silence with lukthung music until 5pm.
2.4.2 Fon phi: trance dancing and spirit possession
Dyck claims that outsiders can easily be misled into thinking that all northern Thai people
are staunch Buddhists (2009: 169). However, the fact remains that they practice animism
equally to Buddhism, with the two being intimately intertwined. My focus here is drawn
towards an animist ceremony called fon phi (spirit dance) or sometimes ‘fon liang phee’
(spirit offering and dance) that is held annually either to commemorate ancestral spirits
or to fulfil certain vows. Vichit-Vadakan writes:
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Although supernatural beings tend to have an upper hand over man, their
relationship can sometimes be bound by reciprocity and obligation. Gods and
spirits are constantly placated, appeased, vowed to, cajoled, coerced, and even
bribed by man into granting special favors which will fulfill his wishes and
desires in this life. (Vichit-Vadakan, 1989: 426)

As Morris (2000: 109) and Dyck (2009: 163) put it, fon phi is meant to propitiate ancestral
spirits through food offering and dancing. To stimulate the banquet and dance, it is crucial
to include piphat music. Merriam states that music-making is often used to stimulate
physical responses, for example, emboldening warriors into action, enticing willing
dancers, and invoking the ecstasy of mediums in spirit possession (1964: 224). In the case
of the fon phi ceremony, the piphat ensemble serves both of the latter purposes.
The fon phi ceremony is always held over two days. On the evening of the first
day, a bamboo-textured wooden stage (pham) – the centrepiece of the event – is erected
into which participants put food and other offerings. Then, a piphat group performs a
ritual of invitation to summon the ancestral spirits, to reassure their participation in the
next day’s event.

Figure 2.48 Pham as a centrepiece of fon phi ceremony

On the morning of the second day, the main activity takes place (see also Kamjan,
2008: 190). The procedures that I witnessed at a fon phi ritual on 28 March 2016 in Ban
Pong Village were wholly typical. Busy at the wooden stage, the hosts prepared food and
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flower garlands plus offerings including two pig heads, a bottle of Thai whiskey, two
plates of Thai traditional puddings based on coconut, a handful of candles, freshly cut
banana leaves with joss sticks, two bundles of consecrated thread, two plates of oranges,
a tray of dried fish, whole branches of young coconut trees, and arms full of flowers.
Getting the food ready, one of the hosts headed to the spirit shrine, lit candles and joss
sticks, and spelled incantations as a sign that the ceremony was beginning. At this point,
the assembled onlookers collectively turned their attention to the ritual procedures, which
initially focus on praying at the spirit shrine. At a pre-arranged auspicious time, the piphat
musicians commenced a series of traditional Lanna pieces. Simultaneously, the mediums
who were to be vessels for spirits from the spirit world gathered at the venue, dressed up
in a colourful attire, and preparing themselves to be possessed while the piphat music
continued. Johnson depicts the atmosphere at a fon phi in Chiang Mai:
The act of dancing oneself into a trance—‘ghost dancing’ (fon phi) in local
parlance…As amplified brass-band music plays, the mediums, under the
influence of their possessing spirits, whirl in an often frantic version of folk
dance. (Johnson, 2014: 47-48)
(Media Example 2.15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-XmV3PTf4YQ)

Figure 2.49 Phetphumin in a fon phi ceremony

As is usually the case, the majority of these mediums were female, with a smaller
number of male spirit mediums. While females used to play a more dominant role in fon
phi, it is evident that males have been increasingly involved in a greater degree and
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surprisingly they receive relatively little social objection (Morris, 2002: 76). The males
always dress as females and perform the same roles. At the two fon phi accompanied by
Phetdonchai that I attended – one held in Pong District and the other as part of the
commemoration for King Ngam Muang – in my estimation, the males accounted for as
much as fifty percent of the spirit mediums. As Rhum found that northern Thai spirit
medium’s characteristics are equivalent to those encountered in Burma (1994: 45), I
would like to bring forward Tamara C. Ho writing about spirit mediumship in the
Mandalay region of Myanmar. Ho asserts that in Taungbyon Village, there are male spirit
mediums who find other men attractive – as either homosexuals or bisexuals – and, being
either transvestites or cross-dressers, they are considered to be as well-suited to trance
dancing as female spirit mediums (Ho, 2009: 287-290). That situation seems to be closely
paralleled in Phayao province culture (see Media Example 2.16).
(Media Example 2.16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_PriJd_En8)

Some musicians admitted that the transvestite spirit mediums are attractive,
wearing the traditional attire with colourful makeup and elegant dance. One musician
confided to me:
I know that they are transgender, but part of me is taken by their beauty. Having
the pleasure of gazing at them for a while is better than doing nothing. Just for
fun! I don’t appreciate your sniggering at me, Tat. My friend, you know, I’m
straight!112

In contrast, the attraction between female mediums and male piphat musicians can
develop into attraction and fondness. It can be inferred that a musician’s attractiveness
could yield advantages for piphat employment. Anucha Chungmit said:
Just about a minute ago, a spirit medium asked me if I’d brought my attractive
cousin with me today. I was not surprised that when I told him I hadn’t, she
showed some disappointment.113

According to Dyck, the fon phi begins when mophi (the spirit doctor) – person in charge
of the ceremony and the figure with the most power over the spirits –invokes pi meng
(god spirits) to possess the spirit mediums (2009: 166). One by one, each medium grasps
a holy cloth dangling down from a roof beam. This cloth acts as a point of connection
112
113

Anonymous.
Ibid.
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between this world and the spirit world, through which the spirits descend directly into
the mediums’ bodies. Each medium then begins to dance and then collapses. As Shahriari
(2006: 71-72), Dyck (2009: 163), and Kamjan (2008: 124) state, the fon phi ceremony
usually involves dancing and music, with the piphat ensemble being the most common
provider of music. In only a small minority of cases, the music is provided by salaw saw
seung (a Lanna string ensemble). Morris’s study depicts the fon phi atmosphere as
follows:
It is now nearly two hours into the ceremony, the room is hazy with the smoke
of cigarettes and loud with conversation. Nonetheless, the music from the
orchestra outside can be heard clearly, and as the sound of the electronic
keyboard entwines with that of gongs, the new medium begins to forn [fon].
(Morris, 2000: 114-115)

While the fon phi ceremonies in Chiang Mai which Morris was documenting apparently
often took place indoors, in Phayao Province, I found that outdoors was preferred.
Musicians have to be keenly aware of what is happening amongst the spirit dancers,
ensuring that they respond promptly to any developments. When they see that a spirit is
in the process of entering a medium, they start to play a quick and energetic tune as a
musical response: a sign of being welcome and receptive to the spirit. Writing about
practices in Chiang Mai, Shahriari claimed that the piphat ensemble he encountered
rendered music in a systematic pre-planned way, working through their repertory list
piece by piece and reserving popular tunes until after break time (2006: 72). However, in
Phayao, I found that musicians tended to be more flexible and extemporaneous in their
approach, shuffling between pieces and making quick decisions on the spur of the
moment. To my knowledge, the musicians were liable to switch to playing popular tunes
at any point (see Media Example 2.17).
(Media Example 2.17 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5lgX_fLGpPc)

A person destined to be a medium is chosen by a particular spirit to be its vehicle
for a lifetime (Shahriari 2006: 71). Not surprisingly, therefore, the spirit mediums tend to
dominate the mediumship at the ceremony. Nevertheless, it is possible for non-medium
participants to join in – some becoming possessed and others not. In some cases, nonmediums find themselves being entered by spirits but are resistant to being possessed and
a condition of extreme internal conflict arises. Shahriari claimed that, in Chiang Mai, the
music would stop at such moments (ibid.: 72). However, I found that in Phayao the
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musicians would do the contrary, making the music more intense without pause as the
professional mediums rushed to address the struggle. The conflicted individual would
then regain their composure as the spirit retreated to seek a more vulnerable, subservient
victim. Arguably, however, it cannot be proven whether or not he was actually in a
process of being entered because as Erlmann put it “musical traditions along with other
forms of cultural expression are social constructs used and modified by people for
particular purposes” (1991: 121).
(Media Example 2.18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWVU3c_bHi8)

Figure 2.50 A man half-fainted trying to resist being possessed

Writing in the 1885, Le May suggested that Northern Thais had a particularly
pronounced predilection for the occult and witchcraft (Le May, 1999: 48) and still today,
it seems that the spirits are summoned and activated in everyday life and ritual to a greater
extent than in Central Thailand. During the fon phi, the mediums simply dance when
spirits enter them. The spirit doctor, however, uses the spirits to evince healing. For
example, at a ceremony I attended in Dok Khamtai District on 19 February 2016, I
watched the ritual participants sit in a chair one after another, joining their palms together
and bending their heads forward. The spirit doctor stood facing them while grapping
sacred white thread, and binding it to each of their wrists with some of the dangerdispelling utterance. After being anointed, each participant retired back to the group of
onlookers, making way for the next person.
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(Media Example 2.19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AloTRICzWS0)

Figure 2.51 A spirit doctor (stand facing a healer) performing blessing utterance

The close of the ceremony appears to be much the same as that documented by
Shahriari in Chiang Mai (2006: 73). At about 5pm, just as everything was drawing to a
close, the mediums danced particularly vigorously, the spirits realising that they were
threatened with imminent departure. The music accordingly became more intense. One
by one, each medium grabed the dangling holy cloth, the spirit departed, they fell to the
floor, and the music briefly stopped – recommencing soon after to accompany the next
spirit departure. During each pause, the spirit doctor fed the collapsed medium coconut
juice and used it to anoint their face and head, to ensure that spirit had indeed departed.
Shahriari claimed that it is possible for some mediums to leave the venue in a possessed
state (2006: 73). However, in my experiences of fon phi in Phayao, no one walked home
possessed. On 19 February 2016 in Dok Khamtai District, one of the spirits resisted. The
possessed lost consciousness and woke several times, with the musicians starting and
stopping accordingly, before the spirit finally left via the holy cloth. The owner of the
band at that ceremony, Sichumsin, grew increasingly worried as the ceremony continued
because his band was required to play soon afterwards at a funeral.
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(Media Example 2.20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EShNyhaskN8)

Figure 2.52 A medium temporarily lying unconscious after being released

2.4.3 Funerals
Funerals are community-based activities (Payomyong, 1994/2005: 426) and it is clear in
Phayao that much of funeral procedure is public, although Shahriari discusses funerals in
Chiang Mai as being ‘private rituals’ that involve only the family members carrying out
their last tributes to the deceased (2006: 74). While the last part of funeral period does
involve procedures that are exclusively conducted by the immediate family, much of the
procedure takes place attended by a large scale social gathering, with people convening
to express their condolences and assist the host in as many ways possible (Moore, 1974:
14; Payomyong, 1994/2005: 426). Kamjan, generalising about funeral practices in the
North, maintains that funerals are rather spectacular events in people’s lives, especially
for children – and this is the certainly the case in Phayao (2008: 42). For example, the
spectacle of seeing ornate lighting decorations around the deceased’s house cannot be
experienced at other times in everyday life. Kamjan also mentions the Lanna delicacies
that are handed out to the attendees (ibid.: 43).
Shahriari asserts that in 2001, salaw saw seung traditional string groups in Chiang
Mai Province were still sometimes being employed to play in funerals, albeit only when
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the various piphat ensembles were otherwise engaged (2006: 74). While there may be
string groups still operating in certain parts of Phayao Province, particularly in more
peripheral rural areas, in Phayao City these groups no longer perform. As mentioned
earlier in section 2.1, very few musicians can play the string instruments since switching
to play the piphat musical instruments instead in about the mid-1980s.114 As in Chiang
Mai, if no piphat ensembles are available, the piphat-preferring host would condescend
to accept haehaeng instead (Shahriari 2001: 74).
Each funeral requires contributions from a variety of separate businesses,
providing buffet, lighting, tent, music, and more (Wong, 1998: 104). One of the
businesses that must be called upon specialises in creating a temple-shaped funeral tower
(prasat sob), representing the celestial realm of heaven which the deceased will inhabit
(Dyck, 2009: 137; Payomyong, 1994/2005: 426). The family can order anything from a
cheap, small and unornate tower to a colossal, complex structure composed of many
different sections. The deceased’s coffin is placed inside the funeral tower.

114

Nikhom Khanthakit, interview, 12 December 2015; Suraphon Chumpari, interview, 7 April
2016.
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Figure 2.53 A colossal funeral tower at a revered monk’s funeral at Phra That Nopphakho
Phongam temple in 2013

Open-air tents, tables, chairs, and light decorations are set-up before the piphat
group arrives. The tents can be erected inside the house’s precincts if space is sufficient;
otherwise, they occupy half of the road outside the house. In the latter case, the passing
vehicles have two options: either they can pass in one lane or, if the road is too blocked
with barricades put in place by the local authority, they must use a diversion route. In the
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funeral venue, disco lights and fireworks must also be set up with the funeral tower
additionally being decorated by colourful lighting. On 23 February 2016, a particularly
extravagant display was set up for the tower, with numerous rotating multi-coloured disco
balls being placed on the floor surrounding the tower, so that the lights circulated high up
into the sky (see Media Example 2.21).
(Media Example 2.21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lwNb16dZlLk)

Figure 2.54 Rotating lights, which change colour

It is considered essential for monks to be present at the funeral, particularly at
night and directly before the cremation takes place,115 chanting prayers for the soul’s
salvation. Typically, about seven or nine monks are paid to come and provide this service
– although people tend to avoid openly admitting operating this type of business with
such holy people.
Two present-day piphat musicians, Anucha Chungmit and Sitthiphon Sisiatkha,
explained to me that they had been able to accumulate extensive savings from providing
this prayer-chanting role, when they were novice monks in the past. In fact, those savings
later proved vitally important, enabling them to set-up their new business as musicians.116

115
116

Phrakrupaladsuwadthanajariyakhun, interview, 9 December 2016.
Interview, 27 February 2016; 17 April 2016.
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Shahriari identifies the close pairing of the piphat ensemble and the monks’ chanting as
integral parts of the funeral, alternating in the period leading up to cremation (2006: 74).
While talking to the pickup truck driver of Pinthong named Phon Muangma at a
crematorium in Mae Na Ruea Village, I spotted a sticker on the bonnet of his pickup
truck, saying “Thurakit Khaodam Makaptu”, meaning “[c]oming with monks to carry out
the black business” (the black business means funeral). He explained:
We [Pinthong] get paid for the piphat music we make. They [the monks] are
offered money in exchange for their holy chant. So, we are doing the same
thing: business. Isn’t it true to claim that we [the piphat musicians] are always
“[c]oming with monks” because wherever they are, we are?117

Figure 2.55 A sarcastic statement attached to the bonnet

As in Chiang Mai (Shahriari 2006: 74), the piphat ensemble in Phayao is often
hired to perform only on the cremation day, except for wealthy people or when the
deceased was a renowned monk, in which case piphat could be performed for a couple of
days or up to a week. The space is public, in that not only invited guests attend but also
anyone passing can join. The piphat ensemble usually takes part on the evening of the
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Informal conversation, 6 March 2016.
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penultimate day, typically arriving to set up at about 5.30pm. As Dyck maintains, the
piphat ensemble in the funeral context provides entertainment to liven up the atmosphere
(2009: 172). It could be added that they also give people something to focus their
attentions upon over the course of the funeral’s many hours while helping to establish
structure to the proceedings (by alternating with the monks’ chanting). In addition, the
piphat ensemble serves overtly ritual functions, for example, by announcing the
beginning of the event and the arrival of the monks – although the ritualistic function is
thought to be less pronounced today than it was in the past (ibid.). Praphan Moonkhao
told me the following, confirming the piphat musicians’ multi-faceted responsibilities
while also revealing that attendees sometimes fail to understand the full extent of their
functions:
Coming to the funeral, I have to be a man of many parts; that is, I have to
entertain people but also give people a positive impression regarding piphat’s
actual roles in the funeral context – otherwise, they would think we are here just
for fun, eating, drinking, and not doing anything worthy.118

In the evening, beginning at some point between 7pm and 8pm, the musicians start by
playing traditional Lanna repertory for about half an hour, marking the beginning of the
funeral, leading up to the arrival of the monks. After the monks have chanted for about
an hour and then departed, the deceased’s house, which has until that point served as a
private place for mourning, becomes a venue for a large party of villagers socialising,
drinking, and enjoying lukthung music until midnight.
In the morning, the funeral continues at the deceased’s house with further
activities such as social gatherings, further funerary chants by the invited monks, and
luncheon. In the past, it was customary for relatives and villagers to provide further
assistance in the form of cooking, doing dishes, or cleaning (Payomyong, 1994/2005:
426; Aeusrivongse, 1995: 509). When people first arrive, they head towards a row of
tables to make a donation, which will serve to pay towards the funeral costs and help
support the deceased’s family. The compulsory standard donation ranges approximately
from 100 baht to 150 baht (≈£2-£3) per individual for each household but there is also a
donation box positioned on the tables into which people place furthermore substantial
donations, typically enclosed within envelopes for purposes of confidentiality. The
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Interview, 30 March 2016.
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funeral committee members sit in a row behind these tables, keeping a record of the
compulsory standard donation each household gives.
(Media Example 2.22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hGaXy-B6lXM)

Figure 2.56 A line-up of donation tables, accompanied by an extra donation box on the far right

After making their donations, people head towards the funeral tower (prasat sob)
to pay respects to the deceased, briefly bowing in front of the altar positioned in front of
it, upon which the most significant offerings are trays of sandalwood flowers (that dok
mai chan) (see also Dyck, 2009: 138).
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Figure 2.57 Two trays of sandalwood flowers, people collect one on the left, make a prayer, and
place it on the right

At around 11am, the piphat ensemble stops to have early lunch during the monks’
chanting. Nikhom Khanthakit and Chamnong Khueakham told me that one good thing
about funerals is that they offer several fairly long breaks, unlike fon phi, especially
during the monks’ chanting.119 Siriwan Samueachuea points out that nobody tends to
leave the funeral before having lunch, thinking that receiving the meal will go some way
towards repaying their donation.120 The piphat ensemble stops playing music when the
participants have almost finished luncheon, and hurriedly prepare for the funeral
procession. As Shahriari points out, although the piphat ensemble is mainly stationary
during the funeral proceedings, another contrasting aspect of their contribution is their
processional music-making, when they accompany the party on its journey to the
crematorium (2006: 74). This division between processional and seated music-making is
also noted by Jones in reference to Chinese shawm band music (1995: 18).
According to Penth (2004: 116) and Wijeyewardene (1986: 119), the cremation
practices in Northern Thailand are different from Central Thai practices. For example, in
the North, the body is cremated outside of the community, at some distance away from
houses, schools and other establishments. Thus, it is incumbent upon the funeral hosts to
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Interview, 5 December 2015; 19 April 2016.
Informal conversation, 16 April 2016.
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transport the funeral tower out to a crematorium. Dyck reports that in the early 1970s, he
saw musicians load musical instruments onto a wagon:
The front of the funeral wagon was filled with the Pinpat players who had
accompanied the ceremony and would provide more music during the
cremation. (Dyck, 2009: 169)

However, unlike in the past, when one wagon carried both the piphat ensemble and
funeral tower, today, the musicians are more autonomous, following the funeral tower’s
vehicle, sitting on the back of a separate pickup truck. The arrangement of the musical
instruments has been adapted to suit this method of conveyance. Khong wong (the gong
circle) is placed on the roof at the front. Situated at the same level, ranad ek and ranad
thum (the high-pitched and low-pitched xylophone), are placed on the sides of the pickup
truck, raised up and supported by wood or metal beams. Between the two instruments,
there is a space for one or two nae players. The drummer and small percussionist sit on
the back of the truck, facing away.
(Media Example 2.23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hpmiQLo6Qs8)

Figure 2.58 The normal arrangement of piphat instruments on a pickup truck (in this picture,
Pinthong)

The funeral tower rests on a flat base with a sturdy, ten-metre-long rope tied at
the front (see also Dyck, 2009: 137). While the participants still act out pulling along the
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tower, nowadays, it is placed on top of a pickup truck allowing funeral takers to pull. On
the afternoon of 24 February 2016, soon after the piphat group, Sichumsin, started
playing, a series of firecrackers was lit up to commence the procession. The participants
began walking, pulling the rope and the funeral tower en route to the crematorium.
Although further blasts of firecrackers took place during the journey, the musicians
continued playing regardless of the noise. As the group neared the crematorium, the music
accelerated in tempo, also becoming louder and busier in texture.
(Media Example 2.24 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=as6_FNXUDeg)

Figure 2.59 Sichumsin playing on a pickup truck as part of a funeral procession
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When the trucks reached the crematorium’s parking place and stopped, the
musicians ceased playing and were served with beverages and refreshments. While the
monks conducted the next series of ritual procedures, the musicians continued socialising.
Then, when it came time for the tower to be driven a final stretch to the central part of the
crematorium, the musicians resumed playing, though now performing Thorani Kansaeng
(Earth crying), Mon Yok Sop (Mon’s lifting coffin) or Sok I-Nao (I-Nao’s grief), suitably
slow and melancholy Lanna traditional pieces. They then proceeded to play other Lanna
pieces as the coffin was opened, carried to the unlit funeral pyre, and relatives queued to
pay their final respects, each carrying a sandalwood flower which they then deposited in
front of the coffin.
There are two types of pyre, the modern and the traditional. The modern practice
of burning the corpse makes use of a fireplace that connects to a chimney as ventilation.
Traditionally, however, the corpse is burnt in an open space where the coffin and funeral
tower are supported over the fire between two brick structures. While stating that the
piphat ensemble plays a crucial role by marking the beginning of the actual cremation
process, Shahriari also claims that, for their safety, it does not continue playing in the
case of traditional open-air cremations (2006: 74). However, in Phayao, I always saw that
the musicians carried on playing until the fire had died down and the guests departed,
being the last to leave. Phon Muangma told me that there is always someone present to
make sure that in case of traditional open-air cremations the fire is controlled and, when
the funeral tower is particularly extravagant, I saw that a local fire brigade team was at
the ready to protect the musicians, remaining guests, and nearby premises.
With Chapter 2 having provided an exposition of the historical, cultural, and
economic contexts and technological developments of the Phayao piphat ensemble, I
argue now that all of these topics are essential in understanding the piphat community in
the period of opening up to modernity. The interplay between processes of localisation
and a larger current of globalisation has contributed to the rapid chage of the Phayao
piphat community – the later has been a by-product of these revolutions. Furthermore,
this chapter has focused on the emergence of a market economy, and it has focused on
the entrepreneurship and flexibility needed to thrive in an unpredictable market. I have
highlighted particular notions relating to ‘modernity’, how specific technological
advances have impacted upon piphat music-making in the region, and how these factors
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been translated into musical structures and experience. I have shown, for example, how
the adoption of computer karaoke has brought into being the new business called
haehaeng. Lasty, I argue that piphat ensembles have played socio-cultural roles in the
communities of Phayao Province; piphat performances are integral to contexts of cultural
activities such as temple festivals, fon phi spirit dance ceremonies and funerals. Being
embedded in and communicating as part of a complex network of culteral formations
means that piphat performance serves living society, to the extent that the music and
wider cultural activity could not exist in isolation from each other.
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Current piphat repertory: Analysis

In the preceding chapter, I introduced contemporary piphat ensembles in Phayao
Province, examining their strategies for survival, giving an account of piphat owners’
entrepreneurship, pointing out the importance of technological advancements, and finally
showing the roles and functions of the ensembles in public events. This chapter adds an
analytical study of the Lanna and lukthung repertory used in Phayao’s contemporary
piphat. Although there are quite a few existing works of scholarship giving a sense of the
musical characteristics of Lanna songs (for example, Shahriari’s book Khon Muang
Music and Dance Traditions of North Thailand in 2006), very few have presented indepth analysis and examined clearly the transitions from traditional to modern Lanna
repertory. For the present study, then, there are a number of opportunities to fill gaps left
by previous research. Taking into account Tenzer’s assertion that “[t]he open tent of
cross-cultural analytical research is inseparable from the acquisitive Western culture that
cultivated it” (2006: 17), I seek to provide a richer array of analytical data that draws
more from musical theory and analysis to add new dimensions to ethnomusicological
studies, specifically in Northern Thailand.
At the outset of this chapter, I will use quantitative data as a tool to examine the
organisational pattern of piphat pieces played in various cultural events. Another main
concern of this chapter is to indicate how Western-derived tuning – although it is
markedly incongruous when held up against traditional Central Thai tuning systems – is
well received and has ability to mobilise ensembles towards new successes, despite there
being some limitations. Next, I will turn to analysing various piphat pieces, with regard
to patterns of change that are culturally significant. Finally, using systematic analysis, I
support my arguments with examples of formal structures, harmonic progressions, and of
new roles and techniques performed by the ensemble’s traditional musical instruments.

3.1 Categories of piphat repertory in Phayao Province
The present section scrutinises piphat repertory in Phayao, and involves presentation of
some key statistics derived from extensive fieldwork and a large number of audio-visual
recordings made at temple festivals, fon phi ceremonies, and funerals (see section 1.5).
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This corpus of recordings includes a total of 23 performances by 9 piphat ensembles
between December 2015 and April 2016 (see Appendix I).
3.1.1 Lanna traditional music and its contemporary adaptation
Fusing traditional artistry and popular ingredients together legitimates a means of
revitalising cultural heritage (Kartomi, 1995: 387-388). Ryker’s study of contemporary
music in Asia since World War II, and specifically his account of a Thai poet named
Naowarat Pongpaiboon, assuages a concern about Thai traditional styles of music being
devalued. Naowarat sees that “Thai music is still strong and healthy, and by means of it
Thai musicians can adapt and use Western techniques for their own ends” (Ryker, 1991:
138). For example, “the mixing and borrowing of tonalities, harmonies and instruments
increasingly has a transnational dimension” (Breidenbach and Zukrigl, 2001: 111).
Nowadays, piphat musicians and liberal-minded audiences are becoming
conversant with elements of Western harmony that are emerging in Lanna traditional
repertory. This is becoming a way of modernising the genre towards a new contemporary
style that has a lot in common with lukthung popular music. It might be argued that these
contemporary adaptations in piphat are largely consequences on its level of economic and
industrial expansion.
Sitthiphon Sisiatkha and Nikhom Khanthakit told me that adapting Lanna pieces
so that they are played in a more fashionable way not only gives musicians opportunities
to demonstrate their virtuosity, but also acquaints event participants with present musical
characteristics.121 Charoon Bunpan, the guitarist of the Phetdonchai ensemble, states that
for him experimenting in playing Lanna songs with the electric guitar is key to
contemporary styles.122 Additionally, the younger generation of spirit mediums involved
in fon phi ceremonies, in particular, tend to prefer contemporary Lanna pieces to
traditional musical settings. In fact, Nikhom told me that their enthusiasm for the rituals
they perform can be significantly disrupted by an unsuitable choice of music.123 Thus, it
seems that contemporary Lanna music-making is more strongly inclined towards

121

Interview, 17 April 2016; 10 February 2016.
Informal conversation, 14 January 2016.
123
Nikhom Khanthakit, interview, 10 February 2016.
122
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fostering an entertaining atmosphere rather than solely towards the ritualistic
engagements that were previously more central.
No matter how much spirit mediums are drawn to the contemporary style, they
prefer Lanna pieces played in two different styles: traditional and contemporary, with
Western musical instruments being a common feature of the latter. The most-played
Lanna pieces were Phleng Wai Khu Muai (Song to honour the teachers of fist fighting)
and Muai (Fist fighting). This is followed by Prasat Wai (Rattling funeral tower), Mon
Lampang (referring to the Mon ethnic group of Lampang Province), Monkaoha (named
after the Kaoha tree), Mon Chiang San (referring to the Mon ethnic group of Chiang San
region), and So Phama (Burmese Song). One of the most-played pieces, Muai, is fastpaced and short in length, and it plays a vital role in various stages of the fon phi
ceremony, such as during the entering and relinquishing of divine spirits in the body. The
other pieces are less ritually-associated, so their being played is dependent on the lead
musician’s volition to render, loop, and shuffle whenever he sees fit. For example, while
Wat Phrachao Tonluang on 14 February 2016 started with Mon Chiang San followed by
Mon Lampang and Prasat Wai, Phetphumin on 23 March 2016 reordered a Wat Phrachao
Tonluang’s choice, beginning with Prasat Wai, Mon Lampang and Mon Chiang San.
3.1.2 Lukthung genre
Mitchell’s assertion that “[l]ukthung is as representative of the contemporary cultural
endeavors of Thai people as Thai classical music” (2015: 41) perhaps hints at the
legitimacy it enjoys in modern Phayao. Speaking pragmatically, David Samueachuea, the
keyboard player of Phetphumin, points out that crucially the recurrence of lukthung songs
in funerals is evidently conditioned by an insufficiency of traditional repertory. Besides,
piphat musicians should consent to listeners’ calls for lukthung songs to be played,
otherwise employment opportunities would be reduced.124 Similarly, Nikhom, the band
owner of Wat Phrachao Tonluang, conceded:
We, in fact, focus on traditional aspects but as you may know, having just
traditional instruments puts a limitation on what we are going to play if there
are requests for lukthung. In the end, it’s hard to resist the inevitable.

124

Interview, 3 March 2016.
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According to Jones, shawm bands’ members in rural northern China have to
update their popular pieces constantly (2007: 43). Like in China, piphat musicians in
Phayao use lukthung as the central repertory.
With lukthung being considered a bridge between traditional and contemporary
musical fashions, hundreds of lukthung songs, the old and newly-composed alike, are
currently used in piphat to seize participants’ attention. I now categorise lukthung songs
according to their usage in piphat, taking the list of pieces from four recordings I made
of the ensemble Phetphumin; from three recordings each of Nongiang, and Daoprakaisin;
from two recordings of Pinthong; and from one recording each of Phetdonchai, Wat
Phrachao Tonluang, Lanthong, and Rai Oysin. I highlight a number of points on how
lukthung songs were selected and played between December 2015 and April 2016 in
which the recordings were made, including those relating to song order in performance,
song themes, tempo, and occasions.
The table below gives information about the songs played most in this selection
of recordings. Muealai Cha Pho (When will you stop?) was most-played, at eleven times:
once by Phetdonchai, Daoprakaisin, and Pinthong, three times by Nongiang, and five
times by Phetphumin. There are three songs – Khu Lamduan (Teacher Lamduan), Krapao
Somphong (Somphong’s purse), and Thambun Ruamchat (Together in merit-making) –
which rank joint-second, each having been played ten times. First, Khu Lamduan was
played only once in the recordings by Phetdonchai, Phetphumin Pinthong and Sichumsin.
However, it is clearly a favoured song of Nongiang and Daoprakaisin, which played it
two and three times, respectively. Next, Krapao Somphong was played once by Pinthong,
Phetdonchai and Lanthong, while Nongiang played it three times. However, it is worth
noting that Krapao Somphong, the most-played song by a number of piphat groups, is
evidently a favourite of Phetphumin, and I analyse one of these performances in detail in
section 3.4. The next song, Thambun Ruamchat, with its lyrics bringing to mind the wails
of grief and the next life making it highly suited to funerals, was played once by
Phetdonchai, Daoprakaisin, and Rai Oysin, but twice by Nongiang and Sichumsin. It is
not surprising to hear Thambun Ruamchat played three times by Phetphumin, as this
group has no problem playing lukthung during funeral possessions, unlike some others,
who are vehemently against it.
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Table 3-1 The four songs played most in this selection of recordings
Name
Muealai Cha Pho

Tempo Name
Adagio (60-69)

Khu Lamduan

Allegretto (100-114)

Krapao Somphong

Andante (70-84)

Thambun Ruamchat

Allegro (115-139)

Ensembles
Pinthong
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Sichumsin
Pinthong
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Pinthong
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Nongiang
Lanthong
Sichumsin
Rai Oysin
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin

Times
1
5
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
3
1
4
1
3
1
2
1
3
1
2
1

Total
11

10

10

10

Within the next most-played group of songs, Ka Khap Phrik (A crow holding a
chilli with its beak) and Phayao Rothoe (Phayao is waiting for you), were each played
nine times. Ka Khap Phrik was played once by Phetdonchai, Nongiang, and Rai Oysin
while Daoprakaisin, Phetphumin, and Sichumsin played it twice. Next, Phayao Rothoe
was played once by Rai Oysin and Daoprakaisin; twice by Nongiang and Phetphumin,
while Sichumsin played it three times.
Table 3-2 The two next most played songs in the corpus of recordings
Name
Ka Khap Phrik

Tempo Name
Allegro (115-139)

Phayao Rothoe

Adagio (60-69)

Ensembles
Sichumsin
Rai Oysin
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Rai Oysin
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin

Times
2
1
2
1
1
3
1
2
2
1
2

Total
9

9
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A few points are worth noting. For example, it is interesting that particular
lukthung pieces are exclusive to certain ensembles. Daoprakaisin plays Samphinong Tai
Yai (The three brothers of the Tai Yai race) in each one of their recordings, and this song
cannot be found in any other group’s recording, except just once by Phetphumin. It is
very likely that Praphan, the band owner of Daoprakaisin, feeling nostalgic and wishing
to remember his army comrades from conflicts against communist insurgencies in the
1970s and 1980s, was responsible for the song’s prominence in the ensemble’s repertory
(see also section 4.2.1). Likewise, Silamani (Precious glass stone), being nearly
exclusively heard from Nongiang, is the ensemble’s signature piece; it is found in each
of this ensemble’s recordings, and only once in that of another band, Lanthong (see
Appendix I).
Aside from the songs just discussed, there are 105 pieces that are only played once
in all of the recordings, and they account for 48.6 percent of the total number of pieces.
This finding points to some limitations in the methods of my fieldwork. Two-thirds of the
ensembles discussed (Phetdonchai, Pinthong, Lanthong, Wat Phrachao Tonluang, and
Rai Oysin) were filmed only once. Future research trips in the field might have made
significant differences to the data collected and therefore to the insights from this
quantitative approach.
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Seven Times, 4,
1.9%
Six Times, 7, 3.2%

Eight Times, 1, 0.5%

Nine Times, 2, 0.9%
Ten Times, 3, 1.4%
Eleven Times, 1,
0.5%

Five Times, 5, 2.3%

Four Times, 14, 6.5%
Three Times, 26,
12.0%

One Time, 105,
48.6%

Explanation:
For example, “Four Times, 14,
6.5%” indicates that there were
fourteen songs that were played
four times, and this represents 6.5
percent of all the performances.

Two Times, 48,
22.2%

Figure 3.1 Number of times the songs were played expressed as a percentage

The position that lukthung pieces appear in the ‘set lists’ of these ensembles is
neither rigidly fixed nor arbitrary. For example, Khanamnom (The value of breast
feeding) is the first song performed in one of the shows of Phetphumin that I recorded.
On this particular occasion, the tempo is a very slow 44 beats per minute. The same song
appears as the twelfth song performed by Daoprakaisin in another recording, and this time
the tempo is much faster (Table 3-3). It is also interesting to note that Khanamnom is
played by Sichumsin on one occasion as the second song and on another as fourth in the
list. The tempo of the latter is somewhat faster, and this is reinforced by another ensemble,
Lanthong, who adopt a similar tempo as the piece also appears at number four in their
set. It might be that tempo is closely related to a song’s position in the chronology of the
performance.
Table 3-3 Khanamnom’s position in the different ensembles’ set lists, and the ensembles’ preferred
tempi for this song.
No.
1
2

Name
Khanamnom
Khanamnom

Ensemble
Phetphumin
Sichumsin

Tempo
44
48

Tempo Name
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
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4
4
10
12

Khanamnom
Khanamnom
Khanamnom
Khanamnom

Sichumsin
Lanthong
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin

56
58
56
62

Larghetto (55-59)
Larghetto (55-59)
Larghetto (55-59)
Adagio (60-69)

Chupmaiwan (An unsweetened kiss) is positioned as the first song by Nongiang,
and Lanthong. However, Wat Phrachao Tonluang plays Chupmaiwan later on as the
second song and Sichumsin selects to play it as their third song. It is clear that
Chupmaiwan can be chosen to commence the performance of Nongiang and Lanthong
but it is not necessarily for the others.
Table 3-4 Chupmaiwan’s position in the different ensembles’ set lists, and the ensembles’ preferred
tempi for this song.
No.
1
1
2
3

Name
Chupmaiwan
Chupmaiwan
Chupmaiwan
Chupmaiwan

Ensemble
Nongiang
Lanthong
Wat Phrachao Tonluang
Sichumsin

Tempo
52
56
52
56

Tempo Name
Largo (50-54)
Larghetto (55-59)
Largo (50-54)
Larghetto (55-59)

However, there is a high degree of predictability in the order of pieces. For
instance, the first songs in the sets of Sichumsin are relatively stable; they use Namta Isan
(Tears of the Isan people) to begin, followed by Mae Yotrak (My sweetheart). (Table 35)
Table 3-5 Namta Isan and Mae Yotrak’s position in the different ensembles’ set lists, and the
ensembles’ preferred tempi for these songs.
No.
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Name
Namta Isan
Namta Isan
Namta Isan
Mae Yotrak
Mae Yotrak
Mae Yotrak
Mae Yotrak

Ensemble
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Wat Phrachao Tonluang
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Sichumsin

Tempo
40
42
46
48
50
50
54

Tempo Name
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
Largo (50-54)
Largo (50-54)
Largo (50-54)

It is clear that lukthung songs are often categorised into groups according to their
tempi. Interestingly, even in Thailand, the tempi of the lukthung songs are categorised
according to traditional Italian tempo terms (see Mitchell, 2009; 2015), and is commonly
known to be based primarily on Western adoption with having no relation to the metrical
structure in traditional Thai practices. Thus, I have decided to follow this same system.
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The graph below illustrates the percentages of songs falling into different tempo
categories. While the tempo category with the greatest percentage of pieces is allegro,
with 32 percent, there are also significant numbers in the adagio category (21 percent),
and slightly fewer in andante (15 percent). In other words, musicians are inclined to play
songs mostly in the tempos of allegro and adagio. The lowest rates are in grave, largo
and larghetto with rates of 2 percent, 3 percent and 5 percent respectively. The rates for
the next three tempo regions, moderato, allegretto and vivace, are a little higher, but all
still with percentages in single figures. From this data, it can be seen that when musicians
started playing, they tend to revolve around adagio tempos, before they make a jump
towards allegro and its neighbours.
35%

32%

30%
25%

21%

20%
15%
15%
9%

10%
5%

2%

3%

7%

7%

5%

0%

Figure 3.2 The tempi of the songs played (expressed as a percentage and grouped by Italian terms)

Now, I turn to examining the range of tempi employed in playing lukthung songs
in more detail, starting with the slowest tempo. In the hands of the ensemble Sichumsin,
the song Namta Isan is performed at the slowest tempo. They play it once at 40 and once
at 42 bpm (grave). Silamani, Lanthong and Nongiang all play the piece only slightly
faster, at 44 bpm, and another performance by Nongiang hits 46 bpm.
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Table 3-6 The slowest-paced lukthung pieces, Namta Isan and Silamani
Name
Namta Isan
Namta Isan
Silamani
Silamani
Silamani
Silamani

Ensemble
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Lanthong
Nongiang
Nongiang
Nongiang

Tempo
40
42
44
44
44
46

Tempo Name
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)

However, not all songs display such similarity in tempi between ensembles, or
even between different performances by the same ensemble. Namta Lasai (Tears in the
woods) is played by Rai Oysin at the tempo of 58 bpm but by Nongiang at 80 bpm
(andante). Similarly, two performances of Khitthueng Changloei (I miss you very much)
from the ensemble Pinthong show a large difference in tempo, the first at 64 bpm (adagio)
and the second at 80 bpm (andante). Finally, Chamchaichak (Undesirable parting) is
played at the tempo of 84 bpm (andante) by Rai Oysin, but a tempo of 116 bpm (allegro)
is reached by Nongiang.
Table 3-7 A selection of pieces played at especially contrasting tempi by different groups
Name
Namta Lasai
Namta Lasai
Namta Lasai
Namta Lasai
Namta Lasai
Namta Lasai
Namta Lasai
Khitthueng Changloei
Khitthueng Changloei
Chamchaichak
Chamchaichak
Chamchaichak

Ensemble
Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Pinthong
Rai Oysin
Pinthong
Pinthong
Rai Oysin
Pinthong
Nongiang

Tempo
58
62
70
70
76
76
80
64
80
84
90
116

Tempo Name
Larghetto (55-59)
Adagio (60-69)
Andante (70-84)
Andante (70-84)
Andante (70-84)
Andante (70-84)
Andante (70-84)
Adagio (60-69)
Andante (70-84)
Andante (70-84)
Moderato (85-99)
Allegro (115-139)

Piphat ensembles that use computer karaoke musical backing are likely to play
the same songs at the same tempo, using preset functions within the karaoke programme.
For example, Khong-plom (Counterfeit stuff) is played twice by Daoprakaisin, both times
at exactly the same tempo of 112 bpm. In addition, Nongiang always plays Khitthueng
Thungluilai (Remembering Thungluilai) at 146 bpm, Samsip Yangchaeo (A 30-year-old
pretty woman) at 132 bpm, and Saoloei Yang-ro (A Loei woman is longing for you) at
144 bpm.
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Table 3-8 Songs played at unvarying tempi, attributable to the computer karaoke setup
Name
Khong-plom
Khong-plom
Khitthueng Thungluilai
Khitthueng Thungluilai
Samsip Yangchaeo
Samsip Yangchaeo
Samsip Yangchaeo
Saoloei Yang-ro
Saoloei Yang-ro
Saoloei Yang-ro
Saoloei Yang-ro

Ensemble
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Nongiang
Nongiang
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Nongiang
Nongiang
Pinthong

Tempo
112
112
146
146
132
132
136
144
144
144
140

Tempo Name
Allegretto (100-114)
Allegretto (100-114)
Vivace (140-168)
Vivace (140-168)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Vivace (140-168)
Vivace (140-168)
Vivace (140-168)
Vivace (140-168)

Unlike those using computer karaoke, piphat ensembles with a full rhythm section
are more flexible. Table 3-9 illustrates songs that are played at different tempi on different
occasions by the same band. It is noticeable that when the group Phetphumin plays
Khitthueng Bankoet (Remembering my hometown), their third performance is strikingly
faster than the previous two, at 138 bpm (allegro). Also, the tempi of this ensemble’s two
renditions of Phoprak Thi Paknampho (Falling in love at Paknampho) are distinct at 62
bpm and 84 bpm, while each of their four performances of Krapao Somphong are at
roughly the same pace. Sichumsin, too, play both Chuanchom (Flirtation), and Namta
Isan at varying tempi. The tempi of this group’s performances of Namta Lasai are notable
for straddling the larghetto and andante categories, at the speeds of 58 bpm and 70 bpm
respectively.
Table 3-9 Songs played at different tempi on different occasions (by the same ensemble)
Name
Khitthueng Bankoet
Khitthueng Bankoet
Khitthueng Bankoet
Krapao Somphong
Krapao Somphong
Krapao Somphong
Krapao Somphong
Phoprak Thi Paknampho
Phoprak Thi Paknampho
Chuanchom
Chuanchom
Namta Isan
Namta Isan
Namta Isan

Ensemble
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Sichumsin

Tempo
128
132
138
84
84
86
88
62
84
124
132
40
42
46

Tempo Name
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Andante (70-84)
Andante (70-84)
Moderato (85-99)
Moderato (85-99)
Adagio (60-69)
Andante (70-84)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
Grave (40-49)
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Namta Lasai
Namta Lasai

Sichumsin
Sichumsin

58
70

Larghetto (55-59)
Andante (70-84)

Since the 1980s, guidelines for lukthung song writing have advocated bringing
rock ‘n’ roll and disco beats into the music (Siriyuvasak, 1990: 71), and fast-paced
lukthung pieces are certainly very common. The fastest, Yinglanla (A carefree playgirl),
is played by Daoprakaisin at 152 bpm (vivace). Phetphumin also play Yinglanla but at the
tempo of 136 bpm (allegro), significantly slower than Daoprakaisin. This can be
explained by the different forces available to each band. Unlike Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin’s musical backing is provided by computer karaoke, so they are able to shift
to any tempo they desire. Iangkaemkhoi (Longing for cheek kisses) is the second fastest
song when played at the tempo of 134 bpm by Lanthong, and at 136 bpm by Pinthong
and Rai Oysin.
Table 3-10 Especially fast-paced lukthung pieces
Name
Iangkaemkhoi
Iangkaemkhoi
Iangkaemkhoi
Yinglanla
Yinglanla
Yinglanla

Ensemble
Lanthong
Pinthong
Rai Oysin
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin

Tempo
134
136
136
136
148
152

Tempo Name
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Vivace (140-168)
Vivace (140-168)

Concerning the age of the lukthung songs, I have found that the songs can be
divided into two categories: old songs (composed before 1990), of which there are 151,
and more recently-composed songs (written from 1990 onwards), of which there are
significantly fewer – just 64 songs in total (see Appendix I).
The chart below shows the various themes addressed in the lukthung songs’ lyrics.
The theme of courting songs is by far the most common, represented by 64 songs. Songs
primarily expressing nostalgia constitute the second biggest category; there are 42 such
songs. A similarly-sized category comprises songs in which lost love is a central theme –
38 songs in total. While unfaithfulness and unrequited love are equally well-represented
themes, prevailing in 19 songs each, economic hardship and migratory hardship are a
little less prevalent, prevailing in 10 songs each. Still less prevalent are the themes of
tragedy and parting songs and the small category of humorous songs, all accounting for
less than 10 songs each (see Appendix I).
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7
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Figure 3.3 Number of songs in each theme

Parting songs are usually played as the last piece in an ensemble’s set list at a
cultural event, performing a significant role in marking the moment in which those
present leave each other’s company. The two songs in this category are: Khamwon Kon
La (A plea before my departure) and Lakon Samrap Wanni (Goodbye for today). For
example, I saw Sichumsin close with Khamwon Kon La at two different funerals, while
Phetphumin even performed both in succession as their final items at a haephatyot125 –
Khamwon Kon La followed by Lakon Samrap Wanni.
The seven songs with the theme of ‘tragedy’ tend to be played during the
mourning episodes at funerals, although they are also played at other types of cultural
event. These songs are Bangkok Noi (A small part of Bangkok), Chamlaoeirak (Love’s
culprit), Khu Lamduan (Teacher Lamduan), Lokni Khue Lakhon (The world is a theatre),
Sammanen Kamphra (An orphan novice monk), Sukhothai Rathom (The misery of
Sukhothai), and Rit-rak (Love’s wreath). Khu Lamduan is played more than all of the
others, twice by Sichumsin at funerals, once by Phetphumin in a haephatyot, once by

125

to celebrate the promotion of temple’s monks
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Pinthong at a funeral, three times by Daoprakaisin (twice at funerals and once at a temple
festival), twice by Nongiang at funerals, and once by Phetdonchai at a funeral.
Table 3-11 Performance details for the seven tragedy-themed songs
Name
Bangkok Noi
Chamlaoeirak
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Khu Lamduan
Lokni Khue Lakhon
Sammanen Kamphra
Sukhothai Rathom
Rit-rak
Rit-rak
Rit-rak
Rit-rak
Rit-rak

Occasion
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Haephatyot
Funeral
Funeral
Temple festival
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral
Funeral

Ensemble
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Nongiang
Phetdonchai
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Phetdonchai
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Sichumsin

Theme
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy
Tragedy

Tempo
54
63
108
120
100
104
112
112
116
116
120
120
56
58
56
58
60
50
48
60

While the tragedy theme lends itself to the sadness and grief of funerals, they are
not bound to slow tempi. Instead, performances of songs in this category range from 48
bpm in Rit-rak to 120 bpm in Khu Lamduan. An interesting point is that Khu Lamduan
has also been played at a temple festival and haephatyot even though it tells the disturbing
story of an altruistic primary school teacher working in a remote area, being raped and
murdered in a forest. In this particular case, the piphat musicians are evidently
disregarding the meaning of the lyrics and are primarily focused on the purely musical
attributes of the song, including its melody and tempo.

3.2 Use of Western tuning
Dowling has argued that many cultures foster their own discrete tuning systems and that
this constitutes an effective means for expressing cultural distinctiveness from
neighbouring groups (1982: 20). As it is, however, Western tuning seems to have
monopolised at the expense of local tuning systems in many contexts (Langlois, 1996:
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266; Nettl, 1985: 46, Nettl, 1978: 167). In this section, I argue that piphat music
incorporating Western tuning reflects the social conditions underpinning local musical
tastes. I first outline the principles of tuning used in non-Western cultures, and explain
how Thai traditional tuning is organised. Then, I consider the various advantages and
challenges that have arisen subsequent to the contemporary piphat ensembles’ adoption
of Western tuning.
3.2.1 An introduction to Thai contemporary tuning
It seems appropriate to begin this section by briefly considering the acoustic natures of
the melodic instruments used in piphat music – both aerophone and idiophone
instruments. I begin with the shawm, which is commonly known to Phayao musicians as
the nae. Two sizes of nae, nae noi (small nae) and nae luang (large nae), are in use in the
Lanna region. The presence of these two forms of nae is noted by Marcuse (1975: 684)
and Johnston (1989: 230), with the latter labelling them as ‘soprano shawm’ and ‘tenor
shawm’ respectively. These instruments have a flare end that helps to amplify and project
the sound, which is associated with lamentation in the context of ceremonial processions
(Morton, 1976: 89; Marcuse, 1975: 682-685; Baines, 1992: 303).
The next musical instrument in the piphat ensemble is the gong circle or khong
wong. Marcuse identifies two main categories of gongs – ‘male’ gongs, which do not
include central bosses and which, therefore, do not produce discrete fundamental pitches,
and ‘female’ gongs, which include bosses and, conversely, do produce discrete
fundamental pitches (1975: 46). However, it should be noticed this genderisation of gong
types does not happen within Thai culture. The khong wong comprises sixteen bossed
gong kettles (of Marcuse’s female type) arranged from low to high pitch (Morton, 1976:
49). Shahriari suggests that most khong wong in Chiang Mai (where his research was
concentrated) were bought and transported from the Central Thai region, with just a few
instruments appearing to have been made by Burmese craftsmen, having shorter rims
around the gong kettles (2006, 38). In contrast, most of my informants said they had
obtained their khong wong from the uppermost point of Thailand and Soi Muangma, the
band owner of Lanthong, told me that he bought a gong circle from Mae Sai District,
which borders Ta Ki Lek in Burma. Unlike Chiang Mai, which has an international
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airport, Phayao has no air or rail connections, so importing a khong wong directly from
Central Thai would be a formidable task.
Taylor states that, before the development of metalwork, wood seems to have
been the most important material in the construction of musical instruments; in particular,
the ranad ek in Thailand, the Burmese pat-tala and gambang kayu in Java are among the
most sophisticated manifestations of wooden xylophone-type instruments (1989: 37-40).
A xylophone has a set of tuned wooden bars hung on top of a resonator; striking a bar in
the middle releases the fundamental mode of vibration at a certain frequency (Baines,
1992: 383). The frequencies of the wooden bars vary in accordance with material density,
length and thickness (Zarina, 1967: 44): the denser the material, the higher the vibration
and the higher the frequency it can generate (Schneider, 2001: 497). Also, the length of a
bar corresponds with its cycle of vibration: a shorter bar generates a higher pitch than a
longer bar (Baines, 1992: 383). Lastly, a thicker and stiffer bar has more internal forces
to resist bending and this ends up creating a higher frequency (Marcuse, 1975: 23; Baines,
1992: 131; Johnston, 1989: 272-273).
The ranad ek and the ranad thum have a set of wooden bars arranged horizontally,
laced together with two cords on each side – two points of vibrational nodes – and then
suspended on a wooden box acting as a resonator to amplify the vibration of the bars
(Morton, 1976: 54; Marcuse, 1975: 22, 24; Taylor, 1989: 38-39). The tuning procedure
for xylophones often begins with chiselling the underside of each bar to achieve roughly
approximate tuning (Morton, 1976: 54; Taylor, 1989: 40), and then a mixture of beeswax
with lead shavings is applied to retard vibration and to tune the bars finely (Morton, 1976:
24). However, xylophone tuning in Phayao does not involve beeswax. Instead, each bar
is chiselled until it is perfectly tuned; this means that there is no going back if any bar is
mistuned during the making. On 5 May 2016, I had the opportunity to witness Nikhom
Khanthakit (nae player in Wat Phrachao Tonluang) and Anucha Chungmit (band owner
of Phetdonchai) manufacturing a new xylophone, with the latter assuming the role of
apprentice instrument-builder to the more experienced Nikhom. Nikhom began by cutting
wood into pre-determined lengths, and then he substantially chiselled-out the middle of
the resulting bars. He proceeded to tune them roughly with the help of a keyboard, before
holes were made on both sides of each bar so that later they could be strung in place.
Finally, unlike in the Central Thai method (see Khirisri: 2012), Nikhom calibrated and
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carefully chiselled both ends of each bar without any use of the wax and lead shavings
mixture, until they were perfectly in tune with the Eb diatonic major scale played on the
keyboard (see details in section 3.2.2). Nikhom then strung them together into a set.

Figure 3.4 Manufacturing xylophone bars. Above: Nikhom is testing a bar’s pitch against a pitch
on the keyboard while Anucha makes holes in the bars, so they can be strung together. Below: a
bar is fine-tuned.
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Nikhom’s tuning of this set of xylophone bars to the Eb diatonic major scale
reflects the widespread use of Western tuning in contemporary piphat music in Phayao.
Writing about Western context, Dowling (1991: 34) and Meffen (1982: 12) observed that
there is a mathematical link between a specific frequency and a perceived musical pitch,
although the same observation could apply to all musical sounds globally.
For centuries, musicians and mathematicians have been aware that the octave can
be divided into an unlimited number of smaller intervals; one way of doing so involves
twelve equal tones (Cooper, 1981: 43; Gamer and Nilson, 2010: 149). The increasing use
of modulation in the Western classical music of the seventeenth century was made
attainable by every interval being tempered into these twelve exactly equal parts. This
obliterated the use of the natural scale, known as ‘just intonation’ in keyboard instruments
(Johnston, 1989: 76-77). With the advent of the “equally tempered system” (ETS),
Alexander John Ellis, an English mathematician, contributed the so-called “cent value
system”, wherein an octave has 1200 cents (Meffen, 1982: 40; Lieberman, 1971: 236)
and a semitone is equivalent to 100 cents (Johnston, 1989: 78; Sethares, 2004: 56; Kunst,
1994: 93).
Numerous scholars have used the study of non-Western musical instruments to
explore questions relating to the interconnected roles of acoustic and cultural factors in
the emergence of tuning systems (see Schneider, 2006: 237). With this European equal
temperament system’s increasing predominance in contexts around the world, there has
also been a rapid decline in the diversity of tuning systems found in different musical
cultures (Langlois, 1996: 266, Nettl, 1985: 46, Baumann, 2000: 133, Shahriari, 2006: 19).
Some systems manage to persist. For example, one tuning system that differs quite
dramatically from the Western tempered system is the well-documented slendro of
Javanese gamelan music, which comprises five tones per octave which are nearly equally
spaced, being approximately 240 cents apart. (Sutton and Vetter, 2006: 242; Taylor,
1989: 14; Sethares, 2004: 211). On the other hand, a great many systems have been
profoundly affected by Western tuning. For example, Williamson observes that the most
widely-used Burmese traditional scale used to be composed of seven pitch classes
deviating markedly from those of the tempered Western scale; for example, a scale in F
would consist of F, G, A*, B*, C, D, and E*, with asterisks indicating neutral tones, which
are neither flat (b) nor natural (n) but lie half way between the two, the distance of a quarter
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tone away from a natural tone (Ab-A*-A) (Williamson, 2000: 28). This system creates a
series of whole tones (200 cents) between F and G, A* and B*, and C and D, which are
interspersed with unusual three-quarter tones (150 cents), between G and A*, B* and C,
D and E*, and E* and F (ibid.: 33). However, Williamson indicates that the neutral tones
from the Burmese traditional scale now tend to be Westernised (with A*, B*, and E*
being replaced with Ab, Eb, and Bb) (ibid.: 28, 33). She suggests that the cause of such
adjustments is that singers and harpists have acclimatised to piano accompaniment, and,
therefore, to deviating from traditional tunings (ibid.: 34; see also Cheung, 2008: 78).
It has long been acknowledged that Thai classical tuning derives from the division
of an octave into seven equally-spaced tones, and this is known as “the 7-tet scale”
(Morton, 1976: 24; Miller and Chonpairot, 1994: 137; Swangviboonpong, 2003: 24;
Sethares, 2004: 318; Schneider, 2006: 245; Gamer and Nilson, 2010: 150). Generally
speaking, these tuning practices are shared around the Southeast Asian region, including
in Thailand, Burma, Laos, Cambodia, and some parts of the Philippines (Taylor, 1989:
14). The seven equal divisions of the octave in Thai traditional tuning might seem
dissonant to Western European ears (Schneider, 2001: 490; Sethares, 2004: 306), since
none of its scale degrees coincide with the semitones or whole tones of Western scales
(Sethares, 2004: 303; Schneider, 2006: 245). Furthermore, Thai traditional tuning is not
typically compatible with functional tertial harmony (Sethares, 2004: 306; Hughes, 1991:
331). As each semitone is calculated to 171.4 cents (Roongruang, 1999: 64;
Swangviboonpong, 2003, 24), the interval of a third is approximately 343 cents and the
interval of a fifth is 686 cents. These do not match the frequency ratios of the Western
major third (5/4, equivalent to 400 cents) or the perfect fifth (3/2, equivalent to 700 cents)
(Schneider, 2006: 245).
Since the 1980s, a number of researchers have been investigating Thai traditional
tuning, and they have offered robust evidence to support the long-accepted theory of the
octave being divided into seven tones that are exactly or, at least, almost exactly equallyspaced (Swangviboonpong, 2003: 26; Schneider, 2001: 489). However, a recent study
from John Garzoli disputes the validity of this understanding, suggesting that there are a
significant number of cases where the tuning deviates more widely away from exact
equal-spacing, and this research has the potential to add new dimensions to
ethnomusicological studies of Thai music. Garzoli points out that Alexander J. Ellis, who
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measured Thai musical instruments in London in 1885, started the misconception of exact
equal-spacing by publishing findings that were based on miscalculations and an
uncertainty about the precise physical condition of the instruments (Garzoli, 2015: 4).
Garzoli also puts forward the argument that studies of equidistant tuning carried out by
David Morton in the 1970s and by Thai academics at various times in the past five
decades are untenable due to a paucity of supporting evidence (ibid.: 9, 16). In addition
to contesting the universal acceptance of exact equal-spacing today, Garzoli also contends
that the adoption of this type of system is not as ancient as many would assume,
suggesting that formerly, until the mid-1800s, Thai musical instruments were tuned in
similar ways to the khaen (a mouth organ from the Northeastern region). In addition, he
questions the general understanding that the adoption of a more equal-spaced system
occurred primarily as a means to facilitate musical modulation, pointing out that, in Thai
music, modulation shifts usually occur on the interval of a fourth or a fifth within the
pentatonic scale (ibid.: 11). This latter argument, however, comes across as rather
unpersuasive when considered in conjunction with David Morton’s writing about
temporary modal transpositions, and longer-term modulations (Morton, 1970: 5; 1976:
24). Nevertheless, Morton amply shows how useful the equidistant system is for
musicians, allowing them to make effective modulatory changes of a subtle nature – not
just to the fourth and fifth degrees – for example, to suit varying vocal ranges and the
preferred pitch ranges of specific instruments (see also Myers-Moro, 1991: 198-199).
With equal temperament, a composition can be played in any mode without interrupting
the internal intervals, and it does not matter which tone the musicians take as the tonic
(Morton, 1976: 38). For example, one could decide to play in thang phiang aw laang,
beginning with the third gong kettle, or thang nai, beginning with the fourth one (see also
Miller, 2008: 142-143; Roongruang, 1999: 65); modes (thang) are named after the initial
pitch, the original tonic.
Garzoli shows that the theory of the octave being divided into seven equallyspaced tones was widely propounded and internalised by the piphat community in the
mid-1900s. This is because the piphat musicians enjoyed the privilege of it being their
genre of music that theoretical understandings of temperament were being derived from.
(ibid.: 9, 21-22). He suggests that Thai string instrumentalists and traditional singers were
coerced into complying with this same system, in the belief that there should be only one
tuning system in the Kingdom (ibid.: 23). While these aspects of Garzoli’s thesis appear
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to be relatively widely shared by the academic community, his assertion that equidistant
tuning still has not gained total acceptance in the present-day is much more contentious;
in fact, he argues that the idea of universally adhered-to perfectly equidistant tuning is, to
a large extent, an academic construct and that, in practice, individual preference plays a
larger part in determining tuning (ibid.: 13-15). He argues that the 171.4-cent interval
should merely be considered an average (ibid.: 19).
There is a wider body of scholarship surrounding Garzoli’s interpretations. David
Morton, for instance, not only affirms that musical instruments are tuned in equal
temperament, but he also expresses awareness of potential tuning nuances (±20 cents)
that result from different subjective approaches and various compromises involving the
tuning of string instruments (Morton, 1976: 28-29; see also Miller and Chonpairot, 1994:
124; Miller, 2008: 140). Mantle Hood points out that it is not surprising to find musical
instruments in one ensemble with different tunings: those with natural intonations such
as stringed instruments, and others with forged tuning, for example boss gongs, may be
expected to show discrepancies (1971: 327-328). Likewise, Deutsch notes that “[m]usical
instruments that are played in combination with one another must be tuned in a way that
supports their combination” (1999: 130). In other words, musical instruments will not be
precisely in tune with each other. Of course, for singers and un-fretted string instrument
players such issues pose very minor challenges; they can easily adjust their tuning to work
well with fixed-pitch instruments (Garzoli, 2015: 22), although, as Swangviboonpong
points out, in many contexts, they actually choose to articulate tunings that deviate from
those of the latter type instruments (2003: 27).
Garzoli’s statement that Thai traditional instruments are tuned in association with
individual preference (2015: 2) raises immediate questions about the sources behind this
observation. It turns out that Garzoli’s key informants include figures such as Worayot
Suksaichon (a talented Thai string instrumentalist), and Anant Narkkong (a renowned
ethnomusicologist) (Garzoli, 2015:10) – individuals who have consistently opposed the
widely-accepted mainstream theories about tuning for more than quarter a century.
Garzoli’s interpretation also derives from his examination of the tunings of specific
instruments – including specimens housed in institutions such as Chulalongkorn
University and Ban Pattayakoson (The Pattayakoson School of Thai Traditional Music).
Although those few influential informants may well adhere to a theory of personalised
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tuning and those particular instruments display tunings that vary significantly and deviate
quite widely from perfect equidistance, it is not at all clear to what extent these limited
sources can convincingly be held up as representative of contemporary understandings
and practices amongst Thai musicians. I would argue that, until a more comprehensive
analysis has been undertaken, encompassing the tunings of diverse instruments and the
ideas of diverse musicians, it makes more sense to side with the most widely expressed
interpretation – namely, that near-perfect equiheptatonic tuning prevails today.
3.2.2 Western tuning in contemporary piphat music
Siam cultural reforms after 1932 are believed to have been the primary agents for the
spread of Western tuning in contemporary piphat music. In the 1950s, the central
government sought to end traditional tuning practices by calling for all Thai musical
instruments to be tuned according to Western twelve-tone equal temperament –
expressing not just a nationalism-associated yearning for unification but also a drive
towards modernity. As Sethares has pointed out, in many cultures, twelve-tone equal
temperament has become viewed as superior (2004: 51, 73-74), largely as a consequence
of cultural hegemony and the system’s associations with modernity.
In an interview with Ryker, the acclaimed musician Boonyong Getekong recalled
an event in 1954 organised by Poom Papunyawat, who was at the time employed by the
Public Relations Department to run a traditional ensemble. Poom had told him that he and
his colleagues were ordered to use Western tuning at the event, in which a Thai Mahori
ensemble and a Big Band performed together (1991: 132). However, unable to use the
Western tuning system, the piphat musicians deliberately left the traditional tuning intact.
Thus, in performance, to reduce the dissonance between contrasting tuning systems the
fixed-tuning Thai instruments were specially located further apart from the Western
instruments with the string instruments which can vary their tuning more subtly placed in
between the opposing fractions (Chotmaihaet Dontri Ha Ratchakan, 2007: 345).
Re-tuning the piphat instruments in the diatonic major scale has been an
inseparable counterpart to the adoption of Western musical instruments and lukthung
repertory since the 1970s (see also Mitchell, 2015: 45-46, 48). As mentioned earlier in
more detail in section 2.1.2, the piphat musicians in Phayao have been tuning their
traditional instruments in accordance with the Western system since the early 1970s. The
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acquisition of non-equidistant diatonic tonality is also clearly not exclusive to Phayao
Province; in neighbouring Chiang Mai and Lampang, the musicians have similarly
retuned their traditional instruments (see Somchandra et al., 2014: 3047) – and Gerald
Dyck’s field recordings from the 1960s demonstrate that they had already adopted such
a system long ago.
In Phayao, only the ensembles Daoprakaisin and Sichumsin tune their traditional
instruments in the Db and D diatonic scales, respectively, while the remaining
contemporary piphat ensembles (Nongiang, Phetphumin, Phetdonchai, Rai Oysin,
Lanthong, Pinthong, Wat Phrachao Tonluang and Sitthiphongsin) all tune theirs in the Eb
diatonic scale.
Tuning in the Db diatonic scale
Daoprakaisin is widely known in Phayao’s piphat circles as the only group to tune their
traditional musical instruments one tone lower than the standard Eb diatonic major.
Praphan Moonkhao, the band owner, told me that it was competitive instincts that
prompted him to steer Daoprakaisin down this different direction. He claimed that it is
prudent for Daoprakaisin to tune the instruments in reference to the khong wong and nae,
instead of the saxophone and trumpet.126 This is because of the favourable equivalence to
Thai traditional pentatonic patterns when using the black keys on a keyboard (see also
Morton, 1970: 7), specifically when playing in Db major, Bb minor, Eb Dorian, and F#
pentatonic major (using enharmonic tones).
Example 3-1 Western scales based on piphat Db tuning

Bb

C

Db

Scale degrees in Db major 6
Scale degrees in Bb minor 1
Scale degrees in Eb Dorian 5

7
2
6

1
3
7

126

Interview, 30 March 2016.

Eb

2
4
1

F

3
5
2

Gb

Ab

Bb

C

Db

4
6
3

5
7
4

6
1
5

7
2
6

1
3
7
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Example 3-2 A The enharmonic tone relations within F# pentatonic major

Db/
C#

Scale degrees in F# pentatonic major 5

Eb/
D#

6

Gb/
F#

Ab/
G#

Bb/
A#

1

2

3

Db/
C#

Eb/
D#

5

6

According to two adolescent musicians in Phayao, Suwat Phaithun and Sarunyu
Boripat, these tuning patterns are also derivative of forms commonly encountered in
Lampang Province.127
It transpires that using C# or Db as the tonic causes problems for the Western
instruments in the ensemble, especially for the saxophone and trumpet. Accordingly,
Praphan simply chooses not to incorporate such instruments in Daoprakaisin. He also
utilises the transpose function on the keyboard to avoid having to use its black keys. He
plays as if in D minor and lowers the key down by two whole tones to achieve the sound
of Bb minor.
Example 3-3 Praphan’s transposition scheme to make keyboard-playing easier

Actual sound in Bb minor
Bb

C Db

Eb

F Gb

Ab

Bb

C Db

Bb
D

E

F

G

A

C

D

E

F

Praphan plays in D minor

Saxophonists and trumpeters have vehemently expressed concerns that
Daoprakaisin tuning its traditional instruments in Db diatonic would make it difficult, if
not impossible, for them to join in. The trumpeter Suphan Lanpo, for example, recalls his

127

Informal conversation, 5 April 2016.
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struggles when playing for Daoprakaisin, as no single note in his knowledge was
compatible to those of the rest of the ensemble.128
Tuning in the D diatonic scale
Sichumsin is the only piphat ensemble in Phayao to tune their traditional
instruments in D diatonic major. According to Jones, there are three types of Chinese
shawm currently in use (tuned in D, Eb and F), each of which is selected for particular
purposes when playing either traditional or contemporary repertory (2007: 90).
Sichumsin uses the nae tuned in D, so they tune the rest of the traditional instruments
accordingly. Clearly, the selection of nae is the determinant of how other instruments are
tuned. Suraphon Chumpari told me that, with the key being one semitone lower than
Phayao’s standard tuning, he adjusts the saxophone mouthpiece until the instrument is
able to produce a sound compatible with the rest of the group.129
However, I discovered that the ensemble’s D diatonic major tuning sometimes
causes difficulties. For example, at a funeral service in Dok Khamtai District on 23
February 2016, Sichumsin started playing a lukthung piece called Prathana (Yearning)
in the key of A major – the required key for the ensemble’s traditional instruments – and
the trumpeter Suphan Lanpo, who is self-taught and used to playing in the Bb major
scale,130 found that he did not have the required fingering knowledge to play along.
(Media Example 3.1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INb-6XNX_Y8)
Example 3-4 Trumpet’s actual and transposing keys
Key A major

etc.
Key B major

etc.
Trumpet in Bb in written notation

128

Interview, 15 February 2016.
Suraphon Chumpari, interview, 7 April 2016.
130
Suphan Lanpo, interview, 15 February 2016.
129
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Meffen suggests that these problems can be overcome in the case of brass
instruments by ensuring that the tuning slide is of the correct length (1982: 91). I saw
Suphan struggle to play the piece for a few minutes until, I was told, he realised that the
problem was solvable by adjusting the instrument’s main tuning slide. He beckoned me
over to fetch a roll of Sellotape, lengthened the tuning slide so that the key would go
down a semitone, and then applied the tape to prevent the slide from falling out of the
instrument – it now being very much distended and only loosely-attached. Thus, by
lowering the key, he was able to play the instrument with familiar fingering patterns.
(Media Example 3.2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kDI7cVyAyd0)

Figure 3.5 Suphan winding Sellotape around his trumpet’s tuning slide while fixing the tuning

Tuning in the Eb diatonic scale
Tuning traditional instruments in the Eb diatonic scale is preferred by most piphat
ensembles in Phayao because it supports the alto saxophone and Bb trumpet (see details
below). In addition, ensembles can relatively easily play in its subdominant key (Ab),
relative minor key (Cm), and in F Dorian.
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Example 3-5 Two lukthung melodies in keys well-suited for simple saxophone and trumpet
rendition, in the Eb tuning system – Hongpik-hak (A broken-wing swan) in Eb major
(above) and Khamen Laikwai (Khamen chasing buffalo) in Ab major (below)

There are two additional scales that are used frequently, Cm and F Dorian. These
scales also allow contemporary piphat ensembles to play with minimum disruption, and
I discuss them more extensively in sections 3.3 and 3.4.
U-then Phromsen, a skilled guitarist, points out that in the case of a song in the
original key of C major, musicians choose between two options – either transposing up
by three semitones to Eb or down by four semitones to Ab; other more distantly related
keys are avoided.131 This parallels the observations made by Jones in respect both to
Chinese shawm playing, in which the musicians are restricted to playing melodic material
in specific keys, and to playing the pipa lute, for which musicians switch between just
three key signatures (Jones, 1995: 317-318). In Phayao’s piphat, four possible key
signatures are used (in the Eb tuning), and the usual omission of scale degrees 4 and 7
means these are manifest as Southeast Asian pentatonic scales (Example 3-6). As shown
in Example 3-6 below, certain pitches indicated with parenthesis are not part of the
traditional pentatonic scale.

131

Interview, 25 March 2016.
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Example 3-6 The four Western scales used in piphat, in conjunction with Eb tuning

Key Eb:

1

2

3

(4)

5

6

(7)

1

Key Ab:

5

6

(7)

1

2

3

(4)

5

Key Cm:

3

(4)

5

6

(7)

1

2

3

1

2

3

(4)

5

6

7

Key F Dorian: (7)

4

5

6

7

1

Figure 3.6 The ranad ek of Wat Phrachao Tonluang, with pitch names written on the bars (and
equivalent scale degree numbers superimposed by the author)

Although, for the most part, the fixed tuning in Eb diatonic major successfully
reconciles Western and traditional instruments, there are still some episodes of
incompatibility. Unlike the Western musical instruments, the Thai traditional instruments
cannot transpose without distorting one or more of the notes within the scale. Kamon
Samueachuea explained the implications to me:
I play saxophone and nae. I know that Western instruments have sharp and flat
keys in between, but Thai instruments do not. So, it makes it hard for us to decide
which key is suitable. We have to be cautious about this or it would bring shame
to Phetphumin.132

132

Interview, 15 February 2016.
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The lukthung song Chamlaoeirak (Love’s culprit) provides a good example of the
limitations of Eb tuning, as it involves a temporary tonic shift. At a funeral on 5 March
2016, members of Phetdonchai fell into a state of slight consternation when unwanted
discords sounded in the middle of the song, specifically when the music abruptly
modulates from C minor to C major; palpable frustration emerged as the Thai traditional
instruments were unable to play the natural unflattened notes e, a and b (boxed in red in
Example 3-7, positioned above their green-boxed flattened equivalents). Presiding
over the khong wong, Anucha, the xylophone player and the band owner, played a
glissando as a sign for everybody to move back to the home key and break the confusion.
(Media Example 3.3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eng4VTQItUQ)
Example 3-7 Unavoidable discords from an internal modulation in piphat playing

Unison as transposing instruments are at sounding.

divisi - Western instruments

divisi - Traditional instruments

Unison

Back to home key

This hiccup illustrates the spontaneity typically involved in these ensembles’
performance; they had never played the piece together before, so had skipped the learning
phase and rushed directly into the performance phase. They had all learnt the piece from
listening to the same recording and had memorised the voice part, which is easily
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replicated by traditional instruments. When they heard the recording, nobody had the
skills in music theory to foresee the problem. However, when the problem occurred, they
did not seem outwardly surprised or worried. The xylophone player’s glissando was a
highly effective signal to cancel the key change and go back. At the same time, it was a
coded expression of frustration that only the band members and musically-trained people
could understand.
Now, I will offer a brief discussion on the extent to which the utilisation of
Western wind instruments such as saxophone and trumpet has become central to piphat
music-making. It is evident that the Phayao piphat circle’s decisions to focus so much of
their attention on the lukthung repertory and to emulate the original recordings’ brassinfused sonority through the adoption of saxophone and trumpet naturally led them
towards adopting the most easily executable tuning option – Eb tuning. This is in line with
Mitchell’s proposition that “[t]oday, the brass section, whether synthesised or made up of
actual brass instruments, is a standard element of the modern luk thung sound” (2015:
63). However in Phayao, the distinguished Phayao piphat film maker Prathueang
Wongchai (discussed in section 2.3.5) expressed trepidation about excessive use of the
saxophone and trumpet and fear that Lanna musical identity would decline as a result:
One contemporary piphat ensemble was rather a disappointment to me when I
saw a musician use a saxophone to play lukthung. Lanna identity persists through
the use of the traditional nae, and must not be tarnished by a foreign musical
instrument which makes piphat sound too Western! However, I would abide by
the fact that there are always groups of people who are in favour of one thing
and averse to the other.133

Wiraphong Chaiwong, an outstanding piphat musician from Ngao District, Lampang
Province, provides a somewhat different take. He asserts that, unlike in Phayao, in places
such as Chiang Mai and Lampang, the nae is employed to render the melody while
saxophone and trumpet only serve to play a supportive role in accompaniment.134 He told
me:
What I only approve of is to hear the wonderful timbre of the nae, lyrically
suffusing through Lanna piphat ensembles as the melodic line, with no
intermingling of other Western instruments. For me, I like to have the nae as the

133
134

Prathueang Wongchai, interview, 4 April 2016.
Informal online conversation on Facebook, 9 June 2016.
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dominant figure in piphat ensembles; otherwise it negates what should be
recognised as Lanna music and ensembles.135

Nevertheless, the fact remains that the pervasive influence of popular culture has affected
socio-cultural preferences, gearing them towards musical newness and the crazes of
contemporary Lanna repertory and lukthung. Accordingly, piphat ensembles in Phayao
have been obliged to take action that would help them to maintain their musical appeal
and therefore to survive in a competitive environment (see sections 2.1.3 and 4.1.3). This
survival instinct perhaps gives momentum to the use of Western wind instruments and
computer karaoke. As detailed elsewhere in this thesis, it is not unusual for Phayao
musicians to adopt computer karaoke as a backing machine along with the saxophone
into their performances of popular songs; these modern music technologies pervade Thai
music phenomena just as much as they do those in other parts of the world. On the South
Korean island of Ulleungdo, for example, computer karaoke accompaniment has long
been depended upon by the majority of soloist performers – most notably by the island’s
many saxophonists who consider the equipment to provide an ideal accompaniment as
they surrogate the vocal parts of their favourite songs (Mills and Park, 2013: 171-172,
174).
As was mentioned earlier, an intrinsic function of computer karaoke is that it can
transpose songs into any desired key (ibid.: 171), including the Eb that now predominates
in Phayao Province piphat – facilitating a melding of Thai traditional instrumental
sonorities, Western instrumental sonorities, and electronic synthesised sonorities.

3.3 Contemporary adaptations of Lanna traditional music: contextual
analysis
It is commonly accepted that transcriptions of field recordings into notated scores can
play a central role in music analysis. Amongst others, Kunst (1994: 115) and Bunk (2011:
243) put great emphasis on the quality of the transcription, pointing out that accurate and
unambiguous representations, in staff notation or another system, are essential for the
yielding of meaningful interpretations and for ensuring effective comprehensibility on
the part of readers. This is not to say, however, that transcriptions can ever be without
135

Ibid.
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their imprecise moments; Rahn acknowledges that transcription should actually be
thought of as a process of approximation rather than one of exact definition (1983: 26).
Thus, it is reasonable to accept the small variations that result from an individual scholar’s
personal approach; two scholars transcribing the same performance, or one scholar retranscribing the same music, might yield different outcomes which are all acceptable (List
cited in Shelemay, 1990: 141; Rahn, 1983: 201; Blacking, 1971: 91). In fact, there is no
perfect music transcription that can afford impeccable accuracy (England et al. cited in
Shelemay, 1990: 61; Rahn, 1983: 201).
The practice of transcribing traditional music into Western notation first entered
Siam’s history in 1930, under the supervision of Prince Damrong Rajanubhab, as a way
of immunising against the demise of contemporary repertory (Zarina, 1967: 42;
Swangviboonpong, 2003: 24). Although the Prince perceived that Siamese musicians
preferred oral transmission (Miller and Chonpairot, 1994: 2), or for their music to be
notated in the domestic Thai alphabet and numeral system (Myers-Moro, 1991: 266), staff
notation was deemed the most effective tool for ensuring long-term preservation. His
response prompted a historical breakthrough in which he addressed Phra Chen
Duriyanga, an acclaimed German-born musician, to summon leading Thai traditional
players, and have them play before his team of transcribers (Myers-Moro, 1991: 263-264;
Zarina, 1967: 42; Swangviboonpong, 2003: 24). The final transcriptions, in staff notation,
were double-checked by the transcribers playing them back on the piano while the Thai
musicians listened for accuracy (Swangviboonpong, 2003: 25). This effort became the
starting point for an in-depth study of Thai music carried out in the mid-1950s by
American ethnomusicologist, David Morton. Morton’s PhD dissertation utilised that
body of written notation combined with his own field transcriptions to produce an
exhaustive musical analysis of Thai traditional music (see also Morton, 1976).
Reifying field performances in the tangible form of music transcriptions is the
foundation of the musical analysis in the present study. The interpretations presented here
are the result of a variety of analytical methods, both drawing from and adding to the
researcher’s knowledge base (see Tenzer, 2006: 8). However, discussion exists as to
whether analysis that focuses mainly on music-making in cultural context can transcend
systematic exploration of musical sound only. Blacking’s understanding of music as
“humanly organized sound” (1971: 93) reveals the essence of approaches that rely on
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context-based analysis (ibid.: 92). This school of thought argues that the only way to
understand music in culture is to perceive it through the eyes of the culture in which it
emerges (Roeder, 2011: 11). Thus, to understand a particular music, structural analysis
involving scores and theory cannot suffice (Krims, 2003: 205). Focus must also be placed
on psychological and cultural aspects that may help to contextualise musical structure
(Rahn, 1983: 6; Samson, 1999: 45)
However, unveiling the actual structural properties of music is essential for
establishing an empathetic bridge between music-making and the understanding of social
contexts. Through this angle, considering how the sound is organised can amplify
understanding of the musicians doing the organising (Covach, 1999: 460). In other words,
these two components of the scholar’s work are closely related: “[a]nalysis, in short, may
confront, may be absorbed by, or may itself absorb context” (Samson, 1999: 50-51).
Thus, it is possible that one can use systematic music analysis to understand the music’s
broader implications without losing focus on either.
My interest in systematic analysis takes account of Walser’s vision of music
theory, musicology and ethnomusicology all being intermingled, with each looking from
a different angle, and using different methods and foci (2003: 24-25). For many
ethnomusicologists, it seems that formal analysis – scrutinising formal structure and
harmonic ingredients – suffices as the main theme of music analysis. I understand ‘formal
analysis’ to involve the application of theoretical rules to explain each musical component
(Cook, 1994: 122), with the aim of seeing the music as a chronological sequence of events
(Bonds, 2010: 266). Analysing harmonic progressions and voice-leading commonly goes
hand-in-hand with this aim.
From a more pragmatic point of view, however, there are good reasons to bring
context-sensitive analysis in alongside these sound-focused ways of analysing, for
“[a]ssembling musics of the world together and juxtaposing them via transcription in staff
notation asserts the present and future value” (Tenzer, 2006: 4). The balance may depend
on whether the music relies heavily on constraints and influences specific to the context,
or alternatively shows prominent musical functions. In the present study, then, beginning
with culturally-grounded analysis means it is fruitful to compare a 1970s recording of a
piece originating from Central Thailand and written in standard notation with the
equivalent in the repertory of Phayao’s present-day piphat ensembles. This also allows
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for specific comparative study of the traditional nae shawm which playing in these two
contexts.
Roongruang claims that, in Thai traditional music, theoretically there are several
possible time signatures. What might be thought of as 2/4, however, is by far the most
common in practice (1999: 218); as Miller and Chonpairot propose: “Thai music is
virtually all in duple meter” (1994: 127; see also Miller 1985: 239; Roongruang 1999:
218; and Morton 1976: 3). This observation also applies to Lanna repertory; indeed, I
take the approach that a duple simple meter (2/4) is suitable for notating Thai traditional
and contemporary Lanna repertory, including all focal pieces being explored in this
chapter.

A Central Thai-derived Lanna piece
At the turn of the twentieth century, Central Thai dominance over the Lanna
region was manifest in the latter’s increasing socio-economic reliance on its links with
outside (Morris, 2000: 5; Winichakul, 1994: 103). As Potter points out, attitudes towards
Central Thailand have persisted in the region:
The Central Thai represent progress, modernity, power, prestige, and wealth
and hold the leading position in the Thai state; and villagers admire them as
well as they resent them. (Potter, 1976: 32)

By 1932, the blending of cultures was also gaining momentum, and it was in this year
that a considerable number of traditional musicians who had served in royal palaces were
sent to the region (see also section 1.4.1 and 2.1.1). This spread of musicians to the North
meant the development of Lanna pieces with Central-Thai influences. Here, I focus on
one such piece, Khamen Pak Tho – a Central-Thai piece. I recorded a performance of
Khamen Pak Tho by Phetphumin on 10 March 2016, and, in this current section, I
compare that interpretation with another played on a Central-Thai dulcimer called the
khim. The transcriptions of the recordings are by myself and are derived from YouTube
video made by Neeranuch Aonsroiy. 136 The fundamental aim is to deduce through
systematic comparison of original and transformed (see Cook, 1994: 8) what
characteristics have been maintained and what have been added via the processes of

136

YouTube video URL : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A4qUi9YZ7Og.
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transmission between the two cultural areas – Central Thailand and the Lanna region. To
facilitate this comparison, I have made some changes to the transcribed notation of the
Central Thai piece so that it is compatible with that of the Phetphumin version; I have
stretched note durations and transposed this version down an augmented fourth (from D
major to Ab major) to match my field transcription. In the Phetphumin transcriptions, I
am representing the keyboard part which dominates the texture.
My overall purpose in this exercise is to explore how the adoption and alteration
of Central Thai pieces in the Lanna context demonstrates the existence of long-term
hegemonic dominance of Central Thai culture over the North. I begin by investigating
nuances of how standard patterns are altered in relation to a remark made by the venerable
Thai musician Montri Tramote to Deborah Wong: “when taking Thai pieces and adapting
them, the original melody shouldn’t be cut down or reduced but kept and cited” (Wong,
2001: 191).
Very near the beginning of the melody, in bar 3 of the original, Phetphumin
elaborate on the material by inserting additional material (see notes coloured in red in
Example 3-8 below). This creates an asymmetry that does not exist in the Central Thai
version, and immediately challenges the sense of consistency in phrase lengths heard in
that recording.
(Media Example 3.4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YhcXjD3m11M)
Example 3-8

Phetphumin
Two extra bars revolving around
the principal tone ‘c2’

Central Thai

One of several slight contrasts between the Central Thai version and
Phetphumin’s concerns the ways in which the respective musicians prolong articulations
of the principal tone. Sumrongthong considers this practice of prolongation or thao to be
an intrinsic attribute of traditional Thai melodies (1997: 85). In the example below, which
represents the very beginning of the two renditions, Phetphumin is trying to maintain the
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principal tone (c2) (in the red boxes below), and they use the neighbouring chord tones
(e1 and a1) to decorate the melodic line (in the blue box), rather than relying on octave
duplication, which creates a more static feeling (in the black box).
(Media Example 3.5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhUkYXyA_Cs)
Example 3-9

Phetphumin

Central Thai

Here, moving up and down in octaves to prolong principal tones in the basic
melody – a highly conspicuous characteristic in the Central Thai style, is replaced with
repetition and syncopation. However, Phetphumin do sometimes maintain this
characteristic octave switch. In the following example, from just a little later in the
renditions (Example 3-10), instances of octave switch are again boxed in black.
Elsewhere in this same extract, however, Phetphumin can again be seen deviating from
more traditional practice by undermining principal tone prevalence through the
introduction of syncopation and the strong placement of a different pitch at the start of a
bar (again boxed in blue); here, the essential pitch c2 is not being re-articulated on the
first beats of the bars.
(Media Example 3.6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=crqrWCn_70k)
Example 3-10

Phetphumin

Central Thai
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In many phrases, Phetphumin deviate from the original by introducing fastermoving meandering melodic patterning employing a string of adjacent tones. However,
crucially, this patterning is still built around the essential main tones of the original
melody, so the transformation clearly remains in the realm of variation rather than
alteration – as demonstrated in Examples 3-11, 3-12, and 3-13 below (where the main
tones are boxed in red). While in Example 3-11, the meandering patterning replaces
octave leaps (boxed in black), in Example 3-13, it introduces small-scale contours that
contrast somewhat with those executed in the Central Thai version.
(Media Example 3.7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LFZ09JmWew)
Example 3-11

Phetphumin

Central Thai

(Media Example 3.8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JYOHVDQK0E)
Example 3-12

Phetphumin

Central Thai
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(Media Example 3.9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PW1kwZ3pA1o)
Example 3-13

Phetphumin

Central Thai

Contrasting renditions of a single Lanna piece: old and new
It would be highly illuminating to compare old and new renditions of a selected
Lanna piece as played in Phayao Province – for example, comparing Muai as played by
Nongiang in the 1970s with that band’s present way of playing the same piece. However,
unfortunately, there are no extant Phayao province piphat recordings predating my
current research. The next best option is to compare an old extant recording from
elsewhere in the Lanna region with current practice and, fortunately, this is possible. In
the late 1960s, Gerald P. Dyck, an American ethnomusicologist, conducted research in
Chiang Mai Province, Northern Thailand. This laid important foundations for the study
of Lanna music upon which my study is built. I was granted permission from Dyck
himself to use his material to further the study of northern Thai music. In this section, it
is instructive to compare renditions of the Lanna piece called Phleng Wai Khu Muai (Song
to honour the teachers of fist fighting) and Muai (Fist fighting) played by Phetphumin
(recorded on 10 March 2016) and by Rak Bunleng in Chiang Mai (recorded by Dyck in
1969). I have transposed Rak Bunleng’s performance, which features the ranad ek, from
the key of E major down to Eb major to be compatible with that of Phetphumin, where
the keyboard is added to the texture. Rak Bunleng’s playing in E major suggests that it is
a traditional piphat ensemble containing neither saxophone nor trumpet, two instruments
that cannot easily play in this key (see section 3.2.2). The complete transcriptions are
included in Appendix IV played by Phetphumin (recorded on 10 March 2016).
Firstly, considering Phleng Wai Khu Muai, a striking point of difference is that
Phetphumin adds some extra bars of material on several occasions. In Example 3-14, they
emphasise the pitch c2, by prolonging its articulation on two occasions (rather than
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providing elaboration), and also by adding an extra bar of material focused on this same
pitch (bar 3 in the example); these instances are enclosed in black boxes. Later, as shown
in Example 3-15, they add two bars of meandering passagework (between bars 19 and
20, boxed), leading from the lower c1 to up to c2 – which again serves to highlight the
importance of this principal tone. These additions introduce asymmetrical proportions
that are only present in the Phetphumin version. It is possible that the latter melodic
patterning in Example 3-15, which is particularly ‘tuneful’ and implies a clear submediant
of Eb major tonality, is symptomatic of Phetphumin’s penchant for playing lukthung.
(Media Example 3.10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzM6ASsQBC4)
Example 3-14

Phetphumin

RakBunleng
(1st beat of bar) (2nd beat of bar)
(Media Example 3.11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2vbu6svWWM)
Example 3-15

Phetphumin

RakBunleng

The melodic lines between bars 6 and 9 are similar in the Rak Bunleng and
Phetphumin versions. Despite certain minor discrepancies, most of the principal tones are
maintained (as indicated by the red boxes below). In bar 7 in particular (enclosed in a
black box), similar melodic contours are noticeable, with Rak Bunleng’s semi-quavers
during the first beat becoming quavers in the hands of Phetphumin. The second beat sees
identical patterning in the two versions.
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(Media Example 3.12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mX68ZoycBdQ)
Example 3-16

Phetphumin

RakBunleng

At other times, however, differences are more apparent. Most notably, in many
phrases, Phetphumin plays more sedate strings of quavers, which contrast markedly with
Rak Bunleng’s rapid semiquaver patterning – as in Example 3-17 below.
(Media Example 3.13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Qoh-MIawSo)
Example 3-17

Phetphumin

RakBunleng

While the same focal pitches are articulated in both renditions, it is particularly
fascinating that there are some instances of exact similarity (see black box below, for
example). Such similarities are particularly intriguing when one considers that
Phetphumin learnt this piece exclusively through oral transmission, that the recordings
are separated by half a century and do not even come from the same province, and that
this piece is through-composed.
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(Media Example 3.14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z4UAXGbhwgA)
Example 3-18

Phetphumin

RakBunleng

Regarding the reasons underlying these exact similarities, one might speculate
that these particular episodes are especially memorable on account of their internal
contours (marked by arrows in the example above) and because of their placement at
moments of cadential significance. Perhaps, from the musicians’ perspective, these
passages function as key defining characteristic elements of the piece, around which the
rest of the music is built; as such, they serve as pillars for the memorisation of the material
and, therefore, they are not mutable in the same way as other passages of patterning.
Concerning the next piece in F Dorian – Muai, one of the stark differences
between the two ensembles’ renditions is that Phetphumin start with an anacrusis (see
black box), articulating almost an entire extra bar of material. Phetphumin also begin each
of the first four bars on the tonic (see red parentheses), creating a strong sense of periodic
recurrence. On the other hand, Rak Bunleng’s switching between tonic (f1) and mediant
(a1) as melodic focal points (see blue parentheses) results in weaker emphasis on the tonic,
while also making the down beats appear less prominent. Finally, there is significant
contrast between Phetphumin’s angular patterning, marked by disjunct motion (see red
boxes), and Rak Bunleng’s fluid contours, marked by conjunct motion (see blue boxes)
– although it should be noted that Rak Bunleng begin with a remarkably angular shape
(see green box). Perhaps as a result of its dominant keyboard, Phetphumin’s melodic line
takes harmonically-implicated arpeggiated form in a number of places.
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(Media Example 3.15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gji-D6t4-y4)
Example 3-19

Phetphumin

( )

RakBunleng

( )

( )

( )

Phetphumin

( )

RakBunleng

( )

Comparing written and performed versions of a Lanna piece
Now, I focus on a Lanna piece called So Phama (Burmese Song) and compare a
performance by Phetphumin on 10 March 2016 with a typical written notation of the
piece, as found in “Thai Melodies in Lanna Music: from Paw Kro Inta Na Lampang’s
Songbook” (The songbook of master Inta of Lampang Province) (see also in
Bibliography). My intention is to highlight how Lanna pieces distributed across the region
are connected with one another, and are the bedrock of sub-reginal music-making. For
convenience in comparison, I have transposed the written version down a major second
to F Dorian (from G Dorian) and doubled the note durations.
In the first four bars, the melodic outline of the two versions is almost identical,
with the rhythm only changing when bar 3 is reached, at which point Phetphumin add
some patterning in order to sustain moment (see black box).
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(Media Example 3.16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcRnlfMzQLE)
Example 3-20

Phetphumin

Book notation

In the following four bars, Phetphumin play a more elaborate melodic line that is
centred upon the same principal tones (see boxes below).
(Media Example 3.17 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xfZ303viIVU)
Example 3-21

Phetphumin

Book notation

As for other traditional melodies, Phetphumin frequently adds a variety of accents,
mordents and grace notes while, at the same time, inserting additional quavers in order to
maintain forward momentum; these features are demonstrated in Example 3-22 below,
with the various types of ornamentation enclosed in black boxes.
(Media Example 3.18 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Eut4sCFw5c)
Example 3-22

Phetphumin

Book notation
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However, more striking contrasts between the two versions sometimes arise, for
example from bar 11 to 14 (see Example 3-23 below), when Phetphumin establish a
melodic progression that moves upwards to c2 – an octave higher than in the notated
version – before plunging down to eb1 (see black box) and re-joining the written notation;
as the coloured arrows indicate, here the music goes in opposite melodic directions.
(Media Example 3.19 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qbku9gOrISo)
Example 3-23

Phetphumin

Book notation

The melodies of the two versions continue to trace contrasting melodic contours
in the ensuing passage (see below), although the same principal tones continue to be
stressed (for example in bar 17) and there are moments when both renditions converge
on exactly the same note – as is the case with the second bb in bar 19 (see black box).
(Media Example 3.20 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cR4COuzLqi0)
Example 3-24

Phetphumin

Book notation
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Modulation in a Lanna piece
Modulation is commonly understood to involve an existing pitch structure being
moved into a new pitch category to establish a sense of a new tonal centre (Dowling,
1991: 43). Jones puts forward the idea, for instance, that in Chinese music, it is common
practice for the tonic to shift to the note a fifth above or a fourth below. That means, in
the former case, that the fifth scale degree of the previous key becomes the new tonic (5
to 1), and so on (1995: 146). As was briefly mentioned earlier, this process of exploiting
the interchangeability of modes also occurs in Thai traditional music (Morton, 1976:
128). Unlike in the Chinese case, Thailand’s modulation process usually involves the
fourth scale degree becoming the new tonic (4 to 1) (Morton, 1976: 130; see also Garzoli,
2015: 11).
My observations reveal that modulation is regularly employed in the performance
of Lanna contemporary music by Phayao province piphat ensembles, presumably as a
means to promote further variety and interest for themselves and their audiences. For
example, I encountered Phetdonchai apply modulation in their performance of Monkaoha
(named after the kaoha tree), at a fon phi ceremony held on the afternoon of 5 March
2016, as part of the annual commemorations of King Ngam Muang; Monkaoha is one of
the most frequently-played Lanna pieces (according to my experience in the field) and,
on this occasion, the ensemble played it at a very lively tempo of 140 bpm. In many
contexts, modulation involves the use of preparatory pivot chords and common notes
shared by both keys (Dowling, 1991: 43) to set up a fluid transition from one key to the
next (Rahn, 1983: 199). However, during this performance of Monkaoha, the keyboard
player modulates from the original key, F Dorian, to Eb Dorian in bar 22, without any
preceding usage of pivot chords or common notes; rather he wrenches the key down a
step and simply repeats the previous phrase with a slight variation in the new key – as
shown in Example 3-25 below.
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Example 3-25
The original tonic

F Dorian: 1

5

7

1 7

3

4

5

The new tonic

Eb Dorian: 1(7)

5

7 5

7

1

3

4

5

7

1

7

5

7

6

Later, modulating back to the home key in bar 44 is again achieved through an
abrupt major second shift – this time upwards, of course (see Example 3-26 below). On
this occasion, the keyboard player begins the new key (F Dorian) by playing the note eb
before promptly articulating the new tonic of f2 and continuing with the melody. Here, in
this turn-around pattern (boxed below) the initial part of the melody begins to suggest the
return of F Dorian, but this process is only concluded when the melody reaches the
dominant at the start of bar 47.
(Media Example 3.21 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d8-oFSwEB2s)
Example 3-26

Eb Dorian: 3

1

3

4

5 F Dorian: (1)7

1

5

7

1 7

3

4

5
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A comparison of two nae players: Nikhom Khanthakit and Kamon Samueachuea
In this section, I examine and compare the nae playing of two distinguished
Phayao musicians, Kamon Samueachuea and Nikhom Khanthakit. Kamon Samueachuea
told me that he prefers to keep his music simple, so as to maintain its basic essence most
clearly. On the other hand, the playing that I witnessed from Nikhom Khanthakit was
colourful and ornate, rich in delicate mordents, syncopation, and significant alterations to
the basic melodies. Nikhom’s lavish ornamentations and modern techniques undoubtedly
enthral some audiences, but not conservative-minded music enthusiasts, who consider
aspects of Nikhom’s playing to be superfluous and detrimental to the tradition, and
identify far more strongly with Kamon’s modest renditions.137
The differences between the two approaches are most notable in the ways that
each performer treats the basic melody: Nikhom strongly emphasises decoration of the
basic shape, while Kamon’s playing is noticeably sparser. The following three Examples
(3-27, 3-28 and 3-29) are intended to highlight their contrasting treatments of melody; in
these representations, diverse colours have been employed to draw extra attention to the
many points where elaboration is added, and also to enable the reader to differentiate
between elaboration types with greater immediacy than mere usage of conventional black
symbols and annotations would allow.
Key:
Type of decoration
Acciaccatura
Double acciaccatura
Mordent
Mordent with acciaccatura
Double mordent
Double mordent with sharp
Double mordent with grace note
Trill
Trill with sharp
Trill with sharp and grace note
Pitch-bend
137

Anonymous.
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With very sharp intonation
Irregular rapid patterning

Example 3-27 Mon Chiang San
Example 3-28 Mon Lampang
Example 3-29 Prasat Wai
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Transposing instruments are at sounding.
Nikhom

Kamon

Nikhom

Kamon

Nikhom

Kamon

Nikhom

Kamon
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Transposing instruments are at sounding.
Nikhom

Kamon

Nikhom

Kamon

Nikhom

Kamon

Nikhom

Kamon
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Transposing instruments are at sounding.

Nikhom

Kamon

Nikhom

Kamon

Nikhom

Kamon
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In stark contrast to Kamon, Nikhom employs as many moments of syncopation
as possible, presenting this as a distinctive characteristic of his music. Two examples in
particular from Mon Chiang San show how he uses this technique to alter the melody in
substantive fashion. Nikhom lengthens the opening f1 to the duration of two quavers tied
across the beat (see black box below), with the pushing upwards through the bb1 falling
on the first beat of the next bar, rather than before it (see red box below). He also hangs
onto the c1 that follows for much longer, creating another moment of syncopation (see
green box below).
(Media Example 3.22 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oW75lkPpf4I)
Example 3-30
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon

The example below (Example 3-31) shows Nikhom again using much the same
technique of syncopation to undermine emphasis on main beats. Here, in bar 12, he
prolongs the initial d2 and places the subsequent f2 at a metrically weak point in the bar
(see black box below), briefly articulates the following c2 on the beat despite its metric
weakness in the original (see blue box), and omits the following f1 (played by Kamon) –
instead maintaining a trill on bb1 and creating another syncopated moment (see red box).
(Media Example 3.23 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BjdWomqsiDY)
Example 3-31
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon
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In conjunction with adding syncopation, Nikhom also commonly stretches out or
compresses patterning from the original melody. So, for example, in bar 13 of Mon
Lampang (see Example 3-32 below), he compresses and reverses the first two
semiquavers (as played by Kamon), articulating them as an acciaccatura instead (see blue
box). Then, in bar 14, he prolongs the ab1 on the first beat so that it becomes a crotchet,
and squeezes the durations of the bb1 and ab1 that follow it so they become grace notes to
the next strong beat (see red box below). This approach strongly contrasts with the
straight semiquavers of Kamon’s version.
(Media Example 3.24 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbswfp-Sn6I)
Example 3-32
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon

In Example 3-33 (below), which is also from Mon Lampang, Nikhom can again
be seen compressing melodic material and transforming four-square patterning into heavy
syncopation. Here, the repeated quaver c1s (as played by Kamon) are compressed to
become a rapid grace-note re-articulation (see red box), the subsequent string of regular
quavers is given dotted treatment, and the pitch g1 is held into the next bar, pushing the
final f1 off the beat (see green box).
(Media Example 3.25 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvUZNJXl9DI)
Example 3-33
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon
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All of these same techniques can be found in Nikhom’s rendition of Prasat Wai
also. At the very start of the performance (see Example 3-34 below), Nikhom repeats the
bb1 to cover the duration of a dotted quaver (see green box) and to delay the c2 to the final
semiquaver of the beat (see red box). Furthermore, in bar 2, while Kamon simply
emphasises the strong beats with a straightforward articulation of the main melody notes,
Nikhom inserts an ab2 (see purple box) and other embellishments before settling down on
the subsequent principal tone of c (blue box).
(Media Example 3.26 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zXoprBmHVcc)
Example 3-34
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon

Another interesting point to note is the way in which the two nae players work
with different registers on the instrument. In Mon Chiang San, before a peak is reached
in bar 7, Kamon drops from the eb2 to the f1 at the lower octave and remains in this register
throughout the passage (follow green arrows below). Nikhom, on the other hand,
continues the upward progression at this point to reach the f2 in the higher octave, and
then stays briefly in this register (follow red arrows below). Then, during the second beat
of bar 8, Nikhom executes an abrupt leap down an octave to bring him back into line with
Kamon.
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(Media Example 3.27 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaugTw9cHjQ)
Example 3-35
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon

At the beginning of bar 27, Nikhom and Kamon start in unison (see black box
below) but their respective melodies then move in opposite directions, and they end up
playing similar passages in different octaves (see red box).
(Media Example 3.28 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9LxIpDUs6sA)
Example 3-36
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon

At the end of the third bar of Prasat Wai, Kamon reaches an eb2, before a moment
of disjunct motion takes him down the interval of a minor 7th to f1 (see green box below).
However, Nikhom avoids a similar melodic leap directly to the f1. Instead, he pre-empts
this shift to the lower register by falling from c2 to eb1 and then moves upwards in stepwise
motion to land on the f1 (see red box below).
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(Media Example 3.29 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=00kIF6vD-F8)
Example 3-37
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon

In Prasat Wai, between bar 5 and bar 8, the two players swap registers as the
passage progresses, reaching the initial Cs in different octaves and from different
directions (see black box below). Afterwards, Nikhom falls to the lower register, while
Kamon moves upwards as high as f2 (see green box). It is not until the second beat of bar
7 that Nikhom executes a leap up towards the C (see red box), and thus finishes the
passage in the same register as Kamon.
(Media Example 3.30 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BtjBh0sWvA8)
Example 3-38
At sounding

Nikhom

Kamon

Kamon’s conservative approach may be linked to limitations of his technique,
while the skills that Nikhom carries over from the saxophone138 may be a catalyst for
his more showy playing.

138

Nikhom Khanthakit, interview, 10 February 2016.
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3.4 Contemporary adaptations of Lanna traditional music: systematic
analysis
In this section, I employ systematic analysis to explore other aspects of Lanna
traditional music and a lukthung pop song, Krapao Sonphong, as currently played by
today’s piphat ensembles. Specifically, I turn to examining the music’s structures,
harmonic content, motivic content, and the roles performed by the various instruments
within the musical texture. Firstly, I focus on three contemporary Lanna pieces played by
Wat Phrachao Tonluang during a funeral on 14 February 2016. In examining musical
features, especially chord progression and detailed harmonic outlines, I aim to draw links
between recent developments in piphat music and the emergence of new social
phenomena.
Three Lanna pieces: Mon Chiang San, Mon Lampang, and Prasat Wai
The pieces I analyse here are all prominent examples of contemporary Lanna
repertory: Mon Chiang San (referring to the Mon ethnic group of Chiang San region),
Mon Lampang (referring to the Mon ethnic group of Lampang Province), and Prasat Wai
(Rattling funeral tower). In line with the well-documented and widespread trend of
incorporating Western harmony to complement traditional flavours (Nettl, 1985: 39;
2005: 58), most Lanna pieces, if not all, have been adapted through the addition of
harmony. Their traditional non-triadic forms have been moulded into the structures of
tertian harmony, and they now also use Western time signatures, modes, and ways of
formal organisation.
These three Lanna pieces share the same mode, F Dorian. One of the salient
characteristics of the Dorian mode is its use of the subtonic (flattened seventh degree)
(coloured in red below) instead of an upward-pointing leading tone – and this is surely
perceived as a major defining characteristic of Lanna traditional tonality.
Example 3-39 A typical Lanna scale in Dorian mode, characterised by the use of the subtonic
1

2

3

4

5

F

G

Ab

Bb

C

6

D

7

Eb

1

F
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Tenzer argues that “we need to know structure in order to grasp and admire the
accomplishments of musicians as designers” (2006: 9). Mon Chiang San, Mon Lampang,
and Prasat Wai have through-composed forms comprising a succession of small-scale
sections. They are always played as a suite, with each separate piece being repeated until
the lead musician feels that there has been an appropriate number of repetitions and
signals to other members that it is time to proceed to the next. Here, I present the overall
formal structures of these three pieces.
(Media Example 3.31 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xKl5I9yLaIM)
Diagram 3-1 The structures of the Lanna pieces, Mon Chiang San, Mon Lampang, and Prasat Wai

Time Duration
0:01
0:13
0:26
0:38
0:48
1:03
1:15
1:29
1:52
1:58
2:04
2:09
2:15

Repertory

Mon Chiang San

Mon Lampang

Prasat Wai

Form
Section
Period
A
1
A1
A2
2
A3
1
A
B
2
B1
Keyboard solo
Intro
1
A
B
2
C
Ending

Measure

Bars

1-8
9-16
17-24
25-31
32-41
42-49
50-59
60-75
76-79
80-83
84-87
88-91
92-96

8
8
8
7
10
8
10
16
4
4
4
4
5

– played as a suite

Mon Chiang San
The formal structure of this piece consists of two sections with a length totalling
32 bars. Each section is divided into two ‘periods’, namely A and A1 in section 1, and
A2 and A3 in section 2. All periods share the label ‘A’ because, as I discuss below, the
melodies of each are clearly closely related.
Diagram 3-2 The formal structure of Mon Chiang San

Section 1
A

Section 2
A1

A2

A3

To clarify how the melody within this simple structure has been harmonised by
the Phayao musicians, it is constructive to outline the harmonic sequence of chords that
has been applied, following convention by applying chord names and Roman numerals
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to help clarify chord relations (see, for example, Cook, 1994: 18). The first period of Mon
Chiang San begins with the dominant chord and then proceeds through a sequence of
chords, which change each bar and lead to the tonic at the end (in bar 7) – tracing an
interesting path of tension and relaxation.
(Media Example 3.32 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DYX12BJ3rTw)
Diagram 3-3

1
Fm
i
-

F Dorian:

2
Cm
V
V
V

3

4
Fm
I
I

Eb
VII
-

5
Eb
VII
VII

6

7
Cm
V
V

Ab
III
-

8
Fm
I
I
I

Ab
III
-

The second period begins with a subdominant chord that leads to the tonic at bar
11. There is then a chord of Fm6, which can also be spelled as a half diminished seventh
on the submediant (Dø7) (see details below). This creates a strong harmonic approach
towards a half cadence at bar 15.
(Media Example 3.33 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fYi0XwhVNNU)
Diagram 3-4
9

10

B bm
iv
iv
iv

F Dorian:

11

B bm 7
iv7
-

12

Fm
i
i

13

Fm6
i6
or (viø7)

14

15

B b7
IV7
VII7/v

Bb
IV
IV

16

Cm7
v7
-

Cm
V
V
V

The first period in section 2 mainly revolves around the tonic chord and Ab, but
later the harmonic movement progresses to the subdominant (in bar 23).
(Media Example 3.34 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FLCdPGfXIZg)

Diagram 3-5
17

F Dorian:

18

Fm
i
i
i

19

Fm
I
-

20

Ab
III
III

21

Ab
III
-

22

Ab
III
-

23

Fm
i
-

24

B bm
iv
iv
iv

B bm 7
iv7
-
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The second period of section 2, after setting up a tonic-subdominant approach,
makes a final move to a perfect cadence, culminating in a return to the tonic in bar 31.
(Media Example 3.35 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LzaA0LIXzuc)
Diagram 3-6
25

F Dorian:

26

Ab
III
-

27

Fm
i
i
i

28

B bm
iv
Iv
iv

B bm 7
iv7
-

29

30

Cm
v
v
v

31

Eb
VII
-

32

Fm
i
i
i

Fm
i
-

Further transcription and analysis indicates that these chord sequences are very
much suggested by Mon Chiang San’s melodic content; for the most part, they seem like
the best-fit harmonic options. My analysis of the motivic relations within Mon Chiang
San draws from Dowling’s proposed approach for studying modal systems – specifically,
by identifying the specific pitches in the music that clearly serve as tonal centres, and
which also play essential roles in determining the overlaid harmonic framework (1982:
25). I also draw from Cook’s observation that the elucidation of motivic relations depends
on the successful isolation of instances of pattern-repetition – both melodic and rhythmic
–, particularly in the case of pieces with small-scale structures (1994: 80, 208). Thus, my
analytic transcription (see Example 3-40 overleaf) here reveals four basic motifs, around
which the piece is constructed and which clarify a clear hierarchy of pitch degrees,
specifically seeing the tonic (1), subdominant (4), and dominant (5) as the most important
notes; every motif in the piece begins and ends with one of these scale degrees. The motifs
are closely interrelated in a variety of ways and each of the piece’s four periods begins
and ends with an articulation of one of them, thereby ensuring a strong sense of organic
coherence: the motif at the end of period A repeats at the beginning of period A2 and at
the end of period A3 (see red boxes); the motif beginning period A1 reappears at the end
of period A2 (see purple boxes). Furthermore, it seems that the beginning of period A
bears resemblance to the beginning of period A3 (see black boxes). One of the four motifs
enclosed in a green box overleaf is particularly closely related to the first motif in the
black box, sharing the same final notes. In this way, Mon Chiang San is permeated by a
sense of melodic and harmonic unity.
(Media Example 3.36 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rulIfI7ncSs)
Example 3-40
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Wat Phrachao Tonluang

F Dorian: 1 3

7

1

4

5

5 7 3

4

3

7

4

5

4

5

4

1 6

1

7

5

4

7

4

1

5

1

5

3

7

4

1
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Mon Lampang
The formal structure of this piece consists of two asymmetrical sections, totalling
28 bars. While section 1 is made up of a single passage of ten bars, section 2 is separated
into two periods. The first period is eight bars long and the second lasts for ten bars. When
sections 1 and 2 are taken together, the piece thus displays a tri-sectional arrangement,
represented here as A B B1.
Diagram 3-7 The formal structure of Mon Lampang

Section1
A

Section2
B

B1

Section 1 opens with a tonic-dominant relationship that leads to a plagal cadence
at bar 9-10. This sets up the repeated progression of iv7-i as the piece moves into section 2.
(Media Example 3.37 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NQfv4QrsPXE)
Diagram 3-8
1

F Dorian:

2

Cm
v
v

7

3

Fm
i
i
i

4

5

Ab
III
III

Fm
i

6

Eb
VII

7

Fm
i
i

Cm
v7

8
7

9

Bbm
iv7

Fm
i
i

10
7

Fm
i
i
i

The second period (B) features two cadential points: the simple progression of ivi at bars 14 and 18.
(Media Example 3.38 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cDwCuhFup90)
Diagram 3-9
11

F Dorian:

12

Ab
III
-

13

Bbm
iv
iv
iv

14

Bbm
iv
-

15

Fm
i
i

16

Fm
i
-

Bbm
iv
iv

17

Bbm
iv
-

18

Fm
i
i
i

From its beginning, the third period (B1) mirrors the previous period, up until a
perfect cadence takes place at bar 26. However, the use of the tertian chord Gm6 acts as
an add-on when the initial phrase closes at bar 27. It extends the piece and emphasises
the final arrival on the Fm tonic as the piece concludes at bar 28.
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(Media Example 3.39 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMAGbuCdjX8)
Diagram 3-10
19

20

Ab
F Dorian:

III

21

Bbm

22

Bbm

23

Fm

24

Fm

25

Bbm

26

Cm

27

28

Fm

Gm6(C9)

Fm

6

i
i

iv

iv

i

i

iv

v

i

i

iv

-

i

-

iv

-

i

or IV9

iv

I

i

As with Mon Chiang San, here too, a strong sense of internal unity is inevitable
because there is such a high density of closely interrelated motifs (see Appendix V to
view the complete transcription), with several motifs being particularly prominent,
including the following one which appears four times in section 2 at bars 12 and 20 (see
Example 3-41 below). This pattern – with its distinctive rhythmic character and melodic
contour – is one of the key characteristic elements that define Mon Lampang.
(Media Example 3.40 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWKUxwyJnQA)
Example 3-41

The piece is also characterised by contrasts between moving and static cadential
points. For example, at the end of period B, the melodic path to the dominant (see red box
below) creates a sense of moving forward while, at the end of period B1, the stepwise
downward shape of 3-2-1 brings the music to rest on a tonic chord (see blue box).
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(Media Example 3.41 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mtPFjVk6cLs)
Example 3-42

B

3

(5)

B1

(3)

(2)

(1)

Prasat Wai
The structure of Prasat Wai is more straightforward to represent than for the
previous two pieces, as it consists of only one section of 16 bars in length (see Appendix
V for full transcription). Nevertheless, there are still some clear internal subdivisions; it
is divided into two periods, which are, in turn, divided into smaller subdivisions, each of
four bars.
Diagram 3-11 The formal structure of Prasat Wai

Section
Period 1
Intro

Period 2
A

B

C

In contrast with the other two pieces discussed above, the harmony of Prasat Wai
contains no extended tertian chords. The introductory part begins and ends on dominant
chords, setting up a tension that continues until the harmony reaches a perfect cadence.
(Media Example 3.42 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TANtvhXRKog)
Diagram 3-12
A

Intro

F Dorian:

Cm
v
v

Bbm
iv
-

Fm
i
-

Cm
v
v
v

Eb
VII
VII
VII

Ab
III
-

Cm
v
-

Fm
i
i
i
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The second period proceeds through a dominant-tonic progression: i-III-v-i.
(Media Example 3.43 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTvKDotl-XY)
Diagram 3-13
B

F Dorian:

C

Eb
VII
VII

Fm
i
i
i

Eb
VII
-

Ab
III
III

Bbm
iv
-

Cm
v
v
v

Eb
VII
-

Fm
i
i
i

The introduction part of this piece appears to be treated to particularly extensive
and varied embellishment by the musicians – seeming to lend itself to creative treatment,
with its repeating downward-zigzagging sequence composed of fourths, thirds and steps,
and spanning a whole octave. Example 3-43 shows the basic version of the melody and
one of the ways in which it is treated; while keeping the arrangement of principal tones
intact, the musician surrounds them with arpeggiations and passing tones
(Media Example 3.44 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CQhpHIWIKdo)
Example 3-43

An original introduction
etc.

Its variation

etc.

While the analysis above demonstrates how the Phayao province piphat musicians
have added chord progressions to fit with the traditional melody’s patterning and produce
a satisfying logical structure, it is necessary to provide a little further analysis to highlight
the fact that, in performance, the music actually presents some more subtle melodicharmonic constituents – specifically, with there being additional subsidiary melodic lines
that emerge from within the chord progressions. One short example will suffice. In Mon
Chiang San, voice leading is clearly significant from bar 12 to 14, as a linear harmonic
path is established towards a half cadence in bar 15 (see Example 3-44 below). In bar 12,
the sixth degree (D) in the Fm6 chord adds a note from outside of the Fm triad that asserts
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itself in anticipation of the arrival of the Bb chord. Then, the Bb7 chord in the following
bar functions as a subtonic seventh chord and leads to the dominant (Cm). This harmonic
approach creates a smooth inner melodic approach from c2, d2, bb1, ab1, and g1 (see arrows
below). Of course, the degree to which this particular inner melody emerges depends in
large part upon the keyboard player’s choice of chord inversions and voicings, and it is
surely the case that another player might choose to accentuate a different inner melody.
However, I think that the sequence lends itself particularly well to the interpretation
detailed below.
(Media Example 3.45 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0bp1SWmFs8U)
Example 3-44

F Dorian: i

i

IV

VII7/ v

v

Meanwhile, it should be recognised that the musicians’ application of extended
tertian harmony also promotes some rather sophisticated and interesting melodicharmonic dynamics. For example, in bar 27 of Mon Lampang, the chord Gm6 is
employed. Although Gm6 can be thought of as a supertonic triad in the key of Fm, it has
some of the character of the dominant ninth since it has notes in common with C9 (see
bracket below). In this way, its use here is perceived in much the same way as a V9-I
progression – producing a cadence that strongly tonicises the final chord (bar 28).
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(Media Example 3.46 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cqBhtUsMPDE)
Example 3-45

F Dorian:

i

ii6 (V9)

i

I now turn to examining how these three Lanna traditional music are realised by
the various fixed-pitch traditional instruments in the ensemble – the khong wong, ranad
ek, and ranad thum – identifying characteristic playing techniques and considering how
they have drawn and diverged from the traditional techniques found in Central Thailand.
First, it is worth establishing some foundations, drawing upon previous research on Thai
traditional techniques.
The first example (below), extracted from Morton’s transcription (Morton, 1976:
50), shows a khong wong player executing a melody using a combination of the left hand
on the lower notes and the right hand on the higher ones. Morton explains that the right
hand repeats the same note (eb2) while the left hand executes the main melody, in this case
mirroring the sung part (see added red box) (ibid.); this is typical practice when the
intervals between the two parts are mainly a fifth or more apart (see also Ketukaenchan,
1989: 15).
Example 3-46

Played melody
etc.

Sung melody
etc.
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In other cases such as the example below (from Ketukaenchan 1989: 14), when
there are intervals of a second, a fourth or a fifth between the two lines, it tends to be
the upper voice that carries the main melody line (ibid.).
Example 3-47

Played melody
etc.

Sung melody
etc.

My analysis of the playing techniques used by the Phayao Province musicians
when performing the three traditional Lanna pieces shows that these same traditional
techniques are extensively interspersed within the flow of the melodic lines – although,
at the same time, various adaptations have been introduced, in large part as a consequence
of the adoption of harmony. Below, I choose a number of passages to illustrate.
The first example is from the very beginning of Mon Chiang San. It shows that
the prominent material in the lower voice of the khong wong, and also in the melodic line
played on the ranad thum, corresponds with the main melody of the keyboard part
(Example 3-48). The khong wong supplements the aforementioned technique of adding a
repeated pitch (bb1) – notably adding this pitch above the melody, even though the
intervals between the two lines are quite narrow. The right hand then descends from the
bb1 to an ab1 and takes over the main melody at the final f1 (see blue box). The ranad thum
decorates its melodic movements with the note bb1 added alternately throughout (see notes
coloured in red).
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Example 3-48
2

Ranad Ek

etc.

Khong Wong

etc.

Ranad Thum

etc.

Keyboard

etc.

Between bar 5 and bar 7 of Mon Chiang San, the interval of a minor third appears
three times in the khong wong part. This is a highly unusual occurrence for any Thai
traditional instrument, since the interval is not easily played within the traditional tuning
system (see red boxes below). However, the musicians are willing to set aside this element
of traditional practice and, after re-tuning to a diatonic major scale, fully exploit new
Western intervals when they find them pleasing to the ear. Interestingly, the two minor
thirds at bar 6 serve different functions; the first ‘harmonises’ the melody of c1, while in
the latter, the e1 of the upper voice is actually the tone that carries the melody, and the c1
below it plays a supporting role (see blue boxes below). From this, it can be inferred that
these traditional instrumentalists are still orientated to upper and lower musical lines
while concomitantly building ‘harmony’ between them, even if tuning changes do now
allow for new intervals to be struck.
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Example 3-49

Ranad Ek

etc.

Khong Wong

etc.

Ranad Thum

etc.

Keyboard

etc.

The next example focuses again on the ranad ek and khong wong. Bars 10 to 12
in the part of the former feature rolling and glissando techniques (see black box below).
At this point, the khong wong punctuates the melody by alternating notes of different
octaves around the main melody in the keyboard part (see blue box below). The interval
of minor third in bar 12 creates a novel method of tonicisation using 1 and 3 (see red box
below).
Example 3-50

Ranad Ek

etc.

Khong Wong

etc.

Ranad Thum

etc.

Keyboard

etc.

Deep in the texture, a series of semiquavers played by the ranad thum forms a
dense decoration of the basic melody. The undulating line features an oscillation between
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the two degrees c1 and e1 (see red boxes below). This allows the basic melody to be
sustained for longer durations than would be possible with single notes.
Example 3-51

Ranad Ek

etc.

Khong Wong

etc.

Ranad Thum

etc.

Keyboard

etc.

In Mon Lampang, the khong wong in bar 20 and the ranad thum in bar 22
demonstrate some rather atypical patterning. Specifically, the khong wong executes a
melodic contour that runs in contrary direction to the keyboard melody (see blue box
below); perhaps this could be explained as an aberration of this particular performance,
since it is corrected in the following bar. And in bar 22, the ranad thum plays a c1 rather
than the expected ‘a’ of the main melody (see red box below); again, this could possibly
be a mistake – or, alternatively, it could be the player’s intention to add a harmonious
major third to the melody. It should be noted that this example also exemplifies the
essential techniques of playing in octaves – particularly prevalent in ranad ek, as usual –
and adding repeated pitches (in the khong wong and ranad thum).
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Example 3-52

Ranad Ek

etc.

Khong Wong

etc.

Ranad Thum

etc.

Keyboard

etc.

Another instance of more unusual patterning is shown in the following example
where, between bars 9 and 10 in Prasat Wai, the ranad ek executes florid glissando
patterns (see black box below). It is possible that the performer was using this glissando
as a way of musically glossing over the fact that he was unsure of the precise pitches of
the melody – or, alternatively, it could be that he simply wished to introduce an interesting
colourful effect. In this excerpt, the khong wong and ranad thum can again be heard
playing dense semiquaver patterning (see blue and red boxes), featuring rapid oscillating
between the pitches of the main melody (played on the strong beats, see coloured
noteheads) and supplementary harmonising and passing pitches (played on the weak
beats). The khong wong also adds a little dotted rhythmic variation – another stillprevalent traditional variation technique that was detailed earlier.
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Example 3-53

Ranad Ek

etc.

Khong Wong

etc.

Ranad Thum

etc.

Keyboard

etc.

Lukthung repertory: Krapao Somphong
As detailed in section 3.1.2, lukthung has been a highly popular musical form in the
Northeast of Thailand since the mid-1960s, harnessing Thai poetic forms (Mitchell, 2015:
46) into what has been described as “a curious blend of a simple Thai-style melody with
a few common chords of Western harmony” (Morton, 1976: 17). Phayao’s piphat
musicians claim to have been including lukthung repertory in their performances since
the mid-1980s, bringing it into a variety of traditional performance settings.
In this section, I explore a representative performance of a particularly frequentlyplayed lukthung piece – “Krapao Somphong” (Somphong’s purse, first recorded by
Yoongkao Record in 2014), as played by Phetphumin at a temple festival on 4 March
2016 at San Pa Thon temple. Here, I elucidate the music’s form and contents and show
how the song has been interpreted by the full-sized contemporary Phayao province piphat
ensemble consisting of nine instruments – a set-up that shows a close resemblance to the
conventional popular band that usually plays lukthung (see section 1.4.1 and 3.3). Out of
necessity, I rely here solely on my own subjectively-apprehended transcription of the
performance, which is provided in full in Appendix VI.
Mitchell summarises lukthung song form as being equivalent to extended binary
form, represented as “Introduction A A B A B A”. In other words, it contains an
introduction, two verses, a chorus, another verse, another chorus, and a final concluding
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verse (2015: 46). Krapao Somphong follows this structure by including a solo and an
additional outro to the main body, echoing the introduction and providing a concluding
remark to the song.
Diagram 3-14 The formal structure of Krapao Somphong

Intro

A

A1

B

A2

Solo

B

A2

Outro

Mitchell adds that, typically in lukthung, each section consists of eight, twelve or
sixteen bars (2015: 46). Indeed, Krapao Somphong’s sections last either for eight or
twelve bars, and the main pulse has a tempo of 94-108 bpm. The introduction consists of
a four-bar guitar riff, which gives way to an eight-bar passage from the rhythm section.
All verses are eight bars long, and the solo’s melodic and harmonic material is almost
exactly the same as that of the introduction. The outro can be seen as a diminished
introduction (having removed the original guitar riff), and an extra bar is appended (see
Diagram 3-15).
(Media Example 3.47 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dCA_jRQzPsg)
Diagram 3-15 The structure of Krapao Somphong

Time Duration
(min./sec.)
0:01 - 0:11

Section

Bars

Total

Dominant Music Features

1-4

4

5-12

8

In the two introductory bars, the song
commences with a slow melodic guitarriff prelude. The other instruments do
not play.
The volume of the guitar reduces as the
rhythm section starts.
The full band plays together, with the
Thai instruments acting as surrogate
vocal part.
Repeat of section A, providing
preparation for section B.
The full band, spearheaded by the
drum-kit, gives more rhythmic and
harmonic emphasis as a climax is
reached at the end of the section.
Repeat of section A, providing
preparation for the solo.
A guitar riff with all other instruments
silent.

Intro
0:12 - 0:33
0:34 - 0:54

A

13-20

8

0:55 - 1:15

A1

21-28

8

1:16 - 1:36

B

29-36

8

1:37 - 1:57

A2

37-44

8

45-48

4

1:58 - 2:08

Solo
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2:09 - 2:29

49-56

8

2:30 - 2:50
2:51 - 3:11

B
A2

57-64
65-72

8
8

3:12 - 3:35

Outro

73-81

9

The rhythm section enters along with a
keyboard solo in preparation for section
B.
As in the previous B section.
Repeats
section
A,
providing
preparation for the outro.
The Thai traditional instruments stop
while the rhythm section continues by
ending the piece on four punctuated
final notes.

It is apparent that Phetphumin have incorporated the harmonic progressions of the
original into their performance and the following analysis explains the harmony of each
section in Krapao Somphong, demonstrating harmonic progressions that are typical of
the genre. The original recording of the piece is F major, but Phetphumin’s musicians
transpose it into Eb major to accommodate the tuning constraints of the traditional
instruments. According to Mitchell, minor keys are typical in lukthung. Additionally, the
use of pentatonic scales in lukthung make the common harmonic formula of i-iv-v more
suitable than I-IV-V in a major key (Mitchell, 2015: 46). The other two chord
progressions preferred in lukthung are i-iv-VII and i-VI-III. Mitchell also maintains that
if modulation takes place, it usually involves a shift from the home key to the relative
major, or dominant key (ibid.). All of these features are conspicuous in Krapao
Somphong, as demonstrated in the following diagram.
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(Media Example 3.48 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7SuMrnbPRo)

Diagram 3-16 Introduction
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Fm

Bb

Eb

Eb

Gm7

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

ii

V

I

I

iii7

I

-

vi

I

-

vi

I

-

Vi

I

-

vi

-

I

ii

V

I

-

iii7

I

ii

V

I

E b:

I

Cm: v7

The music begins by oscillating between Eb and Cm (tonic-submediant) via Gm. Although this tonal instability leads to a strong cadence to Eb in bars
10-11, the harmonies diverge soon after, with a dominant seventh leading the music back into Cm. Shifting tonicisation is a key component of the piece.
(Media Example 3.49 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d6we8XXlbho)

Diagram 3-17 Section A
13

Cm:

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Cm

Cm(maj7)/B

(G6(sus4)/B)

Cm

Eb

Eb

F

Cm

Cm

Fm

Bb

Gm7

i

i(maj7)

(v6(sus4))

I

III

III

IV

i

i

iv

VII

v7

IV

i

iv

VII

v7

I

III

The auxiliary chord, Cm(maj7), can be re-spelled G6(sus4)/B since they share many notes in common. Besides, G6(sus4)/B can be treated as a determinant
of the progression of the first two bars, suggesting a dominant-tonic progression. In bar 16, the raised subdominant – with the alteration of the third
degree to form an F major chord – is considered to have been borrowed from its parallel major key. This chord sets up a strong feeling of arrival in
bar 17 long before a half cadence in bar 20 does finally end the section.
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(Media Example 3.50 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iThywOzJKZo)

Diagram 3-18 Section A1
21

22

Cm
Cm:

i

Cm

(maj7)

/B

imaj7

(G

6(sus4)

/B)

23

24

25

26

27

28

Cm

Eb

Eb

F

Cm

Fm

Bb

Eb

Eb

F

i

III

III

IV

i

iv

VII

III

III

IV

IV

i

ii

V

I

(v6(sus4))

i

III

E b:

IV/vi

The opening progression of the first four bars is identical to that of section A, revolving around tonic-submediant pattern. However, in the following
bar, the progression proceeds towards the dominant of a new key being prepared. Two common chords, Fm and Bb become the supertonic and dominant
chords respectively in the key of Eb, with a standard ii-V-I progression settling upon this, the relative major.
(Media Example 3.51 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUmmerSAaJk)

Diagram 3-19
29

E b:

Section B
30

31

Cm

Ab

Gm

vi

IV

iii

vi

IV

32

(Gm)
(iii)

33

34

35

36

7

Bb

Bb

Gm7

V

iii7

VII

v7

Cm

Bb

Eb

Fm

Fm

F

vi

V

I

ii

ii

II7

V

V7/V

V

V

ii

Cm :

The first four bars feature a common harmonic formula, vi-IV-V, and this is followed by the harmonic retrogression (V-ii) that reverses the dominanttonic tendency at the third beat of bar 32 into a supertonic chord. The progression of dominant to supertonic prevails as the tonic chord between them
falls on the unaccented fourth beat of the bar. The intensification of harmonic activity in this section is further reinforced by the secondary dominant
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(F7) leading to the dominant chord. The latter then appears to have become the subtonic chord of the new key (C minor) when the Gm7 (the dominant
minor) appears at the end of bar 36 and forms part of a dominant-tonic progression at the transition to the A2 section.
(Media Example 3.52 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBSlGgrbuVY)

Diagram 3-20

Section A2

37

Cm:

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

Cm

Cm(maj7)/B

(G(sus4)/B)

Cm

Eb

Eb

F

Cm

Fm

Bb

Eb

Bb

Eb

I

i(maj7)

(v6(sus4))

i

III

III

IV

i

iv

VII

III

VII

III

IV

i

ii

V

I

I

III

E b:

The chord progression of section A2 is very similar to that of section A1, likewise closing with a strong perfect cadence to establish Eb as the key –
although here an additional Bb chord is added in bar 43 to further prepare the way for the ensuing solo.
(Media Example 3.53 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpDavO2vYOw)

Diagram 3-21 Solo
45

46

47

Cm (Eb)

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Cm

Bb

Eb

F

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

vi

V

I

II

I

-

vi

I

-

vi

I

-

vi

I

-

V

I

II

V

I

IV/vi

Eb

Gm

I

iii

vi

I

-

vi

(I)

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

E b:

I

I

Just as in the introduction, the solo begins with unstable alternation between tonic and submediant, leading to a perfect cadence in bars 55-56. However,
to lead to the next section, a supertonic major chord appears, and this is resolved in a plagal cadence (IV/vi-vi) in the following B section.
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Section B and Section A2
The harmonic outline of the two sections is recapitulated, in relation to the usual formal structure of lukthung in the extended binary (see Mitchell;
2015: 46)
(Media Example 3.54 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_Z7caYe-V2A)

Diagram 3-22 Outro
73

E b:

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Gm

Cm

(Eb)

Eb

Fm

Bb

Eb

Eb

Eb

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

iii

vi

(I)

I

ii

V

I

I

I

I

-

vi

I

-

vi

I

ii

V

I

-

-

I

ii

V

I

I

Looping of the two chords – tonic and submediant – recurs at the first part of the outro, exactly echoing the introduction in bars 5 to 9. However,
instead of ushering in further motion, a three-beat gesture ends the piece by emphasising the music having settled on Eb.
Example 3-54 Three-beat ending phrase.
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As is clearly shown in Diagram 3-16 above, the common chord progression of Iiii-vi (Eb Gm Cm) pervades the whole of Krapao Somphong, and a single instance of this
progression is transcribed in more detail below (Example 3-55) to highlight its inherent
qualities. The progression seems to evoke tonic ambiguity since the first and third scale
degrees of chord I (eb and g) are shared by chord vi. Meanwhile, chord iii (Gm) straddles
chords I and vi, facilitating a strong stepwise descending bassline from eb1 to d1 to c1, via
a second inversion of the mediant chord. Furthermore, the example shows that the note
g1 appears in all three chords, and this inner coherence creates a smooth linear progression
from one chord to another.
(Media Example 3.55 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gnTE9QJNF3Q)
Example 3-55

Eb:

I

iii

vi

Another distinguishing melodic-harmonic feature of Krapao Somphong occurs at
the very start of each verse (A section), namely the use of the auxiliary chord Cmmaj7 as a
chromatic embellishment between immediately preceding and subsequent Cm chords –
represented in more detail below. This is a viable movement as the auxiliary chord shares
the tonic’s third and fifth degrees, and only the root of the tonic triad descends half a step
to the seventh degree before bouncing back (C-Bn-C). Interestingly, respelling Cmmaj7 as
G6(sus4)/B reinterprets this as a tonic-dominant-tonic progression (Cm-G6(sus4)/B-Cm) with
a more implicit voice-leading focus.
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(Media Example 3.56 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ROxAu4DLFs4)
Example 3-56

G6(sus4)

c:

imaj7 (V6sus4) i

i

Another intriguing harmonic progression within Krapao Somphong occurs in bar
16, and is characterised by the use of a borrowed chord (F) – see Example 3-57 below.
Theoretically, the subdominant of a minor key is a minor chord (Fm). However, the F
chord is borrowed from the parallel major key (C major), enabling the distinctive melodic
progression G-An-C. In this way, the F chord functions as a passing chord, giving
emphasis to the inclination towards the tonic chord (Cm).
(Media Example 3.57 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hydnRZ7Sx9Q)
Example 3-57

c:

III

IV

i
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A final interesting harmonic feature to be examined here is the use of an extended
tertian chord (F7), acting as a secondary dominant seventh (see below). The chord
progression begins with the supertonic chord (Fm) and approaches a half cadence at Bb.
Placing the F7 chord in between creates a harmonically-implicated movement in contrary
motion: one is an ascending phrase from ab to an to bb, and another melodic progression
moves downward from f to eb to d. The purpose is to transform Fm into F7, a secondary
dominant seventh chord in Eb, which brings into effect the unstable nature of the interval
of an augmented fourth (eb to ab), and provides a linear progression to emphasise the half
cadence by which the former progresses to d while the latter goes to bb.
(Media Example 3.58 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=grNPfqlm3Ig)
Example 3-58

aug 4th
Eb:

ii

V7/ V

V

It is also essential to investigate the main melodic motivic material of Krapao
Somphong, so as to highlight sequential and causative relations. The first melodic motif
I present is pervasive throughout, especially in sections A, A1, and A2, and it is a
foundation for call and response patterns. The melodic phrase begins on the final semiquaver upbeat, then moves upwards and back down over the course of six quavers, before
coming to rest on a semi-breve on the first beat of the following bar.
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(Media Example 3.59 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JOKlIBNIuCc)
Example 3-59

The motif below provides a model for much of the material in section B. Starting
with an anacrusis from beat 2 of the previous bar, there follow three consecutive strong
beats before a dotted crochet when the downbeat is reached. Afterwards, a sense of
syncopation is established by the combination of three quavers and a crochet.
(Media Example 3.60 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtH06vkDLaA)
Example 3-60

Due to the adoption of many Western musical idioms, the Thai traditional
instruments play a rather diminished role in Krapao Somphong, as they do in most
lukthung songs performed by piphat ensembles. This could be interpreted as the local
level of musical practices being superseded by those of the super culture (Stokes, 2004:
61; Zattera, 2010: 95). It might, therefore, be considered problematic for piphat
ensembles to play lukthung pieces. On the other hand, though, there are still traditional
techniques that continue to be used in contemporary piphat practice. I explain how a few
of these appear in Krapao Somphong, and how some are adapted to suit the new repertory.
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The ranad ek, is played in parallel octaves in rigid semi-quaver patterns or with
rolling techniques upon single notes.
Example 3-61

Similarly, as shown in Example 3-61, the khong wong often plays single notes
(red box), passages in parallel octaves (green box), or repeated octave semiquavers for
additional decoration – particularly at the ends of phrases or for notes of long duration
(blue box).
Example 3-62

Particularly notable in this performance is that the khong wong player
occasionally strikes the interval of a minor third (see Example 3-63 below). In traditional
tuning, an interval of a third is considered a dissonance, but in this case the instrument is
retuned to play in the Eb diatonic scale, and the minor third of c1 to eb1 is recast as a
consonance.
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Example 3-63

Meanwhile, the ranad thum renders its melodic line in the simplest way possible,
with single notes ending on intervals of a perfect fifth or an octave, or with octaves
throughout.
Example 3-64

Conclusion
By analysing the piphat music currently being played by contemporary piphat
ensembles in Phayao Province, one of the main fruits of this chapter is the demonstration
of how current piphat repertory, namely older Lanna pieces and lukthung, have been
creatively adapted by the musicians to acquire a novel contemporary sound in their
internal patterning, structuring and execution. The sophisticated musical rendition is
clearly interlinked with the novel alteration of the traditional instruments’ tuning, from
the traditional Thai seven-tone equidistant tuning system into diatonic major scale. This
re-adjustment has yielded the concomitant breakthrough of enabling piphat musicians to
play Lanna traditional tunes in a modern and Western style, with the fusing of tertian
harmonies, diatonic melodies and pop sensibilities. Having analysed the chosen Lanna
piphat pieces and Krapao Somphong, I conclude that the contemporary piphat musicians
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of Phayao are adopting innovative approaches to their artistry as a means to meet the
demands of current times – balancing older traditional elements with others drawn from
beyond piphat’s traditional frame to transcend its original musical and social limitations.
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Piphat culture in Phayao province life

In Chapter 2, I examined contemporary piphat ensembles regarding their adoption of
modern attributes, management, technology-related music-making, and socio-musical
functions. Chapter 3 dealt mainly with the analytical study, including the categoisation of
piphat repertory in Phayao Province, and the adoption of Western tuning to current usage.
In addition, the explication of a number of the context-related musical analyses, and the
systematic analytical study of three contemporary Lanna pieces and a lukthung song was
well-established. In this chapter, I turn to investigating other aspects of Phayao’s piphat
culture, specifically, the socio-musical dimension, explored through the lens of the
culture-participating ethnographer, who closely observed the human interactions that
characterise both local rituals and the extensive preparation for those rituals. In the first
section, I examine the social behaviours that surround piphat performance. I present and
analyse ethnographic accounts, narrating stories of consternation, annoyance, laughter
and joy, which have emerged from the collective character of these cultural events. Next,
I explore the personal lives of Phayao musicians, particularly to show how their musical
work fits within the broader fabric of their everyday life, to identify common trends
regarding how they undertake and regard their musical profession, and to reveal how they
interact with one another and with their employers. In the last section of this chapter, I
assess the various challenges that are currently facing piphat musicians and which are
sometimes perceived to be a threat to the form’s survival in the contemporary world.
Here, I highlight the most problematic hindrances and limitations confronting the piphat
community, and identify some of the strategies that have been proposed to secure a
prosperous piphat-infused future in Phayao Province.

4.1 An ethnography-based exploration of contemporary piphat performance
Hammersley asserts that entering the realm of ethnography bears resemblance to natural
scientists studying physical behaviour that involves observation and conversation (1995:
1, 8). It follows from this that employing ‘fieldnotes’ for data collection in social
interaction and contexts to compose descriptive analysis is utterly crucial (ibid.: 175).
Although he seems to propose that the ‘pen-and-notebook’ approach to fieldwork is
insufficient for a researcher to acquire detailed information, at the same time, he maintains
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that outright disregard of fieldnotes and exclusive reliance on audio-recording and still
photography, despite being ideal tools for data collection, is a tantamount failure to
observation as the camera sometimes miscaptures important moments (ibid.: 186-187).
Armed with fieldnotes and cameras and heeding Hammersley’s advice that “the social
world cannot be understood in terms of simple casual relationships” (1995: 7), I followed
piphat musicians to their homes, performance venues and places of temporary
accommodation in the hope to gain insights into their lives. As Stokes has explained, it
sometimes happens that ethnomusicologists are intentionally misled by deceptive
musicians and event participants as the latter attempt to meet assumed expectations or
provide particularly impressive accounts of their practices, and that there may therefore
be a discrepancy between observed practice and what interviewees claim, leading to
distorted or ambiguous accounts (2003: 223). However, in my particular research, I have
found that the musicians have been frank and honest about their work – although it must
be acknowledged that it took a few months before sufficient mutual trust was achieved,
enabling them to provide full accounts of their work and lives, encompassing both the
more impressive elements and the more problematic shortcomings. I have selected the
following vignettes on account of the fact that they vividly capture poignant moments in
the musicians’ lives, demonstrating both the ordinary routine aspects and the various
types of more extraordinary occurrence that add excitement and colour to their activities.
4.1.1 Unexpected problems and extemporaneous solutions
Herndon defines a local musician as not just a person who plays music, but also has
different roles such as an instrument maker or a technician (1981: 96). Within the context
of live performance, musicians have to be ready for unexpected technical breakdowns
during a performance, and this happened, for example, to Phetdonchai on 15 January 2016
at a fon phi ceremony in Pong District, Phayao Province. The traditional drum is sensitive
to the weather and easily goes out of tune. All drummers affix a circle of a substance
called cha to weigh the skin for fine-tuning purposes, and the Phetdonchai drummer,
Narong Yami, uses plasticine as cha because it is reusable, although it easily becomes
displaced or detached. While playing the drum at the beginning of the ceremony, to his
consternation, Narong found that the plasticine had fallen off and quickly stopped
playing. The guitarist, Charoon Bunpan, who at the time was playing the chwae, rushed
over to the drum-kit and played the traditional rhythm on that instead. Narong then walked
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towards the drum-kit and took over from Charoon without the music having to stop. A
break in the performance is considered to be a professional defect so issues such as this
have to be tackled abruptly and efficiently.

Figure 4.1 Narong Yami fixing the traditional drum

Electronic

equipment,

likewise,

can

unexpectedly

malfunction

during

performances. However, few musicians of any ensembles seem to have enough time or
inclination for initial checks. Instead, they take electronic tool kits with them. On 14
January 2016, at a different ritual conducted by Phetdonchai in Pong District, the
musicians suddenly discovered that a subwoofer and a couple of amplifiers were broken.
They scrutinised the electric circuit to pinpoint the root cause and realised that it was too
difficult to deal with. Anucha Chungmit, the band owner, had the subwoofer and
amplifiers sent to a repair shop in town. A couple of hours later, he came back and told
me that the shop had lent him their equipment. I questioned further to establish with
certainty that the equipment was lent not rented and he reaffirmed that the equipment had
been lent to Phetdonchai for temporary use without any charge.139
Many band owners get into difficulty when electronic instruments such as
keyboards break. It becomes particularly problematic when the instruments are still in
repair when the group is intending to perform. However, Chamnong Khueakham, a
139

Interview, 27 February 2016.
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professional piphat musician, demonstrated a particularly resourceful approach to dealing
with such problems; at a performance by Nongiang in Dok Khamtai District, Phayao
Province on the evening of 25 March 2016. At 7.30pm, during the performance,
Chamnong found a defect in the keyboard. At that precise point, the band was playing
traditional repertory without a keyboard part but Chamnong realised that the instrument
would be needed very soon and required immediate fixing. He signalled to the band’s
traditional gong expert, Pui Wongwanruean, to keep playing the traditional repertory for
a while longer. The prolongation of traditional songs did not affect the atmosphere and
allowed Chamnong to get the keyboard up and running within the next hour.
(Media Example 4.1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSQ-9ebBrBY)

Figure 4.2 Chamnong Khueakham with his exceptional expertise

The paucity of skilled musicians often presents difficulties for the piphat
ensembles, large and small alike. Phetphumin, despite being the largest piphat ensemble
in Phayao and also one of the most distinguished, has sometimes confronted unwelcome
hindrances, such as being unable to find enough skilled players. For example, on the
evening of 23 January 2016, Phetphumin performed a funeral service in Ban Tham
Village, Dok Khamtai District under frustrating conditions; the drummer, Sitthiphon
Sisiatkha, who was also the sole technician of the ensemble, was ill. He, I was told, was
very much willing to get himself out of bed and come to the funeral but the illness was
so serious that he was unable to do so. It was incumbent upon Aruni Samueachuea and
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Sarun Samueachuea140 to set up the band’s electronic devices. When she found out that
the electronic system was not working properly, Aruni was infuriated.
After the setup of the electronic devices, another difficulty arose: this time it
concerned the drummer. Although Sarun Samueachuea, a replacement, had been learning
to play drum-kit for a while, there was no guarantee that he could handle the whole
performance. Kamon Samueachuea, his grandfather and the band owner, knew of his
limitations so, when the service commenced, he tried to stretch out the performance of
the traditional repertory by looping and reshuffling pieces. At 8.30pm, the band moved
on to playing lukthung. Kamon began with the slow and easy lukthung repertory, helping
Sarun gradually become accustomed to the instrument and the performance context.
Although Sarun’s music-making was tolerable, the awkwardness of Phetphumin’s
performance had not met people’s high expectations. At 9.30pm, I saw a stranger show
up: his name was Rawisut Wansaing, the former drummer of Phetphumin. Because he
lived near the venue, he was asked at the last minute to come and help as the music
became more intense and fast-paced, in order to enliven the performance and lift the
group’s artistry up to a normal standard.
In addition to dealing with frequent technical problems in the actual performance
space, bands also have to overcome a multitude of challenges when travelling to venues.
For example, this was the case when Phetdonchai played at the aforementioned fon phi
ceremonies in Pong District (see above). That particular trip involved travelling along a
treacherous road. On the night of 14 January 2016, Phetdonchai’s musicians and I were
heading towards a monastery situated at the top of a hill in Ban Mai Saraphi Village at
which we were supposed to spend the night and make music for the following day’s
ceremony. Fon phi sometimes take place in monasteries such as the one in Ban Mai
Saraphi Village because Buddhism and animism have become fully intertwined in the
northerners’ beliefs and ways of life (Morris, 2000: 71).
At night, the surroundings were dark except for the pickup truck’s headlights and
the dim moon. At the foot of the hill, I looked up to the top and saw nothing but a steep
curving narrow path. The path was not yet a complete paved road; rather it was screed
with gravel. It meandered approximately 100 metres to the top. I reckoned that even in
140

The wife and the 16-year-old grandson of the band owner of Phetphumin.
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the daytime, the harsh conditions were seriously dangerous to tackle, let alone in the dark.
However, one way or another, we had to get the truck up the path to find shelter at the
top. After announcing our presence and calling for the help of the locals, we unloaded
some equipment and put it on another truck to reduce the weight. Then, I walked up the
incline following the pickup trucks but tried to keep the risk to a minimum by keeping an
eye on them to make sure that I could avert any backward slide. As I found myself 10
metres from the top, I heard a continuous rumbling sound. The local’s truck had
succeeded while ours was still struggling at a final steep sharp turn. I looked at the
musicians in admiration when they together cleverly employed rocks to support the
wheels, preventing the truck from slipping backwards as it mounted the incline. Finally,
the truck reached its destination without any mishaps. The success released intense
feelings, and our frustration transformed into joy and jubilation.
4.1.2 Distractions during performance
Schechner identifies a clear demarcation between ritual and entertainment performance
types within most western cultural contexts, with ritual being perceived as formal, solemn
and rigidly structured while entertainment is spontaneous and joyful (1988: 155). Despite
this, Schechner acknowledges that, based on cultural contexts and the extent of
exclusiveness, “entertainment and ritual are braided together, either one being the
‘original’ of the other” (ibid.). This idea is similarly reflected within the cultural reality
of Phayao’s piphat music, in which the serious concerns of religious ritual are combined
with the noise, disturbance, and distraction associated with entertainment (see also in
section 2.4). Unlike in the concert hall, at which any disturbance is kept to a minimum,
the piphat venues are always awash with distractions. However, these chaotic elements
do not seem to cause much trouble or irritation; on the contrary, it contributes to the
generation of a lively, electric atmosphere.
During performances, I always found a group of children playing in front of the
piphat ensemble. About half of them expressed enthusiasm as the music was being
played. In fact, they seemed to be far more curious to listen to it than engage with other
aspects of the surrounding ritual, partly because piphat performance is not included in
everyday TV coverage with which they are more familiar. Kamjan’s study found that kids
are fascinated by traditional music, although he acknowledges that seeing Western
musical instruments playing lukthung was more mesmerising (2008: 44-45). In my
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experience in Phayao, while half of the children were listening to the music, the other half
were indifferent to the piphat’s presence.

Figure 4.3 Children at a piphat performance

Sometimes the children become more actively involved in the performance,
although this is rarely desirable from the musicians’ perspective. For example, this was
the case on the morning of 23 March 2016 at a fon phi ceremony in Ban Pong Village,
Muang Phayao District. Setting up my filming devices to film Phetphumin, I saw a group
of children running in and out of the ceremonial house. Not long after, I noticed a chubby
boy withdraw from the party and approach the ensemble with quizzical brows. The
musicians greeted him in a friendly manner, knowing he could possibly be one of the
host’s grandchildren. He was very attentive to the piphat setup, touching the musical
instruments and asking questions. There was no harm done, yet.
After five minutes, he walked from one end of the group’s set up to the other end
in order to join Sarun Samueachuea who was playing electric congas. His presence might
have been irritating to the musicians at that point but they were obliged to restrain their
feelings. The boy reoriented and came closer to the keyboard presided over by David
Samueachuea. He suddenly reached out his finger to hit a key at the right end emitting a
piercing discord. David, intolerant of the boy’s mischievous behaviour, was unable to do
anything but sighed and glared at him in irritation. He, I gathered, tried hard to suppress
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his annoyance because he knew he was being filmed; otherwise, I might have told a
different story. The boy, satisfied with his mischief, walked to the ceremonial house as if
nothing had happened, leaving David and the rest of us dismayed – although only briefly.
(Media Example 4.2 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qMG8fbcBywk)

Other forms of common circumstance derive from the presence of characters
behaving in unpredictable, non-typical ways, sometimes amusingly. Such people often
appear out of nowhere dancing and enjoying themselves within the immediate perimeter,
usually in front of the ensembles (which my camera was often able to catch). Among
them, I found one woman particularly interesting. She was a mid-30-year-old woman who
appeared a couple of times but her act on the morning of 24 February 2016 at a funeral in
Dok Khamtai District was particularly notable. I was told that she had an interest in one
of the Sichumsin musicians so she appeared and tried to make herself conspicuous.
Moving closer to the man, she started singing while making funny hand gestures before
getting scolded by a musician behind. She then ran to the other side of the ensemble and
sang again but this time swayed her hips violently left and right in relation to her waving
hands, head and body (Media Example 4.3). However, the musicians clearly thought her
ridiculous. The saxophone player, Nikhom Khanthakit, having been distracted by the
absurdity, stood up and filmed her dancing while musicians standing behind the ensemble
laughed.
(Media Example 4.3 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mey1EA-dJ8g)

Distracting situations can sometimes be ignited by an unsuitable environment. On
the evening of 20 March 2016, I followed Daoprakaisin to Pa Daet District. A funeral
took place inside a small stilt house with a cramped space at the front. Phaphan
Moonkhao, the bandleader, decided to arrange the ensemble in the middle on the ground
floor with dining tables and benches arranged in a half circle formation. Next to the
ensemble, there was a TV attached to a concrete post. Due to the fact that this TV was
positioned in a way that musicians could spot while making music, Most of the Thai
traditional musicians and the keyboard player were prompted to oscillate their attention
back and forth between the instruments and the TV. With a stroke of luck, the guitarist141,
was positioned in full view of the TV and could watch while playing, while the Thai
141

He is a saxophonist, but this time he played the electric guitar.
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oboist unfortunately was positioned further away and had to concentrate more singlemindedly on his instrument. The musicians seemed to be enthralled by the TV programme
and paid little attention to music-making, relying on their deeply-entrenched motormemory acquired through playing the same pieces a great many times before. I surmised
that their approach might not have led viewers to question their musicality but their
seeming lack of commitment would surely have impacted the overriding atmosphere of
the performance – acting as an obstacle to the kind of inter-personal fusion that
characterises the most electric and exciting events.
(Media Example 4.4 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SwcuEI6AkTQ)

During my fieldwork, I experienced the coming and going of musicians’
acquaintances. Many musicians are able to converse with friends while playing, leaving
the music unaffected, excepting of course those who play wind instruments. Similar to
the shawm band in Shanxi China, in which the wind instruments always play the vocal
part (Jones, 2007: 113), when the piphat wind instrumentalists are distracted and stop
playing, the silence spoils the continuity of the melody. On 3 January 2016, for example,
when Rai Oysin was employed at a funeral in Mae Jai District, I saw Nikhom Khanthakit,
a guest saxophonist, talking to a funeral-goer. The conversation completely distracted
Nikhom for an excessive duration. Vexed, the band owner of Rai Oysin swivelled his
head towards Nikhom as a sign of warning.
On many occasions, I encountered individuals attempting to join the band in the
midst of performance, uninvited or overstaying their welcome – simply assuming that
their limited camaraderie and friendship with the musicians granted them sufficient
license to contribute. I noted that the groups tended to find it difficult to avert or mitigate
such occurrences. On the morning of 14 February 2016, I was with Wat Phrachao
Tonluang in Ban Tom District, when I first met a particular character. He was one of the
volunteers from the Khaophap Rescue Association whose job was to assure safety during
funerals. Although he was an acquaintance of the musicians, he had not played with Wat
Phrachao Tonluang or any other ensembles before, perhaps partly on account of his
evidently limited instrumental skills.
Seeing that the performance attitude was rather casual, he approached the
ensemble and was greeted by the musicians. He decided to sit beside the trumpeter and
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start to talk, initiating a mild distraction that went on to affect the entire group. The conga
player, located at the other end of the set-up, lifted up nae (the Lanna shawm), as if
inviting the man to have a try. The man politely expressed his refusal but instead turned
to the neighbouring trumpet-player and asked if he could borrow his trumpet. Not wishing
to say ‘no’ and enter into direct conflict, the latter obliged and the interloper started to
play – and carried on playing for about 30 minutes. I noticed that the keyboard player,
Suwat Phaithun, frequently looked over at him in annoyance, seemingly because the
man’s playing was unmusical and because he was contravening the unwritten codes of
musicians’ etiquette. Even more expressively, the band’s nae player and leader, Nikhom
Khanthakit, demonstrated his slight displeasure through facial expressions – though,
notably, he did not actively intervene to stop him but instead endured the indecorum.
They did not want to humiliate him.
(Media Example 4.5 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9o-rSsPGUY8)

4.1.3 Alcohol consumption
It is true that funerals in many Asian countries can be transformed to parties in
conjunction with alcoholic drinks. For example, Mills’s study of shaman ritual in the East
Coast of South Korea shows how, even during the most tragic funerals, the mood
invariably switches from sorrow to joy, with people taking turns to occupy the
microphone, singing karaoke pop songs to the accompaniment of a traditional drum.
Drink always fuels this transformation (2012: 152-153). While I do not intend to express
any judgment in favour or against drinking habits in Phayao’s ceremonial events, I must
point out that these habits differ according to the context. In this matter, Darlington
explains that although, according to religious codes, alcoholic drink is not allowed in Thai
Buddhist rituals, it is widely known that, in practice, alcohol is usually served in temple
ceremonies or funerals (2002: 139). Ceremonial hosts feel ungenerous if they do not
provide visitors with alcoholic drink. For example, it is common to see groups of people
drinking next to the piphat ensemble during the night prior to the cremation ceremony.
The funeral goers start to drink earlier than the female cooks because the latter have to
prepare and provide the supper. On the night of 23 January 2016, I was with Phetphumin
at Ban Tham Village, Dok Kamtai District. At around 10pm, I saw a woman stagger
towards the ensemble with a bottle of liquor in her hand. The musicians sitting in the front
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row, one by one gleefully accepted the drink. She also passed the drink on to the
musicians in the back before rejoining the party.
Alcoholic intoxication often leads to individual participants becoming both the
focus and source of additional entertainment: their behaviour is concentrated upon,
engaged with, and imitated by others in the performance space, thereby generating
humour and a cathartic unleashing of emotion. Of course, this further helps to bind the
community together in shared experience. Just one of many such incidents took place on
23 January 2016 at a funeral ceremony in Ban Tham Village, Dok Khamtai District. At
around 9.30pm, I noticed that an old man who was clearly very drunk and also appeared
to be somewhat limited in his mental capacities had become the universal focus of
attention. At first, he was hesitant but, having been dragged into the dance space, he was
now being encouraged to dance in his own highly individualised way, with others
cheering and clapping (see Media Example 4.6). I suspected that he was a well-recognised
character within the local community and that his distinctive drunken performance had
become a routinised feature, expected and highly appreciated at all public events. Some
others who were present filmed him using their mobile phones. Nevertheless, it is
important to stress that I could not perceive any clear signs of mistreatment; the man
appeared to be greatly enjoying the experience too.
(Media Example 4.6 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHhsQyvdi2Y)

At another funeral, on the night of 25 March 2016, I was with Nongiang in Sawang
Arom Village, Dok Khamtai District, when I experienced the reckless and mischievous
behaviour of some female cooks. I knew that they had been drinking during the cooking
session and had been able to hear the piphat music all evening: there was just a thin brick
wall separating the outdoor cooking space and the ensemble. By about 11pm, almost
everyone had gone home but the female cooks had just finished their washing up tasks.
Then, they flocked in front of the ensemble and started to dance wildly. Seeing more
female cooks gathering, Chamnong released a series of dance songs to please them. I saw
one woman separating from the group and coming closer to the ensemble. While dancing,
she choreographed her dance in a seductive manner. I was stunned that this action was
happening at a funeral. All of a sudden, I heard a loud noise which was one of my
recording cameras being hit by one of the silly dancers. My face went pale. I later found
out that no recording data could be retrieved; I had learnt a hard-to-accept lesson. We
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were offered a midnight feast after the performance. One of the female cooks served us
special delicacies. I still could not say whether this action was to assuage my feelings or
was just common practice.
The pairing of dance, music-making and alcohol is, of course, widespread,
enabling a temporary episode of subversive behaviour, when people can experiment with
and display aspects of their being and expose otherwise subdued feelings – often relating
to sexuality – within a framed environment. Zaimakis’s study reveals that, in 1918, most
of the cafés in the Cretan town of Heraklion were situated near brothels – and, not
surprisingly, they too involved an amorous combination of dances, music and drink
(2011: 13). In that particular case, the conservative faction within the local community
were disgusted, considering it unacceptable for women to be openly revealing their
sexuality through dance, music, smoking and permissive behavior (ibid.: 9). In the events
that I documented in Northern Thailand, of course, the alcohol-fueled subversive
expressions of sexuality were relatively far more restrained – and yet one could argue that
they too serve an essential social role within the rather conservative mainstream culture.
Despite being officially at odds with Buddhist practice and thought, drinking alcohol has
become an integral feature of people’s understanding and experience of entertainment
and, accordingly, relatively few people attempt to prohibit its public consumption.

4.2 Lives in hybridity: the stories of piphat musicians in Phayao
In the previous section, I wrote about how non-musicians interact within the
contemporary piphat performance environment. In this section, my attention turns to
examine the complexities of the Phayao’ piphat musicians’ social lives, considering how
music is woven into the texture of their personal day-to-day living, the social dimension
of their work as musicians, and the hierarchies that permeate and characterise their
interpersonal relations.
4.2.1 The personal lives of Phayao musicians
Understanding Phayao musicians’ personal lives would appear key to gaining a better
insight into the causes unpredictable changes in Phayao province’s piphat music-making.
In other words, considering musicians’ personal affairs can contribute to answering
questions around how particular notions relating to ‘modernity’ have impacted upon
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piphat music-making in the region, and how these factors have been translated into
musical structures and experience.
Chamnong Khueakham
Chamnong Khueakham, the youngest son of Boontham Kruekum, the founder of
Nongiang, was born in 1968. He is well known for his devotion to reviving piphat music
in Phayao Province through the exploitation of music technology (see details in section
2.3.3). In his childhood, Chamnong was very fond of drum-kit. As his mother opened a
grocery shop, he remembers stealing a pair of joss sticks from her to act like a playful
drummer. He was a self-taught musician before taking proper lessons in school. He and
Udom Samueachuea, son of To Sahaisin’s band owner who was several years his senior,
studied at Pinit Prasat School during the same period. They were both members of the
school band, with Chamnong playing trumpet while Udom played saxophone. Although
Chamnong did not want to go to the senior high school, he was obliged to fulfil his
father’s wishes for one year. The following year, he quit school and helped Nongiang
before he went to Bangkok to undertake vocational education and became a computer
expert.
Going to Bangkok was neither spontaneous nor unplanned for Chamnong.
Certainly, his enthusiasm to be an electrician and computer expert did not seem to
evaporate. However, his crucial aim was in music technology. He said the fact that the
band lost the rhythm section prompted him to think about the alternative.142 In 2000, he
enrolled in an intensive course in computer hardware training in The Mall Shopping
Centre Ngamwongwan, Bangkok, thanks to his elder sister who not only gave him
guidance but also generously provided him accommodation, and covered all his expenses.
After his return to Phayao, he worked for an IT shop in the Charoenphan
department store as a technician, a salesperson and occasional administrator. His
trustworthiness and acquaintance with his employer allowed him to shift between
working at the IT shop and running Nongiang. While engaging in piphat services, he
posted his telephone number in front of the IT shop in order for potential customers to be
able to discuss business or make an appointment over the phone. On busy days, he opened
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the IT shop at noon after having finished morning music-making 143 and returned to
funerals at 8pm punctually at the time he was needed.144
Chamnong told me that knowledge exchange with his colleagues at the IT shop
was beneficial. They certainly possessed non-musical understanding and were eager to
know about music software. Chamnong taught them about computer music and software
and they reciprocated with general knowledge about computer hardware. The learning
period later benefitted Chamnong when he left the shop (see section 4.1.1). Apart from
running Nongiang, he had a part time job either installing music software or setting up
computer karaoke for a number of piphat ensembles and independent musicians (see also
in section 2.3.3). However, having realised that upgrading karaoke software for other
piphat band owners could raise competiveness, he politely rejected further requests. He
said:
We are not made of money. We are obliged sometimes to do things against our
scruples. Later, as I discovered musical breakthroughs, I withheld them to save
my own neck.145

Even so, to my knowledge, his contributions as a computer karaoke pioneer still resonate
in Phayao’s piphat community. Now, he is a co-owner of Nongiang, working
collaboratively with his elder brother, Somsit, while still doing business relating to stage,
light and sound for hire.
Nikhom Khanthakit
Born in 1966, Nikhom Khanthakit, the manager of Wat Phrachao Tonluang, is
one of the most capable saxophonists in Phayao Province. After finishing primary school
in 1980, he went to Bangkok for one year to be an apprentice in metal work. Fascinated
by the sound of the acoustic guitar, he brought one to Phayao on his return. Due to the
fact that he was a nephew of the founder of Nongiang, Nikhom started to learn Thai endblown flute, northern plucked and fiddle instruments called slaw saw sueng before piphat
instruments.
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Afternoon services dealt with traditional repertory.
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He successfully acquired a high level of piphat skills. However, later, his interest
in saxophone led him to become a member of Iangsong (the Second Iang), a branch of
Nongiang. Working for the band, he was content with the situation to make long journeys
across the northern region. Nevertheless, the pleasure was eventually jaded by the fact
that the trips were so frequent and often awash with danger: including fights with
drunkards and threats of shooting and death. So, he reverted to playing exclusively for
Nongiang. I suspected that this account did not tell the full story, and that, in fact, the
band had actually disbanded altogether and he was reluctant to admit it.
His return marked the beginning of a new chapter in his life. He wanted to play
nae (the Lanna traditional shawm) if the existing nae musicians were to leave. He asked
In, a senior nae player, if he would teach him. While the request was granted, he was not
convinced that his instructor taught him well. Nikhom flattered himself by saying his
talents in saxophone greatly assisted in his learning nae, resulting in his instructor
therefore becoming afraid of losing his position if Nikhom outperformed. Soon after one
of the group nae players died, Nikhom was immediately promoted to a fulltime nae player
in Nongiang. He was brave to assume the position given his limited training. However,
his familiarity with the tunes and skills in saxophone playing did him credit.
As mentioned above, Nikhom started his career as a musician at fifteen years of
age. Apart from that, he earned a living by doing metal work. Living near Si Khom Kham
temple, he started a family in his early 20s with a young woman who found his music
attractive. 146 Now he lives happily with two grandchildren in his wife’s house in
Maepuem District, Phayao. He quit Nongiang in 2015 and became the bandleader of Wat
Phrachao Tonluang.
Suphan Lanpo
Suphan Lanpo is a freelance trumpeter. Between 1975 and 1980, he was a singer
in the Phet Phayao band147 when he met his future wife. Several years later, his singing
career was terminated because of an unfortunate incident. The incident occurred after his
wife had given birth their first child and he was supposed to make a fire for a sauna.
Having gathered the logs just before heading home, he fainted and hit his head hard on
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Nikhom’s wife, Khanlaya, confided this in an informal conversation during my visit.
See also in section 3.1.2.
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the ground. Apparently, the incident somehow adversely affected his voice. His father, a
friend of the Pinthong’s band owner, bought him a trumpet from a pawnshop, hoping that
Suphan would continue with his musical involvement. Suphan taught himself rigorously,
hoping to revive his music career.148 While he was not able to read music notation, he
could follow the pictures and instructions given in the elementary training book. Later,
he played in Pinthong based in Mae Na Ruea Village where he was already living with
his wife.
After practicing for five or six years, Suphan offered services to a number
of piphat ensembles including Phetdonchai and later built a reputation as a skilled
trumpeter.
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Unfortunately, in 2011, his wife displayed symptoms of

hyperparathyroidism; her critical condition which meant he had to part from the piphat
community for several years. After his wife’s recovery, he rejoined several piphat
ensembles.
Kamon Samueachuea
Kamon Samueachuea, one of the To Sahaisin band owner’s ten sons, is a highly
skilled piphat musician. Although he was not his father’s favourite150 and was raised by
grandparents, he still had an opportunity to learn and play traditional instruments in To
Sahaisin from the age of five. Three years later his father accepted him within the group.
The immersion in piphat music meant that he was even excluded from pursuing a formal
education. He left school at the age of eleven and became a full-time piphat musician. A
music career in Phumin temple, to which To Sahaisin was attached, gave him an
opportunity to meet with a 15-year-old traditional dancer, Aruni. They decided to get
married after two years of sharing compassion and fondness. Kamon said to me “Why
waste time when you know where your true love lies”.151
After marriage, he moved into his wife’s house while still working in To Sahaisin
until 1978 when he made a life-changing decision to establish his own piphat ensemble
called ‘Phetphumin’. After To Sahaisin dissolved, Kamon inherited a number of musical
instruments which facilitated the expansion of Phetphumin. Kamon started learning the
148
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saxophone and started playing it within the ensemble after his younger brother had
demonstrated the instrument to him in 1983, and he replaced the previous saxophonist
who had departed. His son and daughter have also both played an important role in
Phetphumin. Nowadays, Kamon is still strong and healthy, and his passion for making
piphat music does not seem to fade away.
David Samueachuea
Kamon’s son, David Samueachuea, was born in 1973 and he seems destined to be
the pillar of Phetphumin. Being raised in piphat from the age of six, he was more
accustomed to playing with traditional small percussion items than frivolous toys. After
school or holiday periods, he indulged in music activities since his father hankered for his
company. David never got bored. On the contrary, he showed great enthusiasm. He
explained:
My father always got me to play traditional instruments although there were
some Western ones. I gathered that it would be the basic method of learning
piphat music, as far as my father was concerned. I never raised the slightest
doubt or objection. It was like I was on stage, showing off. Such a pleasing
experience!152

The first Western instrument David Samueachuea played was the trumpet, at home and
later in school. However, he abandoned the trumpet when the keyboard player left the
group and he took over the position. The replacement heralded the emergence of a
distinguished keyboard player who was to become a role model for later Phayao
musicians.
After graduating from Pinit Prasat Senior High School in 1987, David expressed
no wish to go to university. Instead, he counted music as a fine prospect for his future
happiness and prosperity. He explained to me:
I very much cared for my parents. I thought that if I assumed the position of
being a Phetphumin musician, it would benefit my family, because the craze of
piphat music at the time was going through the roof.153

Nevertheless, in the late 1990s, when piphat services hit a slump, his mother argued that
he should find more secure employment than what he was doing at present, namely
152
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working for the ensemble and working as a cushion manufacturer. Despite initial
reluctance, he heeded his mother’s instruction. He quit the cushion manufacturing job and
joined Phayao’s fire rescue team, reducing his commitment in the piphat. At present, he
is the keyboard player of Phetphumin and the father of seventeen-year-old Sarun
Samueachuea, who Aruni expects is likely to develop musicianship commensurable to
the previous two generations.154
Suraphon Chumpari
Suraphon Chumpari, a saxophonist and nae player, has an interesting personal life
into which is worth looking. He is the son of a local musician who owned a Lanna
traditional ensemble, slaw saw seung. In 1969, when Suraphon was ten years of age, he
told his father he wanted to learn the traditional flute called pi chum, but his father rejected
the suggestion. Suraphon told me that he thought that his father may have been concerned
that he would damage the valuable instrument and thus kept the instrument out of sight.155
However, seeing local musicians gathered in his house for rehearsals, and internalising
the whole repertory, out of disobedience, he covertly practised on the flute that he had
secretly borrowed. In the following year at another musicians’ gathering, one of the
performers was absent: Suraphon asked to be a replacement. His father looked
unreservedly stunned when he discovered about Suraphon’s outstanding musical talents.
He then valued him equally to other subordinates, and immediately accepted him as part
of his concert tours.
Later in 1973, Suraphon began to take interest in the guitar when his teacher lent
him one along with several books. After trying to play traditional tunes with the
instrument, he discovered that the traditional tunes could be effectively produced on the
instrument. Thereafter, in addition to the flute, he played the guitar in concert tours and
it was a success.
Several years later, his village committee decided to set up a piphat ensemble
associated with Tom Dong temple. This opportunity was open to any villagers who
wanted to make a living without concerns of the provision of musical instruments and
instructors. The temple purchased musical instruments and equipment, and instructors
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from Nongiang and elsewhere were invited, including Nikhom Khanthakit of Noingiang
(at the time). Suraphon began his piphat career playing nae against his preference (he had
wanted to play saxophone) because there was a vacant position for the nae player. He was
allowed to play the saxophone, together with another saxophonist, only after a year and a
half of playing nae. Most people found his saxophone playing far superior to the other
player. 156 Taking the saxophonist’s role was the starting point of his lucrative
employment.
Three years later, he accepted employment outside the village in two piphat
ensembles, namely Phalaesong and Iangsong with which he had a tight connection.
Nevertheless, in the mid-1990s, in coincidence with the slump of piphat music, his chosen
path diverted from music to woodwork. He left Thailand for Brunei to be a foreman and
boost his family’s financial situation. However, going abroad turned out to be a burden:
his expenses exceeded his income. When the contract terminated, he went back to
Thailand with nothing and resumed the music career in Pa Lankham and Nongiang, as
well as doing woodwork at home. Later, when Pa Lankham disappeared, he was
employed by several other piphat ensembles, for instance, Pinthong, Daoprakaisin and
Sichumsin, all of which valued his versatility. The latter was the last ensemble to offer
him employment. Suraphon explained why they employed him:
Sichumsin had long been independent until in the mid-2000s. The saxophonist
resigned leaving the ensemble in the middle of nowhere. So, they called me. I
was so glad because Sichumsin deserved to be rescued and musicians were in
need of help.157

Suraphon Chumpari considers himself as a freelance musician. He lives happily with his
wife, Thomkeao, in a humble abode on the outskirt of Phayao City. He vows not to
leave the piphat community as long as it needs him.
Praphan Moonkhao
Praphan Moonkhao is a distinctive musician with administrative skills. Born in
1957, he was ordained as a novice monk in the late 1960s. Praphan was conscripted
between 1978 and 1980 during which Thailand was awash with illegal opium smuggling.
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As an army officer, he experienced much trauma from seeing his comrades die in action
(see also Gooden, 1999: 130). In 1980, he quit the service and went to Bangkok to make
a living. Living in Bangkok was costly; however, he was able to adapt since he preferred
a frugal lifestyle. His work ranged from that of a servant in a small restaurant to an agent
selling adhesive products for the K. Kosmik Company. Apart from those jobs, at night,
he played guitar in a pub while he was based in Bangkok.
While visiting his family in Phayao, he met his future wife and they got married
before resettling in Bangkok. Nevertheless, starting a family in Bangkok was not a fine
prospect due to the high cost of living, so they returned to Phayao and started working on
inherited farmland.
I couldn’t bear life in Bangkok as my spending exceeded my income. I was
hopeless every time I looked into my saving account. The situation, at first,
looked tolerable, but it was not good in the long run. I thought I would end up
empty-handed. I reckoned I must act fast. So, we moved back to Phayao. We
inherited a 15 rai rice field which was enough for us to live on.158

Their predicament and actions are indicative of what Baker and Phongpaichit discuss,
namely that Thailand has little, if any, unemployment support or pension and, therefore,
retired workers cannot afford to live in the city (2009: 210). It is most likely that they are
forced back to their hometown, living on their savings with support from relatives.
Phaphan secured a local administrative position in 1995 where he was in charge
of Subdistrict Administrative Organisation, as well as administrating Bank for
Agriculture and Agricultural Cooperatives.159 Having graduated from Phayao University
in the early 2000s, he was selected to visit Africa in the Oversea Observation Programme
on behalf of Phayao provincial administration, a project that involved the United Nations.
It can be said that Phaphan is versatile: a farmer, an administrator, and a musician. He
accounts for his multi-faceted roles as follows:
I have lived the normal life. Both before and after I got elected didn’t make any
difference. It was just like I had more things to do and more responsibility to be
taken. At work, when you wield power, people expect your leadership, don’t
you think? After each day of work, I would set aside whatever burdens I had,
let them go, and delve into music. I run my own ensemble, I was an invited
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musician, and more importantly I was part of the piphat community and in fact
I still am.160

Anucha Chungmit
Another piphat musician, Anucha Chungmit, is somewhat reserved but shrewd
and likeable. His way of life before becoming a musician is marked by life-changing
decisions. Born in 1984, he is one of two sons. While his elder brother was given the
opportunity to study in a formal school, he himself was ordained as a novice monk from
the age of twelve, in order to relieve the family’s financial struggle. He confessed:
We were poor. I was afraid that my parent couldn’t afford to provide us both
with good education. It would be best that I entered Buddhist training and let
my brother study.161

After being ordained, he was a keen organiser, helping his seniors to prepare for temple
festivities such as New Year and Loi Krathong162 festivals. Besides, he was interested in
Thet or Buddhist chanting and also in the traditional music.
He was self-reliant and dutiful. From the beginning, he did not accept any
financial support from his parents but, instead, earned money from funeral chanting or
other duties (see also in section 2.4.3). Anucha told me that “Every chanting job was
equally important [to him] because it meant earning”.163 In 2004, while his fellow novice
monks quit their Buddhist training, he persisted and entered the monkhood. The rationale
behind the decision was again to avoid being a burden. Anucha said that he was pleased
being a monk. It gave him more respect and opportunity to be listened to so that he could
work easily with the community.164 Devoting to a local community, he became the leader
of the public organisation of Dok Khamtai District, and he was an invited speaker at Ban
San Jok Pok and Ban Mae Na Rua School, specifically lecturing about slaw saw seung.
He was able to do so because, during his Buddhist training, he had taught himself the
traditional instruments, later becoming a music mentor to the newly-ordained.
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Anucha was one of five monks to pursue a master degree in Phayao University.
The abbot of Don Chai temple to which he was ordained granted him the tuition fee for
the first semester of study. However, when he said he wanted to leave monkhood after
the graduation, the abbot ceased providing financial assistance. Anucha admitted that he
needed new excitements in life. In 2011, because his ensemble Phetdonchai, which he
had established in 2007, was just beginning to flourish, he left the monkhood and started
a family. He made a living as a part-time teacher for several years before he offered his
resignation to become a full-time piphat musician (see also section 2.1.4).
I asked him how confident he is that he can support his family as a musician. He
said that he would rather tempt fate and take the challenge, despite worries:
For me, piphat music-making is a fine profession. I learnt to play musical
instruments and practised them during monkhood, knowing it was against the
Buddhist precept but I couldn’t help. No surprise! I had to confess my
misdemeanours every time after I did them.165

He is still the band owner of Phetdonchai, dutifully providing piphat services in Phayao
City and the immediate proximities. When there are no piphat services, he sells food and
drink at an occasional market in front of Phayao University. When I asked him which was
his major employment – selling food or playing piphat music –, he said he did not know.
Suwat Phaithun
Suwat Phaithun is the youngest professional piphat musician in Phayao. He is a
versatile 18-year-old piphat musician whose impeccable talents straddle both traditional
and popular music. He first gained musical skills when he was six years old, when his
father was playing drum-kit in Phetphumin. Aruni Samueachuea, the wife of
Phetphumin’s band owner, remembers Suwat’s early participation as an observant or a
xylophonist.166 Three years later, during his primary school years, he was keen to learn
congas, drum-kit and saxophone. Aruni told me that he was always a good child.
Apparently, Suwat said to Aruni that “Whenever you need me, I will be glad to be at your
service”. 167
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Suwat’s early life also involved piphat music in Nongiang and Sichumsin. Suwat,
inspired by Chamnong’s extraordinary musical prowess, praised Chamnong as his music
master and always gave him a helping hand. 168 While he denies belonging to any
particular piphat ensemble, he claims that Sichumsin has always been his favourite and
indeed he has spent most of his time with that particular ensemble. His closeness to
Sichumsin is due to him living in Dok Khamtai District where Sichumsin is based and
because there’s a tremendous sense of camaraderie in the group.
He explained to me that formal education was always a burden for him. He
regarded it as incompatible with his chosen path.169 He confessed that his misspent youth
proved a disappointment to teachers: often, he was reported for his delinquency and his
parents were partly blamed. One day, his teacher asked him why he thought music was
so important and whether it was worth a sacrifice. His blunt, intuitive answer was that
music meant to him more than she could possibly imagine.170 Aruni said “He used to
watch my son, David, play keyboard and my son did not mind. It turned out that he was
a dark horse who could become a professional”. 171
In 2012, after having no desire to continue schooling and refusing to discuss this
with his parents, he became truant at school to work in music events. He would deceive
his parents by leaving the house in his school uniform in the morning and changing
clothes afterwards. A year later, after his truanting was disclosed, his parents expressed
initial disapproval before they acquiesced to his plan to quit school and become a fulltime musician. Inspired by David, he chose keyboard as his main instrument. His decision
was partly informed by the senior musicians’ frequent claims that decent keyboard
players in Phayao were scarce; evidently, there was a vacancy that Suwat might be able
to make the most of, if he wanted to.172
He benefitted from plentiful musical talents. The manager of the B. M. Pub, which
is one of the most famous entertainment complexes in Phayao, found him to be an
agreeable musician, so he was granted a job there without even doing an audition.
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However, he confided to me that, in the end, he preferred working outdoors to being
confined in a cramped space. He also revealed:
I was thrilled at first but the feeling did not seem to last and I don’t in the least
hanker to that feeling, after all. Working at the same place, playing the same
music drove me mad. But, saying I prioritise music outdoors, I don’t mind going
back to work in a pub or a restaurant for a certain period of time when there are
no outdoor events. In fact, there would be, especially in the Lent period.173 Mind
you, though, this situation does not apply to piphat music in funerals because it
goes on year-round. People die every day, right?174

Suwat Phaithun is now a freelance musician. Although he works hard and earns decent
income, his father, Suwit Phaithun, expressed unstoppable concerns about his son’s longterm security prospect. Suwit admitted that he always wanted his son to teach music in
school: being a freelance musician, he said, was like being a boat adrift at sea.175
4.2.2 Phayao musicians at work
This section shows how recontextualising the traditional way of life via rapid social
mobilisation has affected piphat music-making in Phayao. These social changes have
eventually been translated into changes in organisational structure. Social and cultural
engagement develops when musicians come together at work. The working period – a
series of consecutive employments ranging in the duration from a couple of days to weeks
– involves eating, sleeping, socialising and drinking.
From the musicians’ perspectives, eating in funerals often poses non-standard
eating habits. Outside of the funeral environment, the musicians usually favour traditional
homemade delicacies over the emerging trend of tochin (Chinese buffet). In other words,
they find tochin, usually consisting of khao kha mu, kaengchuet taohu musap, plakao rat
phrik, phak chuppaengthot, and taochiao lon176 served with Jasmine rice at lunch time,
incongruent with their usual eating habits.
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(Media Example 4.7 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQFXT6mw7EY)

Figure 4.4 Tochin Chinese buffet dishes at a funeral

Instead, the musicians regard traditional food such as khaoniao nueng, namphrik
ong, khaep-mu, kaeng hang-le, lapnueadip, supnomai, and phakchim 177 as preferable
with rarer and more expensive foods such as raw-meat, raw fish, blood pudding, liver
bile, and internal animal parts being especially prized (see Dyck, 2009: 17). Nevertheless,
the musicians never complain about their diets. Interestingly, it is predictable that country
folks in remote areas tend to provide traditional cuisines, but city dwellers tend to order
tochin from a catering company.
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Steamed glutinous rice, northern style chilli dip, streaky pork with crispy crackling, hang-le
curry, spicy raw minced beef, spicy shredded bamboo-shoot salad and teamed mixed northern
vegetables, respectively.
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(Media Example 4.8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiSOE_B20Fw)

Figure 4.5 Traditional delicacies

Main meals in the day time and additional refreshments are to be served at certain
periods but must not be disruptive to the music-making. Two sets of traditional cuisine
are presented on tables waiting for musicians to collect.178 A cook ushers the musicians
to one big table or two small tables placed next to each other. Traditionally, people use
their bare hands to eat the food, rolling a desired portion of sticky rice, picking meat
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together with the rice, dipping into the soup, and putting it into their mouth. As the feast
is going on, a couple of cooks come and go to observe if they can replenish the food.
During lunch times at all types of events, a buffet is served and the musicians are
summoned to sit together, usually in a rather cramped space. If it is overly crowded, the
older musicians sit at the table, while the younger ones stand around it. Alternatively, the
standing musicians scoop the desired portion of food and disperse. In the case of tochin
or the Chinese buffet, which is increasingly common in Thailand, another drawback is
that there is just one big set of dishes with no second helpings; ironically, given that the
word ‘buffet’ denotes unlimited food provision and self-service. It is possibly because the
number of participants is pre-determined. More comfortable with the traditional practice,
Suphan Lanpo told me that one thing that particularly displeased him about the Chinese
buffet was having to use cutlery which, he thought, somehow degraded the taste.179
Evening meals require a different convention. Because the piphat ensemble is
expected to play until midnight, it entitles them to claim an extra meal and refreshments.
Some hosts provide this but others do not. Coffee and refreshments are presented to the
musicians between 9 and 10pm as the music goes on. Leftover from the evening or newlycooked congee is served at around 11pm or soon after the final song. Often, the late-night
meal is more casual. After getting their food, the musicians disperse or break into clusters,
socialising. Among the piphat ensemble in Phayao, the division of musicians in
Sichumsin is conspicuous because the youngest musician in the ensemble is 18 years old
while the oldest one is 78. Due to the wide age gap between them, the two parties enjoy
talking about different topics; for example, the younger generation is more interested to
talk about music technology and its usage in modern piphat settings.
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(Media Example 4.9 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q33W-KjhYhU)

Figure 4.6 Musicians sitting in a circle, devouring irresistible local dishes

When they perform in a district or province far from home, the musicians are
allowed to stay overnight at a host’s house or someone else’s within the village – a
phenomenon that is paralleled in other cultures where musicians are obliged to travel far
to conduct large-scale ritual (see, for example, Mills 2007: 80). David Samueachuea
remembers that when he was a child, his father took him with the ensemble wandering
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from place to place for a week or so.180 Although the musicians seldom have to undertake
long journeys, they are well-prepared whenever it happens. Staying in the host’s house
makes the morning service more manageable. Even so, the outing requires a great deal of
preparation. Before taking a journey, a number of huge rucksacks or plastic sacks,
containing a pillow, a duvet, a blanket, a mosquito net, a mat and toiletries, are loaded
onto a vehicle waiting to be unpacked when they reach the destination.
After midnight, the musicians are immediately shown the way to their
accommodation in which they will take their well-deserved sleep. However, there is an
exception. Among musicians in Phayao, Kamon Samueachuea and his wife spend the
night in their well-equipped six-wheel truck parked adjacent to the shelter. As for the
other musicians, when entering the shelter, they can claim space for sleep usually based
on a first come, first served-basis. Finding where to sleep, they get a mosquito net ready,
unfurl the blanket and the duvet. The long process of the bedding preparation depends on
the houses’ condition: a warm and modern house obviates the use of the equipment.
Chamnong Khueakham shared his experience with me about living conditions in the past
in comparison to the present as we stayed at a funeral house in Chiang Khong District,
Chiang Rai Province. He told me that, when he was young, he used to sleep in an
abandoned warehouse. He also confided to me that the host did not care much about the
musicians’ wellbeing and the room was so cold that the beleaguered musicians had to
stay as close as possible to each other to keep warm – an account that seems reminiscent
of Dyck’s report of August 1960, which alludes to the area being plagued by muddy, dirt
roads, leading to a village comprised of about 40 houses constructed mostly of bamboo
and thatch where sleeping areas with mosquito nets were easily seen (Dyck, 2009: 1011). Chamnong claimed that, in the old days in Phayao Province also, the chance of
sleeping in a comfortable condition was nil, although being young and healthy, he did not
care too much at the time. He said that, compared to those days, the present arrangements
were tolerable.181
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(Media Example 4.10 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UWHkWlUcTk0)

Figure 4.7 Musicians at their leisure in a cramped warehouse

When musicians are at work, socialising and drinking bear a negative connotation.
Nonetheless, alcoholic drinks abound in fon phi ceremonies and funerals, offering ample
opportunities for the musicians to indulge in binge drinking as well. It is not easy to
answer the question of whether musicians are obliged to conform or not. However, it is
certainly the case that many musicians do drink during the performance period. For
example, Suwit Phaithun challenged me to join him in a drink, while detailing the
perceived benefits:
Why do you not try a shot of liquor? Join us! Here you are. It is a must among
our kind of people. We need a few drinks to fuel our spirit. My mind is numb
and my fingers are feeble. I cannot do well without the fuel.182

The social surroundings tend to encourage the musicians’ self-indulgent behaviour. As
liquor is incessantly circulated amongst the musicians183, the act of offering alcohol itself
bestows a giver with a certain power and authority. Anucha Chungmit corroborates:
I have no right to reject what is given. Even so, I don’t think it is something to
do with powerlessness or obedience, either. But the thing is we are here to please
them [the host or participants] so we have to play a subservient role, somehow.
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We have to entertain our employers as much as we can. No matter what it takes,
we’ve got to make them feel entertained!184
(Media Example 4.11 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KJkQnDc79tU)

Anucha therefore usually allows himself and his group members to accept a great
many drinks from ceremony participants and their receiving of the drinks and their
subsequent drunken behaviour regularly enhances the occasion’s sense of heightened
drama and excitement, often pleasing the employers and encouraging future partnership.
Other groups appear to behave similarly. However, there are cases where the drinking
habit inflicts serious repercussions on the musicians’ work and lives. For example, Aruni
Samueachuea told me of several unexpected uproars: on one occasion, the musicians in
her group (Phetphumin) were not sober enough to work but the music had to start, and so
they had to find replacements and let the music begin without them.185 Aruni said that
any uproarious incidents must not be allowed to mar the event or, worse, cause
cancellation.186 One of the government officials whom I spoke to regarded the musicians’
drinking habit as a problematic vice, causing self-destructive behaviour and ruining their
artistry:
I can complement them on their open-mindedness and modesty. I admire them
for those characteristics. But what upsets me is that they have a propensity to
drink too much. Usually, they become drunk to the degree that they can no
longer control themselves or play wonderful music as they usually do!187

Often, the musicians are unaware of their growing problem of drunkenness, partly due to
their commonly-held fallacious belief that drinking boosts musicianship. At leisure,
amicability and friendship are fostered through drink. Sangwan Khammi, the keyboard
player of Phetdonchai, has given himself the Facebook name Sangwan Sura Phai
meaning “Mr. Sangwan - conquer of all alcoholic drink.” Although he is a heavy drinker,
Phetdonchai can still rely on him. However, one of the most skilled traditional drummers
working for Nongiang was understood to have been a drunkard to the point that he could
no longer work.188 Despite his condition, he was still regularly employed by Nongiang.
However, on the evening of 6 October 2016, to my great sadness, he accidentally plunged
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into a pond where his body was found three days later. Excessive alcohol consumption
and alcohol-associated calamities amongst musicians are perhaps not new in Northern
Thailand; Dyck recounts that, in the 1960s, Nai Tip, a piphat musician, had committed
suicide following many years of mental illness and alcohol addiction (2009: 172).
In spite of being accused of having too many vices, the musicians contribute
sufficiently to the event and the community for their occasional transgressions – and
alongside drinking, there are other vices also, for example frequent womanising – to be
glossed over. As Merriam points out, this is a clear measure of how important the
musicians’ services are to their communities (Merriam, 1979: 2-3). Indeed, those working
in piphat ensembles enjoy several advantages which others in their socio-economic group
cannot: free food, travel, companionship, and self- and group-satisfaction from creativity.
At work, musicians need not spend money because free meals, beverages and
refreshments are given in timely fashion. Leftovers from the Chinese buffet are usually
taken back to their families at home. Working as piphat musicians also give them the
opportunity to travel, which is considered a form of recreational rejuvenation. During
intervals in ritual procedure, the younger musicians can often be seen wandering around
the village talking to people. Meanwhile, the older musicians loiter inside the venue,
relaxing. Aruni Samueachuea told me that she likes to travel:
My husband and I do not have many things to do at home. We are now in our
early 60s and we easily stagnate and get consumed by boredom. Only by having
our contemporary piphat ensemble hired can we reunite with our musician
friends. Travelling and meeting friends is so therapeutic that it rivals or even
betters modern medications.189
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(Media Example 4.12 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekFK59joB08)

Figure 4.8 Kamon and Aruni Samueachuea enjoying their work

Working far away from home might cause unhappiness for some. However, one
musician was so indiscreet that he could not help telling me of his friend’s secret: a
principal reason for his participation in a piphat ensemble is that it enables him to get
away from his nagging wife.190
4.2.3 Musicians’ hierarchical structure and loyalty
The prevailing Thai social structure has often been associated with compliance based on
social status and seniority; it is regarded as a society of obedience and propriety (VichitBadakan, 1989: 440-441), albeit one in which subordinates do sometimes have a limited
scope for dissent and to express slight defiance (Moore, 1974: 125). However, looking
inside Phayao’s piphat community to some extent presents a rather contrasting picture of
social structure. When Nongiang played at a funeral in Chiang Kong District, Chiang Rai
Province in 2016, the musicians were given a barely-tolerable warehouse to sleep in by
the family of the deceased, as I mentioned earlier in section 4.2.2. Cramped and dusty,
the warehouse packed the musicians together in conditions tantamount to those associated
190
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with the downtrodden proletariat. A small room within the warehouse, containing just a
single bed, was provided to accommodate the three brothers who led the Nongiang
ensemble, Chamnong, Somsit and Sap Khueakham. However, Chamnong and two of his
close comrades from amongst the ordinary band members claimed this slightly more
luxurious space. That left his two elder brothers, Somsit and Sap, to sleep among the rank
and file.
It seems that Somsit’s designation as the band owner is little more than a titular
position. It can be inferred that in Nongiang, real authority in practical matters is enjoyed
by Chamnong and his followers. Blood relationships and the hierarchies of the family
structure do not dictate how the band’s leadership is organised. Despite being the
youngest among the three siblings, Chamnong is unquestionably the most powerful figure
in Nongiang, in large part because it is he who presides over the computer karaoke system.
Kamon Samueachuea said to me:
Because Chamnong is a keyboard player and Somsit is a trumpeter, the
condition is easy. If Somsit is absent, Nongiang can still play. However, if
Chamnong is engaged with something else, it could hinder the employment.191
(Media Example 4.13 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtID2k7RtRs)

Figure 4.9 Privileged Chamnong unpacking in the most comfortable space
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However, in Phetphumin, a traditional hierarchical structure is more evident. The
two most respected people are Kamon Samueachuea and his wife, Aruni; next are the
couple’s son and grandson. One of the dependent musicians, Suthat Chaonan, showed a
sense of propriety and obedience that was highly conspicuous. Often, Kamon and David
wanted him to massage their neck and shoulders. Regardless of whether or not he was
willing, Suthat was aware that he should show no objection if he wanted to remain in
good favour. Suriya Samueachuea and Suphan Lanpo admitted that, generally, every
musician is prepared to tolerate a relatively lowly position in a large ensemble because of
the income that membership brings.192 Lloyd, who studied the relationships developed
between a single conductor and his group of musicians, discovered that the conductor’s
position of supreme authority engendered a variety of roles, including providing “physical
safety and protection”, “the feeling of belonging to a group”, and “loving, individual
relationships” (1996: 24) – thereby establishing a strong sense of unity. Similarly,
Phetphumin’s manager’s provision of secure and regular employment to the subordinates
functions as a primary source of allegiance, as Suthat points out:
I didn’t mind being accused of betrayal. I left Lanthong for Phetphumin because
there was no future with Lanthong. The hiring rate became infrequent. The thing
is, if I’d been loyal to Lanthong, could those loyalties feed my family?

Anucha Chungmit (of Phetdonchai) claimed that there was no social stratification in his
group. He asserted that he tries to lead Phetdonchai through good governance, solidarity
and brotherhood.193 Despite Anucha’s assertion, however, musicians still do clearly abide
by a sense of propriety. They certainly admire his prominent leadership, and this bestows
upon him various powers. Although he stipulates that musicians should be treated equally
and that no privilege is given to any member over the others, the musicians recognise that
their leader should be afforded special treatment. For example, Anucha is often the first
one to take food, and he enjoys first choice over places to sleep. It can be argued, then,
that Phetdonchai too has a social hierarchy, although it is hidden within a tremendous
sense of camaraderie.
The smaller groups, such as Wat Phrachao Tonluang, Lanthong and Pinthong, are
less hierarchical because of their mutuality in business: the band owners are reliant on
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musicians making themselves available just as much as musicians are reliant on the piphat
employment. For example, Soi Muangma, the band owner of Lanthong, could never
reprimand his members of their having made minor mistakes. Broken collaboration, for
him, seems irreparable. In Phayao’s piphat community, losing employment is more of a
concern for band owners than clinging onto social status. Therefore, being not as popular
as those large ensembles, small band owners have to waive hierarchical structure or limit
it to a minimum as a means of keeping their business going.
In addition to hierarchical structures, there is abundant evidence of ensembles
inspiring loyalty among their musicians. Many are loyal to their group and talk down
other ensembles. As in Mills’s study, which reports of hereditary shaman groups routinely
denigrating the abilities of their rivals (2007: 95), in Phayao’s piphat community,
musicians are often keen to express their superiority over others. For example, one
musician told me with no hesitation that his ensemble outperformed another group by a
great margin, and that this inspired a good deal of trust within the band’s village for the
ensemble to provide services. 194 Another musician boasted about his ensemble’s
distinctiveness in performing skill. In my experience, these statements usually turned out
to be highly questionable.
The musicians’ sense of loyalty sometimes leads to the truth being distorted. I
questioned Aekphon Ngamkhan about how he had acquired his saxophone skills,
suspecting that he had been influenced by the playing of Nikhom Khanthakit. He refused
to accept any connection, even though the sharing of musical flavours and techniques
between the two men was obvious. By way of explanation, Aekphon told me that he had
played traditional musical instruments long before taking up the saxophone. Asked who
his saxophone master had been, he claimed that he had had none.195 Nikhom, however,
who had once been Aekphon’s colleague in Nongiang, assured me that it was he who had
taught Aekphon how to play the saxophone.196 A good relationship between the two men
can be traced back to 2014 when Aekphon gave his saxophone to Nikhom as a gesture of
admiration and respect. However, knowing that Nikhom subsequently became a rival to
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Nongiang, Aekphon was forced to play down their ties; to maintain them would bring
shame upon Nongiang and Chamnong, the band owner (see Appendix II).
Unlike Aekphon, Suwat Phaithun was not involved in any complex relationship
between ensembles. He freely admitted that his keyboard skills derived from continued
watching and listening to David Samueachuea (of Phetphumin).197 He told me that their
relationship was more like that between brothers than between a teacher and a disciple.
Therefore, a key difference between Aekphon and Suwat’s accounts is that the former
concealed the truth on account of being involved in a compromised relationship between
two fierce rivals while the latter, on the other hand, was free to give a straightforward
account.
In many cases within the Phayao province piphat bands, inferior musicians are
heavily reliant upon superior musicians both to ensure betterment of their skills and
employment. For example, Uthai Bangkhai, a musician of Nongiang, can play neither
Western nor Thai melodic instruments but only chwae (a large disc-shaped Thai
percussion instrument) and the small conjoined cymbals called ching. He maintains his
place in Nongiang, however, because his chief duty is to deal with setting up the ensemble
and the lighting. Suraphon Chumpari reveals that Uthai used to work in Iangsong – a
second band owned by the son of Nongiang’s founder, which was dissolved in the 1990s
(see Section 2.1.2). Chamnong, however, hated to see him left behind, so transferred him
to Nongiang to continue earning a living.198 Chamnong explained: “My job is to provide
employment to people under my care. Since he has been loyal and dutiful, I cannot find
a way to abandon him”. 199 Uthai’s limited musical skill is overlooked by the group
because he is useful in other roles. My impression was that he is an important figure
during the ensemble setup but seems to be considered an optional and wholly dispensable
component during performance (see Appendix II).
Similarly, another ensemble, Daoprakaisin, employs a spare musician to follow
the band wherever possible. Unlike Uthai, however, Daoprakaisin’s small, old, taciturn
musician, Thanom Prachumthong, is not skilled in setting up the equipment. Incapable of
playing any musical instruments but chwae, he is only fairly useful for the first half of the
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performance but redundant when the ensemble switches to playing lukthung.
Nevertheless, no one seems to mind his participation (see Appendix II). Praphan
Moonkhao confided that:
Thanom has been with us since Daoprakaisin’s inception. He has never asked
questions and never complained, but has carried out whatever he has been told.
He might think of himself as belonging to the gutter. We don’t think so! He is a
friend of ours. Would we ignore this kind of person?200

These two musicians in Nongiang and Daoprakaisin, who appear at every piphat service
despite being considered as of next to no musical importance, are retained largely
because of enduring personal ties to other musicians.

4.2.4 The importance of bimusicality and multi-instrumental skills
Thai musicians with bi-musical skills first emerged in significant numbers during the
1930s under the government’s policy to establish a new Fine Arts Department, when
former traditional musicians were invited back to serve on the condition that they agreed
to play in Western ensembles (Wong, 2001: 204). Since then, the practice of bimusicality
has been common in Thailand. For Phayao’s musicians, acquiring bi-musical skills is
commonplace, occurring in conjunction with becoming a multi-instrumentalist who is
proficient in both Thai and Western instruments. The musicians are evidently keen to
develop such skills because they are associated with the expansion of employment
opportunities. In large part, the musicians grow into their role as a consequence of
extended exposure to musical activities (see, for example, Merriam, 1964: 146), with
encouragement through nurture within the immediate family and amongst close peer
relations also guiding the individual towards the musician profession as well as towards
musical competence (see, for example, Blacking, 1992: 303). Binson-Sumrongthong,
who studied the passing on of music in Chiang Mai, claims that the northerners’ musical
acquisition does indeed typically develop in conjunction with long-term learning and
participation, fueled by the integration of these processes into their wider lives (2009:
301).
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In the Lanna region, young musicians have long had ample opportunities to first
become acquainted with and, thereafter, internalise traditional Lanna music through
attendance to cultural festivals and funerals. As Akins points out, these events are a major
component in the northerners’ lives (2012: 50). Suthat Chaonan, for example, claimed to
have learnt both through sustained exposure to music-making and through the passing on
of knowledge by lineage. At young age, his home abutted San Wiang Mai temple, so that
all of its music was audible within. Also, his father was a musician and his mother was a
singer, and this obviously influenced his chosen path.201 Meanwhile, Chamrat Hansuk, a
senior musician of Phetdonchai, told me a contrasting story. He recalled that, although
his initial motivation to go to temple festivals had been the music, in his adolescence, he
was more drawn by the prospect of flirting with glamorous traditional dancers. It turned
out that his indirect exposure to traditional music stayed in his memory; he later learnt to
play traditional instruments after internalising the repertory during these social visits to
the temple. Although music has been a major part of his life ever since, Chamrat is known
solely as a traditional musician, since he does not play Western musical instruments.202
Like many other musicians around the world who have established bi-musical
skills, I Wayan Balawan – a Balinese jazz guitar pioneer who first came to prominence
in the 1990s – was initially interested solely in traditional music before later branching
out to encompass other styles and skills. In his case, he had first been involved as a
gamelan musician from the age of five before his musical journey turned towards rock
guitar ten years later (Harnish, 2013: 191-192). About half of the Phayao musicians have
developed bi-musical skills and, like I Wayan Balawan, most of them originally started
out specialising exclusively in traditional music. Chamnong Khueakham and Nikhom
Khanthakit, 203 for example, each began by developing consummate skill in a single
traditional Thai musical instrument – respectively, the teng thing drum and khong wong
gong circle. It was only later in their professions that they took up Western instruments –
drum-kit and saxophone, respectively –, partly owing to the practical and logistical needs
of their bands.
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A number of band owners have addressed the shortage of available keyboard
players in their own hands by throwing themselves into learning it themselves. Currently,
eight out of the ten band owners preside over the keyboard. Soi Muangma (of Lanthong)
and Bot Chamrat (of Sichumsin) both started their careers as xylophonists. Through
unaided perseverance, however, they developed keyboard skills in order to extend the
viability of their ensembles when musicians are scarce. Suwat Phaithun, a keyboard
player of Sichumsin, said to me:
If there was a timetable clash between playing for a piphat service and playing
for a popular band at a festival, I would choose to go to the festival because
there would be more fun to be had. Besides, I wouldn’t worry much about
Sichumsin because at least Uncle Bot can handle it. He is a promising
substitute.204

At the start of a funeral service, band owners usually play a traditional instrument and
later relocate to the keyboard when the lukthung music commences. Their bi-musical
skills do not originate in a particular pleasure in keyboard playing, but in the necessity to
survive in the contemporary world. For them, this can only be achieved by becoming a
multi-instrumentalist.
Another musician who is not a band owner, but who has obtained bi-musical skills
as briefly mentioned earlier in this section, is Suthat Chaonan, the khong wong player of
Phetphumin. He accepted the group’s nomination to take over when David Smerchuea,
the keyboard player, began working outside of music, joining the Muang Phayao fire
rescue team. This change meant David started to consider piphat music as only a parttime job (see further in section 4.3.1). It caused Phetphumin difficulties when piphat
services clashed with his other professional duties. To overcome them, the band members
decided to promote Suthat when David was engaged. Suthat told me that he did not think
of this development as a promotion, because he foresaw the endless practice that would
be required to prepare himself fully.205 However, despite this uneasiness, he eventually
accepted the position. Suthat applied his basic musical knowledge, gleaned from playing
traditional musical instruments, to playing the keyboard, acknowledging David’s advice
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that “The keyboard’s keys are like those of the traditional xylophone; it just has some
black keys interspersed in between”.206
(Media Example 4.14 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGWbk4l74lA)

Figure 4.10 Suthat Chaonan, gradually accommodating to his new position as a keyboard player

During my observation in 2016, Suthat played the keyboard at forty percent of all
services. Although he could understand neither Western notation nor music theory, he
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worked hard to build up his keyboard skills, the development of his bi-musical skills
allowing Phetphumin to keep up its piphat service.
Only very few musicians have experienced the opposite development of bi-musical
skills – specifically, starting with a Western instrument before developing skills in a Thai
instrument. Sitthiphon Sisiatkha is one such exceptional case. He initially focused upon the
drum-kit before deciding to learn the Thai ranad xylophone, partly owing to the group’s
previous ranad player being absent and partly on account of his enthusiasm to develop new
skills.207

Figure 4.11 Sitthiphon Sisiatkha and his bimusicality
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I have found that eighty-five percent of the Phayao province piphat ensemble
musicians are only able to play Thai traditional instruments. However, the remaining
fifteen percent are able to play both Western and Thai instruments; there are no musicians
who are only able to play Western instruments. Interestingly but not surprisingly, there is
a correlation between the musicians’ age and the likelihood of them playing exclusively
Thai or both Thai and Western instruments. The older musicians tend to play only Thai
traditional instruments, while the middle-aged and younger musicians are more likely to
play Western instruments also.
Wiggins’s study of bimusicality in African musical culture, and specifically his
account of J.H. Kwabena Nketia, corroborates this finding. Nketia believes that African
youths are more prone towards, and more skilled at, merging local and foreign culture,
and are also more accustomed to learning African culture through the lens of Western
education. This method reveals how knowledge emerges in cross-cultural circumstances
(2005: 76). Wiggins asserts that bi-musical skills tend to be obtained by first
comprehending the host and recipient musical cultures, and then extracting their salient
aspects into use (ibid.: 67). Thus, it can be inferred that the young musicians in Phayao
are more adaptive and resilient to modern values.
Multi-instrumentalists are precious for the group to which they belong. The
temporary absence of individual musicians can be mitigated; they swap, shuffle, or
replace one another effortlessly in various circumstances (see section 2.2.3). At the close
of a poi luang ceremony held at Nong Kaeo temple on 23 January 2016, for instance,
Wiraphong Chaiwong, a piphat member of Phetdonchai, was asked to assume the
keyboard position after the original player left to attend to urgent business. The
ensemble’s successful fulfilment of its duties on that occasion owed a great deal to
Wiraphong’s versatile keyboard skills.
Bi-musical and multi-instrumental skills are especially essential during fon phi
ceremonies, in which the piphat ensemble is obliged to play for long periods of time and
execute a particularly broad range of repertory, testing both the stamina and versatility of
the musicians. By swapping places during a performance, the tired musicians manage to
reinvigorate themselves. For example, during Sichumsin’s playing at a fon phi ceremony
in Dok Khamtai District on 19 February 2016, I noted the musicians shuffling and
swapping positions every hour. The nae player took over the ranad ek, the ranad ek player
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moved to the keyboard, the keyboard player picked up the nae, and so on. An interview
with Boonyong Getekong, an acclaimed piphat musician in Bangkok, carried out by
Ryker, confirms:
The kind of boredom which develops from technical mastery of all that you know
can be useful, since it stimulates the desire to know more. (Ryker, 1991: 121)

While swapping roles within a group is usually carried out with the clear purpose of
relieving tiredness, I also witnessed it becoming a site of contention among musicians.
On the afternoon of 5 March 2016, three piphat ensembles – Phetdonchai, Wat Phrachao
Tonluang and Wat Phrathat Chomkhai (the former name of Sitthiphongsin) – were hired
to join the commemoration day of King Ngam Muang of Phayao. They were invited to
the Khuang Watthanatham cultural centre to accompany one of the activities, specifically
a fon phi ceremony. Together, they became one large piphat group of three ranad ek,
three ranad thum (traditional xylophones), three khong wong, (gong circles), two nae
(Lanna shawms), a drum-kit, a keyboard, an electric guitar and an electric bass. This
provided scope for constant swapping and replacing among musicians. A lapse occurred,
however, when I saw one musician, Suwat Phaithun, barging around the ensemble
playing instruments for fun. He played each instrument for half an hour before seeking
the next, showing off his ability to play various instruments. When it came to the
keyboard, however, Sangwan Khammi presided over the instrument. Suwat did not dare
to make known his intention of taking over: he had the impression that Sangwan was
wary of being shown up by a more skilful player. As rivals, I suspected that Sangwan
would not allow the virtuosic Suwat the opportunity to overshadow him, especially in a
large public setting (see Appendix II).

4.3 Looking to the past and future
In this section, a central concern is the assessment of piphat’s past and future, as seen
through the eyes of the musicians themselves, revolving around major obstacles and
serious issues that the piphat community has strived to overcome, and various problems
that they are expecting to have to engage with in the future also. This section considers
the scarcity of musicians, insufficient funding, and the uncertainty of future piphat
opportunities, all of which have to be addressed by the current musicians in their
commitment to maintain the value of piphat culture in Phayao Province.
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4.3.1 The scarcity of musicians
As was mentioned in section 2.1.3, the period between 1996 and 2001 was particularly
difficult for piphat musicians. During this period, band owners struggled to retain
sufficiently skilled piphat musicians and find replacements for those who left, typically
to find work as musicians in pubs and restaurants. David Samueachuea gave me the
example of his early instructor, the former keyboard player of Phetphumin named Sa-at,
who left the band to play in a restaurant for good. Like others, David stressed that there
were significantly fewer performance opportunities at that time than there are nowadays,
so the income was very meagre. Consequently, musicians were less willing to endure the
insecurity of their semi-nomadic lifestyles, also marked by constant travel, equipment
hauling and setting-up, and unpredictable eating and accommodation arrangements (see
section 4.2.2). They felt, even more than today, that their work was little better than that
of a pitiful labourer.208 As Merriam suggests, the musician’s stereotype of binge drinking,
laziness, lack of physical exertion, and money wasting is widely maintained across
diverse cultures, and is ceaselessly recognised (1979: 2).
However, David went on to explain that, with subsequent increased performance
opportunities, the piphat musicians’ economic situation has greatly improved. Musicians
are always paid on a job-by-job basis and, accordingly, the present-day piphat musician
now enjoys a more regular, more predictable, and immediate cash-in-hand income.
Nevertheless, for the freelance musicians who are not core members of the existing bands
(as shown in Illustration 2-1), the situation is less secure. Accordingly, Chamnong
Khueakham explained to me that musicians have often been lured away from piphat to
work in pubs or restaurants instead, motivated by the promise of a fixed salary and job
security.209 Uthen Phromsen concurred, telling me that he himself would rather play in a
pub, enjoying monthly payments, instead of waiting at home for someone to call and
provide him with the opportunity to work.210 This was quite an admission for him to
make, given his previous negative experiences. He and Suwit Phaithun, the bassist of
Sichumsin, had once been employed to play together in a restaurant but it had not worked
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out: they failed to attract customers and so the restaurant owner replaced them with more
professional-sounding ensemble. Uthen recalls:
Each and every night, it seemed we played music for ghosts as the restaurant
was almost empty: only one or two groups of customers. Feeling responsible,
we ended up buying food and drinks to show our support. The amount we had
paid by the end of our residency reflected the full extent of our folly.211

He and Suwit Phaithun then reverted to their on-and-off employment with
Sichumsin, where at least there was a sense of musicians’ comradeship. 212 David
Samueachuea echoed the sentiment that, although fixed regular employment seems
attractive, the reality can sometimes prove disappointing. He too recalled experiences of
working in an unsuccessful restaurant where the number of musicians and waiters often
exceeded that of customers. He recollected his dismay when his monthly pay was delayed
due to the establishment’s income deficit.213
The resurgence of piphat in 2006 gave rise to an increase in the number of piphat
musicians, though with many of them participating on a part-time freelance basis. As
Wong recognises, this scenario is common in modern Thai society: nowadays musicians
commonly pursue music as part-timers, claiming no single loyalty to any existing troupe
but rather collaborating more broadly and remaining in service as members of a regional
network (1998: 110-111). One example of a part-time musician is Sarunyu Boripat, a
young Thai saxophone/nae player who is particularly affiliated to Phetdonchai. He learnt
piphat from his grandfather and now extends his skills to saxophone in response to the
departure of Wira Khuea-in – the founder of that ensemble. Although widely considered
to be a key musician in the ensemble, because he currently attending college, he is
sometimes unable to take part in performances. The current leader of Phetdonchai,
Anucha Chungmit, states:
My lead oboist [nae] is in college. I don’t mind if he sometimes misses a
performance because there are various solutions we can take. I have to let him
study. Whenever he can, he’ll come and join us, I’m certain.214
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In fact, the lack of musicians leaves Anucha with no choice but to tolerate the
situation and find replacements whenever the young musician is unavailable.
David Samueachuea, the son of Phetphumin’s band owner, also categorises
himself as a part-time musician. Being the sole breadwinner for his family, he was advised
by his mother, the band owner, to secure a permanent career instead of relying only on
piphat service. Reluctant, he heeded his mother’s advice and successfully applied to work
in Phayao’s fire rescue team. He told me that he is often able to circumvent timetable
clashes with piphat service by swapping his rescue work duty shifts with colleagues.215
Some musicians have quit their piphat involvement for non-music-related
professions, in order to escape the job insecurity and unpredictable income. Among those
who have severed their engagement seeking preferable conditions is Rawisut Wansaing,
a former drummer of Phetphumin. He is now an official responsible for collecting
electricity bills in Ban Tham Village. Two other former piphat ensemble members have
established new lives working in an insurance agency and retail. Prathueang Wongchai,
the film maker discussed earlier in section 2.3.5, asserts:
In fact, there are a number of young piphat musicians around and they take the
practice quite seriously. But, in the end, there’s not much incentive for them to
continue at it full-time. If they’re well-educated or have other choices, they tend
to escape piphat service.216

The problem of there being a shortage of piphat musicians is exacerbated by the fact that
so few young musicians are being trained and initiated into the musicians’ life. Anucha
Chungmit, the owner of Phetdonchai, told me about the difficulties he has faced in trying
to recruit the next generation of musicians, pinpointing their leaning towards Western
culture as being a major obstacle:
In the last four years, I have tried but I don’t have a clue how to recruit young
blood piphat musicians. Unlike Lampang, Phayao is musically so arid that the
lack of piphat music enthusiasts even threatens piphat’s survival…No one is
interested to join. I don’t know what to do, really… Musicians are more and
more scarce, especially nae players. In the end, I might have to play it myself.217
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Anucha’s concern reflects the findings of Tamwong’s study about Phayao
University students’ engagement with local traditional culture. Tamwong’s research
clearly shows that the retention of Lanna culture is in a critical condition; while the
region’s distinctive traditional food and dress are, in most situations, neglected in favour
of Western-style alternatives, traditional music and dance have also decreased in
popularity – albeit to a lesser extent (Tamwong, 2010: 138-139). The young generation
has little interest in furthering the piphat tradition.
There have been various attempts to re-invigorate interest in Lanna traditional
culture and, even though piphat is not originally from the North, it has been included in
some projects, for example in a school and a university. In 2015, Unruean Kawi, one of
the teachers at Thetsaban Si School218 (aka Phumin Rat Nukun), established a traditional
piphat ensemble within the school grounds in response to the Thai government scheme
for the preservation of traditional culture (Suepsanlaengphumpanya). Under this scheme,
every school is supposed to set up a traditional musical ensemble, although it is apparent
that whether or not schools actually instigate such initiatives is not monitored. To work
as the ensemble’s leader and teacher, coaching a group of students every Friday between
3pm and 5pm, the school appointed Kamon Samueachuea, the band owner of
Phetphumin. Unruean pointed out that Kamon was an obvious choice since his house
directly abuts the school and he is well-recognised locally as an expert, and he recalled
that the group benefitted the students in many ways, especially by promoting cooperation
skills. 219 However, early in 2017, the class was terminated because of a cessation of
financial support, which was not only a disappointment to some of the students but also
to the wider piphat community, which had been hoping to benefit from this reservoir of
enthusiastic young musicians.220
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Figure 4.12 Piphat training at Thetsaban Si School, tutored by Kamon Samueachuea

Because piphat culture is well-recognised to be an introduction from the south,
local cultural preservation programmes have instead focused more on Lanna traditional
genres such as slaw saw seung. Nonthaya Phoung-ngam, a government official, explained
to me that, in 2012, the Office of the Basic Education Commission (Samnakngan
Khanakammakan Sueksa Khanphuenthan) allocated budgets known as ‘SP2’ to promote
slaw saw seung across the northern region. At that time, the required musical instruments
were purchased and delivered to targeted schools in order to stimulate classroom-based
learning of the genre. Even so, Nonthaya added that slaw saw seung remains entirely
absent from the official school curriculums. There have, as yet, been no attempts to draw
inspiration from the cultural preservation initiatives of other nations, such as the United
Kingdom, where folk music-related education has been embedded in formal curricular
and classroom activities, including series of practice-based workshops geared towards
sustaining active interest in the younger generation (see, for example, Winter and KeeganPhipps 2013: 29). Accordingly, in Phayao, traditional types of music-making continue to
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be regarded as peripheral and low priority – especially, piphat, which seems even more
removed from the domains of student learning than slaw saw seung.221
At the higher-education level, however, as Akins (2012: 19) and Myers-Moro
(1988: 345) discuss, there have long been government initiatives within Thailand to train
young musicians in traditional music genres. The Ministry of Culture has nurtured
Colleges of Dramatic Arts (Withayalai Natasin) in major cultural centres across the
Kingdom, including in Chiang Mai. On the other hand, beyond these dedicated artsrelated institutions, it is apparent that traditional musical forms often fail to find a footing
in the standard multi-discipline colleges and universities. In Phayao University, efforts
had been made to set up and sustain a piphat group but, unfortunately, they failed at an
embryonic stage as no budget was granted as promised. An official at the University told
me that he had tried to set up a university-owned piphat ensemble in 2014, with the goals
of fostering traditional culture on campus and establishing a tight-knit group that could
represent the institution both there and elsewhere. However, he recalls that the students
were not keen to commit themselves to practising and performing, and so the initiative
was terminated after just a short time, in the same year.222 One local piphat musician told
me that the failure was partly owing to poor management and a poor choice of tutors –
people who were insufficiently skilled.223
Because there is a disproportionately large number of piphat ensembles in Phayao
given the number of sufficiently skilled musicians in the area, conflict often arises, with
band owners fighting over band members. During intense inter-group competition, certain
groups have lost members. For example, Nongiang lost a large number of its members in
the late 1990s, partly due to member dissatisfaction over pay. 224 However, certain
individuals manage to retain positive relationships with a good proportion of the groups.
Suwat Phaithun, for example, is a young freelance musician who is close friends with
Chamnong and who often contributes to Nongiang’s activities – but he also lends his
skills to a large array of the other Phayao piphat ensembles (see Illustration 2-1) and,
furthermore, to other ensembles in Chiang Rai and Lampang. This development of an
expansive network, traversing multiple groups and encompassing a large geographical
221
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area, mirrors a tendency noted by Wiggins in Ghana, where some young musicians
similarly choose not to bind themselves to a single local community but rather spread
their expertise across wider regions (2005: 75). The current situation amongst the Phayao
piphat groups demonstrates a major transformation from the old commonplace
predicament documented by Binson-Sumrongthong, whereby musical knowledge was
passed down within the community relatively untainted by the intrusion of outsiders
(2009: 311).

Figure 4.13 Suwat Phaithun’s timetable for February, March and some of April 2016. The numbers
on the left refer to the date, next to which the occasion is written, followed by the band name, often
enclosed in parentheses.

It is evident that the freelance musicians are often blamed for the conflicts that
arise – especially, unsurprisingly, by the more settled group members. One of the latter
musicians told me that freelance musicians are ‘real troublemakers’, pointing out that
they cannot even be relied upon to commit to offers of work because they perceive piphat
service as of secondary importance to other job opportunities where they can often earn
more. He told me that this mindset threatened the very foundation of the groups,
undermining the shared sense of commitment. In fact, his own group was forced to
disband:
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When we confronted difficulties, like many others, we thought to use computer
karaoke, instead. But my brother thought it would be best to step down. I
reckoned it might be because he had a permanent job, quite a promising one.
Besides, we were sick of annoyingly have to ask freelance musicians to play for
us each and every time our ensemble was employed. It was not how we wanted
to run things, at all. The bottom line is that we have to make money. That’s why
we decided not to revive the ensemble: because we didn’t have permanent
musicians. 225

Nevertheless, rather than giving up all prospects of piphat survival like many others
before him, Anucha Chungmit is sanguine to think that longer-term success in Phayao’s
piphat circle can be achieved through collaboration. He has proposed that the present
musicians should work collaboratively, and also give altruistic support and guidance to
apprentices. In this way, a high standard of professional skill could be spread evenly
across the circle without any groups being left behind.226
4.3.2 Initiatives promoted by the local authority
Although government-sponsored initiatives have only made very limited in-roads
towards introducing piphat within Phayao’s schools and universities, the region’s cultural
administration has contributed towards preserving local cultural aspects beyond those
institutions – although the small amount of funding dedicated towards the arts has mainly
been focused on local forms such as slaw saw seung. With the help of the local authority,
the piphat community has been invited to contribute at significantly large and influential
cultural festivals and other events such as the International Garden Expo (Royal Flora
Ratchaphruek) in Chiang Mai and the traditional piphat competition. However, it is
apparent that a degree of distrust has developed, with the musicians now expressing
uneasiness about undertaking future collaborations with the government administration.
This distrust appears to have arisen primarily owing to several unpleasant experiences –
and one in particular.
Following the Phayao local authority’s decision to participate in the 2006
International Garden Expo (Royal Flora Ratchaphruek), which was to be held in Chiang
Mai, the Phayao piphat community received a welcome fresh impetus when it was
officially invited to contribute. Praphan Moonkhao, the band owner of Daoprakaisin,
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recounts that he was granted special permission to retune and modify the musical
instruments belonging to nine of the area’s ensembles to ensure their mutual musical
compatibility. During preparatory meetings and rehearsals, it was decided by local
government officials, groups of musicians and dancers that there would be four sets of
traditional performances in which Daoprakaisin would act as leader, positioned in the
front row and equipped with microphones.227 Various different musicians from several
different groups told me that they were excited at the prospect of performing in such a
grandiose setting and were hopeful of what it could lead to. However, their excitement
was extinguished after learning that, apart from being given a T-shirt each, there would
be no individual payments, and that the performance fee would only be 1,000 baht per
ensemble – approximately £24 at the time.228 The complaints tipped over into conflict
between the officials and the musicians. In the event, the musicians relented and played
at the event, albeit grudgingly. Despite happening over ten years ago, this experience is
still commonly referred to by the musicians and cited as a reason to exercise caution.229
In 2012, Phayao’s piphat culture was re-invigorated by a far less conflict-riddled
event, which was again promoted by the local authority, working in conjunction with a
monk called Phrakrupaladsuwadthanajariyakhun: a piphat competition held at Si Khom
Kham temple, a popular rendezvous for local artists. The musicians remember this event
as being more enjoyable and rewarding, both economically and in terms of recognition.
For the groups that did particularly well in the competition, of course, their contribution
held the promise of securing more employment opportunities, greater reputation, and
higher earnings (Phrakrupaladsuwadthanajariyakhun, interview, 9 December 2016;
Myers-Moro, 1991: 239) – a feature also documented by Jones in respect to shawm bands’
contributions at Chinese temple festivals (2007: 72). Meanwhile, the competition exposed
the scope of the living tradition to the musicians themselves and to their wider
community, promoting both musical preservation and innovation, especially because it
openly encouraged diverse musical contributions encompassing both traditional Lanna
repertory and lukthung (see also Winter and Keegan-Phipps, 2013: 35; Akins, 2012: 57).
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Unfortunately, as the government official Nonthaya Phoung-ngam explained, the
sizeable budget that had been dedicated towards local ceremonies and cultural events in
2012 was not replaced in the following year.230 Accordingly, the piphat competition did
not take place again in 2013 or the following years – and, in fact, it remains uncertain
whether or not the local government will be willing and able to finance it again in the
near future. It depends, in part, upon whether the event is viewed as culturally beneficial
or an over-extravagance with little longer-term value. Needless to say, the halt to the
funding caused irreparable harm, echoing throughout piphat society as a whole. Here,
again, a parallel is apparent with the Chinese shawm bands’ predicament: Jones records
that the shawm groups once enjoyed generous subsidies from the local government as
part of a wider cultural preservation scheme, but, since the 1980s, they have had to
struggle in the face of greatly-reduced funding (2007: 3). Yoothapoom Namwong, a
community developer in Phayao Province, suggests that funding for the arts is further
compromised by over-spending on other areas of provision such as road construction and
water resource development, wherein 30 to 40 percent of the total amount is used to pay
wages.231
While acknowledging problematic issues regarding the apportioning of budget by
local authorities, the government official Nonthaya Phoung-ngam was keen to highlight
the positive features within the Ministry of Culture’s newly revised action plan. Nonthaya
points out that, rather than simply give money to local authorities to apportion as they see
fit, in 2016, the Ministry of Culture has given more targeted funding in accordance with
regionally compiled lists of proposed activities and their forecasted costings.232 In part,
this revised policy is geared towards promoting cultural tourism, aiming to ensure that
there is an appealing range of cultural activities planned to take place in each region. As
Johnson points out: “[i]n many places in the world, tourism has become a key agent in
constructing and reconstructing ‘traditional culture’” (2002: 177).
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(Media Example 4.15 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CI__vD_cFL8)

Figure 4.14 Phetdonchai presenting piphat music at an annual outdoor event to promote Phayao’s
unique cultural products, at Phayao cultural centre by the Kwan Phayao lake

Nonthaya claims that piphat performance has recently been introduced to wider
audiences in multiple public settings, inside and outside temples. 233 However, it is
essential to recognise that it is not specifically the Phayao groups that have been
benefitting from the broadening of local administration-assisted opportunities; organisers
have been inclined to hire contemporary piphat ensembles from Lampang instead because
of their superior traditional artistry – a fact that several Phayao piphat performers have
acknowledged to cause much frustration.234 In fact, one musician claimed that none of
Phayao’s owned piphat ensembles had been employed to perform at a local
administration-funded event for a decade, since the aforementioned ‘International Garden
Expo’ incident:
I am feeling nostalgic now, talking about piphat groups in Phayao working
together with the local government, because it hasn’t happened at all for quite a
while. Now, they usually hire piphat ensembles from Lampang, leaving us to
suffer from neglect.235
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A local official explained to me that the Phayao cultural administration had been
averse to employing the local piphat groups because the musicians’ senses of
responsibility and public service-mindedness were in question. I was told that a hired
piphat group could not be relied upon to follow an agreed timetable, with one particular
occasion being cited when the musicians arrived at the venue an hour later than expected,
causing much disruption to the other planned activities. 236 Apparently, the local
musicians had seemed too single-mindedly focused on earning income. As to be expected,
the piphat musicians themselves argued that music-making is their livelihood; why
should they be expected to perform for free on demand from the authorities?237
In 2016, however, a grant was given by the Office of the Permanent Secretary,
Ministry of Culture, to support the provisions for a major fon phi ceremony, taking place
as part of the commemoration day of King Ngam Muang of Phayao. Marking a thawing
in the relationship between the Phayao piphat groups and the local administration, it was
decided that three Phayao ensembles (Wat Phrachao Tonluang, Phetdonchai, and Wat
Phrathat Chomkhai – a former name of Sitthiphongsin) would be invited instead of a
Lampang one. As one official put it, this was a ‘trial’ to establish whether patronage of
Phayao piphat musicianship would continue into 2017 and beyond or revert to
Lampang.238 It seems that the performers failed the trial, since the group booked for 2017
was, once again, an invited group from Lampang.
In 2017, an official Phayao piphat society (Chomrom Sinlapin Piphat Lanna
Patnae Changwat Phayao) was established, working in conjunction with the local
authority with the objective of preserving local culture.239 However, at the time of writing,
the precise future plans and objectives of this society are yet to be set.
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(Media Example 4.16 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zG7FGpOAT_E)

Figure 4.15 An auspicious gathering of Phayao piphat musicians at Si Khom Kham temple in 2016

It is argued that the flourishing of piphat culture in Phayao province is partly in
the hands of local offcials who have been appointed to making important decisions on the
maintenance of cultural heritage. There has been a certain degree of understanding of
artists’ predicaments, and a devotion to mitigating the difficulties they have faced. This
has shaped how piphat musicians manage their affairs. At the same time, though, there
has clearly been a wavering of collaboration between musicians and instances of mutual
distrust. These difficulties have been equally important in urging people to show a more
modernised version of piphat to the public, in the hope that it can become self-supporting.
4.3.3 Future prospects for Phayao’s contemporary piphat
Considering Manuel’s statement that “[u]rbanization entails a process of formidable
adaptation and reorientation of cultural values, both on individual and group level” (1988:
88), it might be expected that Phayao City’s ongoing urbanisation will affect the Phayao
City folk’s willingness to continue patronising piphat, at least in its current form.
Furthermore, while Vaddhanaphuti suggests that a belief in spirits and supernatural power
endures in the more rural areas, with rural people spending extravagantly on religious
ceremonies (1984: 309), it cannot be assumed that the newly urbanising populace will be
so dedicated to channeling their incomes in that direction. As Kamon Samueachuea
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asserts, piphat ensembles are better nurtured in rural areas than in the precincts of Phayao
City.240 Accordingly, some musicians think that the countryside and its enduring religious
belief might become a key locus of their employment in the future.
Many people in the Phayao area suggested to me that urban patrons now tend to
prefer pre-recorded music while rural patrons prefer live playing, and this seems to be
borne out by my own observations. It is necessary to consider several factors to explain
these musical differences. Firstly, it is a simple fact that few city dwellers have sufficient
house space to hold lavish ceremonies.241 As a result, they often organise funerals in
temples instead of holding piphat performances, or use CD players and loud speakers to
provide music at home.
Although Phayao’s rich could easily accommodate piphat in their spacious
premises, they often show an indifference towards this kind of music. Many of the city’s
wealthiest residents are ethnically Chinese, and they prefer traditional Chinese ensemble
music. This is a major limiting factor for piphat in Phayao City. Chinese influences in
northern Thailand can be traced back to the mid-1800s, when traders from the Yunnan
region in South China set foot in Lanna and began trading commodities and providing
services for locals (Le May, 1999: 70; Johnson, 2014: 36). Initially, the majority of the
Chinese people entering Siam (a former name of Thailand) were labourers. However,
later they began seeking greater opportunities; they became involved in farming and
commerce, achieving significant success and accumulating wealth (Bock, 1884: 140).
The later generations of Chinese people living in present-day Phayao, perceiving their
traditions to be vulnerable, try to preserve them in this foreign land. Their fear of loss
echoes Slobin’s statement that the domination of national forms introduced by central
governments via state education systems can bring about the disappearance of
‘micromusics’ (1993: 30-31). A leading Chinese business man in Phayao City, Somchai
Rattanathitikul, seems acutely aware of this possibility:
I’m sorry! I forbid piphat music in Chinese funerals with every moral fibre of
my being. It would be extremely incongruent with Chinese tradition.242
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My interviewees also perceived the homogeneity of rural people, as opposed to
the manifold pursuits, professions and interests of urban-dwellers.243 As Stengs suggests,
Thailand’s economic growth in the 1980s drew a strong demarcation between urban and
rural areas in terms of educational and social status (2009: 252). This has led to the condition
of piphat music being better integrated within country life than city experience, as is
corroborated by Titon and Slobin’s statement that “[s]ometimes the division of musical
behavior resembles the social divisions within the group and reinforces the usual
activities of the culture” (1996: 10). Confirming this impression, Nikhom
Khanthakit, Kamon and Suriya Samueachuea have all similarly asserted that country
folks tend to be more tenacious to traditional culture than city dwellers. They value
the use of a piphat ensemble, for example, in funerals as a mean to perpetuate local
cultural essence regardless of their financial difficulty.
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On the contrary,

Phrakrupaladsuwadthanajariyakhun reports the common perception in Phayao City that
fewer piphat ensembles are hired for funerals because of the weaker ritual orientations of
the city’s people, especially government officials.245 It can be inferred that more educated
people are less committed to piphat tradition, as Nonthaya Phoung-ngam, a government
official, confirms:
They [city dwellers] would never feel obliged to hire piphat ensembles in
funerals nor are they aware of the loss of the piphat culture. As far as they know,
the piphat music from CD players and loud speakers is sufficient and simple. I
wouldn’t be surprised if piphat ensembles disappeared. But of course, new
practices directly affect piphat musicians and they have to admit that it’s a
changing world!246

Although having these demographic groups turning away from piphat has limited its
ability to thrive in recent times, the genre is far from entirely lacking support. Whether in
or outside Phayao City, financial considerations are fundamentally secondary to the
simple question of whether or not Phayao people wish to hire piphat live performances.
Piphat ensembles enjoy a strong position of being regarded as important cultural items in
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ceremonies; thus, arguably, piphat is valued through its deep-rooted integration in local
norms and social functions.247

Figure 4.16 A local representative discussing possibilities and the obstacles to piphat survival

Another prospective employment opportunity for piphat ensembles is directly
associated with the religious and spiritual benefits that piphat can bring. It is a common
belief that to fulfil the wishes of the deceased by inviting that individual’s favourite piphat
ensemble to perform at his or her funeral is to establish for them an oasis of peace. On 13
January 2016, I went with Phetphumin to a funeral of a young man who had died of
diabetes-related complications. A funeral was carried out shortly after his mother’s and
other relatives’ recovery from the immediate shock of his passing. Knowing her son
enjoyed lukthung and dance music, she called Phetphumin specifically for this duty. She
understood that the contemporary piphat ensemble was similar to the lukthung and
popular entertainment (Morris, 2000: 221) that he liked, and decided that only a fullfledged contemporary piphat ensemble could be fitting as a last gift.
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It has been argued that, while mediocre music-making in socio-cultural events is
sufficient, excellent performances can enhance social gatherings and boost participants’
satisfaction (Stokes, 1994: 5). Kamon Honghin, a village headman, and Yuphin Bunmi,
a Phayao citizen, assert that the contemporary ensembles have a mesmerising power. Not
every local can hire a live piphat performance for their use due to financial constraint;
therefore, many are glad of the opportunity to participate in events when they occur. The
collective enthusiasm for piphat music-making certainly comes from a strong sense of its
origins, despite piphat music having gone through abrupt changes in the course of the last
three decades. People raised in the culture of a particular place are inclined to appreciate
their legacies and feel protective of cultural belonging (Stokes, 1994: 5; Turino, 2008:
96).
Sitthiphon Sisiatkha told me that, in the old days, funeral hosts would have no
particular preference for either the traditional or contemporary ensemble. At present, they
strongly favour the latter because its flexibility is advantageous.248 Phon Muangma, the
pickup driver for Pin Thong, notes:
We have included the keyboard in our piphat music-making for 15 years but
were not lucky enough to have a saxophone and a trumpet until 5 years ago.
Bravo! Now, we have better employment because Western musical instruments
lend themselves well to lukthung to which people are greatly drawn.249

Arguably, another factor preserving piphat music in Phayao society is, as Steingress puts
it, to consider music as a social product, involving campaign and persuasion (2003: 301).
For example, Praphan Moonkhao points out that to compete commercially with the socalled haehaeng (see section 2.3.5), piphat ensembles should not only highlight their
musical standards, but also that hiring them for funerals is a gesture of mutual
appreciation between the host and musicians. Being employed here not only helps
promote the musical tradition and the earnings of piphat musicians, but also the playing
of piphat in funerals seems equivalent to blessing and honouring the dead.250
Wanida Thipsak, the Head of Phayao’s Commercial Office, explained the
strategic considerations of piphat ensembles as they try to remain commercially viable.
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Firstly, she suggested that ensembles should create a customer database for each year of
employment, in order for them to compare details such as their client numbers and places
of employment and put these insights into use in future decision-making.251 Secondly, it
is advisable that each ensemble has a uniform shirt, because a professional look can
become a distinctive feature. This positive change could act as a vehicle through which
clients can remember them and trust can be built.
As Peterson points out, to ensure survival, local musicians must recognise and
target their clients and adapt their artistry accordingly, adopting an appropriate stance
(2001: 127-128). In line with this, the next strategy Wanida recommended is to promote
piphat ensembles strongly, particularly that they “let themselves be known to each and
every one of Phayao’s local government officials and seek their support. Often, we need
to call a piphat ensemble into service but have no idea how to find one”. 252 Finally,
Wanida confirmed that the contemporary piphat ensembles need commercialising:
In order to make the piphat service a product, it has to wear makeup,
figuratively. I see now that piphat music-making is a service. It’s simple. Like
selling goods, sellers have to create a story. I mean, the explanation of what it
is that they have or are doing is needed crucially. Remember that success in
business cannot be obtained by fluke!253

The local authority is another key element in the nurturing of Phayao’s piphat culture.
Suraphon Chumpari, a senior piphat musician, strongly believes that local government
funding to support piphat activities can help solve problems:
Though it’s not my place to say, I can’t help speaking out to see if people agree.
I trust that one way to perpetuate piphat practices in Phayao is through music
education. We have to make teenagers educated and eventually accomplished
in playing any of traditional instruments they’d like. Hiring existing piphat
musicians to play in public events from time to time (as we all know) is fine but
it may not make any difference in the long run. We’ve failed to hit the nail on
the head, as a key problem is still unsolved. The bottom line is that as far as I’m
concerned, in the next ten years Phayao will unavoidably be faced with a lack
of piphat musicians. There will be few people and ensembles, if any, in service.
We, current piphat musicians, are getting old but we do not see teenagers who
are truly interested in passing on our skills. I’m afraid that local wisdom will be
burnt and lost along with our bodies. To whom it may concern, please do ponder
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on this coming debacle carefully. It’s time to revive educational activities
concerning piphat music before it is too late.254

It has been argued that the prolongation of piphat culture in Phayao is largely contingent
upon the support of local leaders, who can set up frequent cultural events allowing
members of the younger generations to be involved.255 It would be extremely beneficial
if there were a budget allocated to the hiring of piphat musicians ready to train promising
children in organised classrooms or rehearsals.256 With the support of both government
and private sectors, it would be highly likely that these children, when grown up, would
become skilled musicians. This would mean a new generation of people regarding piphat
services as their profession, and capable of acting as strong pillars for the future of
Phayao’s piphat community.257
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Chapter 5 Conclusion

In this dissertation, I have explored how the course of modernisation and
Westernisation has influenced Thai traditional musical culture, focusing specifically on
contemporary piphat ensembles in Phayao Province, Northern Thailand. In Chapter 1, I
set out the socio-historical background to my study, clarifying the northern ‘Lanna’
region’s changing relationships with Central Thai power, and charting how
Westernisation and modernisation have influenced the traditional arts, both in Thailand
and beyond. In Chapter 2, I then turned my focus onto the Phayao province piphat
ensembles themselves, detailing their histories from the 1960s, the musicians’ social
networks and management, the adoption of technological advances, and the primary
contexts in which they have provided their services – with a primary aim being to
elucidate the musicians’ strategies for sustaining and furthering their musical livelihoods.
In Chapter 3, I then exploited rather different methodological tools to hone in on the
details of the piphat music itself, interrogating the tuning systems employed and their
concomitant compatibility issues, the roles of the different musical instruments within the
texture, the various genres and categories of music subsumed within the contemporary
repertory, and the defining characteristics of the music’s internal patterns and structures;
here, I particularly extensively employed Transcribe software to facilitate detailed
musical analysis, and also used a variety of qualitative and quantitative research methods
to identify prevailing trends within the large array of collected data. Next, in Chapter 4, I
focused more on the interviews that I conducted with musicians and event hosts and on
my keen observations of the musicians’ behaviour within the broader cultural
surroundings, to probe deeper into the socio-cultural dimensions of the modern-day
piphat scene – revealing more intricate details about how the musicians interact with one
another, and with their hosts and audience members while at work, and thereby further
clarifying the socio-musical roles they serve in the community. Across all of these
chapters, a primary aim has been to ‘make sense of’ the extensive and varied audio-visual
resources that I amassed during fieldwork, as well as the interviews that I conducted with
over 30 current musicians within the region’s piphat scene – members from all existing
piphat ensembles.
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In this final chapter of the dissertation, I will now summarise my main findings,
consider the ways in which they are relevant to questions of enduring broad interest within
ethnomusicology, and outline the most obvious implications for further research.
Having freed themselves from temple patronage, wherein music-making was
treated as civic duty, the Phayao province piphat musicians have actively pursued piphat
as a business enterprise – vigorously promoting their services to event host-clients and
performing with a mind to meeting contemporary tastes. Accordingly, they have willingly
adopted the modern technology that has facilitated a ‘modern sound’. In this dissertation,
I argue that this adoption of technology has been key not only to revitalisation but even
to survival, ensuring continued relevance in a changed society. At present, there are ten
privately-owned piphat ensembles that travel around within Phayao City and its
immediate surroundings, and all of them have diversified their musicianship beyond
playing exclusively old piphat pieces on Thai traditional instruments to include music
that will truly entertain the modern listener – with traditional sounds enhanced by Western
instrumental additions and harmonies, the inclusion of well-known lukthung melodies,
and the lights and stage-finish now associated with upmarket showmanship. As Slobin
(1993: 20) and Rhum (1996: 328) point out, local musicians have to be highly attuned to
their audiences’ changing tastes as all-encompassing socio-cultural transformations
sweep through their territories; they have to find ways to respond effectively. In this
dissertation, I have sought to shine light on all the many varied adaptations that the
musicians have made in their attempts to hit a perfect balance of tradition and modernity
– one that matches their clients’ expectations and desires.
Since the 1970s, the inclusion of Western musical instruments in contemporary
piphat ensembles has obviously added a fresh new dimension, instantly generating
another layer of associations and promoting an aura of modernity and cosmopolitanism.
It is undeniable that, by calling on the help of sophisticated musical devices and PA
systems, the contemporary piphat ensembles have deviated markedly from the traditional
piphat realm. In fact, they have taken many steps in the direction of becoming pop bands:
although the traditional instruments remain positioned at the front of the set-up –
functioning as prominent iconic manifestations of Thai-ness, and raising status through
stressing enduring links to Thai classical tradition – sonically, those instruments are often
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quite low in the mix. Rather, it is the sounds of saxophones, trumpet, karaoke backing (if
employed), and drum-kit that tend to dominate the soundscape.
Although shifting their business models and musical aesthetics towards more
contemporary styles has granted Phayao’s piphat music-making a chance for survival, it
is apparent that there have been episodes when the musicians have transgressed certain
limits of acceptability – limits imposed by influential authority figures within the
community. While conservative-minded individuals have always bemoaned the
prevalence of the most conspicuously un-Thai elements in performance, the ensembles’
incorporation of a female singer and their encouragement of audience dancing evidently
went too far, igniting fierce controversy. Even though the event hosts themselves often
encouraged these practices, conservatives and Buddhist monks pronounced them
incongruent with the established codes of behaviour and, in funeral contexts, tantamount
to the desecration of funerary ritual. With the outright banning of such practices in the
late 1990s, many of the region’s piphat ensembles folded, leaving only a small number
struggling for employment.
As mentioned in section 2.3.5, during the slump in piphat employment that
occurred from the late 1990s into the early 2000s, live piphat performances (hae sod)
were largely supplanted by the cheaper option of playing CDs of piphat music through
loudspeakers (hae heang), with the latter generally being regarded as the ‘enemy’ by live
music appreciators and, of course, by the musicians themselves. Although the musicians
have tended to interpret the hosts’ switch to hiring pre-recorded set-ups as indicative of a
change in preference, in this thesis I have argued that this was not the case. In large part,
it was the dreary national economy of the late 1990s that essentially forced people to
choose the cheaper option, in spite of their preferences. As Phongpaichit (2005: 173-174)
and Webster (2005: 295-296) have detailed, the preceding rapid economic boom had
occurred without measures in place to ensure sustainability, leading to the economic crisis
of 1998, with its consequent increase of the unemployment rate and significantly lowered
personal resources amongst the Thai populace. So, although the demand for live
performance may have endured, hosts no longer had the money to pay for it and chose
the less desirable option of haehaeng; despite not being live, haehaeng at least ensured
that the traditional sounds of piphat continued to permeate the most essential community
events. It transpires that in the early 2000s when Thailand regained economic strength,
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piphat ensembles regained live performance opportunities while, at the same time,
boosting their income through marketing their music in the form of CDs and DVDs.
This study has highlighted the conspicuous prevalence and deep influence of
karaoke technology within the contemporary piphat scene of Phayao Province. Since first
being adopted in 2002 in a bid to resuscitate the nearly dissolved piphat ensembles and
ensure the tradition’s continued relevance, this technology has had major impacts upon
all aspects of the musical culture. In fact, only three ensembles have resisted, still insisting
on fully-live performance; all the others have reduced their membership, replacing some
of their musicians with the backing that the technology provides. As has been
demonstrated, the common adoption of karaoke technology has directly affected
employment opportunities for piphat musicians, most notably encouraging a decline in
the number of musicians working, especially those who play Western instruments. From
another perspective, however, the ensembles’ subsequent reduced reliance on the
evidently limited pool of sufficiently-trained musicians can be viewed in a positive light,
with the technology functioning as a performance-facilitator, allowing groups to thrive
even in the face of limited musicianship, while also supplementing a professionalsounding backing with which many audience members are already highly familiar.
Nevertheless, Prathueang Wongchai, the well-known film maker whose active
involvement in the region’s piphat has been documented in section 2.3.5, has recognised
that a preference for fully-live performance still remains:
I produced several albums for Nongiang but they’re not as popular as those with
real musicians. […] customers are inclined to buy the productions featuring full
ensembles because, they said, “watching live performance is more pleasant”.258

My observations of piphat ensemble performances at funerals, fon phi (spirit dance)
ceremonies and temple festivals – these being the three main contexts for performance
today – reveal two primary socio-musical functions. Firstly, at certain moments during
proceedings, the groups work alongside symbolic paraphernalia and ritualistic actions as
sacred mediators – creating an atmosphere conducive for people’s experience of
transcendent power. This role is most apparent when the mediums are dancing and falling
into trance at a fon phi ceremony, when funeral rites are being enacted as music is played,
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and when the audience at a temple festival turns its attentions towards the temple’s most
sacred religious icons. Secondly, at certain times in proceedings, the groups work
alongside disco lights and alcohol, aiming to entertain – playing familiar favourites
geared towards providing a fun diversion for those present. In temple festivals and
funerals, performances customarily begin relatively solemnly, playing traditional
ceremonial Lanna music that is well suited to the first role; and then, later in proceedings,
when the attendees wish to ‘unwind’, attention turns to the latter role, with the musicians
playing lukthung hits to enliven the social gathering. As Nikhom Khanthakit and
Chumnong Khueakham explained to me, it is always essential to be sensitive to the tastes
and needs of the audience, assessing whether the time is right to change focus and
calculating what style would be met with approval; for example, if older people
outnumber younger, older slower repertory should be played. 259 Misdiagnosis of the
audience’s needs can seriously threaten future employment opportunities, as one
discovered after playing unfavourable lukthung pieces at a funeral service at a particular
temple on 12 February 2016.260 In fon phi ceremonies, meanwhile, the musicians tend to
switch frequently between Lanna tunes and lukthung, seeking to provide an everchanging miscellany that will keep the mediums stimulated for hours – choosing pieces
in accordance with their own set-lists and the occasional requests provided by chief
mediums. In all three performance contexts, the musicians must play almost continuously
for long periods of time, which poses a major challenge, especially for the nae shawm
players – almost all being middle aged or old. Funerals provide more opportunities for
breaks and therefore are the preferred performance-type amongst the musicians
themselves.
My research has also shown how a widespread yearning for modernisation and
Westernisation amongst the musicians and the wider community they serve has resulted
in radical alterations to the music itself, with the adoption of two key elements –
specifically, Western musical instruments and Western tuning systems –, serving as the
preliminary facilitators. As Lipsitz (1994: 62) and Baumann (2000: 133) point out,
musicians in the developing world do tend to feel emboldened and socially elevated
simply by using Euro-American scales and Western instruments in their own music-
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making, and Phayao’s piphat ensembles clearly and unambiguously exemplify this.
Following a trend also evident in the neighbouring provinces in Lanna such as Chiang
Mai and Lampang (see Somchandra et al., 2014), all of the existing groups in Phayao now
tune their traditional instruments to diatonic major scales, with the majority particularly
employing Eb major because of its well-suited-ness for trumpet and saxophone
participation. While the adoption of diatonic tuning and Western instrumentation have
evidently occurred closely in tandem with one another, they have facilitated still other
major changes in the domain of performance repertory, specifically enabling the piphat
ensembles to turn their skills more towards playing lukthung, replete with that genre’s
functional harmony and the essential instrumental sonorities of keyboard, drum-kit,
electric bass, guitar, saxophone and trumpet.
The new instrumentation, diatonic tuning and favoured lukthung aesthetic have
prompted the musicians to substantially rework the older traditional repertory in diverse
ways – encompassing all the pieces that have been adopted from Central Thailand such
as Khamen Pak Tho and all the pieces originally from the Lanna region such as Mon
Chiang San, Mon Lampang, and Prasat Wai. Chapter 3 has demonstrated that, although
the traditional pieces’ places of origin are still apparent in present-day interpretation, with
the Lanna repertory’s use of the Dorian mode remaining a particularly strong indicator of
local identity, the whole of the traditional repertory has been not only ‘diatonicised’ but
also, going one step further, ‘functionally harmonised’ via the attribution of extended
tertian harmony in a lukthung style. In large part, this transformation has derived from the
increased prominence of the keyboard; in fact, the keyboard now sits at the very heart of
the ensemble, being played by the ensemble’s leader. One could say that the traditional
repertory has been thoroughly ‘lukthung-ised’, to the extent that even the musicians
playing Thai traditional instruments now tend to fill-out the musical texture by adding the
interval of the third, rather than the primary intervals of fourth and fifth which have
traditionally been employed in piphat playing. While many ethnomusicologists, including
Spiller, have noted how older forms now tend to coexist with modernised forms (2008:
207), in the case of Phayao’s piphat music, it could be argued that a more comprehensive
blending of old and new is evidenced. It is clear that the musicians themselves tend to
regard this radical reworking of piphat music-making as a completely necessary adaptive
measure; for example, Kamon Samueachuea, the band owner of Phetphumin, told me:
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I’m not saying that I’m completely happy to see how the contemporary piphat
ensembles have shifted further away from their traditional religious practices
but, by shifting their roles, they have ensured their survival in our changing
society. I concede that that’s how things have to be.261

An observer could easily be surprised by the great extent to which Phayao’s musicians
have modernised piphat music-making. Phayao’s geographical location, meagre
transportation system, and poorly developed infrastructure have rendered it rather isolated
and prevented economic growth; indeed, many parts of Phayao remain poverty-stricken.
Given that one tends to see a close correlation between a society’s level of modernity, its
economic stature and its interconnectedness with the outside world – in line with the
observations of Moore (1974: 521), Gordon (2010: 177, 184), Rhum (1996: 328) and
Suda (1981: 180), for example – in the case of Phayao, one might therefore expect the
music-making to maintain an old-world aesthetic and be ignorant of the use of PA
systems, keyboards, amps, and expensive Western instruments. However, on the contrary,
this research has shown that the piphat musicians and their community members have
been actively pursuing the modernisation of musical experience. While this has happened
partly as an adaptive measure to accommodate the relatively small reservoir of skilled
musicians able to play the old repertory (as mentioned above), I would argue that there is
an additional motivation underlying this comprehensive modernisation: specifically, it
serves as a means for the Phayao people to challenge their peripherality and poverty,
helping them to push the difficult rural past and its associated culture far behind and
elevate Phayao towards a more economically prosperous and interconnected future. As
many ethnomusicologists have observed (including Kroier 2012: 161 and Stokes 2004:
61-62, for example), it is commonplace to encounter traditionalist factions in one’s
fieldwork region – people who mourn the loss and radical transformation of cultural
heritage, and regard modernisation as a tarnishing process. However, in connection with
the piphat ensembles’ practices, I encountered very little dismay regarding the loss of old
repertory, the radical reworking of traditional Lanna music, prevalent concentration on
lukthung, and strong presence of Western instruments; rather, the vast majority of people
appeared happy that the musicians were yielding to the hegemonic draw of more powerful
and prosperous places, eagerly adopting exciting imports, and, during the performances
themselves, providing the participants with sounds strongly associated with the ‘better
261
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life’. As Arjun Appadurai asserts, ethnoscapes, technoscapes, mediascapes, and
ideoscapes are key to modern interconnectedness (1990; 1996) (see section 1.3.1), and
this is clearly manifested in Phayao’s piphat realm, where the musicians actively shift
piphat’s appearances and services to accommodate to the contemporary era. Although
many people in Phayao City still hire the piphat ensembles’ services to provide the
essential music at funerals, fon phi ceremonies and temple festivals, the longer-term
continuance of the ensembles is by no means assured – and this is another prominent
theme that emerges from my research.
Almost all of the middle-aged musicians I interviewed professed their
commitment to piphat but, at the same time, the evidence shows that music-making
usually accounts for only a small proportion of their livelihoods and they often abandon
it when more lucrative non-musical opportunities arise – as with the case of Sitthiphon
Sisiatkha, for example, who took the more financially secure option of becoming a fulltime civil servant. Meanwhile, as shown in section 4.2.4 and Appendix II, older musicians
greatly outnumber younger musicians, and everyone is well aware that the processes of
inter-generational transmission and succession are not sufficiently taking place. In the
past, musicians’ sons tended to follow their fathers into the music business. However,
there is currently a paucity of male heirs: Soi Muangma (of Lanthong) has only a
daughter, who has chosen to be a housewife; Chumnong and Somsit Khueakham (of
Nongiang) have altogether five daughters whose professions are of no connection to
Nongiang; Nikhom Khantakit (of Wat Phrachao Tonluang) has a daughter who takes no
interest whatsoever in piphat music; Bot Chumrat (of Sichumsin) has two daughters, but
because neither is willing to inherit the bands’ instruments and the role of manager, he
foresees the band’s resources being donated to a temple in the future; 262 and Kamon
Samueachuea (of Phetphumin) has a son, David Samueachuea, who currently plays
keyboard as a part-time job, but his grandson Sarun – the only grandson to express
enthusiasm for piphat – is now leaning towards a future in the military.263 My research
into the recent history of piphat performance culture and into the musicians’ life-styles
shows that the profession continues to be associated with low social status, moderate

262
263

Bot Chumrat, informal conversation, 4 March 2016.
Suraphon Chumpari, interview, 7 April 2016.
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income, job insecurity, and an unpredictable lifestyle involving lots of travelling. Most
will choose another profession if they can.
My work has revealed a number of other factors that are further hindering the
flourishing of the local piphat ensembles in Phayao. Firstly, many of Phayao’s wealthiest
people (mostly those of Chinese origin) are indifferent to piphat music and therefore
uninterested in the fate of piphat ensembles (see section 4.3.3). Also, the government
official, Nonthaya Phoung-ngam, told me that some fon phi ceremony hosts favour hiring
ensembles from neighbouring Lampang – a larger city with a university providing
musical education in both Western and Thai traditions, a bigger reservoir of highly-skilled
(and younger) musicians, and a wider range of ensembles that are able to offer fully-live
performances. 264 From the hosts’ and musicians’ perspectives, such geographical
distances are no longer so hard to traverse and musician/client territories are now seen as
overlapping; of course, it is the Phayao musicians who stand to lose out in this particular
predicament.
Secondly, incessant strife between the governmental sector and Phayao’s piphat
community has been another major drawback, with government officials often
denigrating the musicians for their perceived tardiness, lack of discipline, and
unwillingness to cooperate, and the musicians honing in on cases of government official
malfeasance, hubris, and lack of financial support. As detailed in section 4.3.2, there are
several specific episodes that are continuously referenced to provide seemingly
irrefutable evidence for this lingering mutual distrust and, unfortunately, these enduring
sentiments make both parties reluctant to collaborate in furthering piphat performance
opportunities.
Thirdly, inter-group rivalries often become problematic, causing personal distress
and loss of employment. Because all the piphat ensembles are involved in supplying
similar services within Phayao society, they naturally exist in competition with one
another and, accordingly, all band owners require strong loyalties in order to retain their
members’ shared skill base and move their business forward. However, in order to meet
the needs of the people they serve, the ensembles are also obliged to collaborate, with
many musicians enjoying joint-membership of multiple ensembles. My research into the
264

Interview, 28 February 2016.
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complex patterns of alliance and rivalry that pervade Phayao’s piphat community
(concentrated in Chapter 2 and illustrated in Illustration 2-1) demonstrates that a state of
harmonious balance is seldom if ever sustained for any length of time, with inter-group
competition constantly seething and occasionally tipping over into overt conflict –
especially when individuals actively disrupt others’ progress to further their own interests.
Fourthly, it is apparent that certain groups have a strong entrepreneurial ‘edge’
over others, such that the latter struggle to continue in the business. Of course, band
owners with well-developed business skills are able to ensure that their ensembles’ skills
are broadly and effectively advertised but, in addition to this, some have taken the
lucrative step of establishing exclusive partnerships with powerful event organisers in the
region; whenever someone hires such an organiser to cover all aspects of a funeral or
temple festival (including catering, marquee hire, cleaning, and so on), the partnered
ensemble automatically secures another gig. Meanwhile, the other ensembles that have
not entered such a business relationship find themselves excluded from a great many
performance opportunities.

My study of the contemporary piphat ensembles of Phayao Province can be built
upon in a number of ways. Perhaps most obviously, my research highlights a need to
conduct research into the piphat activities currently being fostered in the neighbouring
territories, including Lampang to the south and Chiang Rai to the north. It is often asserted
by academics that the Eastern region of North Thailand constitutes a culturally-unified
area (Penth, 2004: 14; Ongsakul, 1986/2011: 29), and my research has indeed shown there
to be a certain degree of inter-provincial cultural flow taking place between Phayao and
Lampang Provinces in particular. However, further research is required to reveal the true
extent of this alleged cultural kinship in the field of music-making, shedding light on
points of commonality and difference and, metaphorically speaking, adding further pieces
to the jigsaw. Of course, if this new research were to be conducted using methodologies
closely related to my own (as outlined in section 1.5), that would further facilitate
attempts at inter-regional comparative study, enhancing the likelihood of yielding a more
deeply nuanced picture of current practices in the region. There is certainly much work
to be undertaken in this general area of enquiry: with the exception of my own
dissertation, a few short studies in Thai that offer rather general observations (Phakdee,
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2007; Masiri, 2009; Somchandra et al., 2014), the work of Gerald P. Dyck that provides
a small window onto music-making in Chiang Mai and Chiang Rai in the 1960s (Dyck,
2009), and the work of Andrew C. Shahriari that includes some reflections about music
in contemporary Chiang Mai (Shahriari, 2001; 2006), the coverage of piphat culture in
this large geographical region is non-existent. In addition to a geographical broadening
out of the ethnomusicological enquiry into piphat, I would also advocate attempting
further historical investigation – specifically, gathering and piecing together the
memories of the oldest musicians and thereby reconstructing a longer narrative that
reaches further back into the past. In Phayao, it may be possible to elicit recollections
from the few musicians now in their 70s, and one assumes that there must be many other
old musicians in the neighbouring provinces who would be willing to impart their
memories of how music-making used to be.
In addition, my study highlights the need for further detailed musical analysis of
piphat, encompassing not only the older preserved forms fostered in Central Thailand but
also the more recent adaptations found elsewhere. Coming 50 years after the publication
of David Morton’s seminal The Traditional Music of Thailand (1968), Chapter 3 presents
the first extended exploration of piphat in the North of Thailand, and yet it is apparent
that there is much more analytical work remaining to be undertaken: still within Phayao,
there is ample repertory remaining to be examined – for example, as played by the
region’s oldest ensemble Nongiang – and the neighbouring regions’ piphat music
constitutes virtually uncharted territory. Again, if other researchers were to employ
analytical methods akin to my own then that would substantially aid cross-comparison
with the findings presented here.
Finally, I would like to express my hope that other ethnomusicologists become
deeply engaged in local music-making in Thailand, not just as passive documenters and
interpreters of culture but as active agents, interacting closely with musicians, audience
members and local government workers to identify key concerns and play a small part in
promoting musical activities. In 2016, my presence in Phayao City as a music researcher
was certainly noticed by the wider community, prompting some to re-evaluate their local
music-making and recognise it as something lying at the heart of their most cherished
social events; subsequently, as mentioned in section 4.3.2., an official Phayao piphat
society was set-up in the following year with the professed aim of promoting the
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ensembles’ activities. I strongly suspect that any other ethnomusicologist who strives for
this kind of engaged presence while conducting fieldwork in Thailand, be it in Phayao or
elsewhere, is likely to find themselves welcomed and valued by the community.
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Appendix I
List of lukthung songs
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Name

Tempo Name

Themes

Aepfan

Allegro (115-139)

Courting song

1

Phetdonchai

Aepkhoi

Andante (70-84)

Unrequited love

2

Phetphumin

Ainum Waithong

Allegro (115-139)

Courting song

Aumluk Thammia
Bannoi Langni
Bangkok Noi
Bokrak Fakchai
Bodaeng Salaengchai

Adagio (60-69)
Allegro (115-139)
Largo (50-54)
Adagio (60-69)
Allegretto (100114)
Allegretto (100114)

Lost love
Courting song
Tragedy
Courting song
Lost love

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2

Lanthong
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Phetdonchai
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin

2
1
1

Buatum Buaban

Moderato (85-99)

Courting song

Chancharakkhun Penkon
Suttai
Chiwitchan Khatthoe Maidai

Largo (50-54)

Courting song

1
1
1

Phetphumin
Nongiang
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Nongiang
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin

Adagio (60-69)

1

Phetphumin

Chomthung
Chongwaikon
Chu Thangchai

Allegro (115-139)
Vivace (140-168)
Adagio (60-69)

1
2
1

Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin

Chuannong Taeng-ngan

Allegro (115-139)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Nostalgia
Courting song
Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Courting song

1

Bo-rak Sidam

Lost love

Time

Ensemble

Chuanchom

Allegro (115-139)

Courting song

Chupmaiwan

Larghetto (55-59)

Lost love

Dancer Mosi

Allegro (115-139)

Courting song

3

Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Phetdonchai
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Sichumsin
Phetdonchai
Lanthong
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Phetdonchai
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Phetphumin

Daoten Moton

Allegro (115-139)

1

Daoprakaisin

Dek-pham

Allegro (115-139)

1

Phetphumin

Dokmai Naiphacha
Fasang Thi Phayao
Fakkham Khothot

Andante (70-84)
Moderato (85-99)
Adagio (60-69)

Economic
hardship
Migratory
hardship
Unrequited love
Unrequited love

1
1
1

Pinthong
Nongiang
Nongiang

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
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Hio Krapao

Larghetto (55-59)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Unrequited love

Homklin Dok Khamtai

Adagio (60-69)

Nostalgia

Hongpik-hak

Andante (70-84)

Nostalgia

Hugkhan Bodaidok
Hugsao Khon Kaen

Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)

Unrequited love
Courting song

Iangkaemkhoi

Allegro (115-139)

Lost love

Cha-kho Khoripkho
Changmanthoe
Chainang Muean Thangrot

Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)

Courting song
Unrequited love
Courting song

1

Sichumsin

1
1
1
1

Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Lanthong
Pinthong
Rai Oysin
Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Rai Oysin

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

Chamloeirak
Chotmai Pitsong

Adagio (60-69)
Moderato (85-99)

Chotmai Chaknaeona
Chotmai Penman
Chamchaichak

Adagio (60-69)
Adagio (60-69)
Andante (70-84)

Ka Khap Phrik

Allegro (115-139)

Tragedy
Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Nostalgia
Lost love
Economic
hardship
Courting song

Kaengkhoi

Larghetto (55-59)

Nostalgia

Kangmung Khoimia

Allegro (115-139)

Khanamnom

Grave (40-49)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Nostalgia

Khadoi Piangdin
Khamwon Kon La

Allegretto (100114)
Allegro (115-139)

Economic
hardship
Farewell song

Khanglangphap
Khao Maimikhai

Adagio (60-69)
Andante (70-84)

Nostalgia
Economic
hardship

1
1
1

Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Sichumsin
Phetdonchai
Sichumsin

1
1
1

Daoprakaisin
Pinthong
Pinthong

2
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
1

Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Rai Oysin
Phetdonchai
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Rai Oysin

1
1
2
1
1
1

Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Lanthong
Pinthong

2
1
1
1
1

Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin
Rai Oysin
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1
2
1

Phetphumin
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin

1
1
1

Phetphumin
Rai Oysin
Pinthong
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Rai Oysin
Phetdonchai
Daoprakaisin

Khatchan Laeothoe
Charu-suek
Khatha Maha-niyom
Khikeng Yaluem Kwian
Khohai Sot Thithoe

Adagio (60-69)

Lost love

Andante (70-84)
Allegro (115-139)
Moderato (85-99)

Khochai Chankhuen
Khochaithoe Laekboetho

Andante (70-84)
Allegro (115-139)

Unrequited love
Nostalgia
Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Unrequited love
Courting song

Khoyu Duaikon

Allegro (115-139)

Courting song

Khong-plom

Allegretto (100114)
Allegro (115-139)

Humour

1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2

Tragedy

1

Phetphumin

1
2
3
2
1
2
1
1
3
1
1

Pinthong
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Phetdonchai
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Pinthong
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Nongiang
Pinthong

Khu Lamduan

Khuen Amla

Adagio (60-69)

Nostalgia

Khithot Nongdaeng
Khitthueng Bankoet

Andante (70-84)
Vivace (140-168)

Nostalgia
Nostalgia

Khitthueng Changloei

Andante (70-84)

Migratory
hardship
Migratory
hardship

Khitthueng Pho

Adagio (60-69)

Khitthung Thungluilai
Klapma Thammai

Vivace (140-168)
Vivace (140-168)

Nostalgia
Lost love

Klinfang Nangluem

Andante (70-84)

Lost love

Konban Diaokhan

Allegro (115-139)

Migratory
hardship

Kondang Luemlangkhwai
Konthai Chaisu
Konchaihin

Vivace (140-168)
Adagio (60-69)
Adagio (60-69)

Lost love
Courting song
Lost love

2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Daoprakaisin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Phetdonchai
Lanthong
Nongiang
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
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1
2
1
1
4
3
1
1
1
2

Rai Oysin
Sichumsin
Rai Oysin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Lanthong
Phetdonchai
Pinthong
Sichumsin

1
1
1
2
1
1

Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin

1
1

Rai Oysin
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin

Konkhi-ai
Konrak-hai
Kot Nok Pha Hom
Krapao Somphong

Moderato (85-99)
Adagio (60-69)
Andante (70-84)
Moderato (85-99)

Courting song
Unrequited love
Unrequited love
Courting song

Krapao Baen Faenthing

Adagio (60-69)

Kulap Wiangphing
Kwan Phayao

Andante (70-84)
Andante (70-84)

Economic
hardship
Courting song
Courting song

Lakon Samrap Wanni
Lakhon Chiwit

Allegro (115-139)
Adagio (60-69)

Lamnamphong

Adagio (60-69)

Farewell song
Migratory
hardship
Courting song

Laocha
Loekmia Bokma

Allegro (115-139)
Allegretto (100114)

Nostalgia
Unfaithfulness in
relationship

1
1

Lokni Khue Lakhon
Longmarak Konchua

Larghetto (55-59)
Allegro (115-139)

Tragedy
Lost love

1

Lukkaeo Miakhwan

Adagio (60-69)

Lungkhap-pa
Mae

Moderato (85-99)
Moderato (85-99)

Migratory
hardship
Courting song
Nostalgia

Mae Yotrak

Largo (50-54)

Courting song

Malai Namchai

Allegro (115-139)

Courting song

Maolao Maorak

Courting song

Maolukdiao
Mimiadek

Allegretto (100114)
Allegro (115-139)
Andante (70-84)

Miaphi Michu

Allegro (115-139)

Mo Yisip-et

Allegro (115-139)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Economic
hardship

MonMuangnuea

Grave (40-49)

Nostalgia
Courting song

Nostalgia

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1

Phetphumin
Pinthong
Nongiang
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin

1
1
1
1

Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin

1
1
1
1

Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Phetphumin
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Monrak Dok Khamtai

Adagio (60-69)

Courting song

Monrak Lukthung
Motorcy Hang

Nostalgia
Lost love

Motorcy Nungsan
Motorcy Thamlon
Mrs. Hean
Muealai Cha Pho

Adagio (60-69)
Allegretto (100114)
Vivace (140-168)
Allegro (115-139)
Vivace (140-168)
Andante (70-84)

Naeolang Yangkhoi

Adagio (60-69)

Naifan
Naiwa Cha-khoi

Adagio (60-69)
Andante (70-84)

Migratory
hardship
Nostalgia
Lost love

Namning Lailuek

Vivace (140-168)

Namkrot Chaeyen
Namtan Konkaeo

Adagio (60-69)
Adagio (60-69)

Namta Chato

Adagio (60-69)

Namta Lasai

Andante (70-84)

Namta Isan

Grave (40-49)

Economic
hardship

Nangrong

Adagio (60-69)

Courting song

Ngoen-na Mimai
Nirat Wiangphing

Vivace (140-168)
Andante (70-84)

Humour
Nostalgia

Nomnakhao Saonakluea
Nuengdiao Khuemae
Num Lampang Thammia

Allegro (115-139)
Andante (70-84)
Allegro (115-139)

Courting song
Nostalgia
Courting song

Numna Ro-nang
Ok-hak Chak Cafe

Allegro (115-139)
Andante (70-84)

Unrequited love
Unrequited love

Courting song
Courting song
Courting song
Unfaithfulness in
relationship

Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Unrequited love
Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Lost love

2
1
1
1

Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin

1
1
1
1
1
3
5
1
1

Sichumsin
Pinthong
Nongiang
Phetdonchai
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Pinthong

1
2
1
1
2

Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Pinthong
Nongiang

1
1

Phetphumin
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Sichumsin

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Pinthong
Rai Oysin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Nongiang
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin
Pinthong
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Rai Oysin
Pinthong
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Ok-hak Chakphaktai
On Son Day

Adagio (60-69)
Allegro (115-139)

Lost love
Nostalgia

O-so Ro-rak

Allegro (115-139)

Economic
hardship

Paichondai

Courting song

Pensot Thammai
Pertchai Saotae

Allegretto (100114)
Moderato (85-99)
Vivace (140-168)

Phahom Sao

Allegro (115-139)

Nostalgia

Phaendin Mairai Thaobai
Phutsa
Phayao Rothoe

Adagio (60-69)

Lost love

Adagio (60-69)

Nostalgia

Phikiao Maipen

Courting song

Phiwa Nongmi Chu
Phicha Daengklap Malaeo

Allegretto (100114)
Allegro (115-139)
Moderato (85-99)

Phimi Taehai

Adagio (60-69)

Unrequited love
Migratory
hardship
Lost love

Phloechairak

Adagio (60-69)

Lost love

Phoprak Nganbun
Phoprak Thi Paknampho
Phrokhun Khondiao

Allegro (115-139)
Adagio (60-69)
Vivace (140-168)

Courting song
Nostalgia
Lost love

Phuakhao
Phuathing

Adagio (60-69)
Allegro (115-139)

Phuangmanao

Allegro (115-139)

Nostalgia
Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Courting song

Phuying Na-ngoen
Pik-kwan Thoe Mali
Poi Luang Wangsakaeng
Prathana

Allegro (115-139)
Adagio (60-69)
Allegro (115-139)
Adagio (60-69)

Lost love
Lost love
Nostalgia
Courting song

Protthoet Duangchai

Larghetto (55-59)

Lost love

Courting song
Courting song

1
2
1
1
1
2

Phetphumin
Pinthong
Nongiang
Pinthong
Rai Oysin
Daoprakaisin

1
1
1
1
1
1

Lanthong
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin
Rai Oysin
Nongiang

2
1
3
2
1
2

Phetphumin
Rai Oysin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin

1
1

Phetphumin
Pinthong

1
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
1
1
2

Phetdonchai
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Phetdonchai
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Nongiang
Phetdonchai
Phetphumin

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Daoprakaisin
Rai Oysin
Nongiang
Rai Oysin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Lanthong
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Phetdonchai
Sichumsin
Nongiang
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Phuna Kha-ke

Allegro (115-139)

Humour

Rai-oy Khoirak

Andante (70-84)

Lost love

Rakma Ha-pi
Rakmaemai
Raknongphon
Raksao Suealai
Rakchang Thi Bangpakong

Moderato (85-99)
Moderato (85-99)
Moderato (85-99)
Andante (70-84)
Allegro (115-139)

Lost love
Courting song
Courting song
Courting song
Unrequited love

Rakchong-ro

Adagio (60-69)

Courting song

Rak-khao Thi Bankoet
Rak Khonyimpaen

Adagio (60-69)
Allegro (115-139)

Nostalgia
Courting song

Rakphi-luek

Allegro (115-139)

Lost love

Rak Ring-ngo

Moderato (85-99)

Lost love

Raksalai Dokfaiban

Allegretto (100114)

Lost love

Raksao Luksong

Allegro (115-139)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship

Raoro Khaoluem
Rit-rak

Moderato (85-99)
Adagio (60-69)

Lost love
Tragedy

Rorak Thi U-rot

Vivace (140-168)

Economic
hardship

Rosai Chaisangma

Andante (70-84)

Courting song

Ro Sanyachai

Moderato (85-99)

Nostalgia

Rowan Thoewang
Roitaiprae

Allegro (115-139)
Adagio (60-69)

Courting song
Lost love

1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sichumsin
Lanthong
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Daoprakaisin
Lanthong
Nongiang
Phetdonchai
Phetdonchai
Rai Oysing
Nongiang
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Lanthong
Nongiang
Pinthong
Phetdonchai
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Pinthong
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Lanthong
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Rai Oysin
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Rong-raemchai

Andante (70-84)

Unrequited love

Rong-hai Kapduean

Andante (70-84)

Nostalgia

1
1
1
1
2
2
1

Rongthao Nahong

Adagio (60-69)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship

Rua Thale

Nostalgia

Saesi Ailue Cheknang

Allegretto (100114)
Allegro (115-139)

Courting song

1
1

Sai-ple Saichai
Samphinong Thaiyai

Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)

Courting song
Nostalgia

Sammanen Kamphra
Samruai Luemkham

Larghetto (55-59)
Andante (70-84)

Tragedy
Lost love

1
4
1
1
1

Samsip Yangchaeo

Allegro (115-139)

Courting song

Sa-ne Maisao

Allegro (115-139)

Lost love

Sansani Nicham
Sanya Mueasayan
Sao Isan Ro-rak
Sao Kantruem

Lost love
Lost love
Courting song
Courting song

Sao Kartlang

Allegro (115-139)
Moderato (85-99)
Vivace (140-168)
Allegretto (100114)
Allegro (115-139)

Saoloei Yang-ro

Vivace (140-168)

Courting song

Sao-ngam Muangphichit
Sao-nuea Buearak
Sao Ramwong

Larghetto (55-59)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)

Sao Lamluk-ka
Sao Phuthai
Sao Sa-uen
Sao Suantaeng

Andante (70-84)
Allegro (115-139)
Andante (70-84)
Andante (70-84)

Courting song
Courting song
Economic
hardship
Lost love
Courting song
Unrequited love
Nostalgia

Siang-riak Chaknumthai

Allegro (115-139)

Nostalgia

Siemsi Siang-rak
Silamani

Largo (50-54)
Grave (40-49)

Courting song

Lost love
Nostalgia

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Phetphumin
Lanthong
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin
Phetdonchai
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Sichumsin
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Nongiang
Phetdonchai
Phetphumin
Rai Oysin
Pinthong
Sichumsin
Nongiang

1
1
1
3
1
1
1

Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin

1
1
1
1

Nongiang
Sichumsin
Sichumsin
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Pinthong
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Phetdonchai
Phetphumin
Lanthong

2
1
2
1
1
1
1
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Sa-no Noi Ruean-ngam
Suaiching Nasao

Adagio (60-69)
Allegretto (100114)

Courting song
Courting song

Suai-kwa Miathiban

Moderato (85-99)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship

Sukhothai Rathom
Suttai Thi Krungthep
Taeng Thao Tai
Thaidam Ramphan

Larghetto (55-59)
Moderato (85-99)
Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)

Tragedy
Nostalgia
Courting song
Nostalgia

Tamnaeng Thi Maithongkan

Adagio (60-69)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship

Tangchai Malok
Thahanken Khonchon

Courting song
Courting song

Thahanken Phlatsong

Andante (70-84)
Allegretto (100114)
Allegro (115-139)

Thambun Ruamchat

Allegro (115-139)

Thephi Banphrai

Andante (70-84)

Nostalgia

Thirak Raorak Khanmaidai

Largo (50-54)

Thisut Khong Huachai
Thoebosong Luk Isan

Largo (50-54)
Adagio (60-69)

Unfaithfulness in
relationship
Unrequited love
Migratory
hardship

Toei Saochan Kangkob

Migratory
hardship
Unfaithfulness in
relationship

Nostalgia

Wan Suttai

Allegretto (100114)
Larghetto (55-59)

Wannirak Wanniluem
Waniphok Phanechon

Andante (70-84)
Allegro (115-139)

Unrequited love
Nostalgia

Wonrak

Larghetto (55-59)

Nostalgia

Lost love

3
1
3
1
1
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin
Lanthong
Nongiang
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Pinthong
Daoprakaisin
Daoprakaisin
Pinthong
Rai Oysin
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Nongiang
Sichumsin
Pinthong
Phetphumin
Lanthong
Phetphumin

1

Pinthong

2
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1

Sichumsin
Nongiang
Daoprakaisin
Phetphumin
Rai Oysin
Phetdonchai
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Pinthong
Nongiang

2
1
1
1

Nongiang

1
1

Daoprakaisin
Lanthong
Phetphumin
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Phetdonchai
Pinthong

1
1
1
1

Pinthong
Sichumsin
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Wonlom Fakrak

Allegro (115-139)

Nostalgia

1

Yadong Nongluem

Allegro (115-139)

Lost love

Yinglanla

Vivace (140-168)

Courting song

Yomphaban Chaokha
Yuenchailoi Khoifaen

Allegro (115-139)
Allegro (115-139)

Humour
Nostalgia

1
1
1
2
1
1
2

Wat Phrachao
Tonluang
Phetphumin
Sichumsin
Phetphumin
Daoprakaisin
Nongiang
Pinthong
Wat Phrachao
Tonluang

345

Appendix II
Musicians’ profiles
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This profile includes the members of all currently active piphat ensembles in Phayao
City. The members of Rai Oysin are not included because that particular ensemble has stopped
performing – from approximately April 2017.

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Aekphon Ngamkhan
1990
Nae / Saxophone
Bachelor
Government official

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Anucha Chungmit
1987
Khong Wong
Master
Band owner / Seller

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Bot Chamrat
1952
Ranad / Keyboard
Primary School
Band owner / Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Bunying Intha
1954
Traditional Drum / Congas
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Chaloemphan Buntha
1968
Ranad
Vocational Diploma
Craftsman

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Chamrat Hansuk
1957
Ranad
Primary School
Farmer
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Charoon Bunpan
1972
Ranad / Electric Guitar
Secondary School
Constructor

Name:
Year of birth:

Academic degree:
Occupation:

Chamnong Khueakham
1968
Traditional Drum / Keyboard /
Karaoke jockey
Secondary School
Band owner / Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

David Samueachuea
1973
Ranad / Keyboard
Secondary School
Phayao’s Fire Rescue Team

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Duang Chaonan
1956
Ranad / Congas
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Inchan Waphet
1949
Ranad
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Kamon Samueachuea
1953
Nae / Saxophone
Primary School
Band owner

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Khanthaphon Oybumrung
1982
Nae
Bachelor
Freelance worker

Musical instrument:
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Kasem Chumpa
1961
Traditional Drum / Trumpet
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Kritsadaphong Tonsi
1961
Khong wong
Primary School
Seller

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Lai Buntha
1953
Khong wong
Primary School
Band owner / Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Lo Chaiyasom
1963
Nae
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Narong Yami
1975
Traditional Drum / Drum Kit
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Nikhom Khanthakit
1966
Nae / Saxophone / Karaoke Jockey
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Phayung Lekkla
1956
Chwae
Primary School
Farmer
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Praphan Moonkhao
1957
Keyboard / Karaoke Jockey
Master
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Phon Mani
1961
Ranad
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Pi Pakkeao (Deceased)
Unknown - 2017
Nae / Congas
Primary School
-

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Piyanan Buanak
1981
Ranad
Bachelor
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Prasong Wongduang
1958

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Pui Wongwanruean
1947
Khong Wong
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Rat Thiamkaeo
1954
Traditional drum / Congas
Primary School
Farmer

Nae
Secondary School
Farmer
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Rot Mahayot
1958
Trumpet
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sangwan Khammi
1963
Keyboard / Electric Guitar
Secondary School
Seller

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Saokaeo Wongpanya
1958
Ranad
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sap Khueakham
1951
Ranad
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sarun Samueachuea
2000
Drum Kit
Secondary School
Student

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sarunyu Boripat
1997
Nae / Saxophone
Vocational Diploma
Student

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sawat Thiamkaeo
1962
Ranad
Secondary School
Freelance worker
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sayan Khaisuwan (Deceased)
1970 - 2017
Congas
Primary School
-

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sin Lekkla
1956
Chwae
Primary School
Craftsman

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sirat Khamphao
1954
Ranad
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sirimongkhon Silopa
1973
Electric Bass
Secondary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:

Sitthiphon Sisiatkha
1979
Drum Kit

Occupation:

Phayao’s Fire Rescue Team /
Haehaeng

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Soi Muangma
1950
Ranad / Keyboard
Primary School
Band owner / Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sombun Ma-u-ten
1936
Nae
Primary School
Farmer
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Sommi Phetra
1964
Ranad / Khong Wong
Primary School
Constructor

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Somphet Panya
1945
Ranad / Khong Wong
Primary School
Craftsman

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Somphong Champakhuea
1989
Congas
Secondary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Somsi Khota
Unknown
Ranad / Electric Guitar
Unknown

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Somsit Khueakham
1959
Trumpet
Primary School
Band owner / Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Suphan Lanpo
1955
Traditional Drum / Trumpet
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Suphan Saisom
1964
Ranad / Electric Bass
Vocational Diploma
Farmer

No Photo
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:

Suraphon Chumpari
1959
Nae / Saxophone
Primary School

Occupation:

Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Suthat Chaonan (Deceased)
1961 - 2017
Khong Wong / Keyboard
Primary School
-

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Suthat Mianghom
1958
Khong Wong / Ranad
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Suwat Buntha
1969
Karaoke Jockey
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:

Academic degree:
Occupation:

Suwat Muangma
1977
Chwae /
Karaoke Jockey
Vocational Diploma
Seller

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Suwat Phaithun
1999
Keyboard / Ranad / Drum Kit
Secondary School
Freelance musician

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Suwit Phaithun
1970
Electric Bass / Ranad
Secondary School
Farmer

Musical instrument:
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Thanom Prachumthong
1950
Chwae
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Thongdi Panlaoya
1956
Ranad
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Thongsit Phromthet
1939
Ranad
Primary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Uthen Phromsen
1966
Electric Guitar / Ranad
Secondary School
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Uan Nueksom
1946
Nae
Unknown
Farmer

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Uthai Bangkhai
1974
Chwae
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Warawut Chungmit
1992
Ranad
Bachelor
Student
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Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Wasan Nanthakum
1974
Traditional Drum / Drum Kit
Primary School
Insurance agent

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Wiraphong Chaiwong
1985
Electric Bass / Ranad / Keyboard
Secondary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Yot Chaidi
1951
Nae / Congas
Primary School
Freelance worker

Name:
Year of birth:
Musical instrument:
Academic degree:
Occupation:

Yothin Chaiwong
1979
Traditional Drum / Drum Kit
Secondary School
Freelance worker
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Appendix III
Poster: The Evolution of Contemporary Piphat Ensembles in
Phayao Province, Northern Thailand
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The Evolution of Contemporary Piphat Ensembles
in Phayao Province, Northern Thailand
Tat Amaro PhD candidate
Since the 1970s, musicians specialising in the traditional Thai genre called ‘piphat’ have been ceaselessly adapting their musical practices in line with broader socio-cultural transformations,
adopting high-tech equipment and Western musical instruments in a bid to ensure their tradition’s continued relevance. Nevertheless, it is clear that they have faced challenges. During
a slump in Thailand’s economic fortunes in the mid-1990s, some musicians even turned to other professions, while their patrons turned to the cheaper option of playing pre-recorded
music. Since the early 2000s, however, the musicians have been enjoying a resurgence in their music-making. By fusing their traditional Thai instruments with the full kit of a contemporary
rock band, electronic devices and computer karaoke technology, they are once again captivating their audiences’ full attention.
Temple patronage
1960–1970s

A traditional piphat group in Chiang Mai
(photographed by Gerald P. Dyck)

Traditional piphat ensembles existed in close partnership
with Buddhist temples with the instruments housed in
the temple precincts.

A slump in piphat services
1990s

The adoption of computer karaoke
in piphat performance
2001–2005

The contemporary piphat ensembles
today in 2016

Massive loudspeakers loaded onto pickup trucks and
playing pre-recorded music marked the extinction of
about half of the ensembles.

Early privately owned ensembles
1970s–1980s

While choosing to pursue independence and
autonomy, ensembles also began to incorporate
Western musical instruments and pop music
repertoire. Nong Eang was a pioneering
ensemble in both regards.

Piphat resurgence with the help of
advanced electronic devices
early 2000s

By adopting electric instruments, samplers, mixers,
lighting, and other equipment from pop bands, the
ensembles ensured renewed popularity. New
ensembles duly appeared.

Nong Eang adopted computer karaoke to complement
their instrumental playing, to reduce the need for many
musicians and to further enhance their music’s appeal.
Other ensembles followed suit.

By sharing their members, the Phayao piphat ensembles
overcome the problem of musicians’ scarcity, so they
able to provide
their services in
a wide variety of
cultural contexts
– specifically,
spirit possession
dances, temple
fairs and funerals.

“Piphat music in Phayao has to survive, as long as I
breathe air. I refuse to let it fail.” (Jumnong Kruekhum,
band leader of Nong Eang, 19 April 2016)

Appendix IV
Additional musical examples
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Q=86

Q=98

360

Q=76

Q=64

361

Q=68

Q=58

362

Q=94

Q=92

363

Q=138

364

Nae

Q=78

Nae
Q=71

365

Nae
Q=82

Nae
Nae
Q=94

366

Nae
Q = 86

At sounding

Nae
Nae
Q=73

Appendix V
Three Lanna pieces
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List of Wat Phrachao Tonlunag’s musicians playing Lanna
comtemporary repertory
No. Name

Instrument

1.

Soi Muangma

Ranad Ek

2.

Kritsadaphong Tonsi

Khong Wong

3.

Thongdi Panlaoya

Ranad Thum

4.

Nikhom Khanthakit

Nae

5.

Suwat Phaithun

Keyboard
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Q=78

370

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Nae

Keyboard

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Nae

Keyboard

371

Ranad Ek
Q=78

Khong Wong
Q=78

(Parts)

372

Ranad Thum
Q=78

Nae
Q=78

373

Keyboard
Q=78

374

Q=82

375

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Nae

Keyboard

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Nae

Keyboard

376

Ranad Ek
Q=82

Khong Wong
Q=82

(Parts)

377

Ranad Thum
Q=82

Nae
Q=82

378

Keyboard
Q=82

379

Q=86

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Nae

Keyboard

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Nae
Keyboard

380

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Nae

Keyboard

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Nae

Keyboard

381

Ranad Ek
Q=86

Khong Wong
Q=86

(Parts)

382

Ranad Thum
Q=86

Nae
Q=86

383

Keyboard
Q=86

Appendix VI
Krapao Somphong
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List of Phetphumin’s musicians playing Krapao Somphong
No. Name

Instrument

1.

Sirat Khamphao

Ranad Ek

2.

Suthat Chaonan

Khong Wong

3.

Duang Chaonan

Ranad Thum

4.

Kamon Samueachuea

Alto Saxophone

5.

Kasem Chumpa

Trumpet in Bb

6.

U-ten Phromsen

Rhythm Guitar

7.

Sirimongkhon Silopa

Bass Guitar

8.

David Samueachuea

Keyboard

9.

Sitthiphon Sisiatkha

Drum-kit
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The transposing instruments are at written pitch.

Q=92

387

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Alto Saxophone

Trumpet in Bb

Rhythm Guitar

Bass Guitar

Keyboard

Drum-kit

388

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Alto Saxophone

Trumpet in Bb

Rhythm Guitar

Bass Guitar

Keyboard

Drum-kit

389

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Alto Saxophone

Trumpet in Bb

Rhythm Guitar

Bass Guitar

Keyboard

Drum-kit

390

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Alto Saxophone

Trumpet in Bb

Rhythm Guitar

Bass Guitar

Keyboard

Drum-kit

391

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Alto Saxophone

Trumpet in Bb

Rhythm Guitar

Bass Guitar

Keyboard

Drum-kit

392

Ranad Ek

Khong Wong

Ranad Thum

Alto Saxophone

Trumpet in Bb

Rhythm Guitar

Bass Guitar

Keyboard

Drum-kit

393

Ranad Ek
Q=92

(Parts)

394

Khong Wong
Q=92

395

Ranad Thum
Q=92

396

Alto Saxophone
Q=92

At written pitch

397

Trumpet in Bb

Q=92

At written pitch

398

Rhythm Guitar
Q=92

399

400

Bass Guitar
Q=92

401

Keyboard
Q=92

402

403

Drum-kit
Q=92
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